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JNTRODUCTION 

I N THIS book* Moti Chandra deals with the problems related to ancient Indian 
merchants, their trade, the trade regulations and the network of trade 

routes. In his studies he has made use of the material extending from the Vedic 
period to the eleventh century available in Sanskrit, Pili and Prskrit languages. 
Geographical information from the Greek and the Roman sources, the accounts of 
the Chinese pilgrims and Indian art, by assembling the tit bits of information 
he has given shape to the lofty mountain of the Sarrhavaka of whose summit the 
resplendent sun of Indian literature radiating in all lustre has brought to light 
hundreds of new facts. He has as a matter of fact laid the fourldation stone of 
the all comprehensive history of Indian culture in tlie years to come. After 
reading the book one is bound to know where these precious historical facts lie 
hidden and the lnethodology the young historian should apply for discovering 
new facts and on these bases and a comprehensive style create the new edifice of 
Indian history and culture. While reading the book one gains the sight of the 
relations of India with the countries and islands lying across the Arabian Sea and 
Indian Ocean. The Dajakun~ara Charira of Dand! mentions the name of the 
naval captain RZn~eshu. Who knew that this word is of Syrian origin whose meaning 
is handsome Jesus (rSma=handsome, Tshu=Jesus)? Owing to the spread of 
Christianity this name had become colnmon among the sailors froni Western Asia. 
In the Gupta period Indian fleets were capable of defending the sea-girt coastal 
regions of the country and increase trade with other countries. Dandi therefore 
observes that a battle ship named Afadgu (sea-gull) accompanied by other boats 
attacked a Yavana ship. 

The word Sartkavalia is self explanatory. KshirasvPniin, the commentator of 
the Amarakoja comments "one who is the leader of travelling merchants who 
invested their own capital" (sarthan sadhanan panrhan vahari sarrhavahab: Amara- 
koja, 111. 9. 78). Sarrha is defined as 'the group of travellers' (sarrhodhavanav~indam, 
AmarakoSa, 11. 6. 42). In actuality sarrha means 'merchants who invested equal 
amount of capital and who carried on trade with outside market travelling in a 
caravan'. Their leader was known as sarrhavaha. The nearest English equivalent 
to the term is caravan leader. The Hindi ~arlra has been derived from the Sanskrit 
sartha but in original technical import has bcen lost. According to the author in 
the Sindlii the ~neaning of the original sarrila is still preserved. Some courageous 
merchant made himself the head of the caravan after joining i t .  Those who joined 
the caravan were governed by its own rulzs and regulations. The starting of a 
caravan was an important event for the niercha~it community. As for p~lgrimage 

*This book is the English version of Moti Chandra's Sirthaviha. 
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sahglta was organised and its head was saizghapati (.snirghavai, snnghn~fi), sinlilar was 
the position of sarrhalpaha in the field of trade and comnierce. In the golden farm 
of Indian trade, the picking was done by the caravan leader. Rich in organising 
skill, truthful, the treasure llouse of  courage, ready to  grapple with fresh problems, 
replete with commonsense, liberal, bestower of alms, interested in religion and 
culture, expert in the knowledge of his own country and foreign lands the caravan 
leader rubbed shoulders with foreigners as the Yavanas, Sakas, Pahlavas, Yiie-chi 
etc. Masters of their languages and custon~s, the Indian caravan leaders extended 
their activities from Timralipti in the Bay of Bengal to Antioch in Syria, from Java 
to Kedah, and to  the ports of Cholalliagdala and to Alexandria and East African 
ports. 

In the present book the material about sarrltavaha and his activities has been 
arranged systematically in thirteen chapters which present a moving picture of the 
two millennia of Indian trade. In  the first chapter the network of Indian trade 
routes with their arteries is presented. I n  our literature for the first time in the 
Prirhvi Silkra of the Atharva Veda our attention has been drawn to the panrhas or  
routes of our great land. 

Ye te panrhiino bahavo janzyana rarhasya 
vartmiirrascha pirave / 
yaih saficharanryubhaye bhadrapapasram panthanam 
jayerrriinamitrarnaraskaram yachchhivant tena no mrid / / A.V. XII. 1. 47. 

This hymn seems to  have been the keynote of the caravan leaders. I t  draws 
our attention to the following points: 

1. This land had many routes and their arteries. 
2. These routes were the principal means of comli~unication of the people. 
3. On these routes the chariots plied. 
4. They were principal means of communication for bullock carts for trans- 

porting goods. 
5 .  Good or bad every one had the right to use those roads. 
6. However, it was necessary to safeguard the people of those routes against 

the depredations of the wild animals and robbers. 
7. Those well-guarded and safe routes symbolized the happiness of the earth. 

The same principles hold good for the road system of India today as in 
ancient tilnes. The account of the Grand Route in northern India in this work 
deserves our attention because in ancient times this served as an artery for the land 
mass of the whole Asia extending from the Caspian Sea to China and from Bzhlika 
to PZfaliputra-Tamralipti. PZnini (c. 500 B.C.) gives its contemporary name as 
Uttarapatha (Uttarnparhennlr~itnm, V. 3.77). Megasthenes taking it as the northern 
route describes its various constituents. The Haimavatapatha of Kautilya indicated 
the Vshlika-Taxila sector of the route. The great French savant A. Foucher has 
studied the history of this sector in two volumes. I am happy to note that the 
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author has fully utilised A. Foucher's work. The true identification of HErahura 
is with Harahvaitr modern Argandab region in South Afghanistan. Thc ancient 
Iranian name for Herat was Haraiva (S. SZrava). The name of the river SarayU is 
even now preserved in the Harr Rod. The other name for the Parisindhu region 
was Piiresindhu mentioned i n  the Mahabharara. Its exact equivalctlt i n  English would 
be trans-lndus. PZnini (VI. 2. 42) gives parevadova the name for the mares from the 
other side of the Indus. Moti Cliandra has made a thorough search of Indian 
literature about these routes. In the Nalopakhyina of the Mahablrarara standing 
in the Kontwar region of Gwalior (between the Chambal and Betwa) it is observed: 
ere gachchhanti bahavah pntlrhano dakshinaparham (Aranj*aka Parvan, 59. 2). Many 
routes and their many arteries started from this place to  the Deccan. There are 
also mentioned the routes proceeding to  Vidarba, Dakshina-Kosala and Dakshini- 
patha. Even now the rail roads follow the same directions. 

The Vedic literature does not mention sarrhavaha; but it names the merchant 
Pagi and his business. It is worthy to note that the Hindi word garha forca pital 
could be derived from the Vedic grarhin meaning a capitalist. The frequent 
occurrence of technical terms in the Vedic literature supports the view that the 
Vedic Aryans were well acquainted with the sea (veda navah samudriyah). From 
the PZli literature of about the fifth century B.C. important information about 
travelling is available. In the traverllers besides the merchant community were 
included monks, pilgrims, pedlars, horse traders, acrobats and actors, students and 
tourists. Attention was paid for the safeguarding and repairing the roads. But even 
then they were infested with robbers known as panrhogkaraka or  paripanrhin 
(PZgini, IV. 4.36: paripanrham cha rish#hari). The comnientary on Panini V. 2.89 
quotes a Vedic prayer as an example-nia r1.a paripanrhirro vidan ('God forbid that 
you should meet a robber on the way'). Even then the responsibility of the 
sarthavaha for protecting the caravan was great and he employed guards for that 
purpose. While passing through the forest leader of an aboriginal tribe took the 
responsibility of guarding a caravan on payment; they were known as forest guards 
or atavipalas. 

The sartha provided itself with provision and other necessities of life. Proper 
arrangement was made for desert journeys. Vannupatha, the route to Bannu from 
the Middle Country, passing through the desert which could be identified with the 
rhal desert. of Sindh to  the east of the river Indus. In the same way a route from 
DvZrBvati (Dwarka) passing Marudhanva in the Marwar district reached Roruka 
(the present Rodi), the capital of ancient Sauvira, and from there after many stages 
it reached Central Asia (Kamboja); from there it had to cross Airzvatadhanva (Gobi 
desert). In this desert journey the caravan was guided by the 'land captain' (srhala- 
niryamaka) with the help of the stars. In the same way on the sea route the captain 
(jalanirj~iimaka) commanded the ship. There was arrangement for training the crew 
in nautical science (nirjamaka siirra) in the port of Sopara. The amount of infor- 
mation assembled about sea-voyages in this work was never made available before. 
Those who travelled together on ships were known as sam)*arrika. In the Mahaja- 
naka Jaraka, after. the shipwreck Mahzjanaka swimming for his life was addressed 
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by the goddess ManimekhalZ. The dialogue between the two proves the indomi- 
table courage and power of Indian sailors. 

"Who is the fellow who in the vast ocean is ineffectively beating his hands. 
Depending upon whom you are making this effort. 

"0 Goddess. I t  is my firm belief that in life one should exert as far as 
possible, and, therefore, even though the shore is not visible, I am continuing my 
effort to reach it. 

"It is useless to show your courage in the sea. You are bound to perish before 
reaching the shore. 

"0 Goddess, why do you say like this. Even if I perish making effort then I 
will be saved at least from calumny. One who exerts like me has not to repent 
afterwards. 

"But an effort which is destined not to succeed, of which there is no end in 
sight, what is the use of such an effort when the death is inevitable. 

"The fellow taking it for granted that he will not be able to cross the ocean 
ceases his efforts then it is due to  his own weakness. Whether success accrues or  
not a man who draws up his own programme and tries for its success then he is sure 
to succeed. I t  is evident from the fact that all my comrades have been drowned 
but I am still swimming and alive. So far as any energy is left in me I shall 
continue to exert and so far any power is left with me I shall certainly make 
efforts to cross the ocean." Mahiijanaka Jataka, Vol. VI, no. 539, pp. 35-36). 

ManimekhalZ was the presiding goddess of the sea travellers and sailors in 
South India. Her worship extended from the Cape Comorin to Kedah and in 
Puhar at the mouth of Kaveri, there was a big temple in her honour. 

Like' ManimekhalZ, the presiding deity of the caravan leaders in the north 
was Yaksha Manibhadra. All over northern India there were temples in his 
honour. The colossal statue of a Yaksha found from Parkham in the Mathura 
district represents him. But Pawayan (Padmzvati in the former Gwalior state) 
was a great centre of the Magibhadra cult. Caravans passing from the north to 
south had great regard for him. It  is mentioned in the Nalopakhyana of the 
Aranyaka Parvan (61.125) that a very big caravan with a view to make a large 
profit proceeding to Chedi Janapada crossed the river Vetravat~ (Betwa) and 
Damayantr joining it reached the Chedi country. Reaching a dense forest the 
leader of the caravan invoked Manibhadra, the king of Yakshas: pajyarnyasmin- 
vane kashle omanushyanishavite, ratha no yaksharad Manibhadrah prasfdatu 
(Aranyka, 61.123). 

Fortunately, there is a very good account of a mahasartha in chapters 61-62 
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of the Aranyaka Parvan. That big caravan was crowded with elephants, horses 
and chariots (hast).aivaratha samkulam) and the number of oxen, donkeys, camels 
and men on foot was so overwhelming that the caravan appeared as the moving 
ocean of men (janarnava 62.12). The members of this prosperous s a r t h a m a ~ a l a  
(62.10), were the ~arrhikas (62.8). It included not only merchants (vanijah) but 
also the Brahmans well versed in the Vedas (62.17). The leader of the caravan 
was known as the snrthavaha (aham snrthnsya nera vai siirthaviihah juchismite, 
61.122). The caravan included the young, old, children and women: Siirfhavirham 
cha snrlham cha jana ye chntra kechana (62.1 17) yEnah sthavirabalajcha snrthasya 
cha pttroganlah (62.1 18). 

The caravan was also accompanied by some lascivious chaps who wanted to 
make fun of Damayanti, but gentlemen taking pity on her made enquiries about 
her condition. At this point we are further informed that the caravan had a 
vanguard or a labour force which cleared the roads. The snrthavnha was not only 
the leader of the caravan, but during the period of the journey he acted as its 
master (61.121). When evening approached and everybody was tired then with 
his permission the caravan encamped at a suitable place (niveia, 62.4). The caravan 
made the mistake of encamping in the way leading to a waterpool. In the mid- 
night a herd of wild elephants came to drink water and trampled the sleeping 
members of the caravan. Some of them died and others took to their heels. There 
was utter confusion all round. Those who managed to escape from this calamity 
continued their journey. In the Mahiibhiirata this account of the pomp and glory 
of a big caravan in ancient India has survived. 

The caravan leaders and Indian travellers by land and sea routes, were also 
the carriers of Indian story literature. Seamen often related miraculous stories of 
Yakshas, N'igas, demons and spirits and aquatic animals connected with the seas. 
These stories diverted the people during their travels; such stories were adopted 
by literature as motif? as well. Attenti011 may be drawn to the Samudra vanija 
jnralta (Jataka, Vol. IV) which informs us that once upon a time some carpenters 
borrowed money for making furniture, but they could not complete their work in 
time. Pestered by the creditors the carpenters decided to migrate to some foreign 
land and after constructing a large ship they sailed. Following a favourable wind 
the ship reached an island rich in coconut and other edible fruit trees. Even before 
their arrival a traveller from a wrecked ship lived there who sang joyously: "They 
are simpletons, who eke out their existence by farming and the sweat of labour. 
They are not required in my domain. India! no, this place is far better." This 
account reminds us of the island described in the Odyssey of Homer where indolent 
men without any work known as lotus eaters lived on honey who invited Odyssus 
to live that kind of life with them, but the offer was declined by him. The j a ~ a k a  
seems to refer to the same kind of life. 

The author has raised a pertinent question whether at this time merchants 
entered into a partnership or agreement (samaya). From the evidence he 
has collected from the Jatakas, it is almost certain that merchants travelling 
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with a caravan apointed one of themselves as a leader or elder (je!thaka). Partner- 
ship by agreement was entered by two or more than two merchants. They agreed 
among themselves about the distribution of profits and losses. Though it was not 
necessary that every member of the caravan should enter into such an agreement. 
Those merchants who transacted business after such an agreement, for them the 
literary sources appeared to have used the word sambhiiyasamutthana. It is possi- 
ble that with a view to enter into agreement about profit and loss the caravan was 
divided into many units. They entered into agreements of their own choice. But 
the merchants sailing on the same ship under the leadership of a snrthavahn 
whether they had entered into a partnelship or not were known as samajiiifrika: 
"travelling in a body". In reality, their relationship and its limitations from the 
legal viewpoint is not so clear as Moti Chandra has accepted. A thorough study 
of samhiriis, their commentaries and medieval legal cornpel~diums (nibandhas) may 
throw some more light on this vexed problem. In the centuries following the 
foundation of the Mauryan empire many important events occurred in Indian his- 
tory. The empire of Kanishka extending from KapiSa to Ksrnatak exercised great 
influence on trade and commerce, literature and religion. In this connection the 
author has discussed Tndian geography at the time of Alexander. In reality, the 
Indian names given by the Greek historians owing to the Hellenisation of the 
Sanskrit orthography appear as if they are of foreign origin. It has been possible 
to find out the original Sanskrit forms of some of them with the help of P%,lini. 
The area occupied by Hastin near NagarahZra is HZstinByana of Pa'nini (IV.4.174) 
and Astakenoi of the Greeks situated around PurshkalZvatr. The Greek historiaus 
mention two other names Aspasioi who settled in the valley of the Kunar 
river were the A6vayana of PZgini (IV. 1.1 10) and the second Assakenoi settled in 
the valley of the Swat river were the same as the A ivak~yana  of Panini (IV. 1.99). 
Their other Greek name was Assakeoi which is equivalent to PZnini's ASvak5h. 
The impregnable stronghold of the Aivak~yanas is mentioned as Aornos, in sub- 
duing which even Alexander was put to a lot of trouble. P Z ~ i n i  (IV.2.82) names 
i t  as Varana. Stein has identified Aornos with the present day Un% or UnarB. The 
heroic Aivaka men, women and children fought to the last, but so  far they were 
alive they did not allow Alexander to enter the hill fortress. In other name the 
Gourians lived on the bank of the Gauri river. Nyasa seems to be the N a i k  jana- 
puda of PZnini, the Greek Musicanos stood for Muchukarni, Oretai for VZrtteya, 
Arbitai for Arabhata which has given the name of Arabhafi style in Sanskrit. 
BrZchmanoi was the BrZhrnana Janapada which has been mentioned by Piiyini 
(V.2.72, Briihnzannkoshnike samjiiGyiim; Rriihmanako desah yatr-iiyudhajivino 
Brahmankah santi). They are mentioned both by Patafijali and the KZsikB (Brah- 
nzunnko nama janapadah). The KZsikZ and Patafijali also mention Briihnlana ka 
llama janapaclah. Pataiijali also mentions Siidrakas who lived in their neighbour- 
hood. They could be identified with the Sodrae or Sambos of the Greeks. These 
and other identifications of Moti Chandra provide ample evidence that the source 
of the Greek names was Indian geography. For further identifications we have 
to probe our literature. The author's suggestion that twenty-four and half bhrrktis 
of the Jain literature probably represent the bhukfis of the Mauryan empire is a 
sound one. Kau~ilya has mentioned at  length several kinds of roads and the rules 
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governing the customs duties. Drona mukha has, however, been referred to in the 
Kharoshthi inscription from Sakardara across Ohind situated on the Indus as 
Danamukha. The term indicated those market towns which were situated at the 
end of the river valleys as serving exits for the produce of those valleys. Such 
towns could be located on the sea-coast as well for example Sarp5raka and Bharu- 
kachchha served the network of valleys lying behind them. The term himsrika for 
pirate boar is worth noting. In the Maurya period great attention was paid to the 
organisation and well-being of business; the Arrhahsrra contains enough material 
about these topics. The Suxiga period continued those rules. Whatever steps the 
Mauryans had taken for the propagation of sea trade, the Siitaviihanas improved 
upon them. 

The four Scythian tribes mentioned by Strabo, their equivalents have been 
found in the Indian literature. For instance Asii stands for Arshika or Rishika 
tribe. In the inscritpion on the pedestal of the Bodhisattva image a woman named 
AmohZ is called Asi (xrshi). In the alms house pillar inscription of Huvishka 
are nientioned saukreya and PrZchini which could be equated with Sacaraucae 
and Pasiani respectively. The Tochari is definitely TushZra. Toki t i l Z  on which 
Kanishka's devakula was situated at  Mat is now known as Tokari tila, 
niound of the TukhHras. The references to the Rishikas in the Mahabharara 
have been discussed by the author. They are the Yue-chi of the Indian 
history. The meaning of the Chinese word Yue-chi as 'moon-tribe' supports the 
view of the Adiparvan where the Rishikas are said to be descendants of the moon. 
According to the Sabhaparvan, Arjuna is said to have fought a great battle with the 
Pishikas somewhere in Central Asia. They could be located somewhere in the 
vicinity of the river Yarkand. If this is so then the country of the Parama-Rishikas 
should have been somewhere in the north which must have been the place of origin 
of the Yiie-chis. 

In the KushHna period Kanishka occupied the silk routes of Central Asia 
and the great northern route at the same time. Before him no other ruler had the 
good fortune even partly to acquire those routes. As a result Indian culture, reli- 
gion and trade spread with force from Termiz valley in the east and Sogdiana in 
the west. In this age manuscripts written in the BrZhmi script also reached that 
region. In the time of Kanishka Mathura was the biggest centre of art. In recent 
years archaeological researches found sculpture at Termiz in Sogdiana apparently 
influenced by the Mathura tradition. 

The KushZna art also exercised influence on eastern and western routes of 
Centrial Asia. Kapiia was in this age also in the dominion of the KushZnas, and 
the finding of ivory caskets from Begram show that these caskets were influenced 
by Mathura art, so much so that some scholars regard them of Mathura origin. 
In the KushZna period India's trade and commerce with the Roman empire had 
reached its zenith, but in this sea-borne trade caravan seems to have played a great 
part. Gha~f.ZsZla from where remains of a Buddhist stupa have been recovered is 
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identified with Kantakasela of inscriptions and Kantakossul of Ptolemy. This is an 
important identification in Indian geography. The writer is quite correct in his 
estimate that the spread of Buddhism on the eastern sea coast of India which had 
once flourishing trade with the Roman empire enabled the followers of Buddhism 
to  raise the magnificent stupas a t  Amaravati, Nagarjunakonda and Jagayyapeta. 
Sin~ilarly, on the western sea coast the Maha-chaityas and VihFiras a t  Bhaja, Karle 
and Kanhari were due to  the munificent gifts of the Buddhist businessmen who 
were making huge profits from the Roman trade. In the fifth chapter the author 
has tried to visualize how the foreign conquerors like the Pishikas, Sakas and 
Kushiinas with their hordes on the Grand Route of India, gradually entered 
northern India and the Deccan and how the SZtavZhanas keeping the spirit of 
national resistance finally themselves came to an end. The long rivalry between 
the Sakas and SFitavZhanas was not only due to political reasons but also due t o  
commerce. While the SFitavZhanas were firmly established in the Kalyan-Nasik 
region the ~ a k a s  held sway over Sopara-Bharukachchha region and these regions 
exchanged hands several times depending on the strength or  weakness of the rivals. 
In this connection a new fact has been brought to light that one of the names of 
Kanishka was Chandana and according to the Periplus Sandanes or Challdana 
exercised authority on Bharukachchha. This theory of Sylvan Levi remains unsup- 
ported by known events, but at least one fact supports his theory and it is the 
statue of Chashfana along with that of Kanishka found in the Devakula at Mat. 
So far the relation of Kanishka with Chashfana remains unexplained. From the 
assertion of the Periplus that Sandanes (Chandana or Kanishka) controlled 
Bharukachchha it could be suggested that there must have existed some relation- 
ship between Kanishka and Chashtana and that Kanishka extended his co~l t rol  over 
Bharukachcha-Sopara through Chashfana. The Mat statue of Kanishka represents 
11im as a middle-aged man, and Chashtana was a young man. It  may be sug- 
gested that Chashtana was a younger brother or a close rrlation of Kanishlta. It is 
also possible that he was racially related with Kanishka's family. Sylvan Levi has 
also suggested that between 25 and 120 A.D. the Yiie-chi were in the Deccan. This 
is as well supported by grammatical literature where Mahishaka and the Rishika 
Janapadas are shown as related (Knsika Siitra IV. 1. 132; Rishilceshu jnrah nrshilcah; 
Mahishakeshu jiitah Alahishikah). Prof. Mirashi had identified Mahishaka with 
South Hyderabad and Rishika with Khandesh. Prof. D.C. Sircar, however, 
disagrees with this view (Epig .  Ind. XXXV, pp. 69 ff). As a matter of fact in this 
region there were located a group of five jannpndas. The Rishikas were in Khandesh; 
Akola and Amaravati included Vidarbha; in the Aurangabad district the spur of 
the Sahyzdri extending from Ajanta to  the Godavari was the Miilakn land, and to 
the south of the Godavari the region of Ahmed~iagar represented A61naka and to 
its south-east was situated Mahishaka. I n  the Nasik inscriptioll of Gautamiputra 
Satakarni the mention of Rishika, A h a k a ,  Mtilaka and Vidarbha is an additional 
link in supporting the existence of the Rishikas in the Deccan. I n  the Kishkindha 
Kiinda of the Rntniiyann as well Sugriva describes the settlements in the Deccan- 
Vidarbha, Rishika and Mahishaka together (Vidarbhiinyisi~ika~icIiaivn rnniayiin- 
mahishakanapi 41.10). The geographical references of the Riinlaj~n!la mention 
Suvarqadvipa and the seven states of Java probably in the S a k a - ~ ~ t a v ~ h a n a  period. 
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The ancient capital of the PZndyas located at Kolkai (Tirunelveli) is said to have 
been on the Tamraparapi river. In this period trade in black pepper was a t  
its zenith. Black pepper was loaded on ships in the port of Nakhon-Dharmargd 
situated on the eastetn Malay coast, and was unloaded in the sea port of Kolkai 
and was despatched to Rome by Indian merchants through the Arab intermediaries. 
The reniemberance of this trade has survived in two names of black pepper namely 
Dhiiniapattana and Kollaka. These trade names also reached northern India where 
the compiler of the Amarakoja collected them. 

The sixth chapter mentions the story of commerce between India and the 
Ronlan empire in which the author has made full use of the Periplus and Ptolemy. 
The port of Barbaricum situated between the seven mouths of the Indus was named 
because of its trade relation with Berber or  East Africa. This port has also been 
named in Takashajilndigana of PBnini (IV. 3.93). The name of BZvarias of 
Saurashtra, however, could be derived from Vlvayia=Vy~pZrika. The word 
Ramapaka in the Nasik cave inscription stands for the Romans. 

The pu[abhedaria for emporium and samudraprasrhana paltuna for ephetarium 
are appropriate Sanskrit equivalents. In this chapter Moti Chandra has also pointed 
our attention to the cotymba and trappaga mentioned by the Periplus which were 
the boats sailing near the Broach coast. In a letter dated 9th March 1953 he in- 
formed me that other boat names also appear in Jaina Angavijja.~ The Indian 
boats referred by the Periplus such as corymba, trappaga, sangar and colyndia, so 
r'ar I did not get these names in the Indian literature. But this problem has been 
solved by the Angavijja. Following is the text: 

niivn poto siilikii tappako plavo kande velu tumbo 
Kunlblto datj cheri-tartho maltavakasesu navi potova 
vinneya-rnajjhirnakiiyesu kot[imbo, sali.ki, sanghiido 
ylavo tappako va vitinavi. ntajjhimatinnlaresu ka?[ham 
1.a veluina vinneyo-pacltchambarak?iyesu turnbo ilii 

kumbho va do11 va vinneya. 

In the Indian form they appear as under: 

KoCCimbo = Cotymba 
Tappaka = Trappaga 
Samghnta = Sangar 

In the above account boats are divided into four categories. The larger ships 
(rnahnvakiisn) are nii-va and pota, the middle sized boats (mujjhimakaya) are ko([irnba, 
samghii?a, plava and rappaka and the small boats are ka#tha and velu, and the smal- 
lest boats are rumba, lcumbha and darr. The same Angavijjaa gives a list of the 
following Greek, Iranian and Roman goddesses: 

I .  Angavijjd, p. 166 ed. by Shri Punajavijayaji, Varanasi 1957. 
2. ibid. p. 69. 
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Ran~bhatti Titnissakasitti Tidhini Snlin~alini 
Apalii Anndi (hi) rn vatri AirSjni tti ,'a vane 

Here ApalZ stands for Pallas Athene; Ap'ihitZ for Anahita; Tirnassakesi for 
Artemis. Air'ini probably stands for the Greek goddess Aphrodite and Tidhini 
probably for the Roman goddess Diana. ~ Z l i m ~ l i p i  is probably the n ~ o o ~ i  goddess 
Selene. 

The Peripllrs names Sri Lanka as Palesmoundu (Skt. Piiresomudra) which is 
also ri~entioned in the Mah~bhsirata. In this connection attention may be drawn 
to the silver tray found from Lampascos a village in Anatolia now preserved in 
the Ankara Museum, which represents Motlier India. She wears an India-made 
perfumed chaplet; at one time exported to Rome. The Greek and Roman women 
wore them on their heads. Those chaplets were made of flower-shaped cotton 
pieces dipped in perfume and could be preserved for a long period. The statue of 
the Kambojik'i in the Mathura Museum weass such a chaplet. 

Pliny calls India as the source of precious stones. In this connection the words 
of an Arab merchant Hazrat Oman several centuries later are worth noting: "The 
Indian rivers are pearls, the mountains rubies and trees perfumes." In the s e v e ~ ~ t h  
chapter basing his information on the Sanskrit and Buddhist literatures from the first 
to  the fourth century A.D. to the eleventh century the author has solved Illany geo- 
graphical and business problems. Its discussion on several topics in the Mohiiniddrsn, 
Milindaprajna, the Mahabharora and the Vasudevahindi are worth following. It is 
astonishing to see many foreign ports mentioned by the Greek and Roman writers, 
for the first time mentioned in Indian literature: Vesunga, Tamali (Taniiling 
island), Vanga (Banka island), Gangana (Za~izibar) have been properly identified. 
The identification of Kamalapura of the Vasudevahindi with Khmer or  the Arabic 
Kamar is appropriate. In the Sabhiipa~*van of the Mohabharata Ant'ikhi, Roniii 
and Yavanapur are identified as Antioch, Rome and Alexandria respectively. 
Thcse were important foreign capitals with which India had well established trade 
relations. The sea route from Cambodia (Kamala) to Alexandria and Rome was 
wcll known to Indian sailors. Their indomitable courage in this connection gave 
birth to Bznas dictum: "To them the earth appeared as a platform in the courtyard, 
and the sea as a mere channel ( a n g a n ~ ~ v d v o s u d l  ku/j3a, jaladllih. Harshachar.ira). 
This high mountain of the north and the wide coastline of the seas of the south 
offered no impediments but served as bridges for adventurous travellers. They 
contrrbuted largely in bringing Central Asia and Indonesia within the fold of 
Indian culture. The avadunas of the sea-merchants Ptirna, Sup'iraga and Kotikarnn 
serve as beacon light in the Indian nautical science. The lists of twenty-four guilds, 
1 wenty-two heads of guilds and thirty professions preserved in the Mohnvastlr repre- 
sent a flourishing world of trade providing the true index of the production of the 
goods. 

The Tamil literature of the south also gives a convincing picture of the sen 
trade. The description of the port of K'iveripat!inan~ or  Puhar with its seashore 
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godowns, foreign merchants and markets is so realistic that it is not found any- 
where else. At some time the great sea ports of Barbaraka, Bharukachchha, 
Murichipattana, Dantapura, TZmralipti etc., repeated the pattern of Kgveripa!ti- 
naln. The statements of two Tamil poets about Muchiri is worth noting. Accord- 
ing to them "The foreign ships bring gold to the sea port of Muchiri within the 
boundary of Kerala passing the frothy water of the Periyar river. This gold was 
transferred from larger ships to smaller boats. Bags of black pepper were brought 
froin houses to n?arkets and merchants loaded them on ships in exchange for gold. 
At Muchiri the music of the waves never stopped." 

In the ninth chapter the author has thrown light on caravan and the goods 
they carried basing his information on the Jaina chiirnis, bharhyas and niryukrir. 
Caravans were divided into four categories and the goods they carried were of four 
kinds. The sixteen kinds of winds mentioned i n  the Avaiyaka chiirni have been 
adopted from the nautical terminology which appears in the later Arabic literature. 
The Jirafadhnrma uses the word potapal[ana for sea port, elsewhere jalapal{ana 
and velata[a have also been used for sea port. It is possible that kahyaka stands 
ibr Zanzibar. When some sea merchants talked to their king about the striped 
horses or zebras of the place, then he specially commissioned them to bring some 
to him. The Jiiarbdharma also gives a list of articles loaded on ships; mention may 
be made of certain musical instruments, toys and skinful of perfumed oil, which 
formed a part of the cargo. The list of the foreign female slaves in the Antagarla- 
dusao is also interesting as it informs us that they came from the trans-Oxus 
country, Ferghana, Sri Lanka, Arabia, Balkh, Iran etc., and employed in the 
harems for service. This list includes many countries extending from Sri Lanka to 
the Pamirs and froin there to Greece which indicates that part of the world with 
which India had trade and cultural relations in the early centuries of the 
Christian era. 

In the Gupta period earning wealth by sea trade had got credence in tlie 
people. According to Blna, Lakshmi is self drawn by sea voyage (abhramanerra 
S ,  i~amiikarska~ane, Harshacharita 189). A sentence in the Myichchhaka{r'kn 
gives pronlinence to the spirit of the age. At the instance of Chzrudatta tlie 
jester went to VasantasenH to return her ornaments. Seeing the grandeur of hcr 
palace with eight courtyards, he was surprised and he told to the cheti whether her 
mistress was interested in shipping business so that she had such riches (bhavari 
lcirll yushrnakanz yiinapatriini vahanti). 

In the Gupta period when the great sea traders returned after earning much 
gold and precious stones then they distributed a part of their earnings in charity. 
Among the sixteen great alms of the Matsya Purana is included the sapta-smlrdro 
mtrkiidana, the water of the wells from the sankalpa was taken from the seven 
seas. Such wells have even now survived in great commercial cities as Mathura, 
KGi, Prayiiga and PZtaliputra. The figure of ~ r i  Lakshmi standing on a boat 
depicted on a sealing from BhitZ symbolised the gainful contemporary sea trade. 
Moti Chandra for the first time has rightly interpreted the figure on the seal. The 
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close intimacy of the Indian people with the seas is also evident from the contem- 
porary literature and inscriptions. This is further supported by the name of 
San:udragupta and from the adjective in his inscription: charura(1adhisvadiru ra.ra 
and in the imagery of KZlidZsa in the Raghuvamia in which the four oceans are 
regarded as the four udders of the cow-shaped earth (payodharibhiitachatuhromlr- 
dram jugopa-goriipa-dharamivorvim and in nihiesha pitojjhitasindhurajah) (the sea 
is nothing but the symbol of Agastya who o ~ c e  soaked the sea and then threw i t  
back), and raising eighteen yiipas in eastern archipelago (ashtii(kuiadvipani1iha- 
tayipah). These were the common motives of Gupta age. 

In the 7th-8th century Indian trade developed further. , In the very begin- 
ning we find BBqa decorating the earth with the auspicious necklace (mangalalcn- 
mala) made of eighteen strands. He also imagines about sarvadcipanfarasaiich7iri 
piidalepn (Harshacharita). By the eighth century the Arabs proved very strong 
con~petitors of Indians. The horsz tr::de in this country passed entirely into their 
hands and the Sanskrit names for horses were gradually being replaced by their 
Arabic equivalents. Haribhadra who wrote the Samarnichchakaha in the eight11 
century, used for the first time the Arabic term volliiha. After him Hemachandra 
discusses the indigenous naines of llorses as adopted from the Arabic nomencla- 
tures. He even did not know that vollaha, seraha, kokaha, gtyaha etc., were foreign 
words. He regarded them as Indian and tried to trace their fanciful etymologies 
from Sanskrit (Abhidhana-Chiniamani IV.30.3-7). This clash between India and 
the Arab world increased with hurricane force and by the eleventh century it 
extended as far as KZii. In the Deccin, while the RZshtrakyas were friendly to 
the Arabs in the 8th-9th century the Gurjara-YratihZras of the north faced the 
situation boldly and were feared by foreigners. In the I lth-12th century the 
ChauhZns and GZhagavBlas acted as bulwark against the foreign invaders, but in 
these wars of survival the most glorious part was played by the Hindu ShZhis of 
the Panjab and Kabul. With their defiat, however, the gates of ~ ~ o r t h e r n  India 
lay open. Even then it took almost 450 years for the Islamic forces to reach K ~ i i  
from Sindh, while other countries fell like a house of cards before the advancing 
forces of Islam. 

Moti Chandra's identification of the naval battles depicted on the hero stones 
at Eksar near Bombay is also noteworthy. He has suggested that Bhoja of MBlavZ 
had conquered the Konkan in about 1019 and the representations of naval battles 
depicted on the hero stones show his engagement with the rulers of the Konkan. 

This book also acquaints us with the terms used in the construction and build- 
ing of ships. The bow is termed as gal ah^, mathii and mukha. The decoration of 
the bow with animal heads is termed gilasa by the boatmen of Varanasi. The 
word could be derived from grasa which in Sanskrit architectural terminology is 
synonymous with simhamukha (lion-head). The Jain literature uses the word purao 
for the bow. The other words ill current use are mathakiitha (outrigger), lahnrtoda 
(washtrake), ghodi (portside), pala k i  tedhi lakdj (boom), jali (grate), pichhad'i 
(stern), pulin (derrick), mattavarana (deck house), agramandira (cabin), chhalli 
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(coupling block), gunarakhn (S. guvvlikshaka), nauklipada@a, mastiila (mast), 
karnadhara, patvaria (helmsman) etc. Many technical terms used by boatmen 
sailing in the rivers and seas could be usefully gathered. Maiku, a boatman plying 
his boat on the Triveni S2,ngam of Allahabad, informed me that at  one time a 
thousand boats sucll as pa(ailn, mahelia, dakela, ulaki, dog],  b a j a r ~ ,  malhan~, bhau- 
lia, panasuiyii, IcoCar, bhadaria etc., plied on rivers. I an] indebted to him for the 
following terms: bandheja (two poles on top of the boat), bat17 (parallel wooden 
sticks between the two poles), humas (vertical poles from the bottom to bandhrja), 
batta (horizontal wooden strips between the humases), galahi (the bow, from where 
the boatman plies his oars), baghaudi (the iron rings for the oars), baha (the string 
loops in which the oars are inserted), parra (the terminating point of the oar), 
silrkii or ginnl (the decorative rosette on tlie bow), giina (the long thin rope used 
for dragging the boat against the current), jangha (the string tied round the rope- 
drawer), phodi (the box in which rolls of the rope are kept), gh i ran~ (pulley), bhiili 
(flow), u.jana (against the current), gilasapaCti (S. grii\apaCC1), trkeri (the wooden 
piece of the bow), etc. The terminology of the sailors on the western sea coast is 
even more interesting, for example Guj. palart, Mar. malaka (peel), gabhada (leak), 
olo (lee), Mar. dnrnani7ada (leeward), Guj. vamanY, Mar. vahani (jettison), dhfira 
(hold, hatchway; Mar. palota), Mar. kathapada (hull), Guj. khokli, chablitaro 
(bunk), patyh (board), ralayu (bottom), phiirada (break water), bharari (burden), 
lcalphat (caulking), galbat (craft), Guj. galuri (derrick, crane), Mar. godl (dock- 
yard), phanna (forward deck, forecastle), ncra (freight), nzira chitlhi (bill of lading), 
sukanii (helm), Mar. hoka yantra (compass), kabala (charter party), parhar (dun- 
nage), chhalaka (pier) etc. 

It  is difficult to understand the story of Indian history without understanding 
the great achievements of Indian sailors and sea captains and their close coopera- 
tion with caravan leaders. Particularly is this true with reference to the eastern 
Archipelago and the Arabian Sea. According to the Milindaprtlina a determined 
and dutiful sailor always thought, "I am a servant who works on the ship for 
wages. It is due to this ship that I earn my livelihood. I should never be idle and 
neglectful in my duties. I should always be busy in my work attentively." This 
thought was the true foundation of the ancient Indian shipping. 

The Indian caravan always extended an earnest invitation to people to come 
out of the safety of their houses and lead a healthy outdoor life. Travelling with 
a caravan was never burdensome for an individual as it was accompanied by happi- 
ness, courage, comradeship and helpfulness. The key to this happy life is found 
in the following dictum in the Mahabharata where in answer to a question from 
Yudhisthira, the Yaksha said: 

Sarrhah pravosato mitram bhiirya mitram grihasarah 
(Aranyaka Parvan 297.45) 

"To those who go out on a journey the caravan is a friend in the same way 
as wives are friends when they are residing in their homes." 
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The ever flowing current of life in the caravan attracted others to join it, its spirit 
of comradeship being irresistibly compelling. 

The Buddhist-Jain-Brahmana and Sanskrit-PZli-PrZkrit literatures equally irri- 
gate the vast field of Indian culture. They are linked strongly and they are full of 
historical references and meaningful words. The present study by Moti Chandra 
is an indication that for the national history of India not only the study of Indian 
sources is necessary, but one has to approach the Greek, Chinese and Arabic 
sources for its better understanding. Many studies of this nature are required. 
Then in years to come we will be able to raise the magnificent edifice of Indian 
history. 



PREFACE 

A LMOST TWENTY-FIVE years back I studied the Jain and Buddhist literatures 
with a view to find out such material bearing on certain aspects of Indian 

social institutions about which the Sanskrit literature is almost silent. My ex- 
perience i n  this field of study was that in the canonical and story literature of 
Buddhists and Jains such accounts have survived which throw light on ancient trade 
routes, trade, organisation of the caravans, and the position of the caravan leader. 
These ancient stories inform us that in spite of manifold difficulties the Indian 
car;.van always plied on land and sea routes acd i t  was due to their indomitable 
courage that Indian religion and culture gained a firm foothold in Greater India. 
Unfortunately the ancient Indian literature has no work like the Peripfus of the 
Eryrhraean Sea or Ptolemy's Geography which has survived. But even then 
some ancient Indian works like the ,llahalliddesn and Vasudeva-hind1 and the 
Arthainrtra contain geographical information which infornis us that the Indians 
were well acquainted with land and sea routes. Moreover, w,: are further informed 
about different kinds of routes, the troubles encountered by travellers, the construc- 
tion of sea-worthy ships, export and import etc. 

There has been a very intimate relationship between trade, trade routes and 
poli:ics and, therefore, I have tried to elucidate contemporary political conditions in 
different periods of Indian history. The political conditions help us to  comprehend 
the history of Indian trade and comnerce in a realistic manner. For instance, in 
the early centuries of the Christian era the foundation by Kanishka of an empire 
extending from the confines of China to whole northern India opened the 
great silk route to  Indians, and secondly the establishment of the Roman empire 
opened the Red Sea route which was the preserve of the Arabs to Alexandrian 
Greeks and some Indians as well. It is due to these political conditions that in the 
contenlporary literature and inscriptions we get an impression of the growing 
trade between India and the Roman empire. The archaeological finds from 
Arikamedu, AnkotZ (Baroda), Brahmagiri (Kolhapur), K'apiii (Begram) and Taxila 
also throw important light on the triide relations between India and the Roman 
empire. However, after the downfall of the Roman empire and the Kushana 
empire difficulties again arose on the trade routes and consequently the trade 
suffered. One of the reasons behind tbe war of the ~ a k a s  and SZtavZhanas was 
the lucrative trade with the Roman empire. Both the powers wanted to control the 
port of Broach which was the key point in this trade. The efforts of the SZtavZhanas 
to control the trade route between Ujjain and Mathura was with the same objec- 
tive. The battle for Broach resulted in shif~ing most of the trade activities to  
Muchiri (Cranganore) to  which taking advantage of the monsoon wind the Roman 
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ships sailed directly. Some scholars are of the opinion that because of the cons- 
tant warfare between the Sakas and SZtavZhanas the Indian colonisers proceeded 
to  Suvarnabhan~i. Perhaps trade must have been one of the reasons for Rsjendra 
Chela leading a naval expedition to Suvarnabhiimi. Literature throws important 
light on the trade routes and caravans using them. They had to face many difficul- 
ties including robbers and wild animals. The caravan leader looked after the 
safety of the members of the calavan and made arrangements for their food 
and their security. In the sea-voyage the dangers were even more such as 
cyclones, submarine rocks, dangerous aquatic animals and pirates. Moreover, 
while transacting business in foreign lands merchants were often cheated. The 
safeguard against these dangers was the skill of the skipper and the caravan leader. 
The Buddhist literature informs us that in ancient India there was a book on nauti- 
cal science known as Nirynrnaka Siitra. The study of this work was incumbent on 
sea captains, seamen of all categories. The literature provides information about 
the means of communication such as bullock carts, horses, donkeys, camels, oxen, 
boats and ships. Now and then technical words about shipping are found. But we 
have to depend on art for information about these means of communication. Except 
a t  Bharhut, Amaravati, Ajanta and sonle SBtav'ahana coins Indian boats and ships 
are seldom represented. Fortunately many ship types have been represented on the 
bas-relief of Borobudur. Whether these ships are of Indian or Indonesian origin it 
is difficult to say. I have assenlbled all the material in Chapter XIII. 

The book is full of Sanskrit, Pali, PrZkrit, Greek, Latin, Arabic and Chinese 
names and therefore one word at  many places has been pronounced differently. I 
hope my readers will excuse me for these discrepancies. 

I aln also thankful to friends for their useful suggestions. The late Dr.  V.S. 
Agrawala had not only advised me from time to time, but also wrote an introduc- 
tion to my book. Shri Wakhankar and others helped me in preparing some draw- 
ings. My wife Smt. Shanti Devi has always shared niy.difficulties. I have no words 
to thank her. 

MOT1 CHANDRA 
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ANCIENT TRADE ROUTES 

G EOGRAPHY PLAYS an important part in the evolution of a culture. The 
changing climate not only affects the life of the people but also influences their 

character and thought processes. For instance, in the arid regions where man has to 
stage constant war against nature, he develops a rough character and is prone to  
raids and robbery which is in direct contrast to  the mild character of the peoples 
living in tropical countries, because nature easily satisfies their demand and there- 
fore their character is mild. The trade routes of a country also depend on certain 
geographical factors. The routes passing through mountains and deserts are naturally 
very difficult, but the same routes passing through the open valleys, rivers and vast 
plains become easier. 

It is difficult to ascertain the time taken in the evolution of trade routes in 
this country, though ages must have passed in their evolution and innumerable tribes 
must have participated in giving them their distinctive character. The nomadic 
tribes in search of fodder for their flocks must have got themselves gradually 
acquainted with the natural routes of the country, but even before them, the primi- 
tive hunters in search of their prey must have treaded on the natural routes which 
later on assumed the character of highways. This search for natural passages must 
have continued for ages, and in course of time the whole country got covered with 
a network of trade routes. 

The Vedic literature constantly remembers these early path-finders. Agni is 
designated as "parhi kyrt" because by burning vast jungle tracks it created routes 
following which the-Vedic culture entered the farther corners of India. 

The pleasures and pains of travel in ancient times depended on the geographi- 
cal situations of the trade routes and the measures taken to safeguard them against 
predators and wild animals. When we think of ancient routes of which our con- 
querors, rulers, pilgrims, wanderers and merchants made use then we will have to 
forget about our modern roads passing through smiling fields on both sides, villages, 
towns and cities. Ancient India had no doubt some big cities but the majority of 
the people lived in villages and most part of the country was covered with dense 
forests through which the roads passed. These roads were often infested with wild 
animals; robbers lay in wait for travellers and as the food problem was difficult 
travellers had to carry their own provision. It  was very dangerous to travel alone 
on these roads and therefore people travelled together in well organised caravans 
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which provided reasonable conifort to their members. Even though organised in 
caiavans, merchants were subject to many dangers. These travellers were not merely 
traders but were also carriers of Indian culture. Travelling on the Grand Route of 
tlie north, Indian merchants entered Central Asia and Syria and then returned back 
to their country.by the same route. Froni this very route, from time to time, many 
races and tribes entered India through north-western passes but only after compara- 
tively short durations they became merged with the culture and the people of this 
country, so that today it is very difficult to analyse the tribal elements in Indian 
people. The importance of trade routes thus in~pels us to study them in some detail. 

Before attempting to study the network of trade routes in this country it is 
necessary to study some of its geographical bases. In north-eastern India there are 
hills and valleys covered with dense forests which in ancient times at least served as 
an impregnable barrier for the free ingress of the Tibeto-Burman tribes. For travers- 
ing these forests and hills there was a track between hl.anipur and China from 
which some trade trickled through China to  India and vice versa. In the second 
century B.C. when the Chinese ambassador Chang-kien reached Bactria, he was 
surprised to see there baniboos imported from China. In reality the bamboos from 
Yunnan reached the Middle Country through Assam and from there they were 
transported to Bactria through the Grand Route. But in spite of this sporadic trade 
the north-eastern route did not have much importance because it was not easy to tra- 
verse it. However the impassable barrier of the Hinialayas in north-west weakens a 
little and here is the trans-Indus country wliich nature has made very cold and 
where there are very high peaks and a narrow passage which skirts to  the north 
and the.  Chinese Turkestan, bct this passage is also not an easy one. It is covered 
with tlie bones of innumerable beasts of burden and the members of caravans who 
lost their lives through tlie sudden vagaries of nature. It is, however, remarkable 
that in spite of manifold difficulties caravans kept this route open for trade and 
commerce and the peaceful expansion of Indian culture to far off countries. This 
trade route also was used by innumerable nomadic tribes of Central Asia for migra- 
tion to India. In the trade routes of the world perhaps this route is the ugliest. It 
lacks any trace of vegetation and the accumulation of ice also does not enhance 
its beauty, because there is scanty snowfall 011 the Hilllalayan plateau. But in 
spite of all these difficulties this route serves as a northern gateway to Indian sub- 
continent, and from very ancient tinies to recent years it had some coniniercial and 
strategic importance. In this route near Gilgit, is the meeting point of the bounda- 
ries of China, Russia and Afghanistan and therefore its political and strategic 
importance could riot be exaggerated. 

However, with the recent expansion of the Chinese sphere of influence and 
its occupation of Tibet, this route has now lost its insignificance and is now con- 
nected with modern roads with China proper and they s e n e  as supply routes of 
mi:itary goods to Pakistan. Froni tliese routes China also attacked India. Tliese 
routes which were with great difficulty traversed by horses and yaks are tiow crossed 
by trucks and mechanised vehicles. In the region adjoining Tibet with India the 
Chinese are also building military roads and the regions of Himalayas which were 
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once considered impregnable have been opened to military roads endangering the 
safety of this country. 

It would be interesting to inquire what changes had been effected in the 
northern Grand Route in the last 5,000 years. Geographically there has been almost 
no change in the countries through which it passes, but with the recent political 
changes they remain no longer so much isolated as they were before. As we have 
already noticed some amount of trade was carried on in this route in ancient times, 
but now i t  has a network of well built roads not only for the passage of armed 
forces but also Chinese merchants have increased the volutne of trade on it. 

In order to estimate properly its commercial importance, we should not be 
surprised \vhy in the thirteenth century the Mongols raided Balkh and Bamyan and 
why in the nineteenth century, the British forces stopped the advance of the 
Afghans. No doubt the importance of this route to the north-western part of the 
Indian sub-continent, though it has not lost completely its importance to India. Its 
political importance is ever growing and India has to keep constantly a watch on 
what is happening on that sector of the Grand Route. After the partition of the 
country a coilstant fight between India and Pakistan for Kashmir has brought in 
focus the itnportance of this route for our country and the anti-Indian policy of 
China has given it added importance. It  was through this route that India was 
attacked innumerable times, and the British afraid of the Russian Imperialism in 
the nineteenth century, tried to strengthen its defence constantly. Afraid of some 
future attacks the British fortified Khyber and Attock and built a series of military 
cantonments in the Panjab. After the partition of India, the strategic importance 
in this sector of the Grand Route is the concern of Pakistan, but even then it is 
important that the Indian people should have their eyes on the movements on North- 
Western Frontier of the Indian sub-continent, and fashion their foreign policies 
accord i~~g to the exigencies of time. This sector has to be safeguarded against 
Pakistan and its allies. We do not mean, however, that the Grand Route from 
north-west is the only passage to this country from outside. We, however, want to 
stress the importance of this route because it connected India to the west. If we 
study the map of northern India, Afghanistan, Iran and the Middle-East then we 
will be convinced that the Grand Route skirting the deserts of Iran and Sindh 
strikes directly to the north towards the valleys of Chitral and Swat. The ancient 
and modern travellers have constantly pointed out to the difficulties of this route 
but even then the Vedic Aryans, the soldiers of Cyrus and Darius, Alexander and 
his successors, the Scythians, the Parthians, the TukhZras, the Huns and the Turks 
entered India through this very route via Balkh. Even in very ancient time mer- 
chants, Buddhist monks, artists, doctors, astronomers, magicians and adventurers 
travelled on this route and thus this route served an important cultural link bet- 
ween the east and the west. For a very long time this route was the only means of 
contact with India and China because the north-eastern route between these coun- 
tries was almost i~npassable but it was only open when the Americans during World 
War I1 made a road to  connect India with China. It  was through this route, how- 
ever, when the army of independence under Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose tried to 
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enter the country but failed in its objective. However, after World War I 1  was over, 
the route was abandoned and lins been reclaimed by the jungle. But with the 
Chinese problem coming large on this frontier its defences have become a dificult 
problem. 

1 .  THE ANCIENT TRANS-IRANIAN ROUTE 

The Roman history gives us ample information about the great Achaemenian 
routes. In the early centuries of the Christian era these routes were used for by the 
Chinese silk trade with the west. In the network of these trade routes there were 
three chief routes from the Mediterranean to the Far East. These routes at  times ran 
parallel to each other and at times they cut one another and proceeded onwards. 
In this connection we should also not forget the norther~l route which skirting 
north of the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and crossing the hill ranges of Central 
Asia reached China and the sea route via the Red Sea to the Mediterranean. After 
the discovery by the Hippalos of the monsoon ships did not sail by the coastline 
but sailed in the open ocean. But the chief route passed between the two routes. It 
passed Syria, Iraq, and Iran and then crossing the Hindukush entered India and 
crossing the Pa~nirs  reached China. 

Due to the close commercial relations between the East and the West, the 
cities of Syria attained great prosperity. Antioch becoming the boundary line of 
the trade routes from China and India became a very big prosperous city. Some 
cities in the west as Antioch, Rome and Alexandria mentioned in the Mahiibhii- 
rata,' as AntZkhi, Roma, and' Yavanapuri became very important centres of trade 
and commerce. The western sector of this route has been described by Isidore of 
Charax for the information of Augustus. 

The Roman traders following the land or sea route reached Antioch, from 
where the great trade route reached the Eupllrates river and crossing it the route 
reached Nicephorium via Anthemuseuns. From there following the left bank of the 
Euphrates either it reached Seleucia or  after travelling through the desert for three 
days from the Euphrates it reached Ctesiphon, the Parthian capital, and from there 
it proceeded to Baghdad. From there turning to the east it proceeded to the Iranian 
plateau which includes Iran, Afghanistan and Baluchistan and which was under 
the control of the Parthians. Passing Behistan the route reached Ecbatana (modern 
Hamadan) the ancient capital of the Achaemenians and from there it proceeded to 
Rhagae that is Rayy i n  the immediate neighbourhood of Teheran. From there 
leaving the salt desert of Dasht-i-Kavir on the right, it crossed the Caucasus and 
reached the ports of the Caspian Sea. From there this route continued to the east 
in the direction of Hekatonlpylos the ancient Parthian capital of Damghan. Eve11 
today this is the recognised route between Meshed and Herat. After Shalirnd 
commenced the "four stages of terror" so named by the Turkoman raiders who 
taking advantage of the terrain of the Elburz attacked pilgrims and merchants 
alike. Owing to these depredations, the route took to more arduous direction nearly 
200 Km. to  the west. Thus it traversed the mountains to reach Hyrcania i.e. the 
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basin of the Gargan. There it was colifronted by the desert of Karakum and,  
therefore, it was diverted to the east to pass the oasis of Askabad, Tegin and Merv 
and finally reached the grassy lands of B a ~ t r i a . ~  

The fame of Bactria rested 01.1 two factors, firstly i t  was the meeting place of 
the four grcat nations, Indians, Iranians, Scylhians and Chinese. Tlie merchants of 
these nations made arrangements for the fodder of their beasts of burden here and 
also exchanged the products of their countries between themselves. Even today 
though the importance of Maz~r-6-Sharif i n  Balkh has considerably diminished 
merchants assemble here, and secondly though Bactria was noted for its importance 
as a trade centre i t  was never a big city because its inhabitants were mostly noma- 
dic who did not like sedentary life. 

From Balkh the Grand Route striking towards the east reached Badakshan, 
WakhZn and the valleys of Pamirs and finally reached Kashgar and then proceeded 
to China through either of the two routes in the north and the south which passing 
through one oasis to another t ravers~d the desert basin of the Tarim. However, 
more important than these was the route which striking north reached the Oxus and 
crossing it passing through Sogdiana and Scythia joined the great route of the 
Euro-Asiatic plain. Finally from the southern gate of the city of Balkh the Grand 
Route proceeded to India. After crossing the Hindukush and the Indus it joined at 
Taxila. The great interior route is now known as the Grand Trunk Road. Bifurcat- 
ing at  Mathura its one branch proceeded to Piitaliputra-Palibothra-Patna and 
thence to the port of Tamralipti (Tamluk) and the other proceeded to Ujjayinr- 
Ozene-Ujjain and thence to Bharukachchha-Barygaza-Broach on the Gulf of 
Cambay, thus opening the interior of India for the sea trade. 

The sector of the Grand Route from Balkh to Taxila was known to Kau~ilya 
as Haiinaearapatha. It is evident from an inscription at Sanchi that the Buddhist 
monk Kassapagota used this route for preaching Buddhism in the Himalayas.3 The 
route passing through the Hindukush to Kandhar has not yet been thoroughly 
examined. On the contrary we have good inforniation about the route passing from 
east to west. Formerly Herat situated on this route was regarded as key to the 
Indian sub-continent but in reality the key to this country has to be searched in 
Kabul or Jelalabad or Peshawar or Attock. 

The modern city of Kandhar is connected to Indian sub-continent by two 
routes, one route striking to the east reaches the Indus near Dera Ghazi Khan and 
from there proceeds to Multan. The second route striking south-east reaches the 
Bolan Pass and from there proceeds to  Multan and through Shikarpur reaches 
Karachi. This is more direct route from Herat to Indian sub-continent which meets 
the Merv route at Kush. 

The above Hairnaratapatha could be divided into three sectors, the Bactrian 
sector, the Hindukush sector and the Indian sector, though due to many geographi- 
cal difficulties it is difficult to distinguish these routes from one another. 
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Dalkh has been described in 111dian literature since very ancient times. 
The ~ l a l ~ ~ b l ~ n r a t a ~  tells us that Balkh or  Viihlika produced very good breed 
of niules and its people did extensive trade in Chinese silk, yoshn~innns, jewels, per- 
fumes, etc. Alniost a century back the English traveller Alexander Burnes visited 
Balkh. His travel book gives a vivid account of its inhabitants, its climate and its 
deserts. 

According to Burnes caravans in this land travelled during the night following 
the stars for their direction. In winter the land became very difficult, but in the 
spring when it rained, the pastures turned green and the people engaged themselves 
in agricl~ltural operations. Balkh is famous for its horses and camels. The inhabi- 
tants of this region are a mixture of Iranians, Tajiks, Uzbegs, Hazaras and Turko- 
mans. The Grand Route from Balkh to  Indian sub-continent at first reaches Patkesar 
where the route from Sarnarkand joins it. This route does not divide itself till it 
crosses the sand dunes on the way t o  Tashkurghan. In the Hindukush range there 
are many tracks but from the point of view of the Grand Route the knowlzdge of 
the river system of the Oxus and the Indus flowing to the east is necessary. The 
two rivers Surkhzb in the north and Ghorband in the south, and the two rivers 
flowing to the west are Andarab in the north and the Panjashir in the south. In 
this way the eastern route of Balkh passing through the high valleys of the Andarab 
reaches Khawak and then passing through the high valleys of the Panjashir descends. 
In the same way the western route, before descending from the valley of the Ghor- 
band route passes from the north of Bamyan. 

As we have observed above the routes in Central Hindukush follow the cour- 
ses of the rivers. In this part of the Hindukush there are no roads in the proper 
sense, but in the northern part the routes follow the courses of the rivers Balkh, 
Khulm and Kunduz. 

As we have observed above the route passing the pass of Khawak is very old. 
In the Mohnbhn/.ata5 the tribal name of Kzyavya or Kavakhya is mentioned. Per- 
haps the pass took its name from the tribe. I t  is also possible that the Kzvakhyas 
lived in the valleys of the Panjashir and Ghorband lying at  the foot of the Hindu- 
kush. These valleys lie to the north of the Khawak pass. 

On the Khawak route journey between Tashkurglian and Balkh is easy in the 
spring, but in the summer it is difficult to get water in the desert and, therefore, in 
this season the caravans taking a more circuitous n~ountainous route along the 
Kliulm river reach Haibak, after this proceeding along the Kunduz river and cross- 
ing a saddle the oasis of Robat comes. Perhaps in the Mahablrarata times the 
KundamZnas lived in this r e g i ~ n . ~  Proceeding from here the route passing Narin, 
Yarni, and Samandan reaches Khawak, after this on the left the route proceeds to 
Kokacha and the mines of lapis-lazuli. After five stops comes the high valley of the 
Pal~jashir. For crossing the Hindukush the route turning from the village of Sang- 
buran passes Andarab, Khinjan and DoshZkh. After DoshZkh, in Jebel-SerZj and 
through Bamyan the route joins the Grand Route to India. 
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This old route to Bamyan conling out from the southern gate of Balkh reaches 
Karakotal without any difficulty. From here to the plateau of Kapiia there are 
three valleys which have to be crossed before leaving the mountainous road. 

To the north of Barnyan lies the Hindukush and to the south Koh-i-baba. The 
inhabitants of this region are mostly the Hazaras. The importance of Bamyan lics 
in the fact that it lies midway between Bactria and Peshawar. The Bamyan route 
was so difficult that in order to receive the divine help merchants had carved the 
gigantic statues of the Buddha in the hill side.' 

After leaving Bamyan there appears the confluence of two rivers and the 
meeting point of two routes. One of the routes passing Koh-i-baba proceeds to the 
high valley of the Helrnand. Proceeding along the high bank of the Surkhab river 
this route turns to the north and passing Ghorband reaches Kapiii. 

After passing Bamyan, Salang and Khawak and situated in the mountain 
ranges of Kafiristan, Hazarat and on the right foot of the Hindukush lies a very 
fertile area which is irrigated by the Ghcrband and the Panjashir rivers in the north 
and by the Kabulrud and Logar in the south. This plain was very famous for its 
commerce in ancient times because all the passes of the Hindukush open in i t .  Pass- 
ing through K'apiii the Central Asian commerce was carried to India. 

According to Hsiian Tsangs in Kgpiii goods from all countries were available. 
Babur, at a much later date, observes that here the goods not only from India but 
from Khorasan, Iraq and Rurn were available.9 From the excavations at Begram it 
is evident that at least in the Kush5n.i period, Kapiii had close commercial rela- 
tions with India and Rome. Because of its geographical situation it was bound to 
become the capital of that region. 

P Z ~ i n i  in his grammar (1V.2.99) has mentioned Kapik. Tne Mohabharata 
mentions it and on certain Indo-Greek coins the name K ~ p i i i  appears. This old 
city was situated on the confluence of the Ghorband and Panjashir. However, it 
appears that in the eighth century the influence of the city was declining becausc 
the Arab geographers and Mongol historians only speak of Kabul. It may be noted 
here that there were two Kabuls; one the Kabul of Buddhist period which was situ- 
ated on the bank of the Logar river and the second the Muslim Kabul which is 
situated on the KZbul-rud. King AmZn UllZh Kh'an wanted to lay the foundation 
of a third Kabul designating it as DBrul-aman but before his wish was fulfilled he 
had to flee the country. According to its height the valley of Kabul is divided into 
two parts; one part extending from Jelalabad to Attock is on geographical basis a 
part of the Indian sub-continent, while the second part forms a part of the Iranian 
plateau. The unequal height of thesz two parts affects their climate, and the 
character of their people. The routes from Kabul to  the Indian sub-continent pro- 
ceed along the Kabul and the Panjashir rivers, though the ancient route did not 
follow the Kabul river. Coming out from the ravine of the Ghorband river the 
route to the Panjab at  first turned to the south. The route from K~piSi  to  LampZka 
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and Nagarahzra (near Jelalabad) left the deep valley of the Panjashir. In the same 
wvny the route from Kabul to Jelalabad avoided the deep valley of the Kabul river. 

IL is known that in the eighth century Kabul was the capital of Afghanistan, but 
according to Ptolemy, in the second centul-y A.D., Kabul existed under the name 
of Karou1.a or Kaboura (1.18.4) and its remains may be still seen on the right bank 
of the river Logar. Perhaps the route between Arashosia to Balkh followed by 
Alexander passed through Kabul crossing the Ghorband river by a bridge. This 
route reaches Charikar, then passing Khair-Khaneh it reaches the fertile plain 
where the anciellt and modern Kabuls are situated. 

From Kabul, onc route reaches Butkhak and from there crossing Tang-e- 
Gharu it joins the Grand Route. The second route striking to  the east from the 
right enters the pass of Lataband and then reaches the Tegin river. From there a 
track passing the Karkacha pass joins the Grand Route above Jagdalik but the 
Grand Route making a right angle proceeds to Seh-Baba in the north of the Tegin, 
after that turning to the south-east it crosses the Jagdalik route. Then going up and 
down it crosses the Surkhab river a t  Surkhpul and in the end it leaves the moun- 
tains a t  Gandamak. From here the route striking to north-east reaches Jelalabad. 

The route from KapiSi to Jelalabad proceeds to the east then turning to south- 
east it crosses the joint course of the Ghorband and Panjashir rivers then passing 
through Nijsao, TagZo, Doab and Mandrawar and finally crossing the Kabul and 
Surkhrud rivers it reaches Jelalabad. 

As we have observed above after Jelalabad (which Hsiian Tsang has rightly 
regarded as the frontier of India) another region begins. Alexander had conquered 
this territory from the Mauryas, but after twenty years of this incident Seleucus I 
returned it to its former rulers. After these events, this territory remained in the 
hands of the foreign invaders for a long time but in the end it came within the 
sovereignty of the Mughals along Kabul. In the end of the eighteenth century after 
NZdir Shah it passed to the control of Ahmad ShZh D u r ~ a n i  and during the British 
period of Indian history it became the frontier land between India and Afgha- 
nistan. 

Between the Iildus and Jelalabad there lies a mountain which separating the 
valleys of the Kunar and the Swat and forming a circle in the west and assumillg 
the name of Safedkoh, it limits the province of Jelalabad in the soutll and east. No 
historical account of the network of the routes in the hilly regions of GandhZra is 
available. According to Arrian (Anabasis)lo Alexander accompanied by part of his 
army remained i n  the valleys of the rivers on the left of the Kabul river, t i l l  his 
entire army passed its right bank. Some historians have tried to assign Alexander's 
route through the Khyber Pass but they did not know that by that time the Khyber 
Pass route did not exist. It should also be noted that for reaching Peshawar it is not 
necessary to pass the Khyber Pass. As a matter of fact the foundation of Peshawar 
was laid 400 years after Alexander. There seems no reason that Alexander for reach- 
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ing Pushkarzvati, 
straight route and 
pass which lies bet 

the capital of Gandhfra in his time, should have avoided the 
taken a circuitous one. There is no doubt that passing the Michni 

;ween Nagarah'ara and Pushkar'avati he managed to lead his army. 

The Grand Route of the Indian sub-continent leaving the mountainous region 
crosses the Indus at Attock. It is believed by scholars that in ancient times as well 
the Grand Route crosscd the Indus at Attock though in the Mahabhararull 
Vrindztaka which could be identified with Attock situated in that region, i t  is difi- 
cult to believe that the Grand Route crossed the river only at  Attock, though i t  is 
mentioned in the Mahhbl~iirata that the wardens of marches were appointed there to 
safeguard the point of crossing. The acceptance of Attock as the crossing point of 
the Grand Route is due to the fact that in ancient times Udabhfnda (Rajtarangini), 
Udakabhanda (Hsiian Tsalig), Weyand (Alberuni), Ohind or Und was a suitable 
crossing. Even to this day it is called Dzr-e-Hindi or the gateway to India. The 
army of Alexander crossed the river at  this point by a boat bridge. Hsuan Tsang as 
well crossed the river here on elephant back and the army of BBbur also followed the 
same route. However, in the time of Akbar, Attock became the point of crossing. 

The course of the Grand Route which is not so easy to trace has three histori- 
cal stages: (i) that which Alexander and his successors took to reach Pushkar'avati, 
(ii) that which in the time of the Chinese pilgrims passed by Purushapura (Pesha- 
war) but crossed the Indus at UdabhZnda and (iii) the modern route which goes 
directly to Attock. 

The route from Jelalabad to Pushkar'avati (Charsada) upto Dakka is sandy and 
rocky. To its north live the Mohamands (PZnini, Madhumanta) and to its south in 
the Safedkoh live the Shinvzris. Striking to the east it crosses two kotals to reach 
Michni. After Michni, because of the descent of the rivers, the course of the old 
route cannot be traced properly, but fortunately the Kabul river turning to the 
south-east has left traces of the Grand Route. Here following its left bank it reached 
the confluence of the Kabul and the Swat which lay at a farther point than the 
modern confluence at PushkarZvati, the old capital of Gandhzra. In its place have 
now sprung up the villages of Prang, Charsada, and Rajar. From here the 
Grand Route striking directly to the east reached Hoti Mardan which has been called 
as Po-lu-cha for Hsiiail Tsang and on the right is situated the rock inscription of 
Aioka at Shahbazgarhi. From here the Grand Route proceeding to south-west 
reaclled Und. After crossing the Indus it entered the domain of Taxila and passing 
Hasail Abdal it reached the city of Taxila. 

The route between Kabul and Peshawar came into existence at a later date. 
A legend says that a deity in the form of a shepherd pointed to Kanishka a place 
where to raise the highest stapa of the world and the city of Peshawar was founded 
there.12 Whatever truth there may be in the legend, there is no doubt that to build 
a city in a low area irrigated by the streams flowing from the Afridi Hills where t i l l  
the sixteenth century tigers and rhiuoceros were hunted could only be attributed 
to the whim and cynicism of a king. 
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In the first century of the Christian era Pesliawar became the winter capital 
of the Kushanas and, therefore, it became necessary to join it with KZpiSi, the 
summer capital of the Scythians. This route passing through Khyber reached Dakka 
which was fortified by the British for its safety. The route between Dakka and the 
fort of Jamrud is full of pitfalls, but on this route lies the boundary between Pakis- 
tan and Afghanistan. Ali Masjid is situated below Landi Kotal. I11 the end the 
old route joining the modern route reaches Peshawar Cantt. 

For reaching Taxila the Pushkarzvati route had to cross the joint currents of 
the Kabul and Swat. However, they could be crossed by taking the Khyber route. 
The route from Peshawar to Und through PushkarZvati and Hoti Mardan covered 
a greater distance but on this route the river could be crossed in every season. It is 
evident from a map of the region that the Kabul river opens in the GandhZra plains. 
In some former time the river changed its course to a broader level with the result 
that its modern confluence with the Swat appears below their confluence in the time 
of the Chinese travellers. The downfall of Pushkarzvati might have also been due 
to the shifting of the confluence. 

Babur for reaching the Panjab deliberately chose the point o r  the river which 
was fordable. It means that there must have existed some other ford in this river as 
well. The route from K ~ p i i i  to  Pushkariivati and Taxila has many rivers. But after 
the downfall of Kfpiii and Pushkarzvati, when the Grand Route passed between 
Kabul and Peshawar then it had to avoid many fords. This route follows the sou- 
thern bank of the Kabul river and, therefore, naturally it strikes towards Attock 
where the Indus river narrows down thus providing a suitable place for bridging. 

A distinguishing feature of the ancient routes was that they connected ancient 
capitals with one another. When these capitals changed the routes also changed 
their directions. Tile change of capitals was due to reason of commerce, politics, 
religion, change in the course of the rivers, and also due to the whims of the rulers 
as is the case of two Bamyans, two Kabuls and three Taxilas the capitals were situ- 
ated in the same valleys. Sometin~es after the decay of old cities, new cities sprang 
up in their neighbourhoods as Maziir-k-Sharif took the place of the ancient Balkh, 
Kabul came into being in place of KapiSi, Peshawar sprang up in the place of 
Pushkarzvati, Attock came up in the place of Und and Rawalpindi in the place of 
Taxila. If we inquire about the northern and southern routes of the Hindukush in 
the different periods of history of the sub-continent, we come to know that the route 
did not follow the same course in all the periods. There has been very little change 
i n  the mountainous regions through which the route passes but that was not the 
case in the plains. For example the route between Balkh, Bamyan, KZpiSi, PushkarZ- 
vat? and UdabhZqda with its final goal as Taxila was used by Alexander, his succes- 
sors and many nomadic tribes. The same route starting fronl MazZr-d-Sharif o r  
Khanabad and passing Bamyan or Salang, Kabul, Peshawar and Attock reaches 
Rawalpindi. The route in medieval times passed in between the modern and ancient 
routes. After the foundation of Purushapura, the ancient Grand Route changed its 
direction and gradually the Pushkaravati sector became less frequented. In  the 
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eighth century after the fall of KZpiii and Kabul the course of the Grand Route 
was also very much affected. In the ninth century when Kabul and Khyber were 
directly joined then the ancient route to PushkarZvati almost came to a stop. The 
Grand Route was also joined with the rivers flowing towards Sindh. According to 
Ptolemy the waters of the Kunar came from the heights of Chitral, and, therefore, 
it was difficult to navigate below Jclalabad. Now the question arises whether 
Ptolemy's assertion depends on some local legend because even today the people of 
Peshawar believe that the Swat river is a bigger one and the Kabul is only its tribu- 
tary. The joint stream of the two is known as Landai which after joining the Panja- 
kora is named as Swat. Whatever truth there may be in the present belief, after 
Kabul became the capital city and thus gained political importance, the Kabul 
river began to be regarded as a bigger of the two. No historical account of the 
source and the course of the Kubh'a or Kabul river is available. But there is hardly 
any doubt tbat this river followed the ancient route and, therefore, the river and 
the route became synonymous. If this is true then the KubhZ river did not assume 
its name below Jelalabad only but it is also true for the main stream which follows 
the routes to ancient capitals. 

It is also a notable fact that K ~ p i i i ,  Lampzka, NagarahHra and Pushkaravati 
were situated on the Kabul river flowing from the west to east. On its right bank 
the combined waters of the Kabul and Logar appear like one stream but above 
KZpiii the importance of the Panjashir diminishes and the Ghorband begins repre- 
senting the upper parts of the Kabul river. In this way the Ghorband flowing on 
the heights of Peshawar and assuming the form of a big river joins the Indus.la 
Very little information is available about the route between Balkh and Taxila from 
Buddhist and Sanskrit literatures. But fortunately, the Mahabharara mentions the 
tribes inhabiting that area and PBnini also gives many names of the tribal people 
residing in that area. In the universal conquest of Arjuna" in the east of B'ahalika 
the route to Kashgar through Badakshzn, Wakhan and the valleys of the Pamirs 
is pointed out. The Dvyakshas of Badaksh'an were known to Indians.ls The 
Kunda~n'anas'~ perhaps lived in the valley of Kunduz, the Kambojas perhaps also 
followed this route. The Mahabharata also knows the ~ a k a s ,  Tukh'aras, and Kankas 
who lived in the regions in which crossing the Oxus river the route proceeds to 
Sugdha and ~ a k a d v i ~ a .  The Grand Route proceeded to the plains of Eurasia and 
joined the Grand Route there." The K'arp'asikas on the route between Balkh and 
the Indian sub-continent perhaps indicate the ancient Kapiii.IB On the Central 
Asian route perhaps the Meru indicated the Karakoram and Mandara the Kuen-lun. 
Perhaps ~ i t o d i i l ~  stands for the Khotan river.. The nomadic tribes of this region are 
addressed as Jyoha, Paiupa, and Khaia, who perhaps today indicate the Kirghiz 
people. Beyond Kashgar are mentioned the Chinese, the Hanas and Sakas on the 
Central Asian route.20 Uttarakuru later on perhaps named as Krorain in the  aka 
language, is identified with Loulan in Chinese history. 

The Indians perhaps also had the knowledge of the route which starting from 
Herat proceeded to Baluchistan and Sindh. The people of Baluchistan depended on 
rain for agriculture and their habitations were mostly situated on the sea-coast. 
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The people of Herat were perhaps known as the HZrahUras. The trans-Indus region 
was inhabited by Vaiyiimakas21 who lived in Baluchistan and also known to Greek 
geographers as Rambakia and also the Paradas, Vangas and K i t a ~ a s . ~ ~  This route to 
Baluchistan passed through Kohat and Mnla and reached Sindh. The inhabitants of 
Mola are called as Mauleyas in the Mahabharata and to their north lived the ~ i v i s . ~ ~  

2. THE TRADE ROUTES O F  NORTHERN INDIA 

In the plains of northern Indian sub-continent the Grand Route from Peshawar 
proceeds towards east bending slightly towards north. The routes in the plains of 
Sindh follow the rivers in the Panjab and striking a little towards south proceed t o  
the west. History is a witness to the fact that the Grand Route from Taxila pro- 
ceeded towards KZii and then t o  MithilZ. The Jiitalcas tell us that the Grand 
Route between VBrZ~asi and Taxila passed through very dense forests which were 
infested with highwaymen and wild beasts. Taxila was in those days the meeting point 
of Indian and foreign commerce. The Buddhist literature informs us that merchants 
of VZriiqasi, ~ r ~ v a s t i  and Soreyya (Soron) went to Taxila for trade.24 

From Peshawar to the Gangetic Plain there are two routes. The railway line 
from Peshawar to Saharanpur and then proceeding to Lucknow is indicative of the 
northern route and from this route the outer ranges of the Himalayas are not far. 
For touching Lahore this route bends slightly to the south of Wazirabad but reach- 
ing Jullundur it again straightens itself. Parallel to this route is the southern route 
which from Lahore proceeds to Raiwind, Ferozepur and Bhatinda and then reaches 
Delhi. At Delhi this route crossing the Yamuna enters the Doab and then following 
the right bank of the Ganga reaches Allahabad. There it again crosses the Yamuna 
and skirting to the soutll of the Ganga proceeds onwards. From Lucknow the 
northern route proceeding to the north of the Ganga reaches Tirhut and from there 
via Katihar and Parvatipur it reaches Assam. The southern route reaches Varanasi 
from Allahabad and then following the right bank of the Ganga reaches Bhagalpur 
and then Calcutta or via Patna also reaches Calcutta. 

These two routes have many branches which connect both.The Varanasi- 
Lucknow branch line via Ayodhya is unable to join the northern and southern 
routes because beyond Banaras the Ganga becomes very broad and only steam 
boats are able to join the northern and southern routes. Because of the dearth of 
bridges the routes to Tirhut, Bengal and Assam have only their local importance 
though this drawback is being constantly remedied by building a large number of 
bridges. Therefore, though these routes could not be counted as very important 
routes of India their military importailce is now beyond question. After China 
attacked India through these unimportant routes it has been proved that even the 
most difficult routes are unable to stop the advance of a modern army. 

Beyond Banaras the Ganga and Brahmaputra have great commercial impor- 
tance. From Gwalando, where the Ganga and Brah~naputra meet, steamers sail to 
Assam upto Dibrugarh. After the partition of the country this means of transport 
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was greatly disrupted though with the independence of Bangla Desh things have 
much improved. The new railway line in north Bihar joins northern India with 
Assam though its natural direction is eastern Bengal which under Pakistan had 
completely stopped the traffic. With the establishment of independent Bangla Desh 
the direct railway traffic is bound to start between India and Assam. 

From the Peshawar-Parvatipur sector of the Grand Route many smaller roads 
proceed to the Himalayas. These smaller roads are indicated by Nawshera-Dargai 
below Malakand pass, Sialkot-Jamniu, Amritsar-Pathankot, Ambala-Simla 
Laksar-Dehradun, Bareilly-Kathgodam, Hajipur-Raxaul, Katihar-Jogbani and 
Gitaldah-Jayantia railway branch lines. In the same way from the southern sector 
of the Grand Route many passages proceed towards the Deccan but these are not 
merely branch routes but assume the character of the Grand Route; they will be 
described later on. 

As we have observed above the routes from the Panjab to Sindh follow the 
rivers. One route branching from Bhatinda proceeds along the Sutlej. In the same 
way another route branching from Attock proceeds along the Sindh. In between 
these two routes there are five routes which like the five rivers of the Panjab meet 
at a point. The Sindh routes follow both sides of the rivers and are joined by the 
bridges at Rohri and Kotri. On the north western hills of the Kachchhi-Gandav plain 
were inhabited by the h i s  in ancient times. I n  this plain from Sukkur the railway 
line proceeds to the passes of Baluchistan. 

In ancient times the rivers of Sindh and the Panjab were navigable. Darius I 
in the beginning of his reign had decided to reach the Arabian Sea through the 
lower Sindh, but before doing so he ordered the exploration of that area. Skylax 
was appointed the leader of the exploration party and his flotilla reached KaSyapa- 
pura (Kaspapyros) which is identified with M ~ l t a n . ~ "  

The second invasion of the Iranians started from here. A little below Multan 
on the left bank of the river Chenab in 519 B.C. the flotilla of Darius reached, and 
after two and a half years when this flotilla presented itself to Darius in Egypt 
then it opened a channel between the Nile river and the Red Sea. According to 
Foucher this voyage was necessary to join the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea. 
As so011 as the ports of the Red Sea and the lower Sindh came under the control of 
Darius the Indian Ocean became secure and Persian ships began sailing safely from 
the ports of Egypt to the ports of Sindh. When the followers of Alexander reached 
the lower Sindh then they had to  face the stiff opposition of the Brzhmana repub- 
lics. It may be suggested that perhaps the Iranians also had to face a similar 
opposition. As soon as the armies of Alexander left the BrZhmana republics again 
came to themselves. The Macedonian Nearchus, Admiral of Alexander, admits that 
because of the stiff opposition of the population he was forced to leave Sindh very 
soon. In his expeditions to India Mahlnad of Ghazni also followed the same route. 
After the sack of Somanztha, when Mahmiid was returning to Ghazni he was very 
much harassed by the Jats living in the valleys of the Panjab. To teach them a 
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lesson Mahmnd returned to India the following year and assembled a flotilla of 1400 
boats at Multan.28 In modern limes the navigation in the Panjab rivers has very 
much diminished.*Only a limited number of boats ply on the Indus for transporting 
goods. 

Here we can conveniently compare the northern Sindh-Ganga routes with the 
southern route. The northern route passes through the fertile plain of the Panjab 
against the southern route which passes through the dry regions. In future when 
the railway line from Jhang and Dera-Ismail-Khan proceeds to Ghazni and Gomal 
then its important: will be much enhanced. But from Delhi to Varanasi both 
the routes pass through very fertile regions and, therefore, their importance is the 
same. Even then the northern route carries on the trade of the Hilllalayan region 
and the southern route takes care of the trade and commerce of the Vindhyan 
region. Beyond Varanasi the southern route is of greater importance than the 
northern route because, while the northern route looks in the direction of Assam, 
the southern route proceeds to Calcutta and thus to the sea. However, with the 
threat of Chinese Communism and its hegemony over Tibet and their growing in- 
fluence on Burma this route as well is becoming militarily more important. 

On the route between Peshawar and Bengal, besides the rivers there are three 
important strategic points namely, the Salt Range between Attock and Jhelum, the 
plain of Kurukshetra and the hills of Rajmahal between Bengal and Bihar. In the 
plains the rivers specially in rainy season create impediments in navigation and, 
therefore, the ancient route followed the foothills of the Himalayas in order to 
facilitate the crossing of the rivers in all seasons. In ancient times these fords were 
very important for stopping the advance of the enemy. The region between Attock 
and Jhelum is not of a strategic importance because the Salt Range separates the 
fertile northern part of the Sindh-SEgar Doab with the arid southern part. Straight 
to the north the route proceeds to Hazara and following the Jhelum to Kashmir. 

The Panjab proper ends on the eastern bank of the Sutlej and only the mili- 
tary cantonments of Ferozepur and Bhatinda defend the road to Delhi. Ferozepur, 
in the war with Pakistan, was defended by the Indian army with all its might. 
The plain of Kurukshetra is the watershed of the river systems of Sindh and 
Ganga. History tells us about the great strategic importance of Kurukshetra. To 
its north lies the desert of Marwar. In between this narrow plain joins the valleys 
of the Sutlej and tlie Ynmuna. This is a natural route between the Panjab and 
the Deccan. If the enemy forces proceeding through the Panjab manage to reach 
the Sutlej then owing to the geographical conditions they will be forced to  come to 
the plain of Kurukshetra. The war between the Kauravas and Pandavas was fought 
here. The war between PrithvirEj and Muhammad Ghori fought at Tarawadi once 
again decided the fate of India. In the war between Babur and IbrZhim at Panipat 
the Mughals laid the foundation of their rule. In the eighteenth century Ahmad 
ShZh AbdZli, after inflicting heavy defeat on the Marathas broke their back-bone. 
After the partition of the country the refugees fleeing the western Panjab assem- 
bled in the plain of Kurukshetra to save their honour and life. 
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The fords in the Gangetic plain have the sanie importance as the crossing 
points of the Panjab rivers. D-lhi, Agra, Kanauj, Ayodhya, Prayag, Varanasi, 
Patna and Bhagalpur are situated on the banks of the rivers and provide protection 
for the crossing points of those rivers. Prayag on the confluence of the Ganga and 
Yamuna and Patna on the confluence of the Son and Ganga are cilies of strategic 
importance. But it should be noted that the crossing points of the Yamuna and the 
crossings on the south bank of the Ganga are of greater importance than the cross- 
ing points in the interior areas served by those rivers. Agra, Dholpur, Kalpi, 
Prayag and Chunar fall in this category. The route to Malwa and Rajasthall 
crosses the Ya~nuna  at Agra and the route between Bundelkhand and Malwa cross- 
es the same river at Kalpi. I n  ancient times Kaui'a~nbi was situated a little above 
Allahabad. Below K a u i ~ m b i  the Ganga and the Yamuna were navigable, the 
place of Kaukmbi  has been taken up by Prayag. 

The natural meeting point of the armies proceeding from Bengal and Uttar 
Pradesh was in the plain of Buxar situated in Bihar because after this point the 
Ganga becomes so wide that it can be crossed only by steam boats. The foundation 
of the city of PZtaliputra by Ud~yibhadra was laid expressly with the purpose to 
safeguard the crossing point of the Gdnga against the expansion of the Lichchhvis. 
A little further on from Patna the hills of Bihar proceed along the Ganga to Bengal 
and, therefore, the routc from Bengal to Bihar passes through a narrow passage. 

We have drawn a picture of the road system in northern India and tried to 
point out how the roads are governed by geographical conditions. But the system 
of the roads pointed above must have taken thousands of years to develop. We are 
aware that almost in 500 years B.C. the network of routes between northern India 
and the Decca~i had developed. There is every possibility that the Aryan colonisers 
proceeding from the north-west to other parts of India passed through these roads. 
We have tried to analyse the sections of the Grand Route from VZhlika to PushkarZ- 
vati, Kabul to Peshawar, Peshawar to Pushkarzvati and Taxila and how far the 
Mahnbhnrara throws light on the tribes inhabiting those sections. The Buddhist 
Pali literature hardly gives any account of the Grand Route from Balkh to Taxila 
and from Taxila to  Mathura. 

Fortunately the Ramnj7ana and the Vinaya of the M~ilasarnstivadins preserve 
an account of the route between Taxila and Mathura.=7 The Vinaj9a informs us that 
JivakakumSrabhritya, the great physician and a contemporary of the Buddha, pro- 
ceeding from Taxila passed Bhadramkara, Udumbara, and Rohitaka to reach 
Mathura. Przyluski has identified Bhadramkara with the Sialkot region, Udumbara 
with the region of Pathankot and Rohitaka with modern Rohtak in the Haryana 
State. The Chinese traveller Tche-Mang also mentions Agrodaka on this route 
which could be identified with Agroha in the Rohtak district.ee 

It seems that the Uduinbaras exercised great influence on this route which 
may be due to its geographical situation. Because the Udumbaras living in the 
Pathankot region shared the commerce between Magadha and Kashmir and they 
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had also a share in the trade will1 Kangra, because even today all roads to Chamba, 
Nurpur, and Kangra meet at Pathankot. After the partition of the country the 
new road between Pathankot and Jammu is the only route for joining India proper 
with Icashmir. Jamniu is now connected with Pathankot by rail-road. In ancient 
tirnes fine woollen material woven ill this region was designated as O[trmhara. 

SZkala, the niodern Sialkot, i n  ancient time was the capital of tlie Madras.*O 
In the Milir~da Praina this city is called puGabhcdana which means that the sealed 
bales of goods were brought to and unloaded here, and after removing the seals the 
goods were sold to the retailers. 

In Pathankot-Rohtak sector, the Mnhnbharatcl places Bahudhanyaka 
(Ludhiana), ~a i r i shaka  (Sirsa) and R ~ h i t a k a . ~ ~  The Mahnbhnrata also knows of the 
desert region situated in the south of Rohtak. From Rolitak the route proceeded to 
Matliura which in ancient times was a great emporium. 

As we have indicated above the Rnrnqana31 mentions the route from western 
Panjab to  Ayodhya. The messengers sent to  bring back Bharata from Kekaya to 
Ayodhya at first reached the Ganga at Hastingpura in the Meerut district and from 
there they came to  Kurukshetra. After visiting Varunitirtha they crossed the 
Saraswati river then proceedirlg to the north they crossed the S a r a d a n d ~  river 
(modern Sirhind river). Going forward they reached the country of Bhulingas, then 
traversing the foothills of the Siwaliks they crossed tlie rivers Sutlej and Beas. Pro- 
ceeding further in their journey they reached the river AjakolCi (modern Aji) on 
which the city of Sakala was situated, and on their final stag-: to Kekaya they reached 
Giribraja identified with Giryak near Jalalpur. 

The Buddhist literature gives a good account of the route from Mathura to 
Rajagriha in Bihar. From Malhura this route procecded to  Berafija, Soreyya, 
Sankissa, Kannakujja and finally reached PayZgatittha. Here crossing the Ganga 
it reached Varanasi, on the same route were situated Varana (Baran-Bulundshahar) 
and A!avi ( A r ~ a l ) . ~ ~  BerafijZ has not been properly identified but this place was 
probably situated in the district of Dhaulpur near Bari, the starting point of a 
sector of the Grand Route. It is mentioned in the An,outtar~~iltaya that the Buddha 
on tlie roadside near Berafijs preached to the crowds.33 Soreyya is identified with 
Soroii in the Etah district which is still an important place of pilgrimage. This city 
had commercial relations with Taxila.s4 Sankissa is identified with the village 
Sankisa i n  the Farrukhabad district, U.P. According to  the Buddhist sources 
this city was situated at  a distance of thirty yojanas from ~ r a v a s t i .  The monk 
Revata started froin Soreyya on liis way to  SahajZti (Bhita-Allahabad district) 
passed Sankissa, Kannakujja, Udumbara and Aggalapura. Alavaka was situated at 
a distance of thirty yojnnns from Sravasti and a t  a distance of ten yojanas on the 
route between Rajagriha to VZrZ1psi.3~ It is lnentioiied that once upoil a time the 
Buddha starting from ~ r ~ v a s t i  reached Kitagiri (Kerakat, district Jauopur, U.P.) 
from there proceeding to  x!avi he reached RZjagriha in the end.38 KauSZmbi was 
the chief encampment of caravans and the routes from here to Kosala and 
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Magadha were largely frequented by merchants and  traveller^.^' From Kauiambx 
to VZr%nasi by river was thirty yojanas. The route to the Deccan from here passed 
through M a h i ~ h r n a t i . ~ ~  On the Grand Route between the east and west VarZqasi 
was a great commercial city.a9 Commercially the city was connected with Gandhara 
and Ta~i la .~O It received horses and donkeys from the route proceeding to 
S ~ v i r a . ~ l  Many caravans arrived here from Uttarnpatha." It had also commercial 
relations with Chedi (Bundelkhand) and Ujjain through KauS~mbi. '~  From here 
one route proceeded to Rajagrihaq4 and the second to ~ r ~ v a s t i .  The route to 
S r ~ v a s l i  proceeded via Kitagiri. There were two routes to Beralija from Banaras. 
The route through Soreyya was circuitous, but the second route crossing the Ganga 
at Prayag reached Banaras straight. From Banaras the Grand Route also reached 
Ukkachela (Sonpur, Bihar) and from there it proceeded to Vaisilr (Basarh, district 
Muzaffarpur, Bihar), where i t  joined the route from SI-iivasti to RZjagriha.'" 
There was also a direct route between Banaras and Uruvela (district Gaya). How- 
ever, much of the commerce of Banaras was carried by boats plying in thc 
Ganga. From Banaras boats sailed to Prayag and there sailing in the Yamuna they 
reached I n d r a p r a ~ t h a . ~ ~  

A second route from Uttarapatha reached ~ ~ . % v a s t i  the capital of Kosala. This 
route as we have seen above followed the same course as the railway line from 
Saharanpur-Lucknow-Banaras. From Lucknow this route proceeds to Gonda. On 
t!;is route were situated the cities of Kurujiifigala, Hastinapura and ~ r ~ v a s t r .  

The route between slavasti and Rajagyiha passed through Vaihli. The follow- 
ing stages between S r ~ v a s t i  and RZjagyiha are mentioned in the Par)%inavaggaH- 
Setavya, Kapilavastu, KuSinZrZ, PZva, and Bhoganagara. In these encampments 
SetavyZ is said to be the capital of Keyaiaddha. Saheth Maheth is now identified 
with ~ ~ % v a s t i . ~ ~  On the Tapti river a little further from the Nepalganj station, at  
Balapur in Nepal proper V. Smith discovered the remains of an ancient city which 
he regarded as the remains of Sr%vasti4g but the location of S r~vas t i  at Saheth 
Maheth has now been finally accepted. Therefore, it is possible that the remains of 
the city near Balapur may be indicative of the situation of SetavyZ. FavBpura is 
identified with tlie village of Papaur situated in the Padrauna Tehsil of the Gorakh- 
pur district. At VaiS~li the northern route to S l~vas t i  and the southern route from 
Banaras met. The Grand Route proceeded to  Champa (Bhagalpur) but the second 
route turned towards R&jagriha. From Sravasti one route proceeded towards 
Rau6ambi through SZketa. According to the Viiuddltintagga (p. 290) Saketa was 
iituated at the distance of seven yojanas from Sr~vas t i  which could be covered in a 
day by horse-relays. As robbers lurked on this route the state had made arrangc- 
ments for the protection of the  traveller^.^^ 

I n  ancient times ~ r ~ v a s t i  was a great commercial city, and the chief banker of 
this city Anathapindika was a great devotee of the Buddha. In its suburbs lived 
NishZdas who probably earned their living by plying From the nortbern 
gate of the city proceeded to the eastern Bhaddiya (near Monghyr); this road out- 
side the city crossed the river AchirZvatr by a boat bridge. Outside the  southern 
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gate of !hSvasti was open plain i n  wliich tlie army encamped. There were octroi 
houses situated on tlie four gates of tlie city. 

I11 tlie Ptili literature distances from ~ r s v a s t i  to diKerent cities are given. This 
supports the comniercial importance of the city. Taxila lay at a distance of 192 ~ l o j a -  
rtas from $r~vasl i ;  Sai~kissa at thirty yojnnos; Siiketa (Ayodhyu) at six jlo.jorro.~; 
RZjagrilir~ at 60 j-qjonos; MachcIiliikiisan$a (probably Machishahas i l l  Jaunpur 
district, U.P.) at 30 yo,jonns; snpp:iraka (Sopara) at 120 pojonos; K uraragliara at 20 
!,~ojotlos and the Cliandrabhiigii (Chenab) at 120 jwjanns. But the distance fro111 
Sravasti to these places cannot be determined with exactitude as the nieasurement 
of the j)ojorins in ancient India cali~iot be properly deterniined. If we take j,o.jonos 
cqt~ivalent to eight cnglish niiles then the distance of the cities from ~ r 8 v a s t i  is not 
even approximate. 

Tlie Grand Route from s r ~ v a s t i  striking to the east reaclicd BhaddiyZ 
(Monghyr) and from there proceeded to the great commercial city of Champa. Fro111 
thcre i t  proceeded to Kajaiigala (KZnkjol, Rajmahal, Biliar) from there it entered 
13cngal and proceeded to the port of Tiimralipti (Tamluk). 

Tlie branch of tlie Grand Route proceeding to the south of Vai6;ili had many, 
stages where Buddha proceeding froni Rzjagrilia to KuGin~r': in liis travels to tlie 
cast ~ t a y e d . 5 ~  Tlie Buddha starting from Rajagyiha proceeded to Amb,lli!~haka then 
reaching NYlandZ lie crossed the Gangn at Pli!aligr:ima tlicn visiting Kotigr?ini;l 
and Nsdikii lie reacl~ed Vaiilili from where lie took tlie road to ~ r ~ v a s t i  and pass- 
ing Mandagli~iia, Hatthig:ima, Anibag>ima, Janibug5ma and B1ioganag:~ra reached 
the northern PBva. After visiting PavB lie finally reached tlie Ssla grove of the 
Mollas. 

By comparing tlie northern and southern routes of tlic Gangetic plain we can 
reconstruct their courses. The Grand Route starting fro111 Taxila came to Siikala 
and Pathatikot and then reached Rohtak. It divided itself in the plain of Panipat. 
The soutliern route passing through TI~uIJB (Thancsar), Indrnprastha, Mathurli, 
Soron, Kampila, Snilkissa and Kap~y~kuj ja  reached Arwnl. Thc route following the 
right bank of the Ganga crossed the rivcr at Prayiig and thcncc ~.eaclicd Banaras. 
Near PrayZg onc route starting from Kauiiiimbi proceeded to Sriivasti, but tlie 
ninin route striking to north-east reached Ukkaclicla (Sonpur) and froni tlicre i t  
proceeded to Vaiiiili wlicre i t  niet the nortlicrn route. This nol-lliern roulc pnssi~ig 
Ilirougli A~iibala rcaclied Mnstinapura. After that crossing tlic Ramgangn it l.e;iclicd 
Slikcta ant1 then proceeding nortI1wa1.d~ it reaclicd ~l i ivnst i  and from tlicncc pro- 
ceeded to Kapilavastu. Froni there striking south-cast i t  pnsscd Phva and KuiiniirX 
and reaching Vaihli  i t  joined the southern routc. Froni I11el.e taking south-ellstern 
tlirectio!i i t  passed CliampLi and K:~jaiigaln irnd linally rc;rchcd T;imr:~lipti. T11c 
rou tc froni tlrc sout I1 of Vaiiitli proceeding to R;ijug!.ih;~ p:rssctl Ph!alig~ i~mn ,  U 1.11- 

veld nlid Gorathagiri (Barabar hills) reached Rhjljagyilia. Tlie A4trlriiblri1rota mcntions 
this route from Kurukshetra t o  R J j a g r i l ~ a . ~ ~  Krisliya a ~ ~ d  Bliin~a travelled to 
Rzjagyiha to ineet JarZsar~dha on this route. According to tlie Afnhahllarota this 
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route starting from Ku~~ukslictra passed through Kurujihgala and then crossing the 
SarayU rivcr reached Pnrvakosala and then proceeded towards Mithila. Then 
crossing the confluence of the Ganga and Sone it reached Gorathagiri from where 
tlle city of Rajagriha was perfectly visible. 

TJie Chiriese pilgrims also throw important light on the network of the routes 
in northern India. Fa-Hien (circa. 400 A.D.) atid Sung-Yun (about 521 A.D.) 
entered India through U&iryiina but Hsiian Tsa~ig  took the route directly from 
13alkh to 'Taxila but while on his way back he returned via Kandahar. The country 
between Turfan and Kapiii was at that time under the authority of the Turks. 
Hsiia~i Tsang passing Balkh, Kapiin, Nagarahara, Purushapura, PushkarZvatr and 
UdabhZgga reached Taxila. 

After fourteen years when Hsiian Tsang returned to China from India then he 
stayed for some time at Udabhzpda. From here he proceeded to Lampaka (Lagl~man) 
and from there passing though the valley of the Khurram, he reached in the south 
of Vargu (Bannu). In that period Varpu o r  Fa-la-na included not only Waziristan 
but also the Gomal and its two tributaries, the Zolib (YavyZvat~) and Kandar and 
their valleys. After travelling for 2000 miles from here he reached Toba-kaker and 
the valleys of Ghazni, and Tarnak, where he crossed the Indian Frontier and the11 
Trough Kalat-e-Ghilzai he reached Tsao-kiu-tse or Jrguda, the Jaguri of later 
ti,nies. The country lying to the north of Jaguri was known as Fo-li-shi-tang-na 
or  Vrijistan whose name has yet survived in Ujiristan or Garjistan." It is not clear 
from the travel account of Hsiian Tsang as to what particular route he rook to the 
west and where this route tnet with the route to Kspiii. Foucher is of the opinion 
that his route started from the source of the Arghalidab then passed through 
Dasht-e-Nabar atid the pass of Bokan, then following the Logar or its tributary it 
reached the upper heights of tlie Khawak river." To reach Kiipiil from here he took 
tiorth-easterly direction and his route was probably Herat-Kabul sector which 
reached Jalrej in Hazarjat, o r  he took Kandahar-Ghazni-Kabul route in the plains. 
From Kabul lie reached outside Paghman and tlien striking to the north lie crossed 
many hills, rivers and towns on the boundary of KzpiS~. On tlie strength of modern 
geographical knowledge about the area it could be itnagitled that for reaching the 
south of the Hindukusli lie crossed tlie eastern foot of Paghnian. On this route he 
had to cross a very difficult pass which has been identified by Foucher as Khawak. 
Whatever may be the case, the pilgrirn reached the valley of Andarab by this route 
$lid tlien taking ~lortherly direction reached Khoslit and from there he proceeded to 
Badakshati and Wakhati. 

During lhc course of his travels in India Hsiia~i Tsang reaching GarldliEra 
paid visits to tnaliy Buddhist monasteries and places of pilgritiiage and for that lie 
had to traverse matiy routes. From GandliPra he reached Mengki or Mangalore 
tlie capital of UdGiyPna (Swat)." After wandering in this region striking to north- 
eas! he reached Darel." Here he had to pass a very difficult mountainous route 
and crossing the Itidus by swinging bridges he reached Bo10r .~~  Then he again re- 
turned to Udabhzgda and from there proceeded to Taxila. From Taxila taking the 
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route to Urasa (Hazra district) he reached Kashmir. From there taking a difficult 
route he reached Poonch. From there passing Rajori he reached the south-western 
part of K a s l ~ m i r . ~  At a much later date for reaching Kashmir the Mughals took 
the same route. Going south-east of Rajori Hsiian Tsang reached the country of the 
Takkas and after two days journey crossing the Beas he reached SBkala.60 From 
there he reached Chinabhukti or Chinapati where Kaushika had kept the Chinese 
hostages and which is now identified with Patti lying at a distance of twenty-seven 
miles north of K a s ~ r . ~ '  From here passing Tamasavana he reached Jullundur situ- 
ated in the north-west. From here he took a journey to Kulu and reached PBriyBtra 
which has not been identified yet. From here he re turned to Kurukshetra and then 
proceeded to Mathura. From the above description of the route between Taxila and 
Mathura, it becomes evident that even in the seventh century the Grand Route 
took the same direction as in the Buddhist period though due to the passage of 
time many places had changed their names. 

Another part of Hsiian Tsang's travel started from Sth5nviival-a (Thanesar). 
From here passing Su-lu-kien in north-west he reached Matipura situated in Rohil- 
khand.62 After this he reached GovishZna (Kashipur, Kumaon) and after that he 
visited Ahichchhatra situated in south-east." Proceeding to the south of Ahich- 
chhatra he paid a visit to Vilashana (Atranjikhera, district Etah, U.P.)6A and then 
Sankissa or Sankziya. Leaving the city and paying a visit to KBnyakubja he reached 
AyodhyP5 and from there passing Ayamakha and Prayag reached Vii0ka.~6 

As the Chinese pilgrim frequently changed his routes, discrepancies have crept 
in his itineraries. From Thanesar to Ahichchhatra he took the nortl~ern route but 
after that from Kanauj he took the southern route to reach Prayag. But from 
Viioka which perhaps may be identified with Lucknow district he again took the 
northern route to reach ~riivasti.67 From there he proceeded to Kapilavastu which 
was completely deserted in the seventh century.G8 From Kapilavastu he came to 
Lumbini and from there to Riimagrzma and then to K ~ i i n B r a . ~ ~  

From the above account we find that our pilgrim travelled to Prayag by the 
southern route and from here he would have reached Varanasi by crossing the Ganga. 
But from his journey from KuiinZrB to Banaras the pilgrim had to proceed towards 
Bihar. Following the Ganga he reached the Chan-chu district which could be identi- 
fied with the KumZra~ishaya '~ of the Mahabharata now represented by Ballia and 
Ghazipur districts of U.P. Going onwards from here he reached Vaiiii11.~1 From here 
he took a short route to Nepal and then returning to Vaib'ali came to P Z t a l i p ~ t r a . ~ ~  
From PZ\aliputra he took a journey to Gaya and Rzjagyiha. 

Perhaps the pilgrim again returned from R'ajagriha to Vaii'sli and then tra- 
velling on the Grand Route went to Champ%73 and Kajaiigala and from there he 
proceeded to Pundsavardhana in north Bengal and then finally reached down to 
TZmralipt i.74 

From the above account it is evident that even in the seventh century A.D. 
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there were the same routes which existed in the fifth century B.C. In the eleventh 
century A.D. the trade routes remained almost the same though in this period 
many cities lying on the routes had disappeared, and new cities had occupied their 
places. In the network of trade routes in the eleventh century Alberuni accounts 
for fifteen routes which started from Kanauj, Mathura, Anhilwad, Dhar, Bari and 
Bayana.75 The Kanauj route passing Prayag i n  a northern direction finally reached 
Tgmralipti froln where passing along the coastal region it reached the far o r  Kanchi 
in the south. The following stages appeared on the sector of the route from Kanauj 
to Prayag, e.g., Jajamau, Ampuri, KorZ and BrahmaSila. There is no doubt that 
this sector indicates a part of the southern route from Bari (a tehsil of Dholpur). 
In Bari to Gangasagar route we find traces of the northern route. From Bari the 
route reached Banaras through Ayodhya and then proceeding through north-east 
passing through Sarvgr (Gorzkhpur, U.P.), Patna, Monghyr, Champa and Dugam- 
pur it reached Gangasagar, where the Ganga meets the Bay of Bengal. A route 
from Kanauj (No. 4) passed Asi (Aligarh, U.P.), Jandra? and Rajauri and f nally 
reached Bayana (Bharatpur, Rajasthan). The No. 14 roule prcceeded from Kanauj 
to  Panipat, Attock, Kabul and Ghazni. The route No. 15 extended from Baramula 
(Kashmir) to Adisth~n.  The route No. 5 proceeded from Kanauj to  Assam, Nepal 
and the Tibetan frontiers. It is evident that this journey was performed by the 
northern route of the Gangetic plain. 

During the Mughal period we get ample information about routes from the 
accounts of W. Finch, Tavernier, Tiffenthaller and the Chahiir Gulshan. The names 
of the stages of these routes differ in all accounts which may be due to the fact that 
these travellers stayed at different stages. The Chahir G.,lsha/t mentions twenty-four 
such routes but i n  reality they are only the parts of the Grand Route. 

In the Mughal period the Grand Route starting from Kabul passed Begram, 
Jagdalak, Gandamak, Jelalabad, and Ali-Masjid and finally reached Peshawar. From 
there crossing the Indus at  Attock i t  passed Hasan Abdal and then reached Rawal- 
pindi. From here i t  proceeded to Rohtas and Gujal-at and finally reached Lahore.'@ 
Another route from Kabul passing Ghorband and Talikan via Charikar reached 
Badaksha~i. 

JaliZngir after suppressing the rebellion of his Khusrau travelled from Kabul 
to Lahore on this route.77 The Chattar G~lshan'~  mentions many stages on this route. 
The route from Kabul to Lahore crossed the Ravi on the Shahdaula bridge and 
then reached Khakkar Cheema (ten and a half miles in the north of Gujranwala, 
Pakistan), then passing Wazirabad and crossing the Chenab river Gujarat was 
reached. After this town the Jhelum and then Sindh was crossed at Attock. In the end 
Kabul was reached from Peshawar. The route between Lahore and Kashmir followed 
the Grand Route upto Gujarat. From here the route to Kashmir branched out and 
passing Bhimbar, Naushera, Rajori, Thana, Shadimarg and Hirpur it reached 
Srinagar. Another route to  Baramula passed via Rajori and Poonch. Even to this 
day this route is in use and many battles were fought in this sector with Pakistan 
due to the Kasllmir question. According to  Tiffenthaller owing to the anarchical 
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conditions at the end of the eighteenth century tlic nierchants proceeding to Kash- 
lllir passed Najibgarh, Ajniagarh, Dliaranlpur, Suharanpur, Tajpur, Nahan, Bilas- 
pLIr, Haripur, Makrota, Bisuli, Bhadarrrwan and Kashtwar. This was no doubt a 
circuitous but a much safer route because the route passing through the hills of 
Simla, the merchants nlnnaged to save themselves from the free looters lurking 
on it. 

The route between Lahore and Multan passed Aurangabad, Naushahara, 
Chowkifattu, Harappa and T i ~ l u m b . ~ ~  

The route from Lahore to Delhi passed at first Hoshiarpur, Naurangabad and 
Fatehabad reaching Sultanpur. In the west of the city there wese crossings on the 
Kalna river and in the north on the Sutlej. After that the route I-eaclied Jehangirpur 
where the old bed of the Sutlej lay. Then via Phillaur, Ludhiana was reached. From 
here the r-oute passed Sirhind, Anlbala, Thanesar, Taravadi, Karnal, Panipat and 
Sonipat filially reaching Delhi.80 The route from Delhi-Agra passed Barapul, Badar- 
pur, Vallabhgarh, Palwal, Mathura, Naurangabad, Faralisarai and Sikandara finally 
reaching its destination Agra. Delhi-Muradabad-Banaras-Patna route passed 
Ghaziuddinanagar, Dasana, Hapur, Bagsar, Garhmuktesllwar and Amroha and 
then reached Muradabad. The stages between Muradabad to Banaras are not men- 
tioned. From Banaras the route proceeded to Ghazipur and then Buxar and then 
crossing the Ganga seven miles south to the town the road passing Ranisagar 
finally reached Patna.81 The Dacca route proceeded through Firozabad, Etawah 
and Naurangabad and then reached Allahabad.82 After paying the octroi duty at 
Allahabad the merchants obtained their passports from the Subedar and then 
crossing the Ganga arid passing Jagdishsarai they reached Banaras. While crossing 
the Ganga the effects of the travellers were examined and the octroi duty realised. 
From Banaras passing Sayyadraja and Mohansarai the route proceeded to  Patna. 
The Karamnasha river was crossed at  Khurrnlabad and the Sone at Sasaram. After 
that passing Dawudnagnr and Arwal, Patna was reached. From Patna to  Dacca 
Tavernier took a boat and passing Bash, Keul, Bhagalpur and Rajmahal he 
reached Hajapur. From this place Dacca lay at  a distance of almost 90 miles. 
Returning fro111 Dacca, Tavernier reached by boat Kasimbazar and thence to 
Hooglily. 

The network of roads in northern India in the later Mughal period shows 
that except for some branch routes there was very little change in their orientation 
in this period and the mediaeval times. The route from Kabul to Peshawar was 
straight. The route to Kandahar from Kabul passed Ghazni. The route from Lahore 
to Kashmir was via Gujarat. The route from Peshawar to Bengal took the same 
direction between Lahore and Delhi as in ancient times. The northern route of the 
Gangetic plain proceeding from Delhi to Muradabad reached Patiia. There was a 
route between Delhi and Multan as well. The network of the routes in mediaeval 
India and the Mughal period passed the cities built during the Sultanate period 
bearing in mind the course of the ancient routes as well; this was perhaps the right 
course to adopt. 
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3. THE ROUTES IN SOUTHERN AND WESTERN INDIA 

In reality the Satpura and Vindhya hills separate northcrii India from the 
Deccaii and further south. The Vindhya hills are not only notable for their natural 
beauty but also for the routes which united northern India with the parts of 
western India and the great cities of south India. In these routes there are four or 
five worth knowing which passed from the east to thc west. 

Because of tlic situztion of the desert of Marwar and the Rann of Kutch, tlic 
routes between Gujarat and Si~idli are very difficult. For this reason in ancient 
time the route between the Panjab and Gujarat passed through Malwa, but at 
times conquerors like Mahmud, in order to shorten their way to Saurashtra, passed 
through the deserts of Sindh and Marwar. But usually the most convenient route 
between Sindh and Gujarat was only the sea. 

Like the Aravali hills the routc to Dellii, Ajrner and Ahmedabad cut through 
the central Rajasthan and then following the western foot of the Aravali hills reached 
Ajnler. This route is tlie natural route between the Deccan and Rajasthan. 

The Mathura-Agra route following the upper Chalnbal valley proceeded to 
Ujjain and thence to the Narmada valley. This was also the direction of the ancient 
route the the Deccan. Between Khandwa and Ujjain where the railway line crosses 
the Narmada, B.as situated the city of MZhishniatr now known as Mahesar. Perhaps 
this was the earliest route through which the Aryans proceeded to  the Deccan. Dr.  
Sankalia has excavated at  Navadatoli near Mahesar and discovered some pottery 
pieces which connect the site with Iran. However, it has not yet been affirmed whe- 
ther the excavation t h ~ o w s  any light on the Aryan question. Mihishmati was situ- 
ated at  that point of the Narmada where Mansingh Gujari Ghat of the Ifindhyas 
aiid the Saindhava Ghat of the Satpuras which are the natural routes for proceed- 
ing to the Deccan meet. After crossing the Satpura hills the route enters Burhanpur 
on the Tapti river. From there proceeding to Khandesh, one route crossing the 
western ghats proceeds to  Surat and another route going up t l ~ c  Poona valley 
proceeds to Berar and the Godavari valley. 

Ujjayini was the capital of tlie ancient Avanti. Eastern Malwa was known as 
Akara and its capital was VidiS3 (Bhilsa). One branch of the ancient highway passing 
through the ancient ports of Bharukachchha and Suppnraka reached Mathura 
via Ujjain. Starting from VidiS~ another branch of the route crossed the Betwa 
valley and proceeded to KauSnmbi. The traces of this route we can find in the rail 
road from Bhilsa to Jhansi and Kalpi. This very route \+!as followed by tlle disciples 
~f the BrZhman ascetic living on the bank of the Godavari. It is mentioned in 
Buddhist literature that Bavari in order to intcrpret a curse of the BrEhlnanas 
despatched his disciples to the BudclI~a.@~ The disciples started their journey from 
Alaka. From there they proceeded to Patitthana (Paithan) near Aurangabad (Maha- 
rashtra .State), hllahissati (Mahesar, M.P.), Ujjayin~ (Ujjain, M,P.), Gonadbha, 
BedasP (M.P.), Vanasahva and finally reached KauSZmbr. If -we look to the 
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south of Mathura-Agra route between Kanpur and Allahabad then we will find that 
the route following tlie Betwa, Tons and Ken is a pointer to another route. Between 
the Ken and Tons, the Panna sector of the Vindhya range narrows down. By cross- 
ing it the watershed of the Sone and the Narmada-Jabalpur can be reached easily. 
Near Jabalpur was situated Tevara (T r ip~~r i ) ,  the capital of the ancient Chedis. 
The road between Jabalpur and Prayag is indicative of the Grand Route of Bundel- 
khand. At some distance in the north from Jabalpur another route from Katui 
proceeds towards Chhatisgarh. From Jabalpur another route taking the direction 
of the Ven Ganga proceeds towards the Godavari valley. The main route however 
from Jabalpur following the Narmada valley, reaches Vidii'a and then proceeds to 
Jtarsi. Another route between Ujjain and MZhishmati reached Khandwa. 

The network of the routes in the Vindhya hills ends in the Deccan. The route 
from Delhi t o  Gujarat passes through Malwa and Rajasthall and after Baroda 
following the coastline proceeds onwards. But its importance is very much diminish- 
ed because of the barrier of the SahyZdri between the plain and the sea-coast. 
Afier Bombay this route divides itself into many smaller routes. 

The route to Malwa crosses the Saliyadri a t  Nanaghat near Nasik and then 
proceeds to Sopara. The Bundelkhand route from Prayag to Jabalpur proceeding to 
Nagpur follows the Godavari valley and then reaches Andhra Pradesh, because of 
the dense forests of Bastar and the Maikal hills this route is not very popular. 

The routes i n  south India follow the rivers. The first route follows the railway 
line between Manmad and Masulipatnam, the second proceeds from Poona to 
Kanchipuram and the third from Goa to Tanjavur-Nagapattinam. The fourth from 
Calicut-Kozhikod, to Rameshwaram and the fifth is only a route of local impor- 
tance. But the fourth route crossing the Pal Ghat serves the great route between 
Kerala and Cholamandala. The first three routes also had their own importance. 

The route proceeding to the south-east of Manmad crossing the ranges of 
Ajintha (Ajanta) and Balaghat enters the Godavari valley. Passing Daulatabad, 
Aurangabad and Jalna it touches tlie Godavari at Nanded and then following the 
river for some distance crosses it from its left bank. The rail-road from there turns 
to  the south for touching Hyderabad but the ancient route from Warangal lying in 
the north of Hyderabad turns on its straight course and passing Vijayawada touches 
the Bay of Bengal. 

It is evident from the Su/tanipiitaeQ that almost in the fifth century B.C. the 
route was very popular. As we have noted above the disciples of Bavari reaching 
Assaka situated in the middle of the Godavari valley proceeded to Pratisthzna and 
from there proceeding to MZhishmatr and Ujjayini reached Vidiia. 

The route from Poona following the Ahmednagar range of the Sahygdri turns 
to  the south and proceeds to the plateau of Golconda. Following the Bhima river 
this route proceeds to the confluence of the Bhima and Krishna. After this i t  pro- 
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ceeds to the eastern point of the doab of Krishna and Tungabhadra, and then comes 
out to the west of Nalrnalai. After that following the Vadpennar it crosses the 
eastern ghats and reaches the sea. 

The third route starting from the southernmost point of Maharashtra passing 
through the Krishna and the Tungabhadra either crosses the Tungabhadra at 
Vijayanagar and joins the second route or proceeding to the south-west crosses the 
Tungabhadra at Harihar, enters Karnatak and proceeds along the Kaveri. 

History is witness to the fact that these routes were used for constant warfare, 
commerce and cultural exchanges, but unfortunately not much information is avail- 
able about the routes from historical chronicles and epigraphs. Alberuni gives some 
account of the routes in the western and southern India. One route starting from 
Bayana crossed the desert of Marwar and passing Bhati reached Laharibundar o r  
K a r a ~ h i . ~ ~  The route followed the direction of the K a n a u j - B a ~ a n a . ~ ~  The Mathura- 
Malwa route indicates the Mathura-Dhar route. There was another route between 
Ujjain-Bayana and Dhar. The first route indicates the rail-road from Mathura to 
Bhopal and then to Ujjain and Indore to Dhar. The second route to Dhar is indi- 
cated by the western India rail-road which proceeds from Bharatpur to Nagada 
and from there taking the meter gauge proceeds to  Dhar via Ujjain and Indore. 
The rail-road from Dhar to the Godavari and from Dhar to Thana are indicated by 
the rail route from Manmad to Nasik and then Thana. 

In the Mughal period there was sufficient traffic between north India to the 
Deccan, Gujarat and south India. The Delhi-Ajmer route passed Sarai-Allahwardi, 
Pataudi, Rewari, Kot, Chuksar and Sarsara reaching Ajmer.87 According to Elliot 
(Vol. 5) there were three routes from Ahmedabad to Ajmer namely: (i) the road 
passing through Medata, Sirohi, Pattan and Deesa reached Ahmedabad, (ii) the 
route from Ajmer to Ahmedabades passed Medata, Pali, Bhagwanpur, Jalore and 
Pattanwal, (iii) the route from Ajnler to Ahmedabad passed through Jalore and 
Haibatpur. 

In the seventeenth century the Surat-Agra road passing through Sironj and 
Burhanpur was very busy because the commerce between north India and the port 
of Surat passed through this road. Tavernier and Peter Mundy speak of many 
stages on this route. Starting from Surat this route reached Navapur and then via 
Nandurbar it reached Burhanpur. In this century Burhanpur was a great commer- 
cial centre which exported textiles to Iran, Turkey, Russia, Poland, Arabia and 
Egypt. From Burhanpur the route passing Icchawar and Sihor reached Sironj which 
in this century was famous for its textile printing. From Sironj this route passing 
Sipri, Gwalior and Dholpur reached Agra. 

There was another route from Surat to Agra via Ahmedabad.8D This route 
from Surat pa'ssing Baroda and Nadiad reached Ahmedabad. The famous stages 
between Ahmedabad and Agra were Mehsana, Siddhapur, Palanpur, Bhinnamala, 
Jalore, Medata, Hindaun, Bayana and Fatehpur Sikri. 
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Tavernier also gives a good account of the routes in the Deccan and south 
India though unfortunately most of the stages falling on those routes cannot be 
identified. The route between Surat and Golconda passed through Bardoli, Pimpal- 
ner, Devagaon, Daulatabad, Ashti, and Nanded. The route between Surat and Goa 
passed through Daman, Bassein, Chaul, Dabhol, Rajapur and V e n g ~ r l a . ~ ~  

The distance between Golconda and Masulipattinam was according to  Taver- 
nier hundred miles but because it passed through the diamond mines, it had to cover 
1 12 miles. In the seventeenth century, it was a famous port on the Bay of Bengal. 
From this port ships sailed t o  Pegu, Siam, Arakan, Bengal, Cochin-China, Mecca, 
Hurmuz, Madagascar, Sumatra and Mani1a.O' 

In  the seventeenth century the condition of the roads in the Deccan was dep- 
lorable. Even small carts could ply on them with great difficulty and at  times the 
carts had to be dismantled and then carried on the roads to be reaessmbled again. 
The condition on the road between Golconda and Cape Comorin was also very 
bad. Bullock carts could not ply on it and, therefore, beasts of burden were used 
to carry the goods. Travellers also made ample use of the palanquins. 

We have surveyed the network of Indian routes from historical and geogra- 
phical viewpoints. We will see 'in the following chapters that these roads not only 
helped to increase the internal trade and cultural relations but we could maintain 
our contacts with foreign countries through these routes in all periods of Indian 
history. The development of the trade-routes of a country serves as the yardstick 
for measuring the evolution of culture. As soon as minor routes started branching 
out from the grand routes the parent Indian culture began penetrating the farthest 
corners of the country, and after it had covered the whole country then follow- 
ing the land and sea routes it spread to Indonesia, Burma, Indo-China and other 
parts of the world. In the following chapters we will have occasions to see how in 
different ages the conquerors, merchants, artists, and monks traversing these gran.d 
routes helped in the expansion of the trade and culture of this land. 
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TRAVELLERS IN PROTOHISTORIC AND 
VEDIC PERIODS 

was in its 

THE very beginning travelling either for commerce or  for any other pur- 
formed an integral part of civilization. Even in the days when civilization 
early stages men travelled, though the purpose of their travelling might 

have been very different than it is today. Difficult mountain ranges, dense forests and 
burning deserts could not stop them from travelling. The purpose behind travelling 
of its primitive people was mostly in search of such places where food such as edible 
roots, fruits and animals and the pastures for grazing their cattle and cave shelters 
for their habitation were available. If the soil lost its fertility or  if owing t o  the 
change of climate their way of life was affected then they went in search of new 
land across the forests and hills. 

Man in his nomadic state always wandered in search of pasturages for his 
herds of cattle. There are many instances in the history of mankind which tell us 
that owing to the change in climate and difficulties in eking his livelihood, man 
did not feel hesitant in undertaking long journeys. 

We know that in historical period the ~ a k a s  unmindful of the burning deserts 
and difficult mountains entered Iran and India. The Aryans, by whose culture we 
swear today, for this very reason, migrated from their homeland to Europe, Iran 
and India. In the course of their wanderings these nomadic peoples took to  routes 
which were afterwards used by the conquerors and merchants. 

The agricultural stage in the history of man extricated him from the primitive 
hunting stage and settled him on the land which yielded grains to support his liveli- 
hood. In this age when man was provided with a definite means of livelihood a 
sense of permanency entered his life and because of this he diverted his attention 
to the problems of social organisation. But with agriculture his life became more 
complicated and gradually he began realising his responsibility towards society and 
thus he became its integral part. At this stage he began realising the importance of 
commerce though it does not mean that he in his nomadic stage did not practise 
commerce, because archaeology is a witness to the fact that man even i n  his primi- 
tive stages practised commerce and goods were transported from one place to 
another by land and sea routes though in limited quantities. 

It may, therefore, be asserted that in agriculture stage the primitive farmers 
received a fresh stimulus because when man was satisfied with the production of 
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his food then he diverted his attention to the manufacture of cloths and ornaments, 
some weapons and discovering the use of metals for making some implements. In 
the beginning this commerce was limited to known a'reas, but with man's inherent 
courage and progressive outlook he began discovering new routes and countries; 
with this increase in geographical knowledge civilization marched forward. But in 
this age, travel was not an easy matter. The routes passed through dense forests 
infested by robbers and wild beasts, and, therefore, it was quite unsafe to  travel 
alone. In order t o  overcome these difficulties man decided to  travel in groups and 
in this way the institution of caravan came into existence in some distant past. In 
historical period the caravan became the only means for carrying on trade with 
distant lands. I t  was the duty of the leader of caravan to ensure the protection of 
the caravan and lead it safely to its destination. He was not only an intelligent mer- 
chant but also an expert guide and organiser. He, however, expected implicit 
obedience from his comrades. Today is the age of rail roads and mechanised trans- 
portation. large ocean going ships and aeroplanes, but even in this age where these 
blessings of civilization have not reached there the leader of caravan leads his cara- 
van as he did a thousand years ago. Only sometime back the caravans from Shikar- 
pur (Satlta is the Sindhi word for Sirrha)  for reaching Chinese Turkestan crossed 
the Karakoram range and till recently the commerce of Tibet was in the hands of 
Nepalese and Bhotia caravans. 

For the history of the trade routes and commerce of the Indian sub-continent 
the importance of the protohistoric cultures of western India and West Pakistan 
could not be exaggerated. It is not yet known how the foundation of the Indus 
valley culture was laid. However, in the valleys of Quetta traces of nomadic agri- 
cultural com~nunities have been found. The culture of Kot-Diji also predates the 
Indus valley culture. The eastern part of Sindh, because of the bund of Sukkur has 
become very fertile, but the major portion of western Sindh, Baluchistan and 
Makran are stony and sandy. The coastal region of Makran is full of deserts and 
the range of the hills rising straight up separate the river valleys from one another 
and therefore the routes proceeding from east to west have to cross the passes of 
Mula and Gaj  to reach the plains of Sindh. Near Kalat the hill range narrows down 
and the ancient route passing through the Bolan Pass reaches Quetta. This very 
route connects Pakistan with Kandhar. Leaving aside the irrigated land, the whole 
Sindh is a desert, and the river Indus is always changing the course and its mouth. 
Almost the same geographical conditions are applicable to  the valley of the ancient 
Sarasvati in which so far as water flowed its valley was very green and is now 
assuming the same state with increased means of irrigation. Parts of Kutch, Sau- 
rashtra and Gujarat in which the lndus culture also flourished, the same geographi- 
cal conditions prevailed. Though nature was against this tract of land, in this very 
region traces have been found of the agricultural communities of India and Pakis- 
tan,-which could be dated to almost 3000 B.C. It is evident from these remains that 
perhaps in very ancient times the climate of this region was milder than it is today. 
This is amply supported by the remains from Harappa. It  is not possible to surmise 
about the climate of southern Baluchistan in ancient times but as the remains of 
human habitation have been found at  many places in this area, it is evident that 
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there must have been more rainfall in that period than today. This rainfall enabled 
the people to collect water in the gabarbands for irrigation purpose. 

The Quetta culture is perhaps the oldest culture in this region. The yellow 
ceramic even was closely related to the pottery found in the region of Faras in 
Iran.' This similarity may indicate the contact of India with Iran. 

From the articles of the Amrial culture we could connect this culture with 
Harappa and other lands. 

The lapis lazuli came from Afghanistan or  Iran and the beads and the weights 
with holes, connect this culture with the Indus valley c ~ l t u r e . ~  

The conneclion of Kulli culture with the Indus valley culture is established on 
the basis of the miniature bullock carts, receptacles carved of soft stone meant for 
keeping collyrium and such other objects. Piggott3 is of the opinion that perhaps 
the merchants from Harappa came to south Baluchistan but their stay there was 
not more important than the temporary sojourn of caravans. There is evidence to 
support that there was commercial relation between Sindh and Baluchistan and 
through the hill ranges of Baluchistan came some commercial goods, and men to 
the plain of Sindh. The Kulli culture had also contact with Iran and Iraq. Now the 
question arises whether Sumer was related to south Baluchistan by the land route 
or  sea route. Did the Sumerian ships anchoring on the Dasht River bring lapis 
lazuli and gold with them for exchanging aromatic ingredients filled in stoneware or 
whether Indian ships touched the ports of Sumer. According to Piggott, there is 
some evidence that in Sumer the Baluchis must have lived in a separate society 
following their own customs and worshipping their own gods. 

To support contact with Sumer and the Indus Valley culture one pot was dis- 
covered from Sumer on which is represented the bull worship which is not a 
Sumerian feature. On some of the seals from Susa as well the Indian bull is depict- 
ed. This commercial relation with Sumer was confined only to south Baluchistan 
and not to the Indus valley culture which came five hundred years later. There is 
also evidence that the commercial relation was by the sea route and not the land 
route, because contact with the Kulli culture does not go to the west Bampur in 
Iranian Makran or beyond the province of F a r a ~ . ~  

111 northern Baluchistan, especially in the valley of the Zhob river, there 
existed almost a sea of cultures, which could be related with the red-ware culture of 
Iran. On the strength of such objects as sealings, etched beads, etc. the cultures of 
northern Baluchistan could establish contact with the Indus valley c u l t ~ r e . ~  It  is 
evident from the excavations at Rana Ghundai that about 1500 B.C., some foreign 
people attacked and burnt the habitations in northern Baluchistan. 

The archaeological remains from Mohenjodaro and Harappa give us a 
picture of the protohistoric culture of the Indus valley. Proceeding from Baluchis-. 
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tan to Sindh and the Panjab we find that small commercial towns were replaced by 
fully developed urban civilization in which instead of the multi-cultural civilization 
of Baluchistan changing from time to time we find unity of form all the time. This 
culture extended from Makran to Saurashtra and i n  the north to the foothills of 
the Himalayas. Most of the cities of this culture were situated i n  Sindh, and its 
no~.thern extension to Mohenjodaro in Sindh. Ilowevcr recent excavations have 
yielded evidences of the further extension of this culture at Rupar in eastern 
Panjab and Kali Bangan in Rajasthan. From the extensiveness of these cities it 
could be suggested that people had so much surplus food from their agricultural 
income that they came to the cities for its disposal. From the representations of the 
animals on the Indus valley seals and the animal bone remains, it is evident that in 
that period the climate of Sindh was quite moist and in consequence there existed 
dense forests which yielded sufficient wood for burning bricks. 

Within the last ten years the remains of the Indus Valley culture have been 
unearthed in east Panjab, Uttar Pradesh, north Rajasthan, Kutch, Saurashtra and 
central aiid south Gujarat which throw additional light on certain aspects of the 
Indus Valley culture. If we plot the extension of Indus Valley culture on a niap 
then its area will cover almost 40,000 sq. miles. No ancient protohistoric civiliza- 
tion covered such a vast area. The distinguishing features of this culture are the 
scientific layout of the city planning, the use of burnt bricks for building houses, 
sanitary measures adopted for cleaning the cities, painted earthenware, seals, orna- 
ments, measurements and weights. The method of burial was almost the same 
throughout this culture. It seems that some central power took measures to main- 
tain the unity of this culture throughout. However it has not been determined as 
yet whether the Indus Valley culture extended to the west and towards the south 
and whether its extension was a natural process or whether the people of the 
Indus Valley culture uprooted by some unknown consequences were dispersed all 
over. 

From the excavations at Lothal and Kali Bangan some additional light is 
thrown on this culture. Lothal is situated at almost 60 miles south of Ahmedabad. 
From the topographical viewpoint it seems that Lothal was either situated on the 
sea shore or very near it. The mound covering almost 2 miles, when excavated by 
Mr. Rao turned out to be a small replica of Mohenjodaro. The city was divided 
into six blocks and four roads crossed it froin north to south and east to west. 
There were shops on these roads and sanitary managements were the same as at  
Mohenjodaro. 

The dock excavated at Lothal is perhaps the oldest man-made dock for 
receiving ships and loading the goods though the view is disputed by some scholars. 
I t  is evident from its constructional features that its builders had some knowledge 
of hydrography and marine engineering. Before building the dock they must have 
studied the effects of the tides on the bricks, and they must have made arrange- 
ments to  safeguard it against the tidal waves. The measurement of the dock from 
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north to south is 219 metres and from east t o  west 37 metres. The height of the 
brick walls all around is 4.5 metres. The ships corning from the Gulf of Cambay at 
high tide passed through a channel 3 metres wide and 2.5 kilometres long, and then 
entered the dock. In order to safeguard it against the tide there are buffer walls on 
both sides on the mouth of the channel. From the southern bund another channel 
making right angle flowed at both ends of the channel till it meets the bund. The 
depths indicate the existence of the wooden gates used for controlling the flow of 
the water. The channel could be closed for repair. To safeguard the walls against 
the shocks of the water outside the walls was constructed a platform 12 to  13 
metres made of unbaked bricks. The platform towards the west measuring 240 
metres long and 23 metres wide was used for loading and unloading the goods. To  
the north of this platform were situated the houses of the workem6 

As we have seen above Harappa and Mohenjodaro were great commercial 
cities. To support the commerce of these cities there existed a large number of 
smaller cities and markers. Fourteen such markets supported Harappa and seven- 
teen Mohenjodaro. Harappa and Mohenjodaro had also commercial relations 
with the markets of northern and southern Baluchistan The river connected the 
cities from north to south and small tracks proceeded to  Baluchistan. 

We have seen above that about 2800 B.C. there existed commercial relations 
between south Baluchistan and Sumer but the connection of south Baluchistan 
with Sindh was not by sea but by land routes. This might have been due to the 
shif~ing mouths of the Indus which was a great obstacle in the construction of a 
port. I t  is for this reason that the merchants of Kulli carried the goods transported 
from Sindh to the ports of Makran and from there to the west. 

Whatever may be the fact, the direct connection of the Harappan and Baby- 
lonian cultures took place almost in 2300 B.C. 

Important light could be thrown on the commercial relations between Baby- 
lonia and Sindh by the identification of Meluhha in Babylonian inscriptions. 
Scholars have suggested various identifications. According to Kramer, Meluhha 
could be identified with Ethiopia. Bibby however places it in India and Wiedener 
places it in south Arabia.' In Babylonian inscriptions Meluhha is always mentioned 
with Tilmun and Magan. It may, therefore, be surmised that Meluhha was situ- 
ated at some distance from Tilmun and Magan. Tilmun is identified with Bahrain 
and Magan with Oman in south-east Arabia. This means that we should try to 
locate Meluhha after the Gulf of Oman. 

It is evident from old Babylonian inscriptions that Meluhha exported an 
unknown kind of wood, ebony, some furniture, carnelian and copper. But these 
articles were equally available in Ethiopia, Nubia and India. From here variegated 
birds made of ivory were also exported to  Babylonia. But in spite of all this con- 
fusioil of identification, there are several intances which prove that in  the Zarsa. 
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period Meluhha could be identified with western India, but not with Mohenjodaro 
and Harappa which were situated far away from the sea and boasted of no port of 
any sort. 

Leemans has advanced several arguments in support of the view: (i) In the 
Akkad period the commercial relations between Sumer and the Indus valley 
culture are evident from the seals of the lndus valley type found from Bahrain and 
Mesopotamia. (ii) Meluhha could not be located in east Africa because in that 
region there is no trace either of the cultures of western Asia or the Indus valley. 
It  is also worth noting that ships from Meluhha sailed to  Akkad and that the 
former exported coloured ivory birds there. Mohenjodaro has yielded ivory combs 
and other articles. From a carnelian monkey, perhaps the direction of the Indus 
Valley is indicated because in western India the mines of Ratanpur yielded good 
carnelian. Meluhha also exported a wood which is named as mesu. Akkad received 
serpentine and malachite which is named as musgarru. One is tempted here to 
equate this word with musaragalva which appears in old Buddhist literature as one of 
the semi-precious stones identified as amethyst. The state of commerce witnessed by 
the Indus valley culture and the places with which it was carried on could be deter- 
mined by semi-precious stones and metals found at Mohenjodaro and Harappa. 
Perhaps Baluchistan supplied gypsum, alabaster, steatite and silver from Afghanis- 
tan and Iran: Iran perhaps also supplied gold. However there is no doubt that it 
supplied besides silver, lead and zinc. Turquoise and lapis lazuli were imported 
either from Iran or Afghanistan. Haematite was imported from Hurmuz situated 
in the Persian Gulf.0 South India and Kathiawar supplied conch-shell, agate, carne- 
lian, onyx, chalcedony, crystal and amethyst. Karachi and Saurashtra exported a 
kind of dry fish. From the east of the Sindh river probably from Rajasthan came 
copper, lead, jasper, bloodstone, green chalcedony and other stones for making 
beads. From Nilgiris in the south came the amazonite. From the forest in the 
Kashmir valley came deodar wood, gypsum for medicinal purposes and stag horns. 
Perhaps jade came from eastern Turkestan, Pamirs and Burma. 

Commerce in the articles mentioned above presupposes the existence of a 
merchant class in the cities who carried the goods from one place to another and 
theie must have also been some kind of caravans to transport the goods and also 
stages on the routes where merchants could stay during the course of their long and 
arduous journey. Camels must have been used as beasts of burden, but perhaps in 
the hilly region ponies and goats must have been used. From Jhukar a miniature 
model of a horse saddle has been found. However, goats must have served as the 
chief mode of transport, as in later literature the goat track (ajapatha) is mention- 
ed in mountainous regions. In the Indus Valley culture slow moving bullock carts 
were also common because many models of such a cart have been found. I t  is 
significant to note that there is very little difference between the bullock cart of 
today and that of the Indus Valley culture. Even today the same kind of bullock 
cart plies in Sindh as 4000 years back. 

There should be no doubt that in the Indus Valley culture boats must have 
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plied on tlie rivers but we. get only four depictions of boats from the engravings on 
po[slierds and seals. One boat has been scratched on a potsherd. Its prow and sterll 

Fig. I Boat design, Mohenjodaro, c.  2500 B.C. 

are rakcd and it has a sail attached to the mast a n d  a sailor is rowing it with all 
oar. The second boat is depicted on a seal. Its prow and stern are also raked 

Fig. 2 Boat, terracotta, Lofhal, c .  2500 B.C. 

rccds sccnis to  have been uscd in its constsuc~io~i.  In the centre of the boat is a 
sqllarc cabin or a tcmplc madc of rccds. A s;~ilor is sentcd on ;1 high pl;~tform on 

the prow (Fig. l).1° From the excavations at Lotllal 
by Mr. Rao" three types of boats have been obtaincd 

1 i n  which at least on one boat tlic sail has been used atid 
the Iiole in the middle was used for receiving the niast 
(Fig. 2). In one ocean boat sails have been uscd and 
perhaps they were meant for light boats. Profcssor 
Kosnmbila has also drawn our altention to tlie third 
representation of a boat on a seal which has bcell 
psintcd upsidc down in tlie plate. In this boat tlie sail, 
tlie oar and tlie anclior are visible clearly (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 &oat desigll on Such boats also plied in protohistoric Mesopotamia 
n Harappan senl, c .  and the forms of  ancient Egyptian boats also resemble 

2500 B.C. it i n  sol~ie ways. 

Recelitly George F. Dalcs~311as excavated a terracotta object w i l l 1  the reyrc- 
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scnlation of a boat wliose prow and stern are raked and the framework was ap- 
parently made of reeds. It has two masts with apparent traces of the sails and a 
cabin in the centre. It is provided with two oars. There arc three sea birds, two on 
the boat and one flying on the sea (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 A lerrncolla unirrlel slro~~irig a boat will1 a cabin, Mohenjodaro, c. 2500 B.C. 

The boat nientio~led by Mackay has no mast and, therefore, it is suggested by 
some scholars that such boats plied on rivers and not on the sea. But Mackay14 is 
of the opinio~i that during the Indus Valley culture the boats sailing from the 
mouth of the I~ idus  sailed to the coastal region of Baluchistan. Even today boats 
sailing on westcrn Indian coast sail to the Persian Gulf and even as far as Adcn 
tlioupli with the mechallisation of boats the number of old dhow is constantly 
dimi~iislii~ig. If such wretched boats could sail on the sea today, then there is little 
doubt that even in those ancient days they were sea-worthy. Because it cannot be 
imagined that tlie boats in that period were worse than today. It is also possible 
that foreign boats entered the ports on the sea-coast of western India. But from the 
researches of Kosambi and Dales there remains hardly any doubt that ancient boats 
of tlie Indus Valley culture were provided with sails and masts. 

The story of the co~nmercial relations of the Indus Valley cities with foreign 
lands is based on archaeological evidences, as they provide us with materials which 
are not casily destructible but also perishable articles. For example we know that 
cotton was known to tlie Indus Valley which the Indian merchants living in Sumer 
used to import from the country. In the absence of references to the prices and 
articles of perfume in Babylonian inscriptions we cannot say whether i n  the second 
~nillenniuni B.C. the wcstern sea-coast of India exported spices and aromatic woods 
in the same way as i t  did in the early centurics of the Christian era. Piggott, how- 
ever, is of the opinion that the merchants returning from the southern routes 
brought from there foreign feniale slaves.1s 

A distinguishing feature of the Indus Valley civilization is its seals which were 
used in this agc for sealing the mercantile goods. Due to the incrcase in commerce 
there arose the necessity for a script, the weights and the yard for measurements. 
Piggott suggcsts that the Indus Valley culture had direct relation with Sumer in 
about 2300 B.C. Before that the relation with that country existed through Kulli. 
The evidence for this fact is that in tlic age of Akkad between 2300 and 2000 B.C. 
tlie archaeological strata have yiclded some Harappan seals. I t  is not yet known 
what articles Sunier exported to  Harappa. Hissar I11 culture in northern Iran was 
also related with Harappa in  about 2000 B.C. Therefore some articles of Harappan 
origin had been found there. From the above survey of the Iudus Valley culture 
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we come to the conclusion that the Indus Valley culture had its own personality 
which often shows the glimpses of foreign contacts. Piggottle is of the opinion that 
the direct relationship with Sumer was established by the merchants from south 
Baluchistan. About 2300 B.C. this trade passed into the hands of the merchants of 
Harappa. It  is also possible that these merchants had their establishments in Ur 
and Lagash. This commerce was carried on the coast of the Persian Gulf. Less 
frequently land routes were also used for carrying on this commerce. At times 
some adventurous caravans brought turquoise and lapis lazuli and some hairpins 
from Iran, though nothing is known about the import from Sumer. However future 
excavations may throw fresh light on this problem. 

It appears that about 2000 B.C. the wars between Hammurabi and Elam 
stopped the trade between Harappa and Sumer. Only after some time of this event 
the Barbarian tribes appeared in Sindh and the Panjab and perhaps the Indus 
Valley culture suffered on account of them, though this view has not been accepted 
by all. On its inherent strength it continued to exist for some time but about 1500 
B.C. it came to an end. 

The cultures of Baluchistan and Indus Valley starting almost from 3000 B.C. 
continued in the second millenniuln B.C. without break. Archaeological researches 
tell us that it escaped the attack of outsiders for almost eight years but from the 
excavations of Rana Ghundai I11 (C) in northern Baluchistan it is evident that the 
habitations were burnt down in this period. About this level a new culture built 
new habitations but they were also burnt down. The same thing happened at  Nal 
and Dabarkot. However from the habitations of south Baluchistan no signs of 
such upheaval are available, but it should be noted here that excavations have not 
been carried on in this area extensively. But potteries and other articles excavated 
from the graves of Shahi Tump it can be said that its culture was related to Bam- 
pur in Iran, Sumer, South Russia, Hissar I11 (b), Anau 111, and Susa. Now the 
question arises whether the articles indicative of foreign contact came through 
commercial relations or  they were brought by foreigners. Piggott is, however, of 
the opinion that they were brought by foreigners." He further notes that the new 
comers who formed bands of war-like people brought with them only weapons. 
The shadow of this culture in Baluchistan may also be seen in the post-Harappan 
culture in which most of the articles belong to the cultures of Baluchistan. Piggott 
again observes that the refugees fleeing through Bolan, Lakphusi and Gaj valley 
brought these goods, but these refugees could not get peace even in Sindh. The 
invaders from the west who drove them away followed them to plunder the cities 
of Sindh, and they after destroying Mohenjodaro, Jhukar, Lohunjodaro settled 
there. The solution of the problem, however, is not so easy and archaeological 
researches are still engaged in finding answers to  many unsolved problen~s. 

This new culture has been named as Jhukar culture. It is evident from the 
second level of Chahunjodaro that the people of Jhukar culture lived in mud and 
wattle huts which were provided with ovens and their household goods were very 
simple. Their seals were also quite different from the seals of the Indus valley 
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culture. These seals liowever are directly connected with the seals of western Asia. 
The bone needles also point to their contact with some Barbarian culture. 

Now if we focus our attention to Mohenjodaro then we find that in the last 
stages of the city the material for reconstructing its culture is very limited, but cer- 
tain objects point to the great upheavals of this period. Perhaps it may be due 
to this that ornaments were buried because the impending doom caused the 
people to hide their wealth. The finding of more weapons in the later levels alsc 
tells us that perhaps danger to life in this period had increased considerably. Some 
such weapons have also been found at Mohenjodaro which perhaps came from 
outside. The painted pottery from the cemetery H from Harappa also tell us that 
their makers came from outside. The animals and birds on those potteries are 
different from the animals and birds painted on the potteries found from the early 
levels in the Indus Valley culture. However, designs on cemetery H pottery could 
be indirectly related to the pottery designs from Samarra in Iran. 

The discovery of a sword from the Khurram Valley is a new object for that 
region though such swords have been found in large numbers in Europe. The date 
of this sword could be fixed to the second millennium B.C. The sword found from 
Rajanpur (Panjab) could be compared with the shape of the swords found in 
Luristan whose date has been fixed to about 1500 B.C. The weapons found from 
the Gangetic Valley and near Ranchi could also be related with the weapons from 
the Indus Valley culture. Piggott is of the opinion that perhaps the makers of these 
weapons came to those places from the Panjab and Sindh as refugees,lB but again 
these surmises has been questioned by archaeologists. 

On the strength of above evidence it is said that about 1500 B.C. a new race 
entered India from north-west and where after destroying the cities formed new 
habitations. The migration of this new race was not confined to India only but it 
left its marks on Mesopotamia as well. In this very age the Hittites formed their 
empire in Asia Minor. In Syria and northern Iran also we find their traces, perhaps 
these new comers had some relation with the Aryans, but it is not yet possible to 
establish the identity of the new comers. 

From the excavations of Navadatoli have been found some spouted ware 
which could be compared with similar ware found from Sialk in Iran, but on this 
slender evidence alone it is not possible to prove the presence of the Aryans a t  
Navadatoli. 

There are many opinions about the origin and provenances of the Aryans. 
But from modern excavations it seems that the Aryan languages developed in south 
Russia and in the coasts of the Caspian Sea. In south Russia there existed agricul- 
tural communities in the third and second millennia B.C. and in these communities 
warriors occupied a prominent place. Suggestion could be made that about 2000 
B.C. there existed a loose confederation of many tribes in the region extending 
from south Russia to Turkestan, whose cultural unity depended on certain art  
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forms and language. About 1600 B.C. the Kassis with Indo-European names in- 
vaded Babylonia. This is the period perhaps when Indo-European tribes in search 
of new places marched forward. It  is evident from the brick inscriptions from 
Boghaz-Kui that in the fifteenth and fourteenth century B.C. some Aryan gods 
such as Mitra, Varuna, Indra and NBsatya were worshipped in Asia Minor. Other 
inscriptions from the same place give instructions about training the horses. In this 
inscription are mentioned ek vorrfana rri-varrfana etc. which are without any doubt 
Sanskrit words. There are only two archaeological evidences which bring the Indo- 
Europeans nearer India in the second millennium B.C. The remains of the Aryans 
in Iran and India depend only on the legends recorded in the Avesta and the Rig 
Vedo. On the strength of the Rig Veda we can more or less give a picture not only 
of the religious beliefs of the people but also certain aspects of their social institu- 
tions. Most of the scholars have dated the Rig Veda to middle of the second millen- 
nium B.C. 

We have seen above that almost at this time invaders from north-west whether 
they were Aryans o r  not entered India. The Rig Veda informs us that the Aryans 
fought the DZsas for whom the Rig Veda has used deprecative appellations. But in 
spite of this the high culture of the DZsas is evident because they lived in forts. 
These DZsas had to  face the vigorous new comers. Gradually the Aryans destroyed 
the forts held by the DZsas and on account of this activity Indra, the favourite god 
of the Aryans, took the appellation of Purandara "the Destroyer of Forts". The 
horse served the Aryans very well during the wars. It  was not possible for the 
DBsas to stand against the heavy onslaught of the cavalry and the chariots drawn 
by horses. It is not known when the chariot was at first used and when it was first 
built. But in quite ancient times two-wheeled chariots drawn by horses and donkeys 
had come into existence. In the second millennium B.C. Asia Minor used chariots 
drawn by horses. In Greece and Egypt also horse drawn chariot was introduced in 
about 1500 B.C. It is possible that the chariot was first used in Sumer, and at a 
later period the Indo-Europeans improved it and used horses for drawing it. The 
body of the Aryan chariot was secured with leather thongs. The wheels had spokes 
numbering more than four. The horses were harnessed to the yoke. Two men 
occupied the chariot ilamely the warrior and the charioteer. The warrior sat on the 
left and the charioteer used to stand. 

As we have observed above except for some very doubtful evidences there is 
no archaeological evidence about the migration of the Aryans in this country and, 
therefore, only the Rig Veda throws light on their religion, cultural and social life. 
In the Vedas the Aryans affirm with great confidence that they humbled the pride 
of the DZsas and annihilated them. No doubt they uprooted the DZsa culture, but 
they also assimilated many aspects of their culture which is evident in the acts of 
worship and devotion and many traits of Hindu religion. 

Now the question arises what routes the Aryans followed in entering India. It  
has been suggested above that the tribes moving through Baluchistan to Sindh in 
about 1500 B.C. were in some way related to the Aryans. If it is accepted then we will 
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have to agree that they entered this country through Baluchistan and Sindh. But 
Some scholars on the strength of the rivers of eastern Afghanistan and the Panjab 
mentioned in the Rig Veda have suggested that they entered the country through the 
north-west. Foucher has explored the route which the Aryans probably followed 
from historical and geographical viewpoints. He is of the opinion that all routes 
from the west passed Balkh and, therefore, the Aryans also must have taken the 
same route.18 

The Aryans taking the Balkh route crossed the Hindukush and entered India. 
The Aryan tribes inhabiting south Russia and the plains of the eastern Caspian sea 
accompanied by the herds of cattle and personal effects, obtaining their food by 
hunting, perhaps stayed for some time in Balkh. Some settled there, others marched 
on. It may be taken for granted that before crossing the Hindukush their armed 
scouts must have secured its passes and made inquiries about their destinations. 
The march of the Aryans was not a dramatic incident. They must have marched 
forward slowly fighting their way. After entering the country they must have 
settled for some time in Sindh and the Paiijab. Their descent into the plains of 
India was only an incident in the long chain of events of the descent of nomadic 
tribes from high Asia into this country. The stay of the caravans for some days 
or weeks on small stages, waiting for months or years for the armies and then after 
several generations marching forward are all events inherent in the migration of 
races. We should also note that even now the tribal people of Afghanistan accorn- 
panied by their women, children, camps and personal effects move forward. There 
should not be any objection that the Aryans must have marched in a similar way. 

FoucherZ0 has drawn a conjectural picture of the march of the Aryans. Accord- 
ing to him one day in the spring when the streams provided enough water, a big 
tribe following the information provided by the investigators, marched on, they had 
enough food to sustain them in the mountainous regions. They left their chariots 
behind but loaded their children, camps and articles of food on goats, donkeys and 
oxen. The headman and oldmen only used vehicles. The rest of the people holding 
the reins of their animals marched forward, safeguarding the flanks of their cara- 
vans; the warriors proceeded in front of the party as they were always in the fear 
of the attacks by the Kiratas inhabiting the Hazarjat region. 

When the route was well established other tribes followed and in the course 
of time the plains of India was full of them. Naturally there were rivalries between 
the old and new comers and, therefore, the new comers at  times sought the friendship 
of the DZsas. This rivalry between the tribes is clearly mentioned in the Rig Veda.  
After the Aryans were well settled in the Panjab the hordes of new immigrants 
stopped. 

Accordiiig to historians and linguists there were four stages of settlement of 
the Aryans on their onward march namely: (i) Saptasindhu or the Panjab, (ii) Brah- 
madeia (the Ganga-Yamuna Doab), (iii) Kosala and (iv) Magadha. Perhaps 
their first stage between Balkh and Sindh was KZpiii, the second at Jelalabad and 
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the third in the Panjab. Now a natural question may be asked that how following 
a solitary route so many people entered the Panjab and in course of time spread all 
over India. This question, however, could be answered on the basis of geographical 
considerations. 

It  may be surmised that the Aryans followed two routes. The straight route 
followed the course of the Kubh'a river; perhaps this route was followed by the 
sections of the armed Aryans. The second route proceeded from Kapiia to Kandhar 
which had many tracks branching towards the Panjab. The most important of 
these tracks, in order to reach the Indus river, followed the tributaries and the 
valleys on the right bank of the Khurram and Gomal rivers. 

Scholars are of the opinion that the Vedic Aryans knew about this route 
because one of the Siitras of the Rig Veda (x. 75) mentions the rivers falling on that 
route. As the Aryans began penetrating inside India proper they began naming the 
rivers on their way after the rivers with which they were acquainted for a long time, 
for example the Gomati now a tributary of the Ganga is named after the Gomal 
or Gomati of the Rig Veda and the Sarasvati demarcating the eastern limit of the 
Panjab had assumed the name of Harahvaiti which irrigated the plain of Kandhar. 
For a very long time the plain of Kandhar was considered as a part of India and 
the Parthians called it as "Fair India". It  may be suggested that the southernmost 
route passing the KubhZ (Kabul), Krumu (Khurram) and Gomati (Gomal) perhaps 
passing Bolan reached Mohenjodaro. But before taking into consideration this 
route as one of the probable routes of the Aryan migration, Foucher suggests that 
inquiries should be made whether this route has any impassable barrier. Objection 
may be also raised on ethnological grounds. From the study of the people inhabit- 
ing Sindh, it is evident that the Aryans came from the north and they used the 
Bolan pass very sparingly, but as we have seen above from the archaeological 
remains of Baluchistan, in protohistoric times this route was popular and the 
people who destroyed the Indus Valley culture whether they were Aryans or not 
followed this route to Sindh. From the examination of the dry courses of the 
Drishadvati and Sarasvati rivers, Amalanada Ghosh also reaches the same conclu- 
sion that the shadow of the Indus Valley culture had reached these rivers. His obser- 
vation is supported by the excavations at  Kali Bangan. If this statement is correct 
then there should not be any difficulty in suggesting that passing from Sindh the 
Aryans entered eastern Panjab and Bikaner and uprooting the cultures there esta- 
blished themselves. But the theory of Foucher can only be accepted when it could be 
established if the remains on the route from Balkh, K ~ p i i i ,  Pushkar'avati and Taxila 
provide us with archaeological remains contemporary with the Aryan migration, 

It is not known how the Iranian and Indian Aryans separated but perhaps 
this happened in the second millennium B.C. History tells us that the Iranians settled 
themselves in the north and west of Afghanistan, in Sugdh, Vzhlika, Marga, Ari 
and Drang and the Indian Aryans settled in the regions situated in the south-east 
of Afghanistan. The Aryans had also penetrated in the region of Kandhar and the 
country between the Hindukush and Suleiman. 
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The region between the Iranian desert Lut and the Indian desert Thar was a 
constant cause of friction between the ancient Indians and Iranians. The eastern 
part of the valleys of the Helmand and Sindh was Indianised. We know that in the 
Maurya period most of Ariana had come under the political influence of India and 
the rulers of Iran were ever ready to extend their sphere of influence to the Panjab 
and Sindh. This thrust and counterthrust continued for a long time but in the end 
the Sulei~nan range became the boundary line between the Indians and Iranians. 
The racial conflict between the inhabitants of Sindh and trans-Indus region is 
mentioned in the Bhavishya P u r a n ~ . ~ l  It says that king ~zl ivahana after conquering 
Balkh and other countries established the boundary line between the Mlechchhas 
or the Iranians and the Aryans of India. Because of this boundary line the Aryans 
maintained their foothold in Sindh, but the trans-Indus countries were occupied by 
the Iranians. On the frontier of these countries there is great admixture of races. 
The Iranian plateau was invaded from time to time by the nomadic people and we 
see clear impressions of their life, habitation, culture and different languages. On 
the other hand in the Indus Valley there already existed a strong culture which 
maintained its separate identity from geographical and ethnological viewpoints 
from the cultures of the Gangetic valley and the Deccan. 

The Vedic Aryans at first lived in the Panjab but later on they occupied the 
region of Kurukshetra for a long time. Due to the changes in the density of popu- 
lation and climatic conditions or due to the natural i~istinct to make further con- 
quests impelled the Aryans to march forward and in this progress the pathiklits of 
the Rig Veda and Atharva Vedaz2 played an important role. The use of the epithel 
pathikrit with Agni perhaps indicates the progress of Yajfis, the symbol of Vedic 
culture in northern India. The form of pathihrit or path finder perhaps indicates the 
role of Agni in making roads after burning the forests. A very great parhik?ir was 
Iridegha MBthava whose story has been preserved in the Satapatha Briih~nana.~J The 
story relates that raising the standard of Vedic culture on the bank of the Sarnsvati 
river and accompanied by his family priest Gautama Rahugana and Agni, the 
symbol of Vedic culture, he marched onwards. Drying the rivers, and burning the 
forests the three reached the SadZnirZ (modern Gandak river). In the time of this 
legend Vedic culture had not crdssed the river but in the time of the ~ a t a ~ a t h a  the 
Brahmans lived across the river and Videha had come an important centre of Vedic 
culture. In the time of Videgha Mzthava the land was not cultivated to the east of 
the Sad311irZ as it was marshy, but in the time of the ~ a t a ~ a t h a  that land was being 
cultivated. According to the legend when Videgha Mathava asked Agui about its 
destination then it indicated the east. In the ~ a t a ~ a r h a  period the river SadZnirZ 
formed the boundary line between Kosala and Videha. 

According to Weberzl this legend indicates the stages of the advancement of 
the Aryans to the east. In the first stage the country occupied by the Aryans extend- 
ed from the Panjab to the river Sarasvati. In the second stage their habitation 
extended to the Sadzniri which formed the natural boundary between Kosala and 
Videha. For some time the Aryans did not dare to cross the SadPnira but in the time 
of the ~ a ~ a p a r h a  they had already established themselves to the east of the river. 
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In this legend, except for the skeleton of the story of thc advancement of 
Videgha M'n'thava from the Sarasvati to Sadinir i ,  no further details are given. Per- 
haps that was not possible because the country between the Sarasvat~ and the 
Sadinir% represented by modern Uttar Pradesh was at  that time not inhabited by 
the Aryans; large cities had not come into existence.at that time and the Grand 
Route had not established its course. But there is every possibility that the route 
established by Videgha Miithava after chopping and burning the jungles was the 
same route which in historical period served as a sector of the Grand Route from 
Sr ivas t~  in the Gangetic valley to Vaiiili. The southern route in the Gangetic 
valley was perhaps established by the K~Syas who laid the foundation of KGi. 

It is evident from the Vedic literature that the Aryans were not satisfied with 
the tracks of the prehistoric period passing through forests, village routes and 
caravan routes for a long time. In the Rig Veda and lattr  San~hitar we find mention 
of travels on long routes ( p r a p o t h ~ ) , ~ &  which according to Sarkar were transversed 
by From the Rig Veda to the later period the often mentioned word setu 
perhaps indicated some kind of dyke in the land filled with water. Later on in the 
Briihrnanas27 we find how the grand routes were connected with villages. The 
viaducts were perhaps known as v a c l ~ a n a . ~ ~  It is mentioned in the Atharva Veda2g 
that the roads on which bullock carts plied were on a higher level than the smaller 
routes; trees were planted on both sides. They passed through cities and villages 
and at  times pairs of pillars appeared on them. Dr.  Sarkar suggests that perhaps 
these pillars served as a gateway to the city. As observed in a footn0te3~ by him 
these pillars might have been meant as octroi stations as well. I t  is also possible 
that these stones also served as mile stones which Megasthenes saw on the Grand 
Route from Pataliputra to GandhHra. The prathama or prapatha of the Rig Veda31 
perhaps indicated a rest-house where the traveller could get shelter and food. 
Tirtha of the Athorva V e c l ~ ~ ~  which appeared in the way of a bride perhaps also 
meant a rest-house at the river crossing. Before the Atharva Veda, nvasarha pro- 
bably meant a guest-house but later on it became one of the syrloliyms for a house. 
Dr. Sarkar's33 identification of nvasatha with the rest-house may be correct. It is 
evident from the Vedic literature that the Aryans on their onward rnarch were 
greatly helped by their movement and strength. Wandering in dense forests after 
making passable routes, the Vedic ascetics and merchants helped in the extension 
of Vedic culture. The charaiveti hymn of the Aitereya Br~hrnana3~ advocating the 
advancement of physical and spiritual progress lays stress on the move~nent and 
travel. The Atlrarva V C ~ C I , ~ ~  however, does not forget the highway robbers. At one 
place prayer is offered to Indra to safeguard travellers from wild beasts and 
robbers.30 Another place mentions robbers and wolves and it is said that on roads 
the Nishiidas and robbers (selaga) caught the merchants and after looting them, 
threw them in deep pits.a7 

Unfortunately, we d o  not get much material from Vedic literature as to draw 
a clear picture of the contemporary travellers, but it seems that they seldom tra- 
velled alone. As food was not available on the roads they carried their provisions. 
It was carried on p i n g a ~ ~ ~  and the food which they carried on their own person 
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was known as avasa.88 

In those days great welcome was accorded to travellers wherever they wcnt. 
As soon as thc traveller unyoked the oxen from his cart the host (atirheyu) brought 
water for him.'O If the guest turned to be an important man then the whole family 
made ready to welconle him. Welcoming a guest was considered a part of religion 
and, therefore, people treated guests well according to their means. 

There is hardly any doubt that in the Vedic age travellers undertook long 
journeys with the purpose of earning wealth.41 Investment of capital" was made 
and export of goods to distant countries for prof 1 was d ~ n e . ~ W n m i n d f u l  of the 
troubles and travails of long journeys the merchants of Vedic period using the land 
and sea routes carried on the internal and external trade of India. The Panis were 
wealthy merchants of this period; perhaps because of their miserliness they had 
become inimical to the Brahmans, and, therefore, in the Vedic hymns they have 
been addressed i n  derogatory terms.44 In some hymns the gods are invoked to des- 
troy the Panis. At times the poor Panis bzcause of their tight fistedness had to lose 
their lifc, and they have also been considered as the opponents of Vedic Yajnas. 
Among the Panis Bribu was an important person. In a hymn he is remembered as 
charging very high rate of interest (bekanala). In a second place he is treated as an 
enemy, and in the third place he is remembered as a capitalist (grarhin, gatha in 
western Hindi stands for capital). At times he is also addressed as a slavc." 

From the above citatiolls perhaps i t  could be surmised that the Panis were 
non-Aryan merchants and were treated shabbily because they did not believe in the 
Vedic religion. Some scholars believe that the Panis perhaps stood for the Phone- 
cian merchants, but there is no reason for this belief. We have seen above that when 
the Aryans came to India at that time most of the commerce of the country was 
in the hands of the merchants of the Indus Valley culture and Baluchistan. It is 
possible that the Vedas point to those merchants, but whatever may be the case 
one point is clear that the Panis did not believe in the Vedic religion and, therefore, 
the Aryans hated them. 

In the Rig Veda vnnij is a colnmon term for merchants. Trade was carried on 
by barter. Though it is difficult to  know the articles of trade, however, it could be 
surmised from the Atharva Veda" that dursha (a kind of woollen cloth) and 
pavasa (leather) formed articles of trade. In the contemporary trade, bargaining 
was resorted to. In the barter system the cow and j a ~ a r ~ ~ a r i a  coins were used. 

It is difficult to say whether in the Vedic period bankers (jresh(1ii) existed. 
But the B r a l ~ m a n a s ~ ~  mention such bankers. Perhaps they headed the rrigarnas. The 
Vedic literature also does not give any information about the caravan (sarrha) nor 
there is any indication as to how the goods were transported from one place to 
another, but there is hardly any doubt that the goods were transported by the 
caravans, because singly the merchants could not face the dangers lurking on the 
routes. 
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There has been controversy aniong the scliolars whether the Aryans had the 
knowledge of the sea or  not, but this controversy belonged to an age when the 
Indus Valley civilization was unknown. As we have seen above in the third millen- 
nium B.C. tlie comnierce between Sindh, south Balucliistan to  Su~ne r  passed through 
the sea by ships. Scholars are gradually trying to  trace the contacts of the 
Harappan culture with the Vedic culture and, therefore, it would be surprising that 
the Vedic Aryans had no knowledge of tlie sea. 

In the Rig V e d ( ~ ' ~  the precious stories of the sea, the trade in pearls, the profits 
of the sea-trade and the story of BliujyuGo : i l l  these make i t  clear that the Vedic 
Aryans had the knowledge of tlic sea and there could hardly be any doubt about 
this. In the later Sor1i1ritn.s the sea is clearly mentioned as in tlie Tuittit.fyn Snmhita.61 
I n  the Aiterejla B~ .nhnro ! l~~  the sea is mentioned as botton~less and the nourisher of 
the land; and the ~ ~ t n ~ n t h a  Brahr~ta~~aGs ~ i ~ e ~ i t i o n s  the Rat~liikara (tlie Arabian Sea) 
and Mahodadhi (tlie Bay of Bengal). 

The Rig Vedas' and the later Strn~hirashs mention that sea trade was carried 
on by boats. Often the word rmlr was used for smallel. boats plying in tlie rivers. It 
was also used for raflers (diirurinrrkn)" wliicli could be compared with the li~odern 
knttirn~c~;nni plying on the sea coast of Madras and also tlie tori;. 

Most of the scholars are of the opinion tliat bccause tlie Vedic literature does 
not mentiori the mast o r  the sail, the Vedic Aryans had 110 knowledge of the sea, 
but there is no point in such argu~iients because the Verlns are not lexicons which 
should have included all words. However, there are certain references in the 
Sorr~lririis which point out that sea voyages were undertaken. The Rig Vetln men- 
tions tliat sea voyages were take11 for profit." At one place i t  is ~nentioned that the 
ASvins rescued Bhujyu from a sinking hundred oared ship." According to  Biililer 
this accident points to some voyage of Bliujyu in tlie Indian 0ce:in in which lie hiid 
to face the s l ~ i p w r e c k . ~ ~  His ship was equippcd with hundred oars.co When lie found 
himself in this plight lie rcleascd birds to find the sea As we shall see later on 
in the Babylonian story of Gilga~ncsh the direction finding birds ase mentiotied. 
The Jiiralias also niention tliiiikiiko which were kept on the ships. I n  the Vedic 
period Bribu was a very big sea n i e r c h a ~ i t . ~ ~  

Many technical terms about navigation appear in tlie Ve(1ns. D y i o ~ r t i n ~ ~  
indicates a flotilla and plasn6.1 was perhaps a sort of a boat. Tlie oar was known 
as aritrn. The Rig Vcdn and the I.'iijosarrej*i Snniliirii8~iicntio1i ships with hundred 
oars. Tlie oarsmen were k11own as nriryi and the s:lilors as t r a~ ln j i i .~~  Pcrliaps the 
anchor was known as rroirrtin~l~a and jnnrbirrn was perhaps tlie pole for pushing the 

We have seen above that in tlie third millennium and the sccond millennium 
B.C. thcre was trade between Balucliistan and Sind across the sea. In tlie Babylo- 
niiin and Assyrian literature, Sirrtllirr was a kind of cloth which according to 
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Herodotus was common in Egypt, Levant and Babylonia. Herodotus calls this cloth 
as sindorr. According to SayceeD the Sindhu was manufactured in Sind though 
Kennedy and others were opposed to this view.i0 Accordirig to them sindhu- 
sitidon was manufactured from some vegetable fibre. But all the opposing views 
about sindltlc have come to an end with thc finding of the cotton cloth in the 
Indus Valley, which was probably exported to Babylonia by the sea route. 

In earlier days scholars were of the opinion that Vedic Indians had no foreign 
contacts. Even Uttara Madra and Uttara Kuru identified with Media and with 
Krorain (the ancient name of IOU-Ian) in Central Asia were placed in Kashmir. But 
as we have seen above in spite of many dificulties the Vedic Aryans undertook 
voyages on the sea and ~iiercliants like Bhujyu and Bribu maintained the contact 
of India with other countries. IJnfortunately no arcl~aeological evidences are yet 
available about thisancient commerce, but in the Vedas especially in the A~horvo Veda 
there are some words which indicate that in thc Vedic age the Indians were connected 
with Babylonia. Tilak for the first time has thrown light on sucll words as Tai~trar, 
Alngi-vilng?, Urugul7ia1ld TGhurat~l,~land tried to prove that thesc words were borrow- 
ed from the Babylonians. There is no doubt that these words entered the A(harra 
Veda in ancient times. It is also doubtful whether the nlearlings of these words 
were properly understood. Su~~~r.!la niarrn appears once in the Rig I '~da.~'  This 
could be connected wit11 the Assyrian word Mennh. However, these interpretations 
have not been accepted by all scholars as yet. 

Whatever may be the case there is no doubt that in the tenth century B.C. 
India had comniercial relations with foreign countries i n  wllicl~ the Arabs acted 
as brokers. Perhaps in this century through tlie Arab intermediaries Indian nier- 
chants sent to king Solomon sandalwood, precious stoncs, ivory, monkey and 
peacocks. 

The Hebrew rlruki (peacock) is derived from the Tamil tokai. The Hebrew alral 
is derived from the Tamil ahil. Tlie Hebrew nlnrrrg is derived from the Sanskrit 
vaigrr and the Hebrew kop:; (monkey) from the Sanskrit krrpi. The Hebrew shenltnb- 
bin (ivory) has been derived from the Sanskrit ckhntlanra. The Hebrew saden has 
been derived from the Greek sindorr and the Sallskrit si~tdl~u.i= 

It is also possible that in tlie ninth century B.C. Indian elephants were 
exported to  Assyria. On a obelisk of Shalnianesnr I11 (858-824 B.C.) an Indian 
elephant has been represented. It is called bnzij9nfi in the inscription which may 
be a form of the Sanskrit vasifa, a synonynl of the cow elephant. Scholars are of 
the opinion that Indian elephants went to Assyria through the Hindukush route.?' 

Tlie con~n~ercial  contact of India with Assyria in this period is further 
supported by the fact that the Assyrian king Sennacherib (704-681 B.C.) had 
planted cottoti in his garden.:5 In the palace of Nebuchadnezzar (604-581 B.C.), 
timber of Sindh origin has been found. In the reco~istructed temple of the Moon at 
Us by Nabodinus (555-538 B.C.) have been found teak logs \vhich were perhaps 
imported there from western India.;= 
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Babylon had perhaps a sniall colony of the south Indians. From the business 
tablets found from the house of Murushu from Nippur, it is evident that the house 
was carrying on business with India.'? It  is perhaps due to this commercial relation 
that some words of Tamil origin as arasi  (rice, Greek oryza); karur (cinnamon, 
Greek karpians), ittjiber (dry ginger, Greek jigrberos), long pepper (Greek pepari) 
and Sanskrit vaiGzirya ('crystal, Greek per.yks) entered the Greek language. 

We have seen above that in the Vedic period sea voyage was considered 
lawful, but i n  the Szi11.a period on account of the development of caste system and 
untouchability the sea voyage was prohibited. According to  the Bnudh~ynna 
D l t a r m a s i i ~ r a ~ ~  the northern Brahmans went on the sea voyage, but prohibited by 
the ;iisrras the sea travellers were taken as outcastes. Manu70 was also not in 
favour of sea voyage because he prohibits the marriage of one's own daughter with 
a man who sailed on the sea. But this prohibition was apparently meant for the 
Brahmans only, because in the Buddhist literature sea voyage is very coinmoll. 
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TRAVELLERS IN THE AGE OF MAHAJANAPADAS 

E HAVE seen in the previous chapter how the Aryans had progressed and W arganised themselves in the country, but unfortunately in the abse~ice of 
archaeological evidence their history is still literary and confused. The systematic 
history of India begins with the occupation by the Achaemenian power of Sind and 
sonie parts of the Panjab and the subsequent campaigns of Alexander. Tliese sources 
inform us t l ~ t  tlle caravans of the immigrant Aryans liad come to a stop on the 
sector of tlie Grand Route from Balkh to  Taxila and that the chapter of political 
campaigns had begun. The invasion of India froni the tinie of Acliaemenians was 
continucd by the Scythians, Parthians, Kushi i~~as,  Huns, Turks and the Mongols. In 
this chapter we shall try to deal with tlie imniigratio~i of foreign tribes in this country. 

Tlie campaigns of Cyrus and Darius I were political in nature. The campaigns 
of Cyrus continued upto the river Jaxartes (Syr Darya) and of Darius I to the 
Indus. According to Pliny, however, Cyrus reached upto KapiJi and Herodotus is 
of the opinion tliat tlie campaigns of Darius reached upto the Indian Ocean. Fouclier' 
is of tlie opinion that the canipaigns of Alexander were niodelled after the cam- 
paigns of the Acliae~nenians as Alexander was much influenced by the Iranians. He 
adopted their religion and the administrative methods of Darius 111. Perliaps tliis was 
essential for re-establisliing the political boundaries of tlie Acliaemenians. Fouclier 
again draws our attention to the refusal of Alexander's soldiers to proceed beyond 
tlie Beas river; it was not due to the fact that they were tired, but because they liad 
re-established the boundaries of the ancient Iranian empire and, therefore, it was 
not incumbent upon the111 to go beyond it. When puzzled and angry Alexander 
returned by the way of the Indus to Ira11 even then lie was taking the salne route 
whicli Darius I took. 

It  is important to know about tlle conquest of GandliZra by the Achaemenians. 
It is evident fro111 tlie Acliaen~enian inscriptions tliat this event took place in 520 
B.C. or a little before that. Sind perhaps came under the rule of Iran in 517 or 516 
B.C. Foucher divides the conquest of Sind by the Acliaemenians in two parts. 
Cyrus (552-530 B.C.) in his first campaign put an end to the capital town of 
KZpiSi then perhaps marching on the Grand Route he conquered Gandliiira which 
became a province of his empire. At that tinie the frontier of GandhZra in tlie 
west was Upairisaena or  beyond the Hindukusli and in the south to the lower 
Panjab i11 which lay Kaspapyros (Kassapapura) or Multan. I11 the east its boundary 
touched Rawalpindi which along tlie river Jlielum formed a part of the kingdom of 
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Taxila. It should be noted that according to Strabo, tlie Doab between the Chenab 
and tlie Ravi was also known as the Gandaris. Froni tlie above boundaries of 
GandliZra i t  is evident that it extended from Kapiia to the Panjab. 

To safeguard his long exit route Darius at first decided lo subduc the lower 
Indus and then reach the Arabian Sea and perhaps with this intention he despatch- 
ed Skylax to explore tlie lower Iudus. His flotilla started from Mullan. A little below 
the city on the left bank of  the Chenab, Darius's fleet was made ready which 
after sailing for two and a half years reached Egypt. In the course of the voyage 
tlie flcet touched tlie Egyptian ports on tlie Red Sea thus ensuring the safety of tbe 
ports on the Western Indian coast as well. With this conquest from tlie mouth of 
the Euphrates and Tigris upto the mouth of the Indus, Sind came under his 
control and the peace of the Indian Ocean was ensured. 

But the history tells us that the occupation of Acliaemenians over Sind lasted 
only for a short period. It is known that on the upper regions of tlie Indus, 
Alexander did not face much opposition, but in the lower Sind he met with the 
resistance of the BrZhniana republics. On this basis we may also presume that 
even the Achaemenians had to face the same opposition. 

It is also necessary to know about other countries occupied by the Achaeme- 
nians. Their list is given by Herodotus (3189 ff)  which could be compared with the 
names appearing in the inscriptions of Darius I. The names of these countries 
follow [lie racial and administrative t e r ~ n s . ~  Tlie inscriptions and tlie list of Herodo- 
tus reveal that in tlle organisation of these provinces the realization of revenue 
from the tribes inhabiting there was of primary considcration. For instance, the 
sixtee~~tli  province included the Parthians, Aria, Khorasmis, Drangiana and 
Sogdiana. The twelfth province included Balk11 and Margiana. the twentieth pro- 
vince included the marsliy part of HBmun, eastern Sagarati o r  tlie nomadic tribcs 
living in Kohistzn and sollie tribes living on the Persian Gulf. Tlie Indians and tlie 
Baluchis were included in the seventeeuth province. The inscriptions always mcntion 
tlie Makas whose country was situated on tlie boundary of Sind. In the time of 
Herodotus tlie Mukoi were included in tlie fourtee~itli province. Herodotus does 
not mention the current name of Raluchistan but calls it as Parikanva. In the 
seveuth province were included Gandlizra and Sattagydai (ancient Iranian Thatha- 
gura). This region was situated in the mountains of Hazarjat which were inhabited 
by the Daradas and Apritis (Afridis). The correct location of the fifteenth province 
is u~itraceable. Like Paktha, Arrlkhosia \\'as not prominent in that period. Paktha, 
according to Herodotus (llT/l02; IV/44) was Sulaininn Hill situated i n  the west of 
hIIultnn. The menti011 of the Sakas and Kassapas i n  tlie place of P'iktha creates 
certain confusion because in the tenth province the Caspians are mentioned near 
tlie Caspian Sea and the inkas in the Scistau. Fouclier identified tlie Kassapas in 
tlie fifteenth province as the inhabitants of hlultan which was later on occupied by 
Kshudraka-M'alavas. These ~ a k a s  could be identified wit11 the Hau~iiavarga ~ a k a s  
of ~ a k a s t h ~ n a . 8  
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According to tldkat6e Kaiyapapura (Kassapapura) was situated i n  Gandh'aTra 
but Herodotus places it in another region. To remove this anomaly i t  could be taken 
for grantcd that Afghanistan and Panjab conquered by Darius I were later on 
divided i n  the timc of Xerxes and Artaxcrxcs into two equal parts. It seems at this 
tirne Gandhiira was separated from the 1ow.r Panjab and added to Seistan. This 
division was effcctcd on geographical grounds. The Panj~tb from gcograpliical point 
of view is divided into two parts by tlie Salt Range. Io its nortli thc Grand Route 
passing Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Delhi joined the Gangelic Plairi with tlie 
High Asia. But the soi~tliern part of the Panjab was not connected with tlie West 
cxcepl tlirough I-Ierat and Gandhiira. This region was divided into two parts, one 
of which included tlie Kabul valley and the higlicr regions or  the Panjab and tlie 
second included the Helmand vallcy and thc lower Panjab. This kind of thc division 
of t hc road follows geographical condi lions. 

At the time wlien the Achaenienians were establisliing their powcr i n  Sind 
and tiand1i:ira the country extending from east Panjab to the whole of the 
northern India had not seen penetrated by any foreign power. This was tlic period 
of the Buddha and Mahiivisa who raised their revolt against the Vedic religion. 
Evcn i n  the seventh century B.C. northern Tndia was divided into sixteen Maha- 
janapadas or great states which constantly fought among tliernsel\~es, but the 
cultural and conimcl~ci~tl relations between them were never interrupted. These 
Mahhjanapadas werc (I)  Axiga, (2) Magadha, (3) KGi,  (4) Kosala, (5) Vajjl, 
( 6 )  Malla, (7) Chcdi, (8) Vari-i4a or Vatsa, (9) Kuru, (10) Pa~lchiila, (I I) Matsya, 
(12) h r a sena ,  (13) Aimaka, (14) Avanti, (15) Gandhiira atid (16) Kalnboja."~~ tlie 
sixth century B.C. political condition in northern Tndia had undergone certain 
changes becausc Kosnla had mc~.gccl Kzii with itself and Magadha hat1 occupied 
Ang:~. 

In the time of the Buddha we find two big empircs and some slnallcr kingdoms 
and many republics. Tlie capital of the Siikyas was Kapilavastu, of the Bulias at 
Allakappa, of the Kaliimas Kissaputta, of tlic Bhaggas Sun~sumiiragiri, of tlie 
KoliyZs RZniagr2n1a, of thc Mallas P z v i i - K u 4 i 1  and of tlie Licchliavis at Vaiiiili. 
Tlicsc states were situated to the east of Kosala between thc G a i l g ~  and tlic hilly 
tracts. Tlic s8kyas occupied the Himalayan slopes though il is difficult to detcl- 
 nine the boundary of thcir stale. The ancient capital Kapilavastu may now be 
located at Tilau~iikol in Nepal. We do not know about the boundasics of the states 
of the Bulias and Kolanias but this much is ccrtain that they wcrc silurited on the 
routc from Kapilavastu to Vaiiiili. Kolias wcrc the ncigllbours of the !hky;ls and 
the river Rohil~i formed Lhe boundary line between thcir st;~tcs. Thc Mallas had 
two branches, whose capitals were at PSiva (Papaur) and Kuiiniisi~ respcctivcly. 
K u i i n ~ r a  is now situatcd in the Padraunn District of Uttar Prildesh. Tlic Vajjis 
occupicd   no st of nortlicrn Bihar and  thcir capital was Vni4;ili. 

There is vcry liltle doubt that witllin the life timc of the Buddha, Kosala was 
tllc largest kingdoln though it had to face the Lichchhavis and Aj%taiatru of 
Magadha. Tlie statcs of the s%kyas, Koliyas and Mallas siti~ritcd in  tlie east of 
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Kosala were under the influence of Magadha. In the south thc boundary of Kosala 
touched Ka41, where in order to propitiate the people of K%ir, the younger brother 
of Prasenajit acted as the ruler of the state in the same way as even after 
the occupation of Ai~ga by Magadha the rulers of AIiga continued to rule over 
Chan~pB for some time.& I t  is difficult to determine the boundary of Kosala 
in the west. Jn that period tlle northern parts of Lucknow and Bareilly districts 
were covered with forests, but we know that the northern route of the Gangetic 
Valley passed through this regions0 Therefore, it is possible that there must have 
existed towns in that region. As the Buddhist litcraturc does not mention Uttara 
Pafichlila i t  is possible that in the west Gaxiga formed the boundary line of Kosala 
and other states within the sphere of its influence. 

In the time of Buddha, Prasenajit was llle ruler of Kosala. AjZtakatru of 
Magadha llad defeated him once but later on he avenged the defeat. Prasenajit was 
deposed by his son ViGudabha. Prasenajit went to RZjagrilia to seek help from 
Ajataiatru, but lie died therc. To avenge his i~lsult Vicjadabha attacked tlie country 
of the szkyas and slaughtered even old men, children and women and thus ending 
the state of the sakyas. But Vi?.il?ablia also got suitable retribution for his act. 
While returning from Kapilavastu with liis army he was drowned in the river 
Achirzvatr. Thus ended Kosala which was gradually annexed by Magadha. 

Like Prasenajit of Kosala and Udayana of Vatsa, BimbisZra of Magadha was 
contelnporary of the Buddha. An~uttarapa (Bhagalpur and Monghyr districts in  
the north of tlie Ganga) was at the time under his rule and there was no power in 
the east and south to  confront him. In the time of the patricide Ajztaiatru, 
Magadha had tllree enemies. Kosala has been lnerltioned above. At that time the 
Lichcllhavis had also become so powerful that their soldiers crossing the Ganga 
reached upto Piitaliputra and stayed there for months.' The reason of the enmity 
between Ajataiatru and the Lichcllhavis was the custolns duty which was realised 
in the hilly region on the frontier 01' Magadha and Vrijji. Perhaps this indicates 
the route wl~icli passes from Jaynagar to D l ~ a n k o t a . ~  Their enmity came to such 
a pass that i n  tlle Mahiil,ritlihhat~a Slrrronrc~, we hear A j ~ t a h t r u  planning to mount 
an attack on the Vajjis and with this cnd in view he built a fort to the south of 
Plifaligr'61na. Perhaps this village was at that tinie the boundary line between 
Magadha and V1-ijji. Only after three years of this event Vassakiira the minister of 
AjStalat~u by his conspiracy caused the downfall of VaiSili. The third opponent of 
Ajlilai:~tru was Chancjn Pradyota of Avanti who intended to attack RZjag!-iha. It is 
not known at what point the boundary line of Magadlia and Avant1 met but 
perliaps it was somewhere in the Palaniau district of Bihar. Whatever truth there 
may be in this conjecture, rivalry between Ava~iti and Magadha was for the posses- 
sion of the Gangetic Valley. It is natural that Udayana, the ruler of Vatsa, was on 
good terms with his fatlier-in-law Charlda Pradyc~ta of Avanti. Bodhikuni;lra, 
gralidson of Pradyota, with the intcnlion of attacking Magadha was campiug at 
Su~nsuniiiragiri or Chunar. It is possible that Pradyota also followed the same 
route. However, it is clear that in the tinie of the Buddha both the kingdoms of 
Avariti and Magadha intended to establisll their authority in northern India. But 
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after the defeat of the Vajjis, Aj'ataiatru became very powerful and in this way 
Magadha became the great empire of the n0rth.O 

Udzyibhadra, the son and successor of AjZtaSatru, laid the foundation of 
Kusu~npura or P~fa l ipu t r a  in the south of the Ganga. Thls new city apparently 
was built near Ajztaiatru's fort. From the very beginning this city became a great 
centre for commerce and politics. 

In northern India at that time there existed another great power of VamSa 
or Vatsa. To  the east of this kingdom lay Magadha and to  the south Avanti. Within 
its territory was included a part of Chedi and Bharga. Pafich'ala lay to  its west and 
was perhaps under the rule of Vatsa. In the country of ~au re sena ,  to the west of 
Vatsa, ruled M'athura Avantiputra, grandson of Pradyota. To its north the Kuru 
king ruled over l'hullakottitha and, therefore, he was a kinsman of Udayana. It is 
evident from these references that Vatsa a t  that time was as extensive a kingdom as 
that of Kosala. As Kosala was lost to Magadha, in the same way Vatsa fell a prey 
to Avanti. On account of this only Magadha and Avanti remained to carry on 
their feuds.1° 

We have described above some of the kingdoms of the Gangetic Valley and 
Malwa, but as we have seen the sixteen MahZjanapadas included Gandh5ra and 
Kamboja as well. The Buddhist literature inforins us that Gandhara was ruled by 
Pushkarassri. If as suggested by Foucher the Achaemenians had advanced upto the 
Beas, then they must have come face to  face with PushkarasZri, but the PZli 
Buddhist literature does not hint to  such an event. Here we want to draw the atten- 
tion of the scholars to  a story appearing in Buddhist Sanskrit literature. The story 
says that Jivaka KumZrabhyitya, the great physician, proceeded to  Taxila to  study 
medicine. During his stay there the Khasa tribe of the PZngavas iuhabiting the 
frontier region attacked the city of Pushkarasari but with the help of Jivaka 
Kumarabhyitya, the king was able to defeat the attackers.ll It is not known who 
were these Khasas. But it is possible that the story perhaps indicates the advance 
of Darius I towards the Panjab. 

The Buddhist literature is also acquainted with the people living in tlie 
country of K.amboja though it is a debatable questio~i whether in the time of 
Buddha, Kamboja was included in India proper. 

We have hurriedly surveyed above the conditions of the states and republics 
in the Panjab and the Middle Country. In order to understand the traditional 
events on the Grand Route, on the strength of the Buddhist literature we can safely 
say that in the time of Buddha the Grand Route of Northern India proper started 
f1.0111 the country of the Kurus and then passing through Uttara PafichZla (Bareilly 
district) and going through the territory of Kosala and its tributaries like the h k y a s  
and Mallas reached Ka.pilavastu. After the drs truction of Kapilavastu, the route 
between hZvasti  and Kapilavastu lost its importance and gradually the territory of 
the s2kyas was swallowed by dense forests. With the inclusion of Kosala and Vajji 



Janapadas in the Magadha empire its territories extended from Uttar Pradesh to 
Kajaligala in north Bihar. The southern route of the Gangetic Valley starting from 
Indraprastha and passing Mathura reached Kauizmbr and then proceeded to Chunar. 
On this sector of the route the Vatsa influence was predominant. From KauiHmb~ 
the capital of the Vatsas, one straight route proceeded to Ujjain, but after the fall 
of the Vatsas the section of the route between Mathura and Ujjain came within the 
power of Avanti. It was only after AjZtaiatru that the trade routes of the Middle 
Country were divided between the kingdoms of Magadha and Avanti. 

As we have seen above the reason of constant warfare between the sixteen 
Mahiijanapadas was political, though economic factor might have also played its 
part. The route proceeding to Ujjain connecting northern India with the coastal 
region of western India was in the hands of Avanti, which also exercised influence 
over the route between KauS'ambi and Pratishthzna. In this way controlling these 
routes Avanti could stop the commerce of Magadha with western and south India. 
In  the same way parts of the northern and southern routes in the Gangetic valley 
being under the control of Magadha that state could easily stop profitable commerce 
of the people of Avanti with Kaii and Magadha. 

We have sunlmarised above the political history of the Indian routes but 
their importance was not only political but commercial as well. The PBli literature 
mentions many incidents on the roads and the adventures of travellers, informing 
us how courageous the merchants and travellers were. 

It  seems that i n  the time of PBnini the Indian routes were divided into 
separate categories. Commenting on a Siitra of PZnini ("Uttara-patheniihyitant") 
(V/1/77), Patafijali quotes a Vartaika of Katyayana namely "ajapatha lankupatha- 
bhvanz chaw. According to this from ajapatha and inirkupatha were derived q a p a -  
~ h i k a  and lankupathika. From the land routes came black pepper and madhuka 
(madhukanrarichayoranasrI~aIa!) i.e. for trading in madhrlka and pepper the land 
route was used. According to Hema Chandra the word n~adhuka was used for zinc 
as well (Etude Asintique, vol. 2, p. 46, Paris, 1925). 

.jnpathika or the track on which only goats could pass is mentioned by 
PZnini in his ganapZtha (V/3/100). Along with this are mentioned devapatha, 
han~sapatha, sthalapatha, lcaripatha, rajaparha and iailkupatha. We will see later on 
how the travellers made use of these routes and tracks. 

The Jntakas mention many kinds of roads though it is difficult to distinguish 
them from one another. This much, however, is evident that most of the roads 
were dirty roads. Comparing the Grand Routes (rnahnmagga, mahapatha, rajamagga) 
with the smaller roads reveals the fact that some roads were specially constructed 
and did not come into existence because travellers passed over them. The roads 
were generally uneven and dirty.12 
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The routes often passed through forests and descrts and there was always the 
danger of drought, wild animals, robbers, ghosts, and poisonous plants.13 Often 
heavily armed robbers robbed the travellers of their clotl~ings~". Often the primi- 
tive tribes (ntoi~iniuklravasi) acted as guides to caravans on difficult routes and for 
that they were amply rewarded.1" 

When grand routes were traversed by big armies then they were accompanied 
by a labour force for repairing the roads. The Rnrnnya!z(ilG mentions that when 
Bharata proceeded to Cliitrakiifa to meet RBma he was accompanied by a huge 
labour force. The army was proceeded by guides (claijika, prrrhajiia), topographers 
(bliiinzi-pra(leshnna), surveyors (surra-karnza-viiada), unskilled labourers, niasons, 
cngi neers (mantra-ltovida), carpenters, diggers (rln~rin), tree planters and tlie 
builders of bamboo huts ( v a n l i a k a r ~ ~ i o k ~ r a ) . ~ ~  This labour force which could be 
compared to the modern sappers and miners levelled the ground, chopped the 
trees obstructing the roads, repaired old roads and also laid new roads.19 They cut 
[lie trees on the roads skirting the hills and removed other ilnpedin~ents and planted 
trees in arid regions. By felling big sal trees the ground was levelled and tlie rocks in 
the way were broken with pick-axes. The low lying areas on the roads and blind wells 
were filled with earth and on the rivers i n  the way boat bridges were provided.'" 

I t  is at least evident from the Rarlzayana that the roads on which arniies 
marched were colistantly repaired. A J7i/akaZ0 informs us that a Bodhisattva was 
engaged in repairing roads. He with his comrades got up early in the morning and 
then with road-making implements such as shovels and rollers they went to their 
work. At first they removed stones from the road crossings and in order to facili- 
tate the movement of the wheels, they lopped off certain trees with their axes. 
The even roads were levelled, dykes were made, tanks were dug up and rest houses 
were raised. It  is clear that the Bodhisattva and his comrades did the same work 
as the labour force accompanying Bliarata's army. It  is also evident from the 
Jiifakas that tlie sanitation and repair of the roads was entrusted to a specialised 
labour force but it is not known what position they occupied in the general adminis- 
tration of the state or  the city. 

When important persons travelled 01.1 the road then also i t  was repaired. 
Bimbiszra, king of Magadha, when he heard that the Buddha was proceeding 
from VaiiBli to Magadlia, he requested him to postpone his journey temporarily to 
give hiin time to repair the road. The road from R2jagriha t:, the extent of five 
yojanas was levelled and a t  every yojana a rest-house was set up. Across the Ganga 
the Vajjis also did the same thing. When all this arrangement was complete, the 
Buddha set out on his journey." 111 ancient India free rest-houses were provided on 
roads for the comfort of travellers. A Jatalcn gives an interesting story about the 
erection of such a rest-house.22 It is related that the Bodhisattva and his comradc 
a carpenler, built a rest-house on the city square. But they decided that in Llie 
perforlnance of such a religious act they would not take the help of any woman. 
But women could not be hoodwinked by such a pious resolution. One of the women 
approached the carpenter and asked him to make for her a pinnacle. Tlle carpenter 
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had some dry wood with him and he at once made it. When the erection of the 
rest-house was complete then the builders came to realise that it had no pinnacle 
and the carpenter was asked to make one. He, however, informed his friend that 
such a pinnacle was with a particular woman. They requested her to give it to 
then). But she refused to part with it till they were prepared to share the act 
of merit with her. By the force of circumstances later on they had to accept her 
term. This rest-house was provided with chowkies for sitting and water-pots. It 
was fenced with a wall which had a gate. In the open space inside the rest-house 
sand was spread and outside rows of palm trees were planted. 

In another Jiirakaz3 it is mentioned that the citizens of Anga and Magadha 
always travelled from one kingdom to another and on the boundary of those states 
they stayed in a rest-house. I n  the night they happily drank wine and ate kababs 
and fish and as soon as the day dawned they started on their journey on their 
bullock-carts. From the above account it is evident that the sabha (rest-house) of 
that period was like the sar7ii of the Mughal period. 

Those travellers who reached the city gate at night were not allowed to enter 
the city. They had to pass their night either in the gate-keeper's lodge or forced to 
take shelter in some dilapidated haunted house,21 but it is said that the city of 
Taxila had a rest-house outside the city gates where travellers could stay even after 
the gates were closed.z5 

As we have seen above alongside the roads, wells and tanks were provided for 
the comfort of travellers. It is mentioned in a JntakaZ8 that on the highway to 
K ~ i i ,  there was a very deep well which was not provided with steps to reach {he 
water. But even then travellers passing that way, in order to gain merit, drew water 
from that well and filled the troughs for animals. 

Many rivers crossed the routes on which there were ferries. A Jiirakae7 tells 
us the story of a foolish boatman who after ferrying passengers asked them for 
their fare which he never got. The Bodllisattva advised him to charge his fare 
before he ferried passengers across the river because those who crossed the river 
had one mood on one side and quite another after they had crossed the river. 

The Jatakas do not mention about bridges on the rivers but in the shallow 
waters people crossed the rivers by dykes and for deep waters small boats (ekadonl) 
were used.28 Kings often travelled with a flotilla of boats. At one place it is mentioned 
that the king of K%ii crossed the Ganga with his flotilla (bahuna~~asa t~ghn~a) .~~  

Travellers either travelled on foot or used conveyances. The wheels of bullock 
carts were often iron tyred.SO Chariots and sedans were con~fortably cushior~ed .~~ 
Princes and rich men often travelled on  palanquin^.^^ 

In ancient times while passing through dense forests travellers were very much 
frightened of robbers, wild beasts, evil spirits and non-availability of food.sg 
According to the Angtrttara NikiiyaaQobbers lay in wait on the roads for travellers. 
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The leaders of robber gangs treated difficult routes as their friend. Deep rivers, 
unpassable mount:lins and the plains covered with grass and shrubs helped as their 
hideouts. They not only bribed government officials but at times even kings and 
their niinisters took their help for their own gains. If inquiries were instituted 
against them they took recourse to bribing in order to escape punisllment. At 
tinies they caught travellers in order to realise ample ransom froni their friends and 
selatives. In order to  realise tllc settled amount of the ransoni they at first released 
half the numbcr of the people they had cnught and the other half later on.s"f 
robbers caught a father and so11 logcther then they kept the son with themselves 
and sent the father to bring tlic settled a~nount  of the ransom. If their prisoners 
liappened to be a teacher and disciple, then they kept back the teacher and sent his 
disciple to bring tlie ransom money for his release.g8 The state did not take any 
special measure to stop the depredations of the outlaws. It  seems that as in tlie 
Mughal period travellers had to make their own arrangetiients for their protection.a7 
Caravans appointed aboriginals to act as gudies arid to protect c a r a v a ~ i s . ~ ~  Tliese 
tribal men had well-bred dogs, wore yellow garments and red garlailds and their 
hair was tied with ribbons. Tlicy used stone tipped arrows. 

At times the captured robbers were awarded very heavy punishment, they 
were tied with ropes and put into ja i l .3There they were tortured and then hung 
on gibbets made of wood.40 Often their noses and ears were chopped off and they 
were thrown into lonely caves or  in For capital punislin~ent they were 
handcd over to hangmen (choroghataka) who were provided with thorny whips and 
sharp edged axes.'2 Crinlinals were made to lie down on the ground and whipped. 
Very often their linlbs were chopped off. 

There was great danger from wild beasts on the roads. It is said that the Grand 
Route to Banaras was visited by a man-eater (tiger).43 People also believed that 
forests were haunted by witches who under false pretences devoured  traveller^.'^ 
Owing to  tlie non-availability of food on the route travellers Iiad to carry their own 
provision. Cooked food was carried on bullock ~ a r t s . ~ 5  Travellers on foot, however., 
had to subsist 011 sottii (grain meal). I t  is said at  one place46 that the young wife 
of an old Brahman filled a leather bag (cltamr~laporisibboIinn~) with soltii and 
handed it over to him. After eating some snttii he proceeded to drink water 
leaving the bag open. As a result a snake entered it. 

At times owing to the fear of untouchability, Brahman travellers had to 
undergo many hardships. I t  is mentioned in a story that the Bodhisattva, born 
in a falnily of untoucliables, once undertook a journey providing himself ~ ~ i t h  sollie 
rice. On the road a northern Brahman without any provision accon~paiiied him. In 
the way, suffering from tlie pangs of hunger, he was forced to eat the leavings of 
the Bodhisattva. But in tlie end to expiate for liis sin tlie Brahman entered a dense 
forest and lost liis 

People did not travel o~l ly  for commercial purpose. The roads were equally 
used by ascetics, pilgrims, showmen, jugglers and students. The Jiitakas frequently 
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mention that at the age of sixteen princes proceeded to Taxila for their education." 
I'eople also travelled to gain knowledge of different countries and their inhabitantr. 
It is mentioned in the Dari~nukha Jaraka4B that prince Darrnlukha with his friend, 
son of the royal priest, after finishing his education at Taxila toured other parts of 
tlie country to study the manners and customs of the people. 

At times learned nien travelled for disputations in the ~ a s r r a s .  A Jaroka gives 
an interesting story about this." It is said that after the death of their father four 
sisters holding the branches of janiboline tree, travelled to many cities for disputa- 
tions and finally reached S I . Z V ~ S ~ I .  There, outside the city gate, they planted the 
jamboline branches and made a public announcement that if anybody dared lo 
uproot the branches he would have to enter into public disputation with them. 

In those difficult days if a traveller could get a companion hc considered 
himself very fortunate but steadiness was considered a necessary virtue for him. 

The Dhanjrnapacla forbids to travel with the lazy and the foolish. I n  the 
absence of an intelligent companion it was better to travel Hence traders 
from north-western India often travelled to VZrInasia alone. In one J a l ~ k a , ~ a  a very 
amusing story of a horse trader is given. Once a merchant with 500 horses came to 
Banaras from Uttar'apatha. The Bodhisattva when he was in favour of the king 
allowed the horse seller to put his own prices on the horscs. But at that time the 
greedy king sent one of his own horses among those 500 horses for sale and his 
horse bit tbe other horses and the merchant was forced t o  sell his horses at much 
reduced prices. 

Pedlars often undertook long journeys. It is mentioned that once tlie 
Bodhisattva accolnpanied a dealer of pots and pans. After crossing tbe Jaila\hliZ 
river they reached Andhapur (Pratishthzna). Both of them divided the city in tu.0 
parts, and entrusted one part to each to carry on his business. They began calling 
the people to buy the pots. Often they were able to  get gold and silverware in 
exchange for their pots and pans. They always carried a weighing scale, cash 
money and bags." In another place we are told that a potter from V'arZnasi load- 
ing his ceramics on a donkey carried them from city to  city to sell them. Once he 
proceeded as far as Taxila.bG 

In search of their livelihood dancers and acrobats also travelled from place 
to place. It is mentioned in a J i i t a k ~ 6 ~  that a courtesan named SZniZ sent a party 
of acrobats in search of her lover, a robber chief.b7 In another place the story of 
acrobats says that every year five hundred acrobats visited Rgjagriha where they 
earlied sufficient money from their shows. One day a female acrobat showed such 
astounding feats that the son of a banker fell in love with her. She agreed to marry 
him on the condition that he should himself turn an acrobat and join the party. He 
agreed to her coudition and in due course became an acrobat. 

In the Buddhist literature such travellers are also mentioned who went on 
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long journeys olily for enjoyment. The only award of such journeys was the adven- 
tures befalling them. One of the Jnralcos gives an interesting account of such 
adventures.'je It says, "He wandered as a pedlar in Kalinga, and holding a staff he 
traversed ul~evell and difficult routes. He was often seen in the company of acro- 
bats and sometimes he was seen trapping innocent anirnals. He often gambled and 
at times he spread his net to catch birds and son~etimes lie fought with a stick in 
the crowds." 

In spite of many difficulties in travellilig there is hardly any doubt that 
maslers of the caravan increasingly carried 011 internal and external trade of 
India. They were not only machines for earning money, they were also the carriers 
of Indian culture and adventurous spirit abroad. We are often under the wrong 
i~upression that India in all periods was a pcaceful and wealthy country. However, 
history is a witness to the fact that this country also suffered from the same weak- 
nesses as other countries. Like today even in those days there were robbers and 
thieves. Forests were infested with wild beasts and the caravans often missed the 
right direction and proceeded in a wrong direction. I n  such condition the safety 
of the caravan depended on the intelligel~ce and quick decision of its leader. He 
had complete control over the movement of the caravan and he expected implicit 
obedience from his con~rades. It was his duty to arrange far  the food of the caravan 
and its proper distribution. He was also a clever trader. In tlie times of danger he 
never lost the equanimity of mind and we shall see later 011 by this alone he was 
able to protect his caravan against many dangers. It is mentioned in a Jatoka6' 
that when a caravan entered a forest then the master of the caravan issued an 
order to his followers that without his permission they should not eat strange leaves, 
fruits and flowers. Once his followers fell ill by eating the forbidden articles but 
[he master of the caravan cured them by administering emetics. 

In one JntolcaGO the story of the Bodhisattva who acted as master of the 
caravan is given. Once when he was making preparations to  start on a journey 
another foolish merchant also decided to start his caravan at  the sanle time. The 
Bodhisattva thocght that if a thousand carts started sin~ultaneously then there was 
every possibility of the roads being ruined, water w o ~ ~ l d  become scarce, and there 
would be no food and grass for bullocks. Therefore, he decided to allow the second 
caravan to precede him. That foolish leader of the caravan thought, "If I proceed 
first then I will be in an advantageous position. The road will be undisturbed, the 
oxen will be able to get fresh grass and my men will be able to get fresh vegetables. 
We will be assured of good water supply and I will be able to barter n ~ y  goods on 
good terms." The Bodhisattva, however, thought of tlie advantages accruing to his 
caravan starting later on, "The first party will 111ake the road level, his oxen will 
graze the old grass, and my oxen then will be abie to  get fresh grass, after the old 
vegetables are picked up my inen will get fresh vegetables, and the first caravan 
unable to get fresh water will have to dig new wells which will provide us with 
fresh water. To fix the prices of the goods is a difficult matter and if I follow the 
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first caravan then I will be able to sell my goods at the prices already fixed by 
tlie first party." 

The foolish master of tlie caravan loaded water vesscls on his cart to cross a 
desert stretching for sixty yojnnas. But tricked by evil spirits who informed him 
that there was sufficient water on the route, he threw away the waler. Going in 
front, he and his comrades with their servants in order to save themselves from the 
ferocity of the wind preceded the carts. But whenever the wind blew behind them, 
then they went behind the caravan. The end came as destined. Scorched by 
terrible heat they died in tlie waterless desert. 

The i~ltelligcnt Bodhisattva acting as master of tlie caravan when he reached 
on the border of the desert, he ordered the filling of the water pots and asked his 
followers that without his permission not even a handful of water was to be used. 
As the desert was full of poisonous plants and fruits, he told his followers not to 
use them without his permission. The evil spirits in the way tried to persuade hini 
to throw away the water telling him that it was raining ahead. After hearing this 
the Bodhisattva put certain questions to his followers, "Some people have informed 
us that it is raining in the jungles ahead of us. Will you tell us from how far we 
call find out the rainy wind?" His comrades answered, "One yojana". The 
Bodhisattva again questioned, "Has such rain laden wind reached us?" The 
comrades answered "No." The Bodhisattva again put a question, "From how far 
one can see the flash of lightning?" The comrades answered, "From four or five 
yojorras." The Bodhisattva again put a further question, "From how far a Inan 
could hear the thunder of clouds?" The comrades answered, "From two or  
three yojnnos". The Bodliisatt\~a then asked "Has anybody heard the thunder?" 
They answered "No." After these questions and answers the Bodhisattva inforriled 
them that the information about the rain ahead was false and in this way the 
caravan was able to reach its destination safely. 

In one Jatoka" it is said that the Bodhisattva was born in the family of a 
master of caravan in VZrZnasi. Once upon a time leading his caravan lie reached 
a desert sixty vojottas wide. The dust in that desert was so fine that it slipped 
between the fingers if i t  were held in closed fist. It was difficult to travel during 
the day in that burning desert and, therefore, the caravan carried with it fuel, 
water, oil and rice, and travelled during the night. In the morning the travellers 
arranged their wagons in a circle and covered them with an awning. After finish- 
ing their breakfast they rested for the whole day in the shade. After the sunset 
taking their dinner and as soon as the earth cooled down a little they pushed on 
their wagons and resumed their march. The travel in this desert was like sailing in 
the ocean. A guide ( s tka lan i r~~~ntaka)  with the help of stars guided the caravan. 
When some distance remained for crossing the desert, then throwing away the \r,ood 
and water the caravan proceeded. The guide seated on the leading wagon and mark- 
ing the movements of the stars guided the caravan. U~lfortunately, he fell asleep 
and as a result the oxen turned in another direction. When the guide woke up in 
the morning then, realising his mistake, he ordered the wagons to turn back. The 
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members of thc caravan then became very much troubled but tlie Bodhisattva kept 
his mind cool. He saw a green spot where he thought water was available. After 
digging quite deep, the diggers came across a rock, and the people thought that no 
water was available. But at the order of the Bodhisattva a man got down in the 
well and broke the rock with a hammer and the water came out gushing. They 
drank the water. Some of the carts were dismantled and from the fuel thus 
obtained they boiled rice and fed themselves and their animals. After that crossing 
the desert the caravan reached its destination safely. 

In the absence of any geographical information it is difficult to identify this 
desert, but it is possible that perhaps this was either the desert of Thar Parkar or  
Marwar. Till recently the camel caravans passing between Sind and Kutch crossed 
this region during the night with the help of the stars. 

The sea ports perform several useful functions. They serve as gateways and 
windows seated on which we can enjoy the colourful beauties of foreign lands. 
Coming out from these geteways Indian merchants met foreigners and through 
these gateways entered foreign merchants who sold their articles to Indian 
merchants and bought manufactured and raw products of the country. This com- 
merce continued for a very long time. Ancient Indian merchants exporting Indian 
goods to foreign lands and importing foreign goods were not merely mercenary 
traders but also ambassadors of Indian culture, who, though working for their own 
profits, had enlarged their social viewpoint. Crossing geographical boundaries 
they helped the human society to come closer. 

The international viewpoint of Buddhist merchants and sailors was different 
than the parochial viewpoint of the Brahmans whose world was confined to the 
country between the Vindhyas and Himalayas, in the south to the sea, in the west 
to the Indus and in the east to the Brahmaputra river. For the Brahmanic culture 
Aryavarta was the centre of the universe and those living outside its boundaries 
were treated as hateful Mlechchhas. In  the matter of food and drinks and in 
marriage tlie caste system held sway, and, therefore, fearing contacts with foreig- 
ners sea voyage was forbidden, though it is open to question that in ancient 
India how many people followed the general ban. The Buddhists, however, did not 
believe in caste system and, therefore, we get many accounts of sea voyage in the 
Buddhist literature which are almost absent in the Brahmanical literature. 

In Jatalta stories many sea voyages are mentioned which point to the 
difficulties of Indian sailors. Many merchants sailed to Suvarnadvipa or Malaysia 
and Ratnadvipa o r  Sri Lanka. The Raveru Ja fnka  (JZtaka 339)  informs us that 
some merchants of VZrZnasz taking a direction finding bird with themselves set out 
on a sea voyage to Babylonia. The merchants in their second voyage sold a 
peacock there. This voyage was performed through the Arabian Sea and the 
Persian Gulf. The Supparaka Jatnlcn (463) tells us that the brave sailors of ancient 



India passed Khuramlla (the Persian Gulf), AgnimZla (the Red Sea), Dadhimzla, 
N~lakusamnla, NalamZla and Balabhzmukha (the Mediterranean Sea), however, 
history informs us that before the Christian era the Indian navigation did not 
proceed beyond Bab-el Mandeb. From this point the Arab agents took hold of 
Indian cargo and carried it to Egypt. The frequent mention of Suvarnadv~pa in 
the Jarakas is considered by scholars as a proof of the later date of the Jiitaka 
stories. But it is important to remember here that Kautilya's Arrhajasrra also 
melitions it and it was visited by Indian merchants in search of aromatics and 
spices for a very long time. Indians, however, went to  settle down in Malaysia in 
the early centuries of the Christian era. 

The Saikha Jntakae2 rnentio~is a voyage to Suvarnadvipa. A Brahman 
named ~ a r i k h a  seeing his property diminishing on account of his munificent habits, 
took to a voyage to Suvarnadvipa. The ship was built by himself and loaded with 
cargo. After taking leave of his relativcs he reached the port with his servants. In 
the afternoon his ship weighed anchor. 

In ancient India sea travellers had to face many difficulties and dangers and 
those who returned home safely from such voyages were considered very lucky. 
I11 such conditions one would well imagine tlie anxiety of their relatives. The 
mothers and wives of travellers tried to stop them from such hazardous journeys, 
bv.t unlike the voyagers of Mediaeval India, ancient Indian sailors were not made 
of soft stuff, and they were not sentimental. At one place it is said that when a 
wealthy merchant of VZrZnasi built a ship and decided to take a sea voyage his 
mother tried her best to  dissuade him, but as he was determined to sail he left his 
mother weeping and boarded the ship.OJ 

In ancient India the wooden ships were often drowned by whirlpools 
(vohara). Their greatest weakness was their very simple construction. On account 
of this the timber was unable to withstand the pressure of water which seeped 
through the joints in the rough sea and the sailors had to bale it out.e4 When the 
ship began sinking then poor merchants prayed to their gods to save them from 
the calamity.05 When they saw that their prayers did not bear fruit, then floating 
on the planks they often reached dangerous places.66 It  is mentioned in the Baln- 
hnssn Jiiraka that when a ship was wrecked near the coast of Sri Lanka then the 
voyagers swam to the coast.G7 When this news reached Yakshinis inhabiting the is- 
land, they after decorating thenlselves and taking rice gruel reached those merchants 
with their children and servants and promisiug marriage with them managed to 
devour them. 

Before abandoning the wrecked ship the voyagers filled themselves with gliee 
and sugar which could sustain them for several days. It is mentioned in the ~anklra 
Ja~aka  that on the seventh day of ~axikha's voyage the ship developed leaks 
and the sailors were unable to bale the water out. Fearing for their lives they 
became boisterous, but ~axikha, keeping calm took a servant with him and oiling 
his body and partaking a meal of ghee and sugar climbed the mast and plunged 
into the sea and floated for seven days.Qe 
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The ildnliaja~iaka Jutaka (539) gives an eyewitness account of a sinking ship. 
The ship of Mahzjanaka sailing with speed towards Sri Lanka developed cracks 
and began sinking. The voyagers began cursing their fate and praying, but Mahz- 
janaka did nothing of the kind. When the ship began submerging in the water 
then he caught hold of the floating mast. Others floating in the sea were attacked 
by dangerous fishes and turtles and the sea became red with their blood. After 
floating to some distance Mah~ janaka  left the mast and began swimming freely. In 
the end he was rescued by ManimekhalZ, the goddess of sailors. We have seen 
above that in the time of danger travellers prayed to  their gods. According to the 
Sailltha and Mahajanakn Jaralcas, the goddess Manimekhalz presiding over the 
seas protected voyagers with religious bent of mind. The researches of Prof. 
Sylvain Levi have proved that Manimekhal~ as a heroine and a goddess was 
popular among the common people. As a goddess her worship was common in the 
city of PuhZr situated at the mouth of the Kaveri and there was another temple 
of hers situated at Kanchi. As a goddess her influence extended from the Cape 
Comorin to lower B ~ r m a . ~ T l ~ e  Jiitakas also inform us that ships were made of 
timber planks (diirt~phalakani).~~ They sailed with favourable wind (eraIcv~y~ryutta).71 
We get also further information about the construction of the ship. Besides its 
outer framework it was provided with three masts (lciipa, Gujarati, k ~ i i  thambha), 
rigging (yo~~arnn ) ,  sails (sitam), planks (padarani) and oars ( l a i~kha roh ) .~~  The 
helmsman (nij*iimalto) controlled the movement of this ship with the help of a 
steering wheel.i3 

The sailors had their own guild, whose chief was called as niyamakjetCha. It is 
said that a t  the age of sixteen, SupparakkurnZra had become the chief of his guild 
and gained proficiency in the art  of navigation (ni~)amakaslltta).'~ 

Like the ancient Phoenecians and Babylonians, the Indian sailors also 
used direction-finding birds for locating the sea-shore. These direction-finding 
birds were released from the ships. In the Kevaddhasutla of the Dighanikaya, 
in the words of Buddha, "In very ancient times the sea-going merchants took 
direction-finding birds on their ship which were released when required. They 
flew in all directions and alighted when they saw solid ground. But if no such 
ground was seen they returned to the ship."75 We have seen above that the 
Bavenu Jnlaka also mentions the direction-finding birds. According to this Jaraka 
the Babylonians had no knowledge of such a bird and, therefore, they bought it 
from an Indian merchant, but the Babylonian literature is explicit on the point 
that the Babylonians knew about the direction-finding birds from the hoary past. 
I t  is mentioned in the story of Gilgalnesh that the ship of Utanipishtam reached 
the Nistir Mountain and then settled down. At first was released a pigeon and 
afterwards a sparrow to find the shore. In the end a crow was released and when 
it did not return then it was decided that the sea-shore was very near.76 

When the ship was in trouble then the reason for that was assigned to the 
presence of some unfortunate voyager. His name was found out by casting the lot.77 
It is said that an unfortunate voyager named Mittavindaka reached the port of 
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Gambhlra and there finding that a ship was about to sail, joined the crew. Nothing 
happened for six days, but on the seventh day the ship suddenly came to a halt. 
After this other voyagers decided to cast the lot to find the name of the unfortu- 
nate person who had caused the accident. The lot was cast and thc name of 
Mittavindaka came out. After that he was forcibly put on a raft and released in the 
open sea. 

There is very little material in Buddhist literature which tells us about the 
amusement of the voyagers on board the ship, but it could be taken for granted 
that they enjoyed music provided for their amusement. A J a t a k ~ ~ ~  tells us a very 
amusing story of a musician, whose music almost caused a shipwreck. It is said 
that some merchants on their voyage to Suvarnadvipa took with them a musician 
named Sagga. On board the ship they asked him to sing. At f rst he refused but the 
people insisted and he began singing. This caused such commotion among the sea 
fishes and other animals that it almost caused a shipwreck. 

The Jntakas also tell us that on the western sea coast Bl~arukachchha ,~~ 
SuppZrakaeo and Sovirael were chief ports and on the eastern sea coast Karam- 
b i ~ a , ~ ~  Gambhiras3 and S e r i ~ a . ~ ~  These ports were connected by internal trade 
routes to important cities. These ports also carried on trade among themselves. 
There was active commerce between India and the western ccuntries. Valahas).sa 
Jarakas5 mentions our trade with Sri Lanka. V Z r Z n a ~ i , ~ ~  ChampZa7 and Bharu- 
kachchhaeg routes had commercial relations with Suvarnabh~mi and the Baverlr 
Jntakaes informs us that there was commercial relation between India and 
Babylonia. 

The Supparaka JntalcagO informs us that sea merchants once started from 
Bharukachchha and passed KhuramZla, NalamPla, ValabhZmukha, AgnimZla, 
Dadhimala and Nilakusam'ala. As these names are mentioned in the Gnthas they 
are very old. Dr. Jaiswalg' has identified KhuramZla with some ports on the Persian 
Gulf situated in south-eastern Arabia. Agnimala according to him could be identi- 
fied with the sea coast near Aden and some parts of Somaliland. Dadhimala is the 
Red Sea and Nilakusam'ala is a part of Nubia situated in north-east coast of 
Africa. Nalarnzla is the canal joining the Red Sea and the Mediterranean and 
ValabhZmukha is some part of the Mediterranean in which even today we find 
volcanoes. If Jaiswal's identifications are correct then we will have to agree that 
the Indian navigators were well acquainted with the sea route between Broach and 
the Mediterranean. Whatever may be the case, it is evident from the Grecian 
and Latin sources of later date that Indian sailors had no knowledge about this 
route. They did not proceed beyond the strait of Bab-el Mandeb and the commerce 
between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean was in the hands of the Arabs. This, 
however, does not mean that the Indian sailors had no knowledge of the route 
between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, as we shall see later on some indivi- 
dual Indian sailors reached Alexandria, but mostly their ships did not go beyond 
Socotra. 
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We have tried above to draw a picture of the different aspects of the 
sea voyages of Indian merchants. It is, however, worthwhile t o  note the experiences 
of the sea-faring merchants. It is difficult to say whether there is any historical 
basis for such stories, but there is no doubt that these stories were written on 
personal experiences of sailors and merchants undertaking sea voyages. Whatever 
may be the case, there is no doubt that these stories give glimpses of the adventur- 
ous sailors who unmindful of difficulties crossed the oceans and enhanced the glory 
of their motherland in foreign countries. We have pointed out above that ship- 
wrecks in the Indian Ocean were common occurrence. The voyagers on these 
shipwrecks often reached lonely islands and lived there till they were rescued. It  
is related in a Jatnka that a disciple of Kassapa Buddha undertook a sea voyage 
with a barber. The ship was wrecked and the disciple with his barber friend float- 
ing with a plank reached an island. The barber killed some birds and after cooking 
their flesh wanted to share it with his friend. But his friend refused to accept his 
offer. When he was meditating, suddenly a ship reached there but it was a ghost 
ship. From the ship the spirit cried, "Is there any passenger to India?" The monk 
replied "Yes, we are ready here to sail for India". The spirit said, "Then come 
quickly". At this the monk boarded the ship with his friend. I t  seems that such 
stories of ghost ships were common among the sailors and at the tirne of difficulty 
gave them courage. 

Some people travelled for its own sake and not for trade. It  is mentioned in 
the Samudda-sanijn Jata1cag2 that some carpenters took advance money from some 
people for making furniture, but they were unable to finish their work in time. 
At this delay their purchasers gave them much trouble and becoming very much 
dejected they decided to migrate to a foreign country. They built a big ship, 
boarded it and sailing with favourable wind the ship reached an island covered 
with trees and plants, rice and sugarcane fields and it also grew plantains, mangoes, 
janlun, jack fruits, coconuts, etc. Even before their arrival a passenger from 
another sl~ipwreck was passing his time happily there and used to sing with 
pleasure, "I do not care for those who earn their living by hard aild sweated 
labour, by sowing and ploughing the fields. It  is not necessary in my domain. 
India? No. This place is much better than India." At first the carpenters took him 
to be a spirit but later on he gave them his account and praised the produce of the 
island. 

In the stories given above there is a happy combination of realism and miracul- 
ous elements. In those ancient days people lacked the sense of scientific investigation 
and, therefore, whenever they found themselves in trouble, then, instead of investi- 
gating its cause, they thought it to be due to the displeasure of the gods. But 
in spite of miraculous elements there is no doi~bt  that sea stories in the Buddhist 
literature were based on actual happenings. We know for certain that the sea 
merchants facing many difficulties and disasters carried on commerce with foreign 
countries. Their small ships were unable to withstand the lashings of the storm 
which resulted in shipwrecks and most of the travellers had to lose their lives. 
Some of them who escaped death, were rescued by other ships. The submarine 
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rocks proved a great danger to ships. The success of the sea voyages depended 
mostly on the skill of the crew and captain. They were expert sailors fully 
acquainted with all aspects of their profession. They also knew about the 
fishes and turtles of the sea and different kinds of winds. They were also fully 
acquainted with trade practices and they often advised merchants about their 
problems. 

We have seen above that the main purpose of travel by sea and land routes 
was commerce. Unfortunately, there is little information available from the 
Buddhist literature about the organisation of the caravan and the types of goods 
which were bought and the types of goods which were sold. Perhaps these goods 
included cotton, woollen and silk textiles, and also ivory, precious stones, etc. In 
the Sabh~parvan of the Mahabharafa the produces of the different parts of India are 
mentioned and naturally these very articles must have been included in commercial 
transactions. It is difficult to ascertain the date of this part of the Mahnbhiirara, 
but on the strength of internal evidences this must have been compiled in the second 
century A.D., though the geographical and economic conditions mentioned in it 
may even predate the second century B.C. 

I t  is evident from the Jatakas that it was essential for merchants and artisans 
to organise themselves into guilds. These guilds must have been organised in very 
ancient times, based on economic, social and political conditions. In the smrifis we 
see the beginning of guilds; in the Jntakas we find the same state of the guilds 
which later on became distinguished for their organisation, legal standing and 
powerful office bearers. 

I t  is evident from the Jniakas that guilds were not of permanent but temporary 
nature, though hereditary rights and the appointment of the head were its chief 
privileges.93 Pedlars and very ordinary merchants carried on their profession all 
alone. They were not required to follow a common policy, but big merchants had 
to organise themselves to carry on their professions and in order to safeguard their 
interests guilds were formed. 

In the Jaraka stories we always find the mention of caravan organising five 
hundred wagons which is of course a conventional manner. It is evident from the 
office of the Sarthai-aha that it presupposed a certain kind of organisation. His 
office was also hereditary.Od The distance and difficulties of the routes compelled 
merchants that they should have a leader (jeC!haka) to lead them on. It means 
that merchants took his orders about encampments, precautions against sea-pirates, 
passages full of dangers, river ferries, etc. But in spite of this it was not a proper 
organisation with its own rules and regulations. The great turmoil among the 
merchants for the cargo after the ship reached the port does not show any degree 
of co-operation.@5 
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There does not seem to have existed any agreement between the sea-faring 
merchants except that they hired a ship in groups. Even this small degree of 
co-operation indicates the sambhiiya-san~urthzim of the Dharmajnstras and 
K a ~ t i l y a . ~ ~  

It  is mentioned in one of the Jatakas B7 that two merchants had entered into 
a partnership for carrying trade with five hundred wagons. In  another Jiitakass 
partnership between several merchants is mentioned. The horse merchants from 
UttarZpatha also carried on their business in partnership. I t  is possible that even 
this limited degree of co-operation was to prevent unhealthy competition and to 
realise proper prices. 

There is no mentioil of agreement between merchants but according to the 
Kiita-vanija Jatakag9 partners had some kind of agreement between themselves. This 
Jntoka mentions a quarrel between two partners, one intelligent and the other very 
intelligent. The very intelligent chap wanted to keep his profit in the partnership in 
proportion to one to two, though both partners had invested equal amount in the 
business. But the intelligent partner did not agree to this and the more intelligent 
chap was forced to agree to his terms. In this age the head of merchants was known 
as jreshthi. He occupied the same place in the city as the Nagaraseth in the Mughal 
period. He commanded equal respect in the king's court and outside. He was the 
representative of merchants, and it is evident from many Jntakasloo that his 
post was hereditary. As his post was recognised by the state he attended the 
king's court daily.lOl If he decided to become a monk or distribute his wealth then 
he had to obtain the permission of the ruler. In spite of all these checks, his posi- 
tion in the merchant community was much higher than in the court. Merchants 
were very wealthy and possessed slaves, houses and herds of cattle.loa The assistant 
to the ireshthi was anusettki.1°3 

The Jntaka stories do not give any idea about the articles of import and ex- 
port though we could guess about their nature. Cotton textiles formed a very impor- 
tant article in external and internal trade. VZranasilo4 was very famous for its silk 
and the merchans of Banaras dealt in this commodity. The Jatalcas also praise the 
red blankets of GandhFira,lo5 UddiyZnalo6 . . and Sivilo7 which produced very precious 
shawls. The Pathankot region manufactured a variety of woollen cloth known as 
K o t ~ m b a r a ~ ~ ~  while the Panjab and contiguous regions were famous for fine woollen 
goods. KFi5i was famous for its cotton textile as well. The varieties of cottoil cloth 
from KZii were known as K n i i l c ~ t t a m a ~ ~ ~  and KnSiya.llo The muslin of Banaras was so 
fine that it could not absorb oil. The body of the Buddha was shrouded in this 
cloth."' Banaras also manufactured lii7en.n2 Its needlework was also famous.l13 We 
do not know whether textile was imported in this country or not. In this connec- 
tion we want to draw the attention of scholars to the word gonaka,"' appearing in 
the Buddhist literature. Here it is explained as a kind of carpet manufactured from 
the long haired goat-skin. However, it is possible that this word is of Iranian 
origin. 
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In ancient Sumer the word kaunkes was used for a kilt. This article of wear 
was made in E ~ b a t n a . " ~  It  is possible that this kaunkes came by land route to 
India. ' In the same way it is also possible that kojava which was a kind of blanket 
came from Central Asia because it is mentioned several times in the Saka docu- 
nlents of Central Asia. 

Sandalwood occupied an important place in the external and internal trade of 
India. VPrZqasi was famous for its sandalwood,l16 and there was a great demand 
for sandalwood powder and oil.Il7 Again tagara and kiiliya wood also occupied 
important place in the commerce.~~@ 

From Sri Lanka and other countries came sapphire, jasper, sunstone, moon- 
stone, ruby, crystal, diamond and amethyst.l1° There was a great demand for Indian 
ivory as well. 

As we have observed above the Mahiibhirrara throws important light on con- 
temporary trade and commerce. At the time of the RPjastiya sacrifice many kings 
and republics sent their representatives with the products of their countries to pre- 
sent them to Yudhisthira. 

According to the Mahiibharata from the islands of the south sea came sandal- 
wood, agallochum, precious stones, pearls, silver, gold, diamond and coral.lm In 
these articles perhaps sandalwood, agallochum, gold and silver came from Burma 
and Indonesia. Pearls and precious stones came from Sri Lanka and coral from 
the Mediterranean, Borneo perhaps supplied diamond. 

In his conquests of the northern region, Arjuna received from HB\aka121 
(Western Tibet) and from Rishikas ( Y i i e ~ h i ) l ~ ~  and from Uttarakuru hides and furs. 
It is evident from the mention of these articles that in the trade of the northern 
regions horses, hides and furs formed important articles. 

Kamboja (Tajikistan) was famous for its swift horses,las ~ a m e l s , ~ ~ ~ o l d e n  
cloths, pashn~inas, furs and hides.125 

KapiiP or the region about Kabul exported good wine, and from Baluchistanlae 
came goats of good breed, camels, mules, fruit wines and shawls.lZ7 

The inhabitants of Herat exported to India the HZrahura wines'" and the 
Ramathas of Kharan region exported asafoetida. The people of Swat bred good 
r n ~ l e s l ~ ~  and from Balkh and China came woollen and silk clothes, pashminas, and 
felts.13O From north-western frontier came good weapons, musk, and wine.131 

The gold brought by the Khasas and Tariganas from Central Asia occupied an  
important place in the commerce. The Pipilikas who brought gold have not yet 
been properly identified, but perhaps they were of Mongolian or Tibetan origin.'" 
Assam in eastern India sent horses, jade and ivory handles.133 Jade perhaps came 
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from upper Burma. Magadha manufactured inlaid furniture, beds, chariots and 
other vehicles, elephant carpets and arrow heads.13' The KirZtas o f  Indo-Burmese 
origin brought from the eastern frontier region gold, agallochum, precious stones, 
sandalwood and other a r 0 m a t i ~ s . l ~ ~  They also dealt in slaves, precious birds and 
animals. Bengal and Orissa were famous for fine cotton cloth and elephants.136 
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TRAVELLERS AND CONQUERORS ON THE GRAND 
ROUTE OF INDIA IN THE MAURYAN PERIOD 

F ROM THE fourth century B.C. to the first century B.C. the Grand Route of 
India witnessed many changes. The chief event of the fourth century B.C. was 

the development and organisation of the Mauryan empire of Magadha. The develop- 
ment of this empire began after the conquest of Anga by BimbisZra in about 500 
B.C. After him Aj~taJatru extended his sway on KgSi, Koiala and Videha. The 
Mauryan empire had grown to such an extent that its capital was removed from 
R~jag r iha  to Pafaliputra on the confluence of the Sone and Ganga as this town 
was of great military importance. The Nandas had perhaps occupied Kaliriga but 
Chandragupta Maurya extended his empire to the north-west of the Indian sub- 
continent. I t  is, however, a historical fact that ASoka conquered Kalinga. In the 
second century B.C. the Indo-Greeks led a military expedition against P~tal iputra .  
After them the Scythians and the Parthians entered India through the Grand 
Route. 

I t  is important to remember in connection with the campaigns of Alexander 
against India that owing to the tribal rebellions in the fifth century B.C. the eastern 
frontier of the Achaemenian empire had become very much contracted and the 
republics in Sindh and the Panjab had gained their independence. The statement 
of Strabo that the frontier of India and Iran was on the Sindh river is not correct, 
because according to Arrian the Iranian Kshatrapas had no control beyond Lagh- 
man and NagarahZra.1 Foucher is of the opinion that the statement of the com- 
panions of Alexander that he proceeded beyond the Indus is purposefully incorrect. 
In his opinion in the spring of 326 B.C., when Alexander reached Taxila he had 
conquered most of the Achaemenian empire. The revolt of the Macedonian 
soldiers on the Beas river according to Foucher was due to the fact that after con- 
quering the Achaemenian empire they did not want to proceed beyond. Alexander's 
decision to march back by the Indus informs us that some part of the Achaemenian 
empire had yet remained to be conquered. In  the spring of 325 B.C., when 
Alexander reached the confluence of the Indus with other rivers of the Panjab, 
then according to the Behistun inscription he had reconquered Gandh2raSa The 
land extending to the confluence of the Akesines with other rivers when it was put 
under the control of the Kshatrapas then Hindu-Sindhu-Sind province of Darius 
was re-established.3 

One is tempted to accept the above opinion but unfortunately it lacks histori- 
city. There is absolutely no proof that the Achaemenians had reached the Beas 
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river. On the evidence of the Puranas, i t  may be said that the Mlechchhas were 
confined to the west of the Indus only. Arrian also supports this view. However, 
there may be truth in the statement that Alexander by his conquests was trying to 
re-establish the Achaemenian Satrapies. The paucity of the Achaernenian remains 
in Sindh and the Panjab proves that the rule of Darius I only lasted for some time 
after the conquest of the region. 

Alexander started the chain of his conquest after taking Khorasan in the 
beginning of 330 B.C. History tells us how Darius 111 fled and how Alexander 
pursued him. During his compaign he laid foundation of two Alexandrias, one in 
Aria and the second in Drangiane. After reaching Arakhosia he laid the founda- 
tion of the third Alexandria and he founded the fourth Alexandria after crossing 
the Hindukush. It is evident from these events that he traversed the whole moun- 
tain system of Afghanistan and with that he fortified all the routes as well. 

The tribes inhabiting Herat in the time of Alexander were different than those 
living in the time of Herodotus. According to Arrian the Sargatians lived in the 
marshes of the Helrnand. The Ariaspioi lived in Seistan. Whatever might have been 
the situation, Alexander was not troubled by the people of Kandhar. From their 
country Alexander took the northern route which has not yet been explored. This 
route was inhabited by barbaric tribes who are termed as Indians by Arrian. Accord- 
ing to Foucher they may be identified with the Sattagydai or the Hazaras of modern 
time. 

I t  is difficult to determine the stages of the route taken by Alexander. We 
know that the modern route between Kabul and Herat passes through Ghazni, 
Kandhar and Farah but it is difficult to say whether Alexander also passed through 
those stages. The Alcxandrias of Arthakoana and Aria must have been situated 
somewhere near Herat. But the ancient capital of Drangine was situated in the 
south towards Zarang. This indicates that the ancient route did not cross the Hel- 
mand river at Girishk but at  Bestai of Pliny, the Bust of the Arabs and now Galebist 
which is situated above Hellnand and Aragandab. From here began Arakhosia and 
the lower valleys of the Helmand and its tributaries were included within its boun- 
daries. Its ancient capital and Alexandria were perhaps situated on the right bank 
of the Helmand though modern Gandar is situated on its left bank, from where 
during the Islamic period the grand route started from Kabul. But according to 
Hsiian Tsang the route between Arakhosia and Kapiia followed the course of the 
Aragandab. The archaeological remains at Jagur support this. Owing to many 
geographical impediments this route was abandoned. 

It  could be surmised here that in order to traverse the central mountain range 
of Afghanistan Alexander returned towards the east. Then reaching the so-called 
Caucasus, he laid the foundation of another Alexandria which was perhaps situated 
at Parvan,g where later on he created an army base for carrying on his campaign 
against Balkh and India. 
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H e  began his Indian campaigns in the Spring of 329 B.C. He could not take 
the Bamyan route as  the enemy had destroyed all his supplies and, therefore, he 
took the Khawak route. I t  is possible that leaving aside the Panjashir valley route 
he took the shorter route of Salang and Kaoshan. Whatever might have been the 
case, it was necessary to reach the interior by either of the routes. From here 
Alexander took the north-western route and  passing Haibak he reached Khulm, 
from where passing Tashkhurghan he reached Balkh. But there is a track in the 
south of Mazar-e-sharif which entering the land of the K h u l ~ n  river reaches Balkh. 
Perhaps Alexander took this route. We know that  after reaching Adrasp by 
the Balkh route Alexander conquered Aornos which probably means natural 
fortlfication.5 This place could be identified with Kafirkila in Balkh. I t  is very 
well known that  Alexander reached Balkh without any serious battle; from there 
he was forced to proceed towards the Oxus. After two years, in the. spring of 327 
B.C. he led a campaign against Sogdiana after which he returned t o  Balkh. After 
reducing it con~pletely he proceeded towards India and after many forced marches 
he crossed the Hindukush through the Bamyan pass. 

Arsian informs us that from the Alexandria on Caucasus, Alexander proceeded 
to the eastern boundary of the Uparisayena province. Here following the Grand 
Route he reached Lampaka (Laghman). Here he stayed for some days and met the 
king of Taxila and other princes. Alexander divided his army here into four un- 
equal sectors. One sector he sent in the hilly regions on the northern bank of the 
Kabul  river. The greater part  of the main army, under the command of Perdikkas, 
passing through the right bank of Kabul river proceeded t o  Pushkarzvati and the 
Indus river. At  that time Alexander offered a sacrifice to the goddess Atllene and  
laid the foundation of the city of Nikia whose ruins should be sought 01.1 the route 
separating Mandrawar and Charbag." 

The first sector of the army crossing the northern bank of the Kabul river 
joined by another sector, attacked a fort where king Hasti tried in vain to  oppose 
him. Here between the network of the Kabul and Landai rivers there is a place 
named Prang where in the mounds of Charasada are hidden the remains of the 
ancient PushkarZvatj. I t  took Alexander some months to  reduce this city. 
Alexander after joining his army included a part  of Parauparisayena (Iranian 
GandhZra between Laghman and the Indus) with Pushkaravati and thus created a 
new Satrapy. From here following the Grand Route he reached the Indus, but 
owing to  some reason he did not cross it a t  Udabhznga and ordered his comman- 
ders t o  build a bridge, but owing t o  the spring floods such a bridge could not be 
built. When all this was happening Alexander was fighting incessant wars with the 
tribes hiding in Acrnos. 

For  doing this he had t o  proceed t o  Buner. Within this interval the ~0111- 

mander of Alexander built a bridge between Und and Amb. From here Taxila lay 
a t  three marches. 

Alexander had to fight bloody battles with the tribes of UGGiyZna (Kunar, 
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Swat and Buner) and it took him almost a year to  subdue them but after crossing 
Kunar he attacked vigorously the ABvakas (Aspasii) of Bajaur, the Gouriane of the 
Panjakora and Assakensi of Swat. There are two places famous in the battles of 
Alexander. One is Nicaea where he imitated the deeds of Dionysus and second 
is Aornos where he even surpassed the deeds of Heracles. Many scholars have 
tried to identify Aornos. Sir Aurel Stein, however, regards it as the great rock 
which separates Swat from the Indus. 

After crossing the Indus Alexander reached Taxila where Ambhi welcomed 
him. He held his court there but to the east of the Jhelum, Porus well aware of 
his impending doom made preparations to face the army of Alexander. Accepting 
his challenge Alexander marched forward to  cross the Jhelum with his army. In 
the spring of 326 B.C. the army of king Porus assembled near the modern city of 
Jhelum. The flotilla of Alexander, however, attacked the week points of the army 
of Porus. In the last battle Porus was defeated, but Alexander pleased by his bra- 
very handed him back his kingdom. After defeating the army of Porus, Alexander 
marched forward on the Grand Route. The Galuchakayanas of the Chenab 
and the ruler of Abisares (Abhisara) accepted his suzerainty. After that he pro- 
ceeded towards the Ravi and conquering the territory between the Chenab 
and Ravi handed it over to his friend Porus. In this progress the Macedonian 
army marched along the foot-hills of the Himalayas. The Adrishtas living 
in the east of the Ravi submitted, but the Kathians gave him a battle. Below a 
low hill they arranged their army in wagon formation (iakatn-,~)~z?iia). This forma- 
tion was made by three rows of wagons which encircling the hill on three sides 
protected the encampment.' But in spite of all these strategies they were defeated. 
subhati, the ruler of Saubha, or the country around Amritsar submitted to Alexan- 
der. Then the army marching to  the east reached the Beas river. After this point 
to reach the Ganga Alexander had to cross only the Sutlej. While encamping on 
the Beas Alexander heard about the power of the Magadha empire from the ruler 
of Bhagala and he thought of fighting with it, but in the meanwhile near Gurudas- 
pur his army refused to  march forward and finding himself helpless Alexander 
ordered his army to turn back. Following the Grand Route the army reached the 
Jhelum but Alexander decided to travel on the Indus river and then take Kandahar- 
Ghazni route to reach Kabul. The autumn was passed in assembling a flotilla 
which was put under the command of Nearchus and it was decided to march the 
army on both banks of the Jhelum in order to safeguard the flanks. After the 
completion of these arrangements Alexander offered sacrifices t o  the river Indus, 
Jheluin and Chenab and his gods, and then o~de red  his fleet to  weigh anchor. 
According to Arriane the Indians wishing success to  the fleet ran on both banks of 
the river singing and dancing, After ten days it reached the confluence of the 
Jhelunl and Cl~enab where the skin-clad Sibis accepted the authority of Alexander, 
but going a little down the Kshudraka-Malavas started a war. In order to  defeat 
them Alexander with his army pursued them and perhaps defeated them near hlul- 
tan, though in this war he had practically lost his life. 

After defeating the Kshudraka-Mglavas the Macedonian fleet and the army 
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marched forward. On  the way they met the Ambashtha (Abastane), then Kshatriyas 
(Xathri) and Vasiitis (Ossadoi) were either defeated o r  subdued through diplomacy. 
In the end the army reached the confluence of the Chenab and Jhelum. I n  the 
beginning of 325 B.C. the fleet cast anchor there. Lower down this confluence was 
situated the republic of the Brzhmanas. Alexander, however, marching forcibly 
reached the capital of Sogdi and there again laid the foundation of another 
Alexandria. This territory was perhaps turned by Alexander into the Satrapy of 
Sindh. The territory between the confluence of the Indus and the Chenab was under 
the control of the Mniikas (Musicanos) whose capital was perhaps situated at Abor. 
Alexander defeated them, after that came the turn of the ~ a m b a k a s  (Sambos), the 
enemies of the MnSikas and they were defeated at their capital Sindiman. The 
BrZhmanas gave a very tough fight to Alexander, and angered a t  that he ordered 
their general massacre. 

Before reaching PZtZla where the Indus branched out  into two currents, 
Alexander despatched one-third of his army to return to its own country via 
Kandhar and Seistan, but himself inarching forward occupied Patala (probably 
Brahmanabad). After that he decided to explore the western branch of the river, 
and the fleet after meeting many obstacles from the people of that  arid region met 
the Macedonians on the sea-shore. After worshipping the sea and his manes 
Alexander returned t o  Patala and ordered the construction of docks and  godowns 
on the river for  international trade. 

Alexander decided to  return to his country via Makran and ordered his fleet 
to  sail from the mouth of the Indus t o  the Persian Gulf. With his land army he 
proceeded to the H a b  river where he came to  know that Arabhatas (Arbitae) for 
fear of him had fled. After crossing the river he met the Oretai and occupied their 
capital Rhambakia which could be identified perhaps with the VairZ~nakas of the 
Mahabharata. After that he entered Geodrosia (Baluchistan). I n  thatregi on 
following the sea coast he made arrangements for food and  dug deep wells for his 
fleet. After crossing the terrible deserts Alexander disappeared for ever from the 
scene of Indian history. 

According to the arrangements made previously Nearchus with his fleet was 
to sail from the eastern mouth of the Indus in October 325 B.C. but for fear of the 
route he had t o  cancel his resolve. According to the new arrangements the fleet 
was brought to  the western mouth of the Indus, here as well Nearchus had t o  
face many difficulties. After Alexander's departure, he was forced t o  weigh 
anchor of his fleet by the end of September.@ The fleet starting from Kashtanagar 
probably reached Karachi and waited there for twenty-five days for favourable 
wind. Starting from there the fleet reached the mouth of the H a b  river. He  was 
opposed by the people a t  the mouth of the Hingol river. After staying there for 
five days the fleet crossiiig Rasohlan passed beyond the frontier of India. 

The campaign of Alexander in India was a short lived event in Indian his- 
tory. Within twenty years of his return Chandragupta Maurya turned his attention 
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towards the Panjab and as a result the Satrapies of Alexander went to pieces. Not 
only that, perhaps for the first time in Indian history the Indian army entered east 
Afghanistan ruled by Seleucus. About 305 B.C. Seleucus travelling through his 
empire on the Grand Route reached the Indus river and there met Chandragupta 
Maurya. History does not tell up about the result of that meeting though it men- 
tions that Seleucus was ready to secede a part of the ernpire to the Mauryas. 
According to Strabo and Pliny Seleucus seceded to the Mauryas the Satrapies of 
Arakhosia and some districts of Aria.lo Foucher is of the opinion that the seces- 
sion of this mountainous region in exchange for five hundred elephants does not 
show any magnanimity of Seleucus because he had kept for himself the best part 
of Aria." The Mauryas and Seleucids had good relations as a result of which 
Megasthenes acting as an ambassador of Deimachos reached through the Grand 
Route to P~tal iputra .  The occupation by the Mauryas of this part is evident from 
an inscription of Aioka in Greek and Aramic (Epigraphica Indica, Vol. 34, Part 
I, p. 1 ff), found from Kandhar. 

But this state of affairs did not last for a long time afler the death of A b k a  
(about 236 B.C.), the Maurya empire began declining. The Seleucids also met with 
the same fate. Diodotus proclaimed his independence in Balkh and Arsaces dec- 
lared independence in Iran. Antiochos, in order to suppress their rebellions, 
invaded Balkh where Euthydemus locked him up in the fort of Balkh. After laying 
siege of the city for two years both the parties fearing the nomad invaders made 
peace. After that Antiochos took journey to India where he met Subhagasena of 
Arakhosia. This Subhagasena was probably the viceroy of the Mauryas who had 
declared his independence after their fall. 

When such events had taken place on the north-west frontier of the Indian 
sub-continent, at that time according to the Jain tradition, Samprati, grandson of 
ABoka, was increasing his power in the Middle Country, Gujarat, the Deccan 
and Mysore. The legend says that he made twenty-five and a half kingdoms, 
easy of access for the Jain monks.Ia In order to increase his power he sent his 
soldiers under the garb of Jain monks to Andhra, Dravifia, MahZrPshtra, 
KuGukka (Coorg) and SaurZshtra. If the tradition is correct then just after Aioka, 
MahZr'ashtra, SaurZshtra and Mysore had separated from the Mauryan empire, and, 
therefore, Samprati was forced to re-establish his power in those parts by sending 
his army to Andhra and Tamil Nad. He apparently extended his empire to further 
south.13 

From the above legend it is apparent that the twenty-five and a half kingdoms 
of the Jain literature probably indicate the bhuktis or provinces of the Mauryan 
empire.44 The following is the list of provinces: 

Provinces or Bhukris Capitals 

Magadha 
Anga 
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Vanga 
Kalinga 
KZSi 
Kosala 
Kuru 
KusattZ 
Paiichala 
Gangala 
SaurZshf ra 
Videha 
Vacchha (Vatsa) 
Sandilla 
Malaya 
Va (ma) chchha 
VaraqZ 
DasZnna (Daiarna) 
Chedi 
Sindhu-Sauvira 
h ra sena  
Bhangi 
PurivattZ 
KunZlB 
LZta 
KegayiaGGha 

Tiimalitti (T~mral ipl i )  
Kafichanapura 
Viir5nasi (Banaras) 
SZketa 
Gayapura or HastinZpura 
Soriya 
Kampillapura 
AhichhattZ 
Bgravai (Dwarka) 
Mihila (Mithila) 
KosZ~nbi 
Nandipura 
Bhaddilapura 
Versa 
AchchhZ 
Mattiyavar (MrittikZvati) 
Suttivai 
Biyabhaya (Vitibhaya) 
MahurZ (Mathura) 
PZvZ 
MZsapuri 
Savatthi (6 Evasti) 
Kodivarisa (Kotivarsha) 
SeiviyZ 

It is apparent from the above list that during the Maurya period many of the 
older cities had disappeared and were replaced by new cities. The name of Kapila- 
vastu does not appear in this list. It is also difficult to  say why in the place of 
PZtaliputra the Mauryan capital, the name of the old capital Rajagriha appears. I t  
may be due to the fact that even in the Mauryan ernpire the political and religious 
importance of RZjagyiha continued. 

The capital of Anga at Champ% remained but the capital of Vanga at TZmra- 
lipti shows that it became a very important city as the Grand Route terminated 
there and its port became important because of its international trade. Kiifichana- 
pura, the capital of Kalinga, conquered by ASoka, cannot be identified but it was a 
port which had trade relations with Sri Lanka.1-t is also possible that by 
KZiichanapura may be mcant Dantapura the capitzl of Kalinga, which is called 
Palour by Ptolemy which according to  Professor Levi is only a Tamil equivalent of 
Dantapura. VZrZnasi continued to be the capital of KZ6i. I t  seems that the 
ancient Kosala was divided into three provinces. The capital of the main Kosala 
was SZketa, the capital of KunZIZ (perhaps Gonda) was ~r i ivast i  and Nandipura 
was the capital of Saqdilla (perhaps Sandila near Lucknow). The capital of 
KurudeSa remained as previously at HastinZpura. The capital of KuiZvartta or 
KZnyakubja was Soriya, the modern Soron. The capital of DakshinapZiichZla 
was Kampillapura or modern Kampil and the capital of northern PZiichZla was 
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Ahichhattra near Ramnagar in Bareilly district, Uttar Pradesh. 

The ancient capital of Saul-Zshtra was DvZr%vati or Dwarka and it retained 
ils position. The capital of Videha was Milhila now Ja~iakpur  i n  Nepal territory. 
\'ail511 is not mentioned. KauSZmbi, the capital of the Vatsas, maintained its posi- 
tion as in former days. The capital of the Matsyas was VerZfia which is identified 
with Bairat in Jaipur district of Rajasthan from where an epigraph of ASoka has been 
found. The capital of VarapZ or modern Bulandshahar is named as AchchhZ which 
cannot be identified. The capital of DaSZrna (Mandsora) in eastern Malwa was 
M~ittikZvati. It is not understandable why Ujjain the capital of western Malwa is 
not mentioned. The Chedis of Bundelkhand had their capital ~uk t ima t i  perhaps 
somewhere in Banda district, U.P. The capital of Sindhu-Sovira was Vitibhaya- 
patfana perhaps Bhera. Ma thu~Z  was the capital of the ~ ~ r a s e n a  country. The 
capital of Bhargadeia (Hazaribag and Manbhum districts in Bihar) was PZvZ and 
the capital of Lztadeia (Hooghly, Howrah, Burdwan and the easten part of Midna- 
pur) was Kotivarsha. The capital of Kegayiagdha was perhaps situated in the 
middle of ~ r ~ v a s t r  and Kapilavastu near Nepalganj. 

From the account of these capitals in the Mauryan period it is apparent that 
the Grand Route took the same direction as in the time of the Buddha. On the 
Grand Route passing to the north of Kurukshetra was situated HastinZpura, 
Ahichhatra, KunZlZ, SetavyZ, ~ ravas t i ,  MithilZ, Champ5 and TZrnralipti; on the 
southern Grand Route in the Gangetic valley appear MathurZ, Kampilla, Soreyya, 
SZketa, KosZmbi and VZrZnasi. The names of other capital cities intimate the 
routes of Malwa, Rajasthan, the Panjab and Saurashtra. 

We have surveyed above the history of the routes in the Mauryan period. 
Fortunately the Arrha j~sr ra  of Kautilya throws some additional light on the land 
routes and sea routes which are not mentioned anywhere else. The Arthajastra is 
explicit on the point that the success of internal and external trade depended 
mostly on the cleverness of masters of the caravans but even they were not allowed 
to  do whatever they liked. The state had enacted certain rules and regulations 
for them which if transgressed they were punished. 

For the success of external and internal trade it was necessary to have good 
roads and government officers to regulate the movement on them. The chariot 
routes (rathjr~), routes leading to  ports (dronanlukha), roads leading to the capitals 
of the provinces (sthiinIj)a), the roads leading to the neighbouring states (rashpa) 
and the roads leading to the grazing grounds (vivitapatha) were four dandas or  
twenty-four feet wide. Sayo!zia? roads leading to the military camps (vyiiha), and 
roads proceeding to cemetries and villages were eight da!ldas or  forty-eight feet 
wide. The roads leading to the dykes and forests were twenty-four feet wide. The 
roads leading to the reserve forests for elephants were twelve feet wide. The chariot 
roads were seven and a half feet wide, but the animal tracks were merely three 
feet wide.16 
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The Arthaiasrra also informs us that forts were provided with many roads 
and alleys. Before forts were built roads from north to the south and from east 
to the west were properly planned. 

The ArthaSastrn at one place compares the relative importance of land routes 
and sea routes." Quoting ancient authorities Kautilya observes that according to 
them the sea and river routes were better than the land routes because the cost 
was lesser for transporting the goods and, therefore, they yielded more profit. 
Kautilya, however, did not agree with this opinion. According to him the water- 
ways were not firm and were full of difficulties and dangers. In their comparison 
the land routes were simpler. Pointing out to the dangers of the sea routes 
Kautilya observes that the open sea routes were more difficult than the coastal 
routes because on the coastal routes there were situated ports where goods could 
be easily bought and sold (panyapatrana). In the same order the river routes in 
comparison with sea routes were much easier and if any difficulty arose they could 
be easily got rid of. According to the ancient authorities the Haimavatamargii on 
the Grand Route from Balkh to India via Hindukush was easier than the 
southern route from K a u i ~ m b i  to Ujjain and PratishthZna. But Kautilya does not 
agree with this opinion because according to him the Haimavatarniirga was only 
used for trade in horses, woollen cloths, hides and furs, to the exclusion of all other 
goods. On the contrary on the Dakshinzpatha or  the Deccan route trade in 
chankshell, diamond, precious stones, pearls and gold was carried on. Even in this 
route, that section was considered to be the best which proceeded to mining 
districts and was constantly used by merchants. This route was also less dangerous 
and less costly and, therefore, merchants always used it because here they could 
easily buy goods. While comparing the relative values of bullock-cart route 
(chakrapatha) and tracks (padapatha) he considers the bullock-cart route better 
because this road could carry heavy loads easily. In the end Kaufilya reaches the 
conclusion that for all countries and for all seasons those roads were better which 
could be easily used by camels and donkeys. 

From the above discussion about the comparative importance of various 
types of routes in this country it is apparent that there were roads between Balkh 
and PZtaliputra which carried on most of the trade of the country. Perhaps being 
an orthodox Brahman Kaufilya did not prefer sea voyage. But keeping in mind the 
contents of the Arthajiistra he does not mention religious sanctions against the sea 
voyage but only points out the dangers of the sea voyage. 

The Grecian authorities have also given some information about the ancient 
routes of northern India. Megasthenes, the Greek Ambassador to the court of 
Chandragupta, has mentioned about these routes in some places in his travel 
account. At one place he points out that Indians were expert road-makers. After 
the roads were ready they put milestones at the interval of two miles in order to  
ascertain the distance and point out the direction of the branch routes.le At 
another place he says that an account was kept about the stages of the routes.1g 
Arrangements were made on the roads for the comfort of the travellers. It is 
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mentioned in one of the inscriptions of Aioka that he had dug wells and planted 
trees on the roads for the comfort of the travellers."J 

In the city of P5taliputra in the six boards for the management of the city, 
the second board looked after the reception of the foreign travellers. It made 
arrangements for their stay and employed the servants of those foreigners to inform 
it about the character and behaviour of their masters. When they left the country 
then the board made arrangements to see them off. Unfortunately, if one of them 
died then it made arrangement to send his effects to his relatives. Proper medical 
arrangements were made to look after the travellers who fell ill and perchance if 
they died then they were cremated at the expense of the 

Now the question arises that in the Mauryan period what were the countries 
with which India had commercial and cultural relations. We already know that 
there were trade relations between Balkh and PBtaliputra. Other routes also joined 
PBraliputra with provincial capitals and ports. Indian ports were also great 
centres for international trade. T'amralipti on the eastern sea coast and Bharu- 
kachchba on the western sea coast carried on trade with Sri Lanka and Suvarna- 
bhami. We do not know how far Indian ships travelled in the Persian Gulf, but 
there is every possibility that India had trade relations with Babylonia. The 
Artha.bstra gives alasandaka as one of the names for coral which probably 
came from Alexandria in Egypt, though it is also probable that this word has 
entered the Arthajastra at a later date probably in the early centuries of the 
Christian era. But there is little doubt that Indians had full knowledge of the ports 
on the Red Sea. Though on account of the Arab merchants who controlled all 
trade and commerce of the region they did not frequently sail to those ports.?' 
In this connection Strabo also mentions a strange incident which happened just 
after the Maurya period. According to  him in the time of Ptolemy Euergetes 11, 
the ruler of Egypt, a citizen of Cyzicus named Eudoxus undertook a voyage for 
the exploration of the Nile. At that very time the guards looking after the coast 
of the Persian Gulf, brought before the king an Indian sailor whom they had 
found on a ship in half dead condition. They could not say anything about him or 
his country as he could not speak any other language but his own. The king was 
attracted towards that sailor and made arrangements to teach him Greek. After he 
had progressed in Greek, he informed the king that the ship had started from the 
Indian sea coast and missing the direction had sailed towards Egypt. All his 
comrades had died of hunger. On the condition that the king allowed him to return 
to  his country he promised to show the Greeks the way to India. The party which 
was sent from Egypt to India included Eudoxus of Cyzicus who sailed to  Dcmetria 
or Barygaza. After some time after completing their voyage successfully the party 
returned with precious stones and aromatics to Egypt. 

I t  is evident from the study of the Arthaiastra23 that the state fully realised 
the importance of sea routes and t o  manage them properly it appointed the 
Superintendent of Shipping (naukadhyaksha) wbo was in charge of ocean going 
ships (samudrasa~nyana) and boats sailing on rivers and their mouths, lakes etc. 
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Before sailing from the ports, the traveller had to pay the taxes to the state. The 
travellers sailing on the ships owned by the state had to pay certain charges 
(ya~ra-vetana). Those who used state owned ships for fishing chankshells and 
pearls had also to pay a tax (navkataka). If they did not pay this tax then they 
were free to use their own boats. The Superintendent of Shipping carried out 
strictly the rules (harita) framed for the management of the ports (panj)apatiana) 
and supervise the work of the officers employed in the ports. If a ship buffeted by 
adverse wind arrived in a dilapidated condition (miidhavnrahata) then it was the 
duty of the Superintendent of Shipping to show a paternal attitude towards the 
travellers and sailors. No customs duty was levied on the goods destroyed by 
sea water and even if it was levied it was half of the regular amount. I t  was also 
borne in mind that after repairs such ships would start their voyage in favourable 
season. The ships which touched the ports on the coastal region, had also to pay 
the duties. The Superintendent of Shipping was empowered to  destroy the pirate 
ships (himsrikii), and also those ships which refused to accept the rules and 
regulations of the ports. 

Distinguished merchants and those foreign travellers who came to this country 
for trade were allowed to disembark without any trouble by the Superintendent of 
Shipping, but those suspects who were accused of abducting,women, robbers, men 
who appeared frightened and puzzled, travellers without luggage, the neosanynsis 
travelling under assumed garbs, travellers feigning illness, carriers of precious 
goods without informing the authorities and poisons without declaration, and 
those travelling without passport (mudrii) were put under arrest. 

Both in the summer and in winter in big rivers many boats were put under the 
command of a captain (iasaka), a pilot (niryamaka), oarsmen (rajmigrnhaka) and 
the balers (uisechaka). In the rivers swollen with flood only small boats plied. 

The use of ferry without permission was considered a crime and people doing 
so were fined. A charge was made for the use of ferry boats from fishermen, gar- 
deners, grass cutters, herdsmen, postmen, suppliers of goods for the military, fruit 
sellers, and the carriers of seeds etc. Marshy villages and those who used their 
own boats for going across the rivers had not to pay any kind of fees. The ferry 
boats did not also charge the Brahmans, wandering monks (parivrajakas), children 
and old men for ferrying them across the rivers. 

From one crossing the rivers out of fixed hours or from the point not fixed 
for crossing fine was realised. For one who crossed without authority even at  the 
fixed time and at  a proper crossing was fined twenty-six panas and three quarters. 
However, no pei~alty was charged from fishermen, carriers of loads of wood and 
grass, attendants of flower gardens, fruit orchards and vegetable gardens, the cow- 
herds, followers of an envoy, suppliers to the military, those who crossed in their 
own boats, and those who ferried for seeds, food stuffs and supplies for villages 
situated along the water courses. The Brahmans, wandering monks, children, old 
and sick persons, carriers of royal edicts and pregnant women were allowed the 
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facility of the ferry boats if they possessed sealed passports from the Controller of 
Shipping. 

Foreign travellers were granted permission to land after the testimony of the 
master of caravan. The Controller also had the power to arrest a person carrying 
off the wife or daughter or the property of another person, a frightened and agitat- 
ed person, a person hiding behind a heavy load, a person concealing l ~ i s  face 
by the load containing heavy goods, a wandering monk, one who had put on 
the mark of one who went without mark, a person who feigned illness, a person 
showing changed appearance because of fright, a person secretly carrying goods of 
high value, letters, weapons, and combustible articles, a person with poison secret- 
ed in his hand, a person who had travelled a long distance, and a person without 
a sealed passport. 

The following duties have also been ordained. A small animal and a man 
with a load in a hand were charged a mnjaka, a load on the head, a load on the back, 
a cow and a horse were charged two n~aiakas,  a camel and a buffalo foul- maj- 
alias, a small vehicle had to  pay five ma.iakas, a bullock cart had to pay six 
miiiakas, a cart seven n~aiakas  and a load of commodities one quarter of a pana. 
These were the charges made in ordinary course. The fees for ferries on big rivers 
was double the amount mentioned. Further steps were taken for the maintenance 
of the ferrymen. The villages situated on waterways had to  pay a fixed amount of 
food and wages to them. At the frontier the ferrymen were expected to realise the 
duties, export charges and road cess and were also authorised to  confiscate the 
goods of one travelling without the passport, a person crossing with heavy load at  
an improper time and at a point which was not authorised. 

The Superintendent of Shipping was also entrusted with other duties. If a 
boat, because it lacked proper personnel and equipment or was not seaworthy, came 
to grief then he was authorised to make good of what was lost or ruined. 

Strict measures were taken to maintain the accounts of the ferrymen. They 
\$!ere expected to give account of their daily earnings. 

Right up from the Mauryan period to the Mughal period nobody could travel 
without a passport (m~tdra). The passport was issued by the Superintendent of 
Passports (Mi~dradhyaksha).~"e realised a fee of one maiaka for issuing the pass- 
port. Only a person with a sealed passport was authorised to enter o r  leave the 
countryside. A native of the country who tlavelled without a passport had to pay 
a fine of twelve pnnas. For using a forged passport the lowest fine for violence 
was imposed but if a person was a foreigner then the highest fine was imposed 
upon him. This passport was valid on land and sea routes. The Superintendent of 
Meadows (vivilndhyaksha) examined passports in the way. Such inspection houses 
were situated on such points on the road through which a traveller was forced to pass. 
His duty was also to reconnoitre the pastures and make arrangements for protecting 
travellers from robbers and wild animals. In arid regions he dug wells, built bunds, 
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made arrangements for shelters arid the lay out of gardens. 

soon 
hid I 

As protecti\le measures in the forests, dogs and hunters were employed. As 
3s tliey received tlic intelligence of the approach of enemy or robbers. tlicy 

hemselvcs behind the trees or hills in order to iivoici tlie kno\vledge of their 
presence. From here either by the beat of the drums or blowing of the chankshells 
they warned the people about tlie impending trouble. I f  they found that the enemy 
\\as on tlie ~narcli tlien they tied a sealcd 1llessiige i n  the neck of a homing pigeon 
and sent it to tlie proper authorities: by burning fire at regular i~itervals they 
issued \varning about tlie presence of the enemy. Besides these precautions tlic 
Superintendent of Passports illso protccted the forests atid elephant reserves.'j rc- 
p~rired the roads, arrested thieves. protecteti ~nercliants and co\\s and looked after 
business truns;~ctio~is het\\feen the c;lravans. 

I n  tlie Maurj.an pcriod o n  account of propcrous trade and conimercc. thc 
state realised a good aniount of custnnis duties and the Collector of Customs ;lnd 
Tolls renlised them with strictness. There \\ere customs houses \villi tlleir own 
flilg~ situ:lted in tlie northern and e:lstern gnte\va!.s of ;i city. As soon :IS mcrclinnts 
re:~clied there. four or five ollicers inquired about their names. addresse.;. the 
\\lciglits nnd kinds of their nierchatldisc and the placzs \\:here their passports \Yere 
stamped first and other relevi~nt matters. If the goods \\.ere riot properly srnled 
and i f  the seals were forged then the duly was eight times as 11 penalty. If the 
scnls \\?ere found broken or effaced ~iiercllants \yere imprisoned for twenty-four 
Iiours. if the state seal or personnel scals were changed then the ~ ~ i e ~ c l i a n t s  \ w e  
filled one and a quarter per load. 

After these verific:ltions rliercllants put tlleir goods near tlie f a g  or the cus- 
tcws house. and after declaring tlleir amount nlid prices they nn~loiruced their inten- 
tion to sell them. If tlie pr icx rose ~ibovetlie lixed prices then t h r d u t j * o n  tlic 
illcrcnsed prices went to the king's treasury. Tf for fear ol'lic;~\ly duties the gnotls 
\\.ere under-in\loiced and if  that was found out, then the merch,~nts Ii:ld to pay the 
penalty eiglit times ;IS mucll as the origiual duty. The same amount of pen:llty 
\\ins realised i n  the case \\!liere the ilrnount of goocis found to he lesser i n  qu:lntit\. 
or precious goods Jcclared as ordini~ry goods after hidiug i t  iu t i i t  folds of inferior 
goods. If  n higher price \vas demanded then the i~icrenscd amount \\':IS taken hy 
the State. or the merchant \\.;is tined eiglit times oI' [lie orlli~~ilry duty. If the 
Superintendent did not ex:l~iiine the goods hiniself and tlic tigu~.cs \\ere not 
tallied properly then lie \\.;IS himself fined three times the nlnount of the unrealiseri 
duty. Thc goods used for \~eddiligs and ot1i~'r religious f~stivnls \\.ere duty I'rec. 
Those who carried stolen goods or Inore goods tlia~i declared 01 ;rfter breahing the 
seals put in more goods i n  rhe bales. i f  they \irere detected then tlicir poods wcrc 
not orily confiscated hut also they \vere \cry heavily fined. 

l r  a person tricd to carry on tr.tdc in prollibitccl articles such ;IS \\.ci~pons. 
~iiet:lls. chariots, precious stones, gr.lins n~id  animnls then his pa~)ds were confiscnt- 
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ed and auctioned publicly. It seems that the trade in these articles was a state 
monopoly and, therefore, their trade by private parties was strictly prohibi!ed. 

Besides, the custonis duty, nlerchants had to pay many tolls and cesses. The 
warden of the marches (anrahpalu) realised a toll of 1) panas per load. The ani- 
mals had to pay a ccss ranging from 4 and 4 pa!tns. In return the warden had to 
perfor111 certain duties. For instance if the goods of a merchant were looted in 
his territory then lie had to meet his loss. The warden after inspecting the foreign 
goods sealed then1 and despatched then1 to the Superintendent of Customs. A spy in 
the garb of a merchant determined tlie quality and quantity of a merchant's goods 
and despatched tlle information received to the king. The king to show his omnipre- 
scrlce sent the information to the Superintendent of Customs and who in his turn 
con\-eyed i t  to other merchants. This was done to ensure that a merchant did not 
~nake  ;I false declaration. In spite of these precautions if the deceptions were found 
out then the fine on a merchant was eight times of the regular duty nnd if the goods 
were of superior quality then they were confiscated b!. the state. The import of harm- 
ful goods was prohibited, but such articles which \\#ere not easily available i n  the 
country could be imported without any duty. On all goods such as external (haltya) 
produce of tlie districts (nrtrnrika). the goods manufactured in cities (atirlrya) and 
foreign goods were dutiable both on their import and On the dried fruits 
and meat tlie duty was one-sixth of their prices. The duties were determined on 
cl~tnksl~el l ,  diamond. pearl, coral. precious stones, and necklaces, with the opinion 
of the experts. Duty was also levied on linen, orpiment, manganese, red lead, 
minerals, colouring materials, sandalwood. agar etc. On linen, dukiilo silk yarn, 
;~r~nours .  kern:es, antimony, \rrtrn~ilion, metals of various kinds and ores. sandal- 
wood. spices, and fermenting materials, hides. i\,ory. bed-sprcads. coverings and 
silk cloth and animal products of goats and ranis, the duty chargeable was IjlOth 
or 1115th part of their prices. In the same way the duty on textile materials, four- 
footed ani:iials. ccltton, aromatics. medicines, wood, bamboos, barks, skins. earthen 
pots, grain, oil. salt and parboiled rice was 1/20 to 1/25 of their values. Besides 
these merchants had to pay onc-fifth of the customs duty as the gate toll. This, 
ho\\~ever, could be excused. 

I n  the hlauryaii period the Director of Trade (pn!t?-fiJh~~~kshn)~' had impor- 
tatlt functions to perform. He had good relations wit11 merchants. It \\.as his duty 
to dcterniine the quantity of the tilaterial coming through land and waterways and 
their consumption. Taking into consideration the rise and fall in the prices of the 
articles, he determined whether they should be sold, bought, distributed, or stored. 
According to tlie conditions prevailing in the market, lie collected goods, distributed 
them in filr off places and determined their prices. He stored the ilrticles manu- 
fact ured in the \vorkshops of tlie king. but he distributed the imported articles in 
\various markets. All tllese articles were obtainable by the people at fair prices. 
Merchants were forhidden to rliake excessive profit. The nlonopoly in tlie trade of 
common goods was strictly forbidden. The Controller of Trade encouraged those 
iniyorting goods. The loaders on sl~ips. sailors and importers of foreign goods 
were allo\ved to go duty free. Foreign traders could not be sued in courts for 
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their debts, but if they happened to be the members of the guild then they could 
be dragged to the court. 

It seems that the articles manufactured in the ateliers of the king were ex-  
ported to foreign countries. While ascertaining their prices, profits and expenses, 
duties, tolls on the roads (vortaniya), tolls on the vehicles (otiviihika), tolls at 
military encampments (gulmndeyo), ferry charges (tarodeya), allowances (bhakto) 
admissible to merchants and their followers and the cost of the articles to be pre- 
sented to foreign kings were taken into account. 

Jf in foreign countries the goods did not yield any profit then the Superinten- 
dent of Trade had to determine whether there was any possibility of bringing bettcr 
price by the way of exchange. After determining the rate of exchange one-fourth of 
the precious goods were despatched to foreign lands by the land route. Togte 
better profit on the goods, it was the duty of the merchant proceeding to  the foreign 
lands that he should cultivate friendship with forest guards and district officers as it 
was necessary for the safety of their goods. If he was unable to reach the desired 
markets then he was authorised to  sell the goods in any market without any kind 
of duties (sarvadeya-vi.i~rddIra) and to transport his goods by the rivers as well. But 
before he undertook such a journey he had to  take into consideration the transport 
charges (yanabhiiguka), the road allowances (parhadana), the price of the foreign 
goods it1 exchange of his own goods, the period of the river travel, the customs 
(charitra), in the market towns (panynpa~tana), and in the commercial towns situat- 
ed on the rivers. The merchants inquired about the market rates and then sold 
their goods because this procedure brought more profit. 

In order to  determine thc quality and quantity of the goods manufactured in 
the king's ateliers, spies in thc garb of merchants were employed." These spies 
thoroughly inspected the goods produced in the king's ateliers, fields and mines. 
They also inquired about the duties prevalent in foreign countries, different kinds 
of tolls on the roads, allowances, ferry charges, the transport rates, etc., in order 
to  ensure that the king was not defrauded by his agents. Such strict precautio~is 
taken in the disposal of the king's goods show that the king in the Mauryan period 
was a clcver businessman and it was not so simple to defraud him. 

For the stay of travellers in the city, Kau!ilya menlions dharn~avnsarha~~ or 
hospice. It was the duty of the managers of such rest houses that thcy should keep 
informed the city officers about the merchants and any frauds committed by them. 
The workers (karuknra) and artisans were allowed to keep as guesls their relatives 
only in their workshops. Even thcn thcy had to inform the city authorities. This 
precaution was taken so that the merchants could not sell their goods outside the 
fixed town places and also avoid thc sale of prohibited goods. 

The merchants of the Mauryan period as well as thc travellers were fully aware 
of their responsibilities. In temples, in cities, on roads, in forests and in  cemeteries, 
wherever they saw the wounded, fully armed, men fatigued by carrying heavy 
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loads, men slccping, men unacquainted with the country, it was their duty to hand 
them over to the state ~ f i c i a l s . ~  

We have seen that there were guilds even in pre-Buddhist era, but there was 
only a rudimentary idea of co-operation betwcen them. It is evident from the 
Arlhaiartra, however, that in the Mauryan period guilds had become developed 
institutions and rules were enacted about wages and work.81 Those who trrnsgress- 
ed these rules were heavily punished. There were proper arrangements for 
borrowing money to run one's own business but the rate of interest was very 
high.aa The ordinary rate of interest was 5% but at times it reached even 20%. 
Merchants travelling through forests had to pay an interest of 10% and sea 
merchants had to pay a tremendous rate of 20%. It seems that i t  was the policy of 
the bankers of that period to fix the rates of interest in accordance with the danger 
in the transactions involved. 

For the welfare of the state bankers the relations between the bankers 
(dhanika) and debtors (dharanika) were fixed. Interest on grain could never exceed 
50%. On the pledged goods (prakshepa) the interest was half of the profit at the 
end of the year. Those who transgressed these rules were punished. 

People deposited money with bankers. The deposited sum was known as 
(rrpanidhi). The interest on the sum was also equivalent to the interest applicable in 
ordinary business. If merchants lost their goods through the activity of foresters, 
animals, enemies, flood, fire and shipwrecks then they were not required to pay 
back their borrowed sums and they could not be sued i n  the courts,a8 

b.. 
For the safety of the pledged articles there were many other rples and 

regulations. Bankers could not sell the pledged goods for their own profit.'If they 
did so they had to pay conlpensation and they were also fined. But if the bankers 
found themselves in financial difficulties then a suit could not b: filed against them 
for the recovery of the pledged goods but if thcy sold pledged gobds, lost it, or 
pledged it with some other banker then they were fined five times of the value of the 
goods. 

If merchants entered into agreement between the~nselves during the night or  
stealthily in a forest, then such agreement had no legal validity, but those 
merchants who passed most of their time in forests their agreements were consi- 
dered valid. 

The members of the guild also could enter into agreement even all alone 
anlong t h e m s ~ l v e s . ~ ~  If a merchant despatched his goods through an envoy, then 
if such goods were looted or  the envoy died then the merchant was not entitled to 
any compensation. 

The old or  sick merchant while travelling in a forest or undertaking a sea 
voyage, sealed the goods and entrusted it to another merchant to gain his peace 
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of mind. If he died then the merchant to whom he had entrusted his sealed 
goods sent message to his close relatives who in their turn took charge of the 
sealed goods.35 If the merchant d'id not return the sealed goods then he lost his 
credit and he was punished as a thief and was forced to return the goods entrusted 
to him. 

Merchants had to observe certain rules in buying and selling the goods. If 
the seller did not deliver the goods sold, then he was fined twelve p n n a ~ . ~ "  But if 
the goods were spoilt between the time of selling and delivery then there was no 
fine. The manufacturing defect was known as ( p a t ~ ~ * a d o s h a ) .  The sale of the 
articles collfiscated by the king, the goods spoilt by fire or flood, defective articles 
and goods manufactured by the sick was forbidden. 

The delivery t i~ne  for ordinary inerchants was twenty-four hours, for agricul- 
turist three days, for herdsmen five days and for precious goods seven days. For 
the sale of destructible goods it was enjoined that their salesh ould be effected prior 
to the sale of the goods which wzre not easily destructible. Merchants not observ- 
ing this rule were fined. The sold goods, except if they had some defect, could not 
be returned. 

For  the advancement of trade it was necessary to control the artisans and 
inerchants alike. It seems that some guilds of artisans deposited some money with 
those who wanted their welfare so that they could claim that amount at the time of 
need. Artisans had to work according to  the conditions laid down in their agree- 
ments. In case of non-compliance with these conditions one-fourth of their wages 
were deducted and they were fined to the extent of twice of their wages, but if the 
artisans found themselves in trouble then such rules were not applicable. If they 
manufactured additional goods without the permission of the elnployer even then 
they were fined.37 Rules were also flamed to save the people against the dishones- 
ties practised by  merchant^.^^ The Superintendent of Trade only allowed to sell old 
goods after thorough inspection. Mercllants were also fined for not keeping proper 
measurements and weights. They were also heavily punished i f  they pledged bad 
articles for good ones or if they changed the goods. Those inerchants who, for 
their profit, underpriced the goods brought by artisans or created obstacles i n  
their sale, were eqiially punished. Those merchants forming a party created 
obstacles in the transaction of goods or asked for more price than the fixed price, 
they all received punishment from the state. 

The rate of brokerage was fixed after the goods sold were inspected. Brokers 
were punished if they tried to deceive buyers and sellers. 

If the goods could not be sold at the prices fixed then the Superintendent of 
Trade was authorised to alter those prices. If the consumption of the goods was 
restrained even then the prices c o ~ ~ l d  be c!langed. If the supply was above the 
demand then in order to stop competitioil among merchants the Superintendent of 
Trade made arrangements to sell the goods at one place. The price of merchandise 
was fixed after determining the expenses. 
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In the time of danger to the state, the king imposed fresh taxes most of which 
were borne by merchants. Bullion merchants selling gold and silver, jewellers 
dealing in diamond, pearls and corals and merchants selling elephants and horses 
had to pay a tax of five hundred panas each. Merchants selling yarn, cloths, 
metals, sandalwood and wines had to pay four hundred panns each. Merchants 
dealing in gram, oil, iron and vehicles had to pay three hundred panas each. 
Dealers i n  glass and first rate artisans had to pay a tax of hundred punrrs each. 
But the hand of the state fell very heavily on prostitutes and acrobats who had to  
part with half of their income. But the greatest sufferers were goldsmiths. Taking 
them to be biggest blackmarketeers their whole property was confiscated by the 
state.99 

The above taxes were of course legal but i n  order to f i l l  his treasury the king 
often forcibly exacted taxes by illegal means. Often he appointed his own spy in 
the garb of a merchant as a partner of some merchant. After amassing fortune 
that spy spread the rumour that he was looted and thus managed to carry all the 
accumulated profit to  the king. At times the spy declared himself as a rich merchant, 
received gold, silver and precious goods from others, then under some pretence 
decamped with the goods.'O The king mad;: his spies in the garb of merchants to do 
Inany dirty works. Before marching his army, he despatched them to the camp. 
There they managed to sell the king's goods amounting to the double of what was 
required and promised to realise the price later on and in this way the king was 
able to dispose of his own accumulated goods. 

The above accoulit gives a clear picture of the state of trade and conlnlerce in 
the Mauryan period. Trade was not only in the hand of the merchant community 
but the king equally shared the profits. It was the duty of the state officials to see 
that greatest amount of profit accrued to the ruler. Horses, elephants, hides, furs, 
clothes, aromatics, wood and precious stones were the chief articles of trade in that 
period. 

The Ar11ia~iistr.a gives a long list of hides and These hides and furs 
came from North-Western India, eastern Afghanistan and Central Asia. Most of 
the trade names for those articles have been derived from their places of origin, 
which are difficult to identify. Katlranavaka and Aroha (Roha near Kabul), Balkh 
and China were the chief sources of hides and furs. 

Many of the woven and embroidered shawls came from Kashmir and the 
Panjab. Nepal supplied woollen goods. 

Bengal, Paundra (northern Bengal) and Suvarnakudyz were famous for 
dakiila and K%Si and Paundra for linen. Magadha, Paundra, and Suvarnabhiimi 
supplied a kind of wild silk textile. The chief centres of the cotton goods were 
Mathurz, KZSi, Aparanta (Konkan), Kalinga (Orissa), Bengal, IramSa (KauSZmbi) 
and MZhishmati (Mahesar near K h a ~ i d w a ) . ~ ~  

It is also evident from the ArtliaSastrfl that there was a very vigorous trade 
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in precious stones. Many precious and semi-precious stones came from different 
parts of India, but some came froin foreign countries. From Sri Lanka, the Pandya 
country, the Persian Gulf, PZsha (probably Iran), Kula and Chcrna (probably near 
hluruchipattana) and from the Gulf of Manar, and the sea shore of Somaliland 
came pearls. From the mention of Muchiri i t  is clear that the old port of Muchiri 
on Kerala coast was also famous for its pearl trade. 

Precious stones came fro111 Kiita, Malz (perhaps Mula-Darra in Baluchistan) 
and Pzrasamudra which perhaps indicates Sri Lanka.'3 No precious stone is 
available near Mula but perhaps in ancient times precious stones from Iran coming 
through Mula pass gave the place its importance. Sri Lanka is of course very 
famous for its precious stones. 

Ruby and spinal ruby are mentioned in the Arrhaj i i s~ra '~  but we are not 
informed about their places of origin. Perhaps these precious stones came from 
Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and Burma. 

The Vindhya Hills and Kerala yielded crystal.45 The ArthuSasrra mentions 
several varieties which cannot be properly identified. Sapphire and amethyst came 
from Sri L a r ~ k a . ' ~  

Good diamonds came from SabhZrZshtra (Berar), Madhyamarzshtra (Madhya 
Pradesh, Dakshina Kosala), Kashmaka (ABmaka, probably the diamond mines of 
Golconda), Dakshina Kalinga (South O ~ i s s a ) . ~ '  

Coral named alakandakn came from Alexandria. I t  is possible that this name 
crept i n  the ArthaSiisrra at a later date but we are unable to agree with Prof. 
Sylvan Levide that the appearance of this word gives a later date to the Arthajiistra. 

The Arrhajnstra also informs us that in the Mauryan period there was agreat  
demand for aromatics. Many kinds of sandalwood came from South India, Java, 
Sumatra, Timoy, Malaysia and Assarn.'B The agallochun~ came from Assam, 
Malaysia, Indo-China and Java.5o 

I n  the Mauryan period there was a very brisk trade in horses between India 
proper and North-West India. The horses coming to the middle country came from 
Kamboja (Tajikistan), Sindh, Mianwali (West Pakistan, Panjab), VanZyuja (Wana 
i n  West Panjab), Balkh and Sovira or Sindh.5' 
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MERCHANTS, CONQUERORS A N D  BARBARIANS 
ON THE GRAND ROUTE 

FROhlI THE SECOND CENTURY B.C. T O  THIRD CENTURY A.D. 

I N THE second Century B.C. there occurred an important event on the Grand Route 
i n  the shape of the invasion of the Indo-Greeks of Bactria of Piitaliputra. We have 

already observed that after the departure of Alexander from India the Mauryas rose 
to the zenith of power. From Chandragupta Maurya to ABoka, the Mauryas occu- 
pied most of India and also in that period the Greeks had relation with this couniry. 
However, after ABoka the Mauryan empire began breaking up and the country was 
divided into many states. Taking advantage of this state of affairs, Demetrius, the 
ruler of Bactria crossing the Hindukush led a military expedition against India. But 
his expedition was different in nature than that of Alexander, as he confinedll is ex- 
pedition to Western Panjab only, but the Indo-Greeks of Bactria penetrated the very 
heart of India and reached as far as Piitaliputra. It is difficult to ascertain the 
exact date of this expedition, but according to Tarn, this event took place in about 
175 B.C. 

In his expedition to India Den~etrins was accompanied by his commander-in- 
chief Menander. Startirig from Balkh his forces reached Taxila and thus he manag- 
ed to occupy Gandliara. He established his capital at PushkarZvati in that region. 
Before marching onwards perhaps he appointed his son Demetrius I1 as the ruler 
of Uparisayena and GandhZra and he established his capital at Kiipiii. After 
occ~~pying Taxila the forces of Demetriils marched onwards by two routes. One 
route was the same which passing the Panjab and Delhi went to Patna and the 
second route proceeded along the Indus river to its mouth. Making use of these 
routes Demetrius, Apollodotus and Menander decided to conquer the whole nor- 
thern India. In the opinion of Tarn, Menander took one route and Apollodotus 
and Demetrius perhaps proceeding onwards by the route of the Indus conquered 
Sindh and established there a place named Dattaniitri, which must have been situated 
somewhere near Brahmanabad. It seems that Demetrius did not proceed beyond 
this point and entrusting the administration of Sindh to Apollodotus returned to 
Balkh. 

Some information is available about the progress of Menander on the Grand 
Route from Grecian and Indian sources. Menander at  first occupied k k a l a ,  from 
here according to tlie Yuga Pursna the Grecian forces reached MathurZ and then 
marching onwards they reached Sisketa, Prayiiga and VZranssi and finally to Patali- 
putra. The archaeological proof of this march of the Indo-Greeks is available 
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from the excavations at Rajghat which have yielded some seals which bear the 
portraits of the Greek gods and goddesses and also some rulers. Some seals also 
bear the portraits of the Bactrian camel. It appears that perhaps the forces of 
M enander had occupied Banaras and proceeding from there occupied Pztaliputra. 

Leaving Menander at Ph!aliputra one sliould illquire about thc activities or 
Apollodotus in Sindh. Tarn is of tlie opinion that from Sindh taking the sca routc 
he occupied Kutch and Saurashtra. According to the Periplus the rule of Apollo- 
dotus extended as far as Bharukachchha at least in the 1st century A.D. Menan- 
des's coins were in currency there. There was twofold gain i n  occupying 
Bharukachchha. Firstly, by occupying one of the biggest ports of India which had 
trade relation with western countries, that trade came in his hands and, secondly, 
from this place a route procccded to Ujjain, Vidik,  Kauihnbi and PZtaliputra, 
thus occupying tlie maill artery in the road system of India. Taking this route he 
attacked Madhyamika or Nagari situated i n  south Rajasthan at a distance of eighty 
miles from Ujjain. It is possible that he might have occupied Ujjai~i as well.¶ We 
are thus in a position to see that Demetrius by occupying Taxila and Bharukachcllha, 
Ujjain and Pataliputra controlled practically tlie whole netuork of tlie roads i n  nor- 
thern and western India. Tar11 is of' the opinion that perhaps Demetrius occupying 
Taxila firmly wanted to appoint Apollodotus and Menander as the rulers of U j j ~ i n  
and PBtaliputra rcspectively and thus bring the whole of India under his rule but 
while man proposes God disposes. Denietrius was able to maintain his rule from Syria 
to the Gulf of Cambay, and from the Iranian desert to Pztaliputra only for a very 
short period. His empire included Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Russian Turkistan, 
north-western India, tlie Panjab with south Kashmir, most of Uttar Pradesh, some 
parts of Bihar, Sindh, Kutch, Saurashtra, northern Gujarat, Malwa and some parts 
of south Rajasthan, but this giganiic enipire did not last more than ten years. After 
the invasion of Eucratides on Balkh in about 167 B.C. it went to pieces. Even then 
the influence of Indo-Greeks continued in Balkh and the Panjab to about 30 B.C. 

Unfortunately, we do not know niuch about the Indo-Greeks except for their 
portrait coins. We could only surmise that i n  the north-western section of the 
Grand Route the following kingdonis existed namely-Balkh along Margiana and 
Badkshan and in the south of Hindukusli, Kapiid and the low plains separated 
from Uparisayena which were added by Alexander to the districts lying between 
Nagarahzra and Pushka~iivali from Arakhosia to the right bank of the Indus 
there lay two capitals namely Taxila and h k a l a .  It is a hard task for numisma- 
tists to study the Indo-Greek coins bearing i n  mind the symbols used and their 
provenances to determine where these Indo-Greek kings ruled and in wliat part of 
the country. 

According to Strabo from Herat three routes led to the frontiers of Ilidia,a 
one route striking to the right reached Balkh and from there passing the Hindukusll 
reached Ortospana situated in Uparisayena. Here the other branch route from 
Balkh met. The second route proceeding from Herat to the south proceeded to 
Prophthasia in Drangiana and the third route passing through the mountains 
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proceeded towards India and the Indus river. Ortospana of Ptolenly (Sanskrit 
Grdhvasth~nam) may be identified with the region of Kabul from where this route 
proceeded to Kohistan. Foucher4 is of the opinion that Cabour and Ortospana 
were the names of Kabul, Ortospana was perhaps situated somewhere in the neigh. 
bourhood of the modern Kabul. 

As we have seen above after the death of Demetrius the rule of the Indo- 
Greeks in India came to an end. But his great commander Menander remained in 
India. We know nothing about his empire except for some coins and the philosophi- 
cal treatise the Milindiprajna. Perhaps he died between 150 and 145 B.C. 

It is generally agreed that the empire of Menander extended from Mathura to 
Bharukachchha. After leaving PBtaliputra he was forced to leave the Doab as 
well. As soon as he marched back the Suhgas established their authority in Patali- 
putra and Saketa. It is possible that the limit of Menander's empire was the 
Chambal river in the south of Mathurz. In  the north his empire extended upto 
Uparisayena including Gandhzra and in southwest his authority reached upto 
Bharukachchha. 

Tarn5 on the basis of Ptolemy has tried to throw light on the provinces of the 
Indo-Greeks. In Sindh there existed a province named Patala (Ptolemy VII, 1-55). 
In the north of Patala was situated Abiria or  Abhiradeia and in the south SaurPsh- 
yra. Perhaps in that age Saurzshtra also included a part of Gujarat. Between Patala 
and Saurzshtra lay Kutch which at that time perhaps included a part of Sindh as 
well. The Abiria of Ptolemy could be identified with central Sindh. The name of 
northern Sindh according to  Pliny (VI, 71) was Prasiane. Thus we can see that in 
the south of the Panjab the Indo-Greeks had five provinces whose boundary lines 
were similar as in the present day. Proceeding from north to south these provinces 
were as follows: Prasiane, Abiria, Patalene, Kutch and Saurzhtrene. In  another 
passage (Ptolemy VIII, 1.42), two provices of Gandhzra namely Souastene and 
Goruaia are mentioned. Souastene perhaps indicates the central or lower Swat and 
Goruaia was perhaps the country between the lower Swat and Kunar which is known 
as Bajaur now. PushkarPvati known to Arrian (Indica 1.8) as Peucelaitis was the 
third province of GandhZra. The names of Buner and Peshawar provinces are un- 
known but perhaps one of the names was Gandaritis. 

We know very little about the Greek provinces situated in the trans-Indus 
region. At one place Ptolemy (VII, 42) mentions two provinces namely Kaspeiria 
identified with southern Kashmir and Kulindrene which perhaps indicated the 
Siwaliks situated in the east of the Jhelum. After that the provinces 'of the Indo- 
Greeks are unknown. In this age the republic of the Audambaras which included 
modern Gurdaspur and Hoshiarpur in eastern Panjab and whose centre of activity 
was Pathankot was one of the important republics. In its south the Trigarttas 
lived in Jullundur and to their east the Kunindas lived somewhere between the 
Sutlej and Yamuna. The Yaudheyas inhabited eastern Panjab and between Delhi 
and Agra perhaps the Arjunzyanas lived. 
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After Menander the Indo-Greeks practically disappeared from Indian history, 
but their state received greatest shock from certain nomadic tribes who from very 
ancient times had occupied the country in the north of Balkh and who from time 
to time invaded their rich neighbours. Apollodotusd informs us that even before 
the Indo-Greeks had invaded India they had to fight the nomadic tribes to stem 
their influence. In this they followed the example of the Achaemenians. These 
Achaemenian tribes in the north and south in order to defend their empire 
kept in control the nomadic tribes living between the Pamirs and the Caspian Sea, 
but this arrangement was unable to contain the invasions of the Sakas, Tukhzras, 
Hiinas and the Mongols. Coins of these nomadic tribes are available but for their 
history we have to depend on the Chinese sources. 

In Indian literature the ~ a k a s  and Pahlavas are mentioned side by side be- 
cause their country were contiguous and both were of Iranian origin and followed 
the same religion. In about 123 B.C. when the YU:-Chi were pressing the ~ a k a s  
towards Balkh, the Indo-Greek ruler Heliocles who was being pressed by the 
Parthians left the place in order to save himself. The Indo-Greeks, however, while 
withdrawing, closed the Hindukush route and this way they were able to save 
themselves for almost a century in Kapiia and north-western India. In such condi- 
tion the attackers were forced to follow the sourh-western route to Herat where 
they had to face the forces of Mithradates 11, the Parthian ruler. 

To know the history before this event we have to enquire about the move- 
ments of the Yiie-Chi and the Sakas. The Yiie-Chi at first lived in the Gobi desert 
in south-western province of Kansu. In the second century B.C. between 177 and 
176 B.C. they were defeated by Mao-Tun the ruler of the Huang-nu. In another 
war with the Huang-nu chief Lao-Shang (174-160 B.C.) the Yue-Chi ruler lost his 
life and on account of this defeat the Yue-Chi were forced to leave their mother- 
land. One party proceeding to northeast reached Richtofen Range and came to be 
known as little Yue-Chi later on, but the major party proceeded to the west and 
defeated Sai ( ~ a k a s )  in the north of Tien-Shen range. After this defeat some of the 
Sakas proceeded to the south and the rest merged themselves with the Yiie-Chi. 
But after this conquest the Ta-Yue-Chi, defeated by Wusun tribe were forced to 
march onwards and in this way they reached Balkh and occupied it. The Sakas, 
however, marching to the south occupied Ki-pin. The conquest of Balkh is said to 
have taken place in 129 B.C.' 

The informati011 about the progress of Ta Yue-Chi people is available in 
Chinese and Grecian sources, but fortunately some references have survived in the 
Sabhaporl*an of the Mahabharara which inform us that Indians were also aware of 
the great turnioil in Central Asia in the second century B.C. In the chapter describ- 
ing the conquests of Arjuna, he, after conquering the Kambojas. along with the 
D a r a d a ~ , ~  marched to northern regions and after conquering the nomad tribes 
fought hard battles with the ParamakZmbojas, the Bishikas of the north, and the 
Paramarishikas. After subduing the Paramarishikas he received as a gift eight 
horses of good breed. After that reaching the ~ v e t a ~ a r v a t a  he took rest.O 
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From the above account we can determine the geographical situation of the 
Rishikas and Paramarishikas. After conquering the Vahlikas (M.B. 11/23-21) he 
conquercd the Daradas and Kiimbojas. Here perhaps the Kiinibnjas indicate the 
people Tajikistan speaking Galaha as I have pointed e l s e w l ~ e r e . ~ ~  Arjuna must have 
proceeded on his expedition t o  Balkh by tlie Grand Route. After subduing Balkh 
Iic fought battles with the Lohas, Pararnak%mbojas, Uttararishikas o r  northern 
Rishikas. According to Sri Jayachandra the ParamakZmbojns could be identified 
\vith Yaghnobis living a t  the sourc; of the river Zarafshan.ll He has also identified 
the Rishikas with Yuc-Chi. 

Howcvcr, this is not the first attempt to identify the Yiie-Chi with the 
Rishikas. The language of the ~ a k a s  of Central Asia was Arshi a n d  therefore, those 
people could be con11ec;ed with the Rishikas. However, Pel!iot12 did not agree with 
this view but the connection of Arshi and Rishika could not be dismissed sum- 
marily. 

According to Apollodotus (Strabo 11, 51 I), there were four races namely Asii, 
Pasiani, Tochari and Sacarauli. Tarn13 regards Asii as an .equivalent of Yue-Chi. 
Pliny, however, knew about thc Arshi people.li 

111 this conl~ection we will have to  establish the relatio~iship of Lhe great 
Rishikas with the Pasii and Pasiani. As the form of Asii was also Asiani in bh e same 
way Pasiani must be the adjectival form of Pasii o r  Pasi. The Grecian geogra- 
phers kriew of a tribe known as Prasii. 

Let us also inquire about the  information which the hfahiibharata gives about 
the eishikas.  In  the Adi Parvan (M.B. 1160-30), the king of the Rishikas is regarded 
as the son of Chandra and Diti. Here the attention of scholars may be drawn to 
the opinion of Prof. Charpentier15 which regards Yiie-Chi as the trailslation of the 
"nioon tribe". In the Udyoga Parvorz (M.B.V/4-15) the Rishikas are mentioned 
along with ~ a k a s ,  Pahlavas and Kzmbojas. I t  is also remarkable to note that  in the 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute's edition of the Mahnbhnrata the footnote 
gives the Prakrit forms of Rishika as Ishika and Ishi. At another place (M.B. 11. 
24-25) the earliest Paramzrshika has also been used. Therefore, it could be affirmed 
that the Mahabhiirata knew Sanskrit forms Rishika, Arshika and Paramzrshika and 
also its Prakrit forrus as Ishi and Ishika. 

We have seen above that the Grecians knew of Asiani and Arshi. There 
should be no difficulty now to  acknowledge that the Prakrit Ishi-Ishika stands for 
the Grecian Asii and the Grecian Arshi stands for the Sanskrit Arshika. Perhaps 
these were the constituents of the Yiieh-Chi. The Uttara-Rishikas could be equated 
with the Ta Yueh-Chi of the Chinese history. 

In the Snbhiiparvan (Chapters 47, 48), the ~ a k a ,  TukhZra, Kalika, China and 
Hnna are mentioiled in a n  order and the list follows the same order as given in 
Chinese history. In one couplet (M.B. 11.47-19) China, Hann and Odra are men- 
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tioned and another couplet (M.B. 11. 47-21) mentions ~ a k a ,  TukhPra and Kahka 
together and the third couplet (M.B. 11. 48-15) mentions ~ a u ~ d i k a ,  Kukkura, and 
Saka together. 

We have seen above how the ~ a k a s  compelled by the Yiieh-Chi reached 
Ki-pin. Chavannes identifies it with Kashmir and points out the route which reached 
there via the Yasin Valley. Sten Konow (C.R.I. Part 11, p. 23) identifies Ki-pin with 
the Swat Valley which extended in the west upto Arakhosia. Whatever may be the 
case it seems that with their road barred, the ~ a k a s  followed the route to  Herat. 
That was the natural route of that regioll and it does not seem possible that leaving 
it aside they took the Bolor route. 

It seems that the TukhZras were a branch of the Yii--Chi. The Kankas 
(M.B. 11, 47-26) could be identified with the Kaiigkiu people living in Sagdiana. 
They were influenced i n  the south by the Yiie-Chi and by the Hilnas in thc east. 

The Sakas and Kai~kas inhabited Ta-Yuan (Ferghana) because their countries 
were contiguous. The TukhZras perhaps lived in the south. From these refirences it 
is evident that by keeping the Sakas, Tukhf ras and Kalikas together the Indians 
knew the contiguity of their habitations i n  the second century B.C. 

We have pointed out above how the ~ a k a s  and Mithradates I1 (123-128 B.C.) 
were at war. Though lie was unable to stop the progress of the ~ a k a s  even then by 
slowing it down to the north-east he compelled them to proceed to Drangiana and 
Seistan. From there following the Kandhar route the ~ a k a s  reached Sindh. 
Following the Indus they marched upward and conquered GandhZra and Taxila 
and within a very short period completely uprooted the Indo-Greeks from this 
land. 

The progress of the ~ a k a s  to India through Seistan is mentioned in the story 
of Kalaka, according to which very much pained by the tyranny of Gardahhilla, the 
ruler of Ujjain, Kalakzchnrya reached Sakas th~na  then accompanied by the Sakas 
of Sindh he reached Saurashtra and then proceeding to Ujjaili defeated Garda- 
bhilla. According to the Indian calendar Vikram'aditya threw out the Sakas froin 
Ujjain i n  57 B.C. 

Perhaps NahapZna in the first century A.D. ruled over a portion of Western 
India and he was defeated by Gautamiputra ~ ~ t a k a r a ~ i ,  but even bcfore that date the 
Sakas had conquered MathurZ. There seems to be two reasons for the disappearance 
of the ~ a k a s  from MathurZ. One was the military expeditions from eastern India 
and second was the invasion of the Parthians from the west. However, shortly 
afterwards, they were thrown out from Ujjain, Mathurz and Sindh, though it is 
difficult to say whether all these incidents took place at once or a t  intervals. 

When these events \kcre taking place in  lndin at that lime also the Indo- 
Greeks were present i n  KPpiii wher: they fell in the eyes of the ~ u s h ~ n a s  who 
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had conquered Sogdiana and Balkh. It is evident from the coins that the last Indo- 
Greek ruler Hermaeus and Kujula Kadphises by combining their forces faced 
their common enemy, the Sakas and Parthians. I n  this unequal war the Parthians 
proceeding from the southern route finished the Indo-Greeks. Fighting against 
the ~ a k a s ,  Mithradates I1 annexed Arakhosia. His feudatory Siren seeing that 
his master was engaged in war with the Romans rebelled and declared his in- 
dependence. But shortly afterwards there arose another Parthian king Vonones who 
following the Argandab route attacked Kapiii. It is evident from the coins and 
inscriptions that a little before the pre-Christian era the territory extending from 
the Hindukush to Mathura was under the control of the Parthians and the ~ a k a s  
or  their Kshatrapas. According to the Periplus, the Saka-parthian rule extended to  
the Indus Valley and the coastal regions of Gujarat. I t  seems that after merging 
of the kingdoms of Maues, Vonones and Gondopharnes, the Parthians extended 
their sway from the frontiers of India t o  Iran, Afghanistan and Baluchistan. 

After the ~ a k a s  and Parthians, the north-western part  of the sub-continent 
came within the rule of the KushZnas. They are usually identified with Ta-Yiie-Chi 
of the Chinese history and the Tukharas of the P u r Z n ~ s ,  who, after wandering in 
Central Asia, had settled in Tukharistan (a part  of Sogdiana and Balkh). 

As we have seen above perhaps the Tukharas were a branch of the eishikas, 
who, after they had marched onwards, stayed in the Nanshan mountains and who 
were known to Chinese historians as Ta-Yiie-Chi. 

The movement of the K u s h a ~ a s  was in the form of a second Saka invasion. 
Kujula Kadphises took the Hindukush route because there was no impediment 
there in that period. The Indo-Greek kingdom had vanished and only the Sakas 
and Parthians had remained to  fight among themselves. Kujula Kadphises either 
through the strength of his army or  with the help of the Indian h k a s  conquered 
Kapiia and Arakhosia.15 I t  is evident from inscriptions that in 26 B.C. Kujula was 
only a prince but in 7 B.C. he was the master of Panjatar. This means that by this 
time the Kushanas had annexed eastern Sindh from the Parthians. I n  7 B.C. Taxila 
came under his control, but perhaps the KushZna rule was not firmly established 
because a Chinese historian mentions the conquest of India by Wima Kadphises. 
Perhaps the rule of Kujula Kadphises started in 25 B.C. and ended in the first 
decade of the Christian era.  

As we have observed above Wima Kadphises who was firmly established in 
Central Asia conquered Sindh and as observed by ThomasI7 Mathura came ullder 
his control. On the strength of his coins it could be said that his empire extended 
upto Payaliputra. 

After Wima Kadphises, the second dynasty of the Kusha'nas started. 
Kanishka was the greatest ruler of this dynasty. He was not only a great warrior 
but had unflinching faith in Buddhism. The progress of Budahism during his reign 
was phenomenal. According to  GhirshmanlB his empire extended upto Patna. He 
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also controlled Ujjain and in Western India his rule extended upto Broach. In the 
north-west he controlled the Panjab and Kapiia. His rule also was fairly extensive 
in the north of the Hindukush. 

Kanishka also established his rule in the Tarim valley and this was necessary 
as in this region the two routes connected C,hina with the west and they were being 
constantly used by merchants, missionaries and colonisers alike. Many small 
kingdoms on those routes raged constant warfare between themselves. In the time 
of Kanishka two powers had their eyes on this region-the KushZnas in the west 
and the Chinese i n  the east. In that period China had become weak and taking 
advantage of its weakness the Kushana army reached the passes of the Pamirs. 
Kanishka established Indian colonies there and as the master of northern India 
and Central Asia he controlled both the silk routes. 

Kanisl~ka had to fight many wars for the conquest of Sogdiana. In the opinion 
of Ghirshman Sogdiana maintained the memory of the Kushanaseven in the 
mediaeval period. In the northern silk routes from Kashgan many colonies were 
established by  he Sogdianas and the Kushznas. Perhaps Buddhism had reached 
Sogdiana earlier than Kanishka where it flourished along with the Mazdean 
religion. The spirit of tolerance of the Sogdianas is evident from the fact that in 
their country merchants followed with equanimity Mazdean, Buddhist, Manichaean 
and Christian religions. Due to this spirit of tolerance of the Mazdeans Buddhism 
firmly entered into their spirit. 

After the introduction of Buddhism in Sogdiana its art was greatly influenced 
by Indian traditions. The excavations at Termez and elsewhere by the Russians 
have yielded the remains of many Buddhist Viharas; on some of the sculptures 
obtained the influence of the art  of Miithura is evident. The Kharoshthi script was 
equally popular there. 

It seems that after great effort Kanishka managed to conquer this country 
and thus became the ruler of such a vast empire which in the north extended to  
Peshawar, Samarkand and Tashkent. Its boundaries extended from Merv to 
Khotan and Sarnath and it also extended from Jaxartes to the sea shore of Oman. 
Such an empire never existed in ancient times. 

In that period the KushZna and the Roman empires established close 
relationship. The Chinese porcelain, Chinese silk, ivory, precious stones, spices, 
cotton textiles were carried on the routes controlled by the KushZnas, and the 
Roman gold began pouring in the KushZna empire through these routes. Even after 
the lapse of two thousand years the KushZna gold coins are foutid in good number 
in northern India. It seems that the fashionable section of the people under the 
Kushana rule was also fond of Roman goods. The excavations at Bergram by Hackin 
have yielded some articles of Roman and Chinese origin which were apparently 
meant for the internal consumption in India and elsewhere. But these goods were 
so costly that Rome decided to establish direct relation with China. The Chinese 
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sources inform us that the Roman ruler Marcus Aurelius sent an embassy to China 
by the sea route in the end of the second century A.D. We shall see later on how the 
trade between India and the Roman empire developed in the KushZns period. 

Tlle KushZnas carried on their diplomatic policy with great fortitude. Afrcr 
conquering the people they even released them after receiving gifts. The Kushanas 
occupied the empire of Gondopharanes but it seems that they allowed the Ksha- 
trapas and Mah'akshatrapas of that state to maintain their positions as before, only 
the name of the king was changed. 

The hands of the KushZnas were always full with the politics of Central Asia 
and, therefore, they could rule India only through their Kshatrapas and Mah'a- 
ksliatrapas. In the KushZga period certain changes were also effected on the 
Grand Route. For the first time in history the Grand Route proceeding from the 
Ganga to Central Asia came under a unified control. A sector of this Grand Route 
passed from Peshawar, the new capital of the KushZnas, through Khyber. At thc 
site of Sirsukh at Taxila the KushZnas built a new city but this did not result in 
any change in the course of the Grand Route. There is also reason to believe that 
the situations of KZpiSi, Nagarahzra and Balkh also remained unchanged. From 
the commercial viewpoint these cities became more prosperous than before. 
The KushZnas could not continue their rule over northern India for a long time. 
By the end of the second century A.D. parts of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and 
Madhya Pradesh were occupied by the Maghas, through Murundas, a branch of 
the KushZnas, ruled over Bihar and Orissa till t l ~ e  third century A.D. The credit of 
uprooting the Kush'anas from Mathura goes to the Yaudheyas. In spite of all this 
upset in their fortune, the descendants of KushZnas continued to rule over the 
Panjab and Afghanistan for a long time. But with the rise of the Sassanian power 
in Iran in the third century, the KushZna power came to an end. 

These political upheavals in the country did not affect the trade between 
India and other countries. It was carried on as before on international routes and 
there was great improvement in the sea trade and as we shall see later on, on 
account of this profitable trade India was the recipient of large amounts of Ronian 
gold. 

When these political changes were taking place in northern India, the 
SZtavZha~ia dynasty was increasing its strength in the Deccan. In the period of 
Simuka and his younger brother Krishna, the SZtavZhana empire had extended 
upto Nasik, and in this way as they profess i n  their later inscriptions, they had in 
reality become the rulers of the Deccan. 

The Nanagllat inscriptions of the SZtavZhanas inform us that the pass had 
come under their control. This was important because the Junnar pass opened 
the way to  the Konkan. This growth in the SZtavZhana power very soon brought 
under their effective control the Grand Route between Ujjain and Paithan. The 
expansionist policy of the Satavshanas resulted in their wars with surigns and later 
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on with the KushZnas. The account of this consolidation of their power over Prati- 
shthZna in the first instance and later on its expansion to Ujjain and Vidih is avail- 
able from coins and inscriptions. 

PratishthZna known now as Paithan is situated in Aurangabad district of 
MaliarZshtra on the northern bank of the Godavari. According to  Pauranic 
sources the city was ruled by SZtakarni and his son Saktikum~ra. Both of them 
have been identified wiih RZjn Satakarni and saktiirr in the inscriptions of Nanaghat. 
The road between Pratishthzna to Ujjain-Vidiig and then proceeding finally to 
Pataliputra had to  cross the Tapti and Narmada rivers. The conquest of Malwa 
may be attributed to RzjZ Sgtakarni who performed an Aivamedha sacrifice. 

We do not know much about the history of Ujjayini, though i t  may be safely 
asserted that its political condition was the same as that of Vid i i~ .  In 90 B.C. the 
~ ~ n ~ a s  ruled over VidiSZ and they had political relations with Indo-Greek ruler of 
the Panjab. Perhaps at  that time Ujjayini was under the control of the SZtavZhanas. 
But about 75 B.C. the Sakas appeared on the scene and they in their turn were 
uprooted by VikrBmaditya in 57 B.C. 

The second century A.D. saw the rivalry between the ~ a k a s  and SZtavBhanas. 
Within the empire of Gautarniputra ~ r i s ~ t k a r ~ i  (circa 106-130 A.D.) were included 
Gujarat, Malwa, Brrar, northern Konkan, and the territory north of Nasik in 
MaharashIra. In the Nasik inscription of the mother of Gautamiputra are mention- 
ed Asika, Asaka, Miilaka, Suratha, Kukura, Aparanta, Aniipa, Vidabha, Akara, 
Avanti, Vijha, Achchhvata, PZrijata, Sahya, Kannhagiri, Machha, Sirifana, 
Malaya, Mahida, Setagiri and Chakora, which inform us that the territory extend- 
ing from Malwii to the Deccan was under the rule of Gautamiputra. Almost all 
thcse regions were included in the empire of Nahapzna and therefore, MahZksha- 
trapa RudradZman got them back. Poona and Nasik districts were also under the 
control of Gautamiputra. Flis title as the "Overlord of all the Deccan" was not 
merely an empty boast. There is hardly any doubt that in the time of Gautami- 
putra, the Siitavzhana power had reached its zenith. The inscription informs us 
that he crushed the pride of the Kshatriyas; the Sakas, Yavanas and Parthians 
bowed before him. He uprooted the KhakharZtas and thus enhanced the glory of 
the SZtavZhana dynasty.lg The KhakharBta here stands for the Kshaharata dynasty 
to  which Bhomaka and NahapZna belonged. There is no doubt that the Kshatriyas 
in the inscription indicate Indian rulers and the ~ a k a s ,  Yavanas and Pahlavas were 
foreigners. 

\'Zsishthrputra PulumZvi (circa 137-155 A.D.) was the son-in law of RudradZ- 
man. Even then by defeating his son-in-law RudradZman annexrd some part of his 
empire. Another great king of the SBtavZhana dynasty was Sri Yajiia Sntakarqi, who 
according to Rapson issued the ship type coins found i n  the Cho!a Mandala between 
Madras and Cuddalore (Fig. 5).=0 Professor B.B. Mirashi21 on the strength of a 
complete coin of this type has, however, proved that these coins were issued 
by ~ r i  Yajtia SZtakarni. On the reverse of this coin appears a double masted ship 
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below which a fish and a conch shell symbolise tlie sea. The ship raked at both 
ends is equipped with masts, ropes and sails. There is no doubt that this ship 
symbolises the Indian overseas trade which was in full swing in tlie SZtavZhana 
period. 

The sea-coast from where the ship type of coins 
have been found was perhaps i n  the fourth century 
A.D. ruled by the Pallavas. The Kurumbara coins 
therefore point out that tlie Pallava territory was 
formerly occupied by ~ r i  Yajfia Sztakargi for a short 
period. We have seen the influence of the ship type 
of coins on the so-called Pallava and Kurumbara 
coins. 

But as Professor Miraslii's coin was found in the 
Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh it informs us that 
ship type of coins were in currency i n  that region as 
well. The ship type and the Roman coins from the 
Chola Mandala inform us that there was a very inti- 

fig. 5 Ship designs on mate comn~ercial relation belween India and the 

Sa~avahana coins Roman empire. 

We are not concerned here with the later history of the Sztavzhana dynasty 
but it appears that after Sri Yajfia Sztakarni the S'citavahana empire was divided 
and by the middle of the third century A.D. it came to an end and from its ruins 
arose the Kadanibas of  Mysore, the Abhiras of  Maharashtra and tlie Tkshvzkus of 
Andlira Pradesli. In the Guntur district, in tlie Palnad Taluka situatcd on the 
right bank of the Krishna river, ancient ruins have becn found on the hills of 
Nagarjunikonda which provide historical evidence about the Ikshv5ku dynasty 
ruling i n  tlie second and third centuries A.D. on the eastern sea coast of India. 
The inscriptions mention three kings i.e. M'idhariputta, Siri Virapurisadzta, his 
fi~ther Vasishthiputra ChZntamUla and Ehubala Chsntamala son of Virapurisadzta. 
To the same dynasty belong the inscriptions of V';rsish!liiputra Rudrapurisadiita. It 
should be notcd here that a royal dynasty relating itself to AyodhyE ruled at s i~ch a 
long distance from its place of origin. It is apparent that the Ikshvzku princes 
exercised great influence i n  Andhra Pradesh because they had matrimonial relations 
wilh the V%nav%sa dynasty of northern Kanara and the Kshatrapas of U j j n ~ i n i . ~ ~  
Thcse rulers believed in religious tolerance because though they thelnselves follow- 
ed Brahmanism. the women their families were devout Buddhists. 

An inscription of the fourteenth regnal year of M'idliariput ta mentions that 
Buddhist monks of Sri Lanka raised a Cliaitya there. It is further mentioned 
that these monks converted people to Buddhism in Kashmir, Gandhiira, China, 
CJhilZta (Kirita), Tosali, Avaranta (Aparznta), Valiga, Vanaviisi, Yavana, Damidha, 
(P)lura and Tanibaparni. However, some of the count1 ies n~entioncd in the ins- 
cription such as Kaslimir, Gnndhirn, Vanaviisi, Apariintnkn and Yona had accept- 
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ed Buddhism after the third Buddhist council. The list of the above countries 
could be compared to a similar list appearing in the Milinda Prajna.'a 

ChilZtas mentioned in the above inscription have been also referred to by the 
Peril~lus and Ptolcmy. According to the Periplus they were a people of northern 
India. Ptolerny places them on the Bay of Bengal. According to the Mahifbha- 
rato however (M.B.  11. 49.8) they lived on the slopes of the Himalayas in VZrisha 
perhaps Barisal in Bangla Desh situated on the sea shorc and the Brahmaputra. It 
is apparent from this reference that the term Kirlta in the Mahiibharnta indicates 
the people of Indo-Burmese origin. They were clothed in skins and lived on fruits 
and roots. At the time of the Riijas~ya Yajfia they presented to Yudhishthira, 
skins, gold, precious stones, sandalwood, agallochum and aromatic articles. 

Tosali was situated in Kalinga or Orissa and was renowned for its ivory work. 
Apariints is the Konkan; Va~iga, Bengal and VanavZsi, northern Kanara. The 
Yavanas perhaps indicate Alexandria. Palour was Dantapur the capital of Kalinga 
and DamiGha stood for Tamil Nad. 

I n  the above inscription, mention has been made of the MahPchaitya at  
Kantakasela. There is no doubt that this Kantakasela and Kontkossula of Ptolemy 
(VII. 1.15) which he places just after the mouth of the Krishna are the same. Dr.  
Vogel places this Kantakasela in Nagarjunikonda, but the discovery of five inscrip- 
tions from a village named GhavtasZl in the Krishna district on the eastern coast 
datable to circa 300 A.D. makes the identification of Ka~rakasela  easy. The first ins- 
cription mentions the great sea Captain Sivaka which supports the view that in the 
early centuries of the Christian era GhantZssl was an important port. In the 
second inscription the ancient name of GhantPsBI is given as K a n t a k a ~ P l Z . ~ ~  These 
references leave no doubt that in the early centuries of the Christian era Kanta- 
kasiila was a big port situated on the right bank of the Krishna river which carried 
on trade with the ports of Sri Lanka and other countries. 

According to Ptolemy (VII. 1.16) Palour was an aphetarium (samlrdrapras- 
;lriirta) from where ships sailing to Suvarnadvrpa leaving the shore went to sail in 
mid-sea. 

Palour is ideiitified as situated in the neighbourhood of Chicacole and Kalniga- 
pat1iain.~6 There is no doubt that the prosperity of Buddhism on the eastern coast 
was due to the prosperous commerce there. The followers of Buddhism were 
mostly merchants and it was with their help that the great stupas at Amravati, 
Nagarjunikonda and Jagyyapet were raised. The decadence of Buddhism in the 
lower part of the Krishna river was due to the waning of trade with the Roman 
empire which stopped the import of gold in this country thus impoverishing the 
merchant con~munity. 

While the SPtavPhana empire was strengthening itself, at the same time 
Kshatrapas were ruling over Saurashtra and Gujarat. These Kshatrapas were pro- 
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bably the Satraps of the KushZnas. Perhaps they were of the $aka or  Parthian 
origin but later on they had fully accepted Hinduism. Now it is almost certain 
that the Kshatrapas of Saurashtra were faithful to Kanishka and his descendants, 
and that the Kshatrapas ruling over Gujarat, Saurashtra and Maharashtra be- 
longed to two dynasties. 

The coins of Bhiimaka are found on the sea coast of Gujarat and Saurashtra 
and Malwa. NahapZna, whose rivalry with the SZtavZhanas, is mentioned in the 
Jain litel-ature perhaps ruled between 119-124 A.D. though this date is disputed by 
historians. Perhaps NahapZna controlled Gujarat, Saurashtra, north Konkan dis- 
tricts of Nasik and Poona, Malwa and a part of Rajasthan. But as pointed out 
above Gautamiputra annexed a part of his empire. 

Chashtana was the founder of that dynasty which ruled upto 304 A.D. The 
relationship between the dynasty of Chashtana and the Kshaharata is not yet fully 
determined. It seems that after the uprooting of the KshaharZtas by Gautamiputra 
Siitakal-ni the remaining h k a s  appointed Chashtana as the Kshatrapa of the 
remaining provinces. I t  was with a view to retain the lost part of their empire. 
We do not know how far Chashfana and his son JayadZman made progress in this 
direction, but about 150 A.D. Rudradaman conquered Malwa, Saurashtra, north 
Gujarat, Kutch, Sindh, some parts of Western Rajasthan and northern Konkan. 
He also conquered the Yaudheyas and inflicted defeat twice on Sgtakarni. The 
later Kshatrapas whose names are available from their coinage have no place in 
history. In near about 401 A.D. Chandragupta I1 uprooted them from Malwa and 
Saurashtra. 

The entry of the Sakas in Sindh and afterwards their progress to the Panjab, 
Mathura, Ujjain and the  establishment of the Kushiina empire in northern India, 
all these events created a national feeling in the country which took visible form in 
the extension of the Siitavzhana power in the Deccan. The rivalry between the 
Sakas and SiitavZhanas in the Deccan means that the Kushinas had entered the 
region by that time. Prof. Sylvan Levi has treated the problein of the entry of the 
Kushii~!as in the Deccan at some length.2o 

From his inquiries it is apparent that the cities with strategic importance 
took part in the rivalry between the KushZnas and SiitavZhanas. The Periplus and 
Ptolemy also throw light on this vexed problem. 

The Periplus (50-51 A.D.) gives some account of the Dakl~inabades or Dakshi- 
niipatha. According to this source from Barygaza (Bharukachchha), Paithan was situ- 
ated at a distance of twenty days journey and in the east Tagara was situated at the 
distance of ten days journey. Besides these towns the Periplus (52) mentions Sopa 
(Sopara) and Kalliyena (Kalyan). Kalyan in the time of the elder Sarganes was 
an open port. But in the time of Sandanes this port was closed for Greek ships. 
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Thc ships which arrived there were asked to proceed to Bharukachchha escorted by 
armed guards. Kalliyena is modern Kalyan near Bombay situated on the UIhas 
river. The town is situated at the foot of the western ghats and there are two 
routes from there one proceeding towards Nasik and the other towards Poona. 
Because of its situation i t  commanded the major portion of the SZtav'ihana trade 
with the west. But as we have seen above with the progress of the KshaharZtas 
towards Broach, tlie trade of the Deccan received a setback. The route between 
Paithan and Kalyan is lesser by eighty miles by the hilly route between Paithall 
and Broach. Even tlien there were greater advantages in taking the Broach-Kalyan 
route. The Kalyan route did not pass through any fertile region. As against this 
the road from Broach to Ujjain passed through the fertile valley of the Narmada. 

same route passing through tlie Panjab proceeded to Kabul and then proceed- 
ing onwards reached Central Asia. 

The commercial importance of Kalyan is stressed in the inscriptions from 
Kanheri and J ~ n n a r . ~ '  They mention the names of merchants and artisans. Ptolemy 
informs us about the diminishing trade of Kalyan as he does not mention Kalyan 
as an important sea port on the western coast. According to Ptolemy important 
ports on the western coast were situated in the following order: Suppara, Goaris, 
Dounga, Bendas, the mouth of the river and Semylla. From the above list it is 
apparent that the place of Kalyan was taken up by Dounga but its commercial 
importance did not last for a long time because in the sixth century A.D. Cosmos 
Indikopleustes mentioning Kalyan again points out that it was one of the six 
biggest markets of India and was famous for its bronze work, blackwood and tex- 
tiles. Joh~ison places Dounga in the Salsette Islands and identifies it with Doungari 
facing Bassei11.~3 

Johiison stresses the point that as in the second century Ptolemy misses tlie 
name of Kalyan, in the way in the inscriptions of that period in the place of 
Kalyan Dhenukzkafa or Dhenukzkataka is mentioned. It  is apparent from the in- 
scriptions of Karle that the citizens of Dhenukiikafaka from whom six Yavana 
citizens made a gift to Karle of the columns number thirteen and seventeen. The gift 
of a gharamukha was made by a perfumer (gandhika) and was built by a carpenter. 

As we have noted above it is worth considering why the name of Kalyan 
does not appear in these inscriptions. This only means that according to a certain 
prohibition the trade of the port had shifted to DhenukEkataka. The Yavanas or  
the Alexandrian Greeks acted as intermediaries in the trade between India and the 
Roman empire. The gandhika mentioned in the inscription was a dealer in aroma- 
tic goods which had great demand outside India. Dhenukzkafaka is also mentioned 
in one of the inscriptions of Kanheri.29 It may be inferred from this that after the 
conquest of tlie Konkan by Yajanairi, Kalyan had again regained its importance. 
It is difficult to come to  any coi~clusion by the reference to  Kalyan in Kanhcri 
inscriptions because these tliree inscriptions in question are datable30 before the 
expeditions of the Kshatrapas, and other three inscriptions are after the Konkan 
had gone out of their hands. The rest of the two inscriptions (986, 1014) may be 
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dated between these two events. Johnson is of thc opinion that  lie progress of 
DhenukZkataka continued whcn it was in the hands of the ~ a k a s ,  after the recon- 
quest of the Konkan by the SZtavZhanas, the commercial importance of Kalyan 
was restored. 

In the time of the Periylrts and Ptolemy, Sopara carried on most of the Indian 
trade with foreign countries, but gradually this post as well began losing its 
importance and in the end Sopara has survived only as a village 40 miles north of 
Bombay. The elder Pliny (died 78 A.D.) suggests that after the discovery of the 
nlonsoon the merchants carrying on business between India and the Red Sea took 
its advantage with the result that the ships sailing from the Bay of Sygrus (modern 
Ras Fartak) reached directly to the Malabar coast and for this reason the port of 
Muziris gained such an importance that i t  left behind other Illdial1 ports. 

We are well aware that Broach occupied the premier place i11 Indian ports 
of the second century A.D. and for the possession of this port there was co~ i s t a~ l t  
friction between the ~ a k a s  and SZtavZhanas. AparZnta which perhaps included 
Broach was conquered by NahapZna but laier on i t  was retaken by Gautamiputra 
Satakarni. But in the middle of the second century A.D. Rudradiman again 
occupied i t .  Ptolemy throws some light on the war for AparZnta. The district of 
Nasik guarded the passes on the road between Broach and Paithan. NahapZna 
between the years 41 and 46 occupied this. But this region was retaken i n  the 
18th regnal y.ear of Gautamiputra Sitakarni, and in the time of Pu!umZvi Viisish- 
thiputra who has been mentioned as Siri Ptolmaios by Ptolemy (VII. 1.82) i t  be- 
came a part of the SZtavZhana ernpire.3' 

Ptolemy does not include Nasik in his Ariake, which was indicative of the 
empire of Sri Pu!umZvi but places it in Larike or Lafa-L5tika. The capital of 
PujumZvi was Ozene or Ujjayini. Ptolemy also includes in his empire two places 
Tiagoures and Xerogerei. According to  Prof. Levi, Tiagoures could be identified 
with Chakor mentioned in the inscription of Gautamiputra and Setagiri of the ins- 
cription stands for Xerogerei of Ptolemy. Siritan is the same as Sirital of Ptolemy 
and Malayakron of Ptolemy (VII. 1.34) is said to have been situated on the Bay of 
Br0ach.3~ 

It  is worth noting here that the eastern limit of Larike started from Nasik 
and proceeded to Broach. There were other cities situated in its north-west. It 
seems that when in the beginning of the secoiid century A.D. Ptolemy's informers 
were in Ind'ia by that time Gautamiputra had not taken back Nasik from Chash- 
tana. After uprooting the Kshahariitas only within a short period Gautarniputra 
became the master of Ujjayini and thus regained the territory lost to Rudradznlan. 

In the Jain literature an account of the wars between NahapZna and the 
SZtavZhanas has survived. A story in the dva j j aka -ch~rn i3~  informs us that once 
upon a time Bharukachcllha was ruled by Nahavahana (NahapZna) and Pratish- 
thzna by ~ ~ l i v l h a n a  (Sltavihana). Both had big armies. NahavZhana who was very 
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rich made an announcement that for the head of every soldier of thc Sirtav~hana 
army he was prepared to pay a lakh. The soldiers of Saliv%haga often killed the 
men of NahavZhava but they did not receive any award for that. Every year 
S2liv'ahaqa attacked the territory of NahavZhana. Once upon a time !hliv%hana 
was advised by one of his ministers that to conquer his enemy he should take re- 
course to a strategy. The minister himself carried a load of agallochum to Broach. 
There he stayed in a temple and caused a rumour to float that he was banished by 
SZliv5hana. Hearing this NahavZhana took him in his favour and he advised the 
ruler to build temples, stupas, tanks, etc. and by doing so all his wealth was 
exhausted. Then he informed SzlivZhana that Nahavahana had no money to award 
his soldiers. Hearing this Salivghana attacked Broach and razed it to the ground." 

Whatever may be the truth in the story there is no doubt that Nahapana had 
constructed temples etc. His son-in-law UshvadPta distributed alms on the river 
VaranZs (the Banas river in Palanpur, Gujarat), PrabhPsa, Bharukachchha, 
Dahapura, Govardhana, SopZraga, etc. He built cells (ov3rakZ) and caves and 
water troughs for the benefit of the Buddhist monks. 

The Periplus (41) perhaps calls NahapZna as Nambanos; after Barake or  
Dwarka the rest of the Bay of Bharukachchha and the interior of Ariake was 
under the control of Nambanos. 

It  this way in the time of the Periplus, the kingdom of Nahapzna included 
most of Ariake and the coastal region of Kutch; the lower Sindh was under the con- 
trol of the Parthians.35 His capital was Minnagara (Periplrm 41) and Ujjayin~ was 
the capital of the interior part (Periplus 48). According to Ptolemy (VII. 1.6) it inclu- 
des Baithan (Paithan), Hippokoura and Balekouros and extended upto BanavZsr 
in north Kanara. The Dakhinabades of Ptolemy included all these regions. Accord- 
ing to Ptolemy the interior region, the sea coast extending from Sindh to Broach, 
whose capital was Ujjayini was called Larike. In this way pointing out the diffe- 
rence between Ariake and Larike Ptolemy shows that in his time changes appeared 
in the political geography of the country. 

We have mentioned above the name of Sandanes mentioned by the Periplus. 
After he had occupied Broach the Roman trade with Kalyan came to an end. 
According to Prof. Levi Sandanes could be derived from the Sanskrit Ckandana.8a 
In the Chinese B-uddhist literature the word Tchantain was used as an honorific of 
certain royal persons. In the Siitralamktira it has been specifically used for Kanishka. 
In GandhZra and Wakhan this honorific was used for the Kushana rulers.a7 After 
thorough investigation Prof. Levi reaches the conclusion that the Sandanes of the 
Periplus belonged to the Kushgna dynasty and probably he was Kanishka. It may 
also be noted here that the Tibetan historian TBrZnZtha places ChandanapZla just 
after Kanishka. This Chandanapala ruled over AparPnta where Sopara is situated. 
Exactly at this place Ptolemy places the capital of Ariake (Ptolemy VII. 1.6). As 
we have seen above in the A4ahiibltiirata the Rishikas or Yue-Chi have also been 
connected with the moon. Perhaps Kanishka got this honorific because he belonged 
to the Yue-Chi clan. 
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However, there are scholars who are of the opinion that as the enipire of 
Kariishka extended from the Indus to VSrZnasi, how his empire could have extended 
to the Deccan. Prof. Levi, however, has produced evidence that between 25-130 
A.D. the presence of the Yiie-Chis in the Deccan is proved. In his opinion, in the 
rime of the Peripliis one Chandana was tlie master of Broach and the Konkan. 
Ptolemy also indicates his presence in Ariake near Sopara. The Sandanes of the 
Periplus displaced one Saranges from the sea coast. The coastal region after Ariake 
was known as Andron Peiraton which was contiguous with the Dravida country 
frequented by the Andhra pirates. Even in the eighteenth century as well, this was 
the seat of the Angres whose pirate ships were source of headache to European 
shipping. 

It is not surprising that after Chandana had established his authority on 
Broach and Sopara tlie commerce of those ports had shifted to  Kerala where the 
port of Muziris grew in stature. Owing to the political and economic changes on 
the western sea-coast of India, the life of the people was also affected. From the 
political divisions given by Ptoleniy it is evident how the niercliants from Alexan- 
dria were facing tlie effects of those political turmoils on their trade. Prof. Levi is 
of the opinion that owing to the political changes in the country a section of the 
people were forced to migrate to  Indo-China and Indonesia. According to a 
Javanese tradition there were two kinds of people who migrated. From Gujnrat 
canie merchants and from the port of Kalinga came the Kalinga people. 

Ptolen~y (VII. 4.3) mentions Andhras in the term Cape Andrai Simoundon, 
which was situated on the western coast of Sri Lanka. Ptole~ny (VII. 4.1) further 
informs us that in ancient times Sri Lanka was named as Simoundon but in his 
time it was known as Salice. The base for Ptolemy's suggestion is Pliny (VI. 
24.4 ff).  Once Annius Plocarnus, a tax collector of the Ronlan empire, when he 
was touring the Red Sea then caught by the monsoon he reached Sri Lanka and he 
was asked to act as a Ronian Ambassador of Plodious (51-54 A.D.). Here lie came 
to know that the capital of Sri Lanka was Palaisimundous. Siniundous here indi- 
cates the sea. On this basis Andrai Siniu~idous means the Gulf of the Andhras. As 
Palaisimundous indicates the sea route to Malaya, similarly tlie word Andrai 
Simundous reminds us of Trisnmrrdriidlripnri, the title of the SBtav%hanas.aS 

We have seen above how the Satavahanas extended their power in the north, 
south and the west but, unfortunately, we do not know much about the Dravidian 
kingdoms in the south though ancient Tarnil poems make occasio~lal references to 
them. In very ancient times Tamilagnm or the Tamil country included the major 
portion of the present Tamil Nad. In the north its boundaries included the sea 
coast from Calicut to  Tirupati, in the east it extended to the Bay of Bengal, in the 
south to tlie Cape Comorin and in the west to Badagara, a little soutli to Mahi. In 
that period Kerala also formed a part of the Tamil empire. The Piindyas, the 
Cho!as and the Cheras ruled over different parts of the Tamil enipire. The PBvdya 
kingdom included thc major parts of the Madurai and Tinnevelli districts. In tlie 
first century A.D. southern Travancore was also included in it. In ancient 
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times its capilal was Kolki (on the Tamraparni river in the Tinnevelli district) and 
later on it was shifted to Madurai. The kingdom of the Cholas extended from the 
Pennar river on the eastern sea coast to Bellary and in the west upto Coorg. Its 
capital was Uraiyur (ancient Trichinopoly) and the port of Puh'ar or K'averipat- 
tinam situated on northern bank of the Kaveri river. KBfichi was also a famous 
town within the territory of the Cholas. The Chera or Kerala Pradesh included 
Travancore, Cochin and the districts of Malabar which once formed the part of the 
Madras presidency. The Kongu territory (Coimbatore district and the southern 
part of Salem district) which once had its separate existence later on merged with 
the Cho!a territory. Its capital at first was Vafiji (Tirukarur) situated on the 
Periyar river near Cochin but later on it shifted to Viiiijikalam (near the mouth of 
the Periyar river). This territory included some important commercial towns such 
as Tondai (five miles north of the Kilandi), Muchiri (near the north of the Periyar), 
Palaiyiir and Vakkarai (near Kottayam). 

Not much information is available about the history of Tamil Nad. Perhaps 
in the beginning of the Christian era the ChoIa kingdom was governed by Perunera- 
ki!!i and the Chera kingdom was governed by Nedunjeral-adan. They both died in 
war. The Chola kingdom was greatly developed in the time of KarikZla-grandson 
of Perunrrakilli. He defeated the joint forces of the Cheras and PPndyas and per- 
haps made KZveripat!iuan~ his capital. 

After the death of KarikZla the ChoIa empire received a great shock. 
Nedu.nuduki!!i once defeated the PBndyas and Cheras but later on after the 
destruction of Kiiveripattiliam and the revolt of his subjects he began losing the 
presence of his mind. However, he was rescued from all these calamities by the 
Chera Sengut\uvan. Till the time of Chera Senguttuvan, the Cheras had main- 
tained their power, but after being defeated by the PZndyas they were forced to 
see bad days. 

We h a ~ e  tried to survey the history of India in the early centuries of the 
Christian era which tells us that one of the causes of ceaseless war was the control 
of the land and sea routes of the sub-continent. In the later KushZna period the 
Grand Routes fro111 Peshawar to PZyaliputra and Tamralipti and from Mathura t o  
Banaras were partly controlled by the Yaudheyas, Maghas and Murundas. The 
Mathura-Ujjain-Broach route was controlled by the western Kshatrapas and they 
had to fight many a battle with the SZtavZhanas for its control. The ports on the 
western sea coast were controlled by the Kshatrapas, SZtavPhanas and Cheras and 
the ports on the eastern sea coast were controlled by the Kalingds, Cholas 
and PZndyas. How these multifarious authorities controlling the land and sea 
routes affected the trade of this country is difficult to say, but it is evident from 
the history of this country that in spite of political disunity the trade was not 
affected to any great extent. We will see in the sixth chapter that with the opening 
of the Red Sea by the Romans and the knowledge of the monsoon, the importance 
of Indian ports increased several-fold. Foreign merchants in search of spices, 
precious stones, textiles and other goods began visiting the couutry and Indian 
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merchants and adventurers in search of PI-ecious stones, gold, spices and aro~liatics 
s t a~ t ed  visiting Malaysia as never before. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TRADE BETWEEN INDIA AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE 

I N THE first two centuries of the Christian era there was considerable increase in 
the trade between India and Rome. The reason for this was the establishment 

of comparative peace by the Roman Empire which showed the way for new explo- 
rations and developments. The geographical importance of Arabia, the Asia Minor 
and north-eastern Africa serving as a chain for joining the West and Western Asia 
came into focus in this period. Roman mercliants in Western Asia strengthened 
their business with ample financial resources thus consolidating their influence. But 
in spite of this it is strange that during their commercial intercourse the Roman and 
Indian merchants seldom met. The intermediaries in their trade were the 
Alexandrian Greeks, Syrian Jews, Armenians, Arabs, Axumites and the Parthians 
controlling the Son~aliland and the land route leading to the East. 

Asia Minor aod Arabia may be regarded as the waistland of the land mass of 
Europe, Africa and Asia from which Italy and the sea coast of India are equidis- 
tant. 

Because of the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, the Mediterranean and the 
Indian Ocean came nearer to each other. The Red Sea is nearest to the Mediter- 
ranean and, therefore, it became a regular trade route with India. 

Asia Minor and Arabia connected the Mediterranean with India by the land 
routes as well. In this region we have seen the carriers of Indian goods and their 
owners proceeding to the West. On this route many cities were also founded 
which flourished on account of their trade. 

The Roman Empire was established in Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt, but 
Arabia was not under its control and the tribes of the Caucasus did not care for 
its orders. We have already discussed how the ~ a k a - ~ ~ t a v ~ h a n a s  and the Tamil 
States had established their authorities on the land routes and ports and though 
there were political turtnoils in their domains this did not affect the trade of the 
country. To encourage foreign trade Kanishka adopted the standard of the Roman 
gold coins for his own gold issues. This was necessary because in that period the 
Roman coinage served as an international currency. 

During the Ptolemy dynasty of Egypt Alexandria had turned into chief 
market for merchants from Europe, Asia and Africa. In the time of Augustus one 
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route tried to avoid the Red Sea as far as posible but the second route faced its 
difficulties and dangers. To catch the first route the merchants by the way of the 
Nile river reached Ke~ ia  and Keft. On the way to Kena they visited Port Mussel 
(Abu Shafar). By the way of Keft they reached Berenice, which was situated on 
Ras Benna on the way of U ~ i ~ m e l  Ketef. On this route travellers took their journey 
i n  the night and for their comfort these roads were provided with rest houses, 
armed guards and inns.' In the early centuries of the Christian era the importance 
of the Berenice route lay in the fact that it passed though the regions where emerald 
mines were situated. 

The ships sailing for seven days reached Heroopolit Gulf (Suez Gulf) where 
Ptolemy I1 had laid tlie foundation of Arisnoe. From there it reached Berenicz 
and the harbour of Mussel. Not knowing the secret of the monsoon merchant 
ships following the coast often reached Ras Fartak and then the mouth of the Indus. 
In the way they made stops at Adulis (modern Zeila) and Massowa for African 
cargo. After that stopping in the east of Muza (Moza) they reached Ocelis and 
then crossing the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb they reached the Indian Ocean. Here in 
the Somali markets of Aden and Socotra they met Indian merchants. After that 
the merchants trading with India stopped at Cane (Hisn Ghorab) and Moza (Khor 
Reiri) situated at I-Jadramaut. From there they sailed straight to the port situated 
at the mouth of the Indus known as Barbaricum whcre they received Chinese, 
Tibetan arid Indian cargoes. Then sailing on they reached Broach and from there 
they proceeded to  Muziris (Cranganore) and Nelcynda (Kottayam). After that in 
search of pearls they travelled to the PZngya country and Chola Mandalaaa 

The Yemenites, Nabataeans, Hi~nyars had their share in Indian trade and, 
therefore, they were greatly opposed to direct trade with India and Rome. On 
the Somali sea-coast i n  this age, the Arab-Africans had laid foundation to the 
Axumite Kingdom. Perhaps they prohibited Indians to proceed beyond Ocelis in 
the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb. These Axu~nites preferred to meet the Alexandrian 
Greeks at Adulis though there was a trade route between Abyssynia and 
Alexandria. In this region the Greeks, Arabs and travellers from India ~ t a y e d . ~  

Owing to the constant warfare between tlie ~ a k a s  and the Parthians the diffi- 
culties on the land route increased. In order to avoid them Augustus made arrange- 
ments for the protection of the sea routes. The Himyars and the Nabataeans 
created difficulties in this arrangement but after the knowledge of tlie monsoon 
there was no necessity for such arrangements. 

In the first chapter \ye have mentioned about the trade route which extended 
from Antioch to  Balkh and India. In the age of Augustus, the Roman merchants 
from Selucia reached Ctesiphon, then passing Assyria and Kurdistan they reached 
Media. From there reaching Behistan they took the route to the Caspian Sea near 
Teheran. From here the route passing Heactompylos near Jirln approached 
Margian Antioch. From there the route was bifurcated. On leaving the Hindukush 
one route joined the Chinese silk route and the second turned towards India. The 
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Rcman traders made little use of these routes. According to Pliny and Ptolemy 
the route turning east to Merv reached Samarkand and thencrossed the Oxus. 
Another route proceeded from Merv to Balkh and from there to Tashkurghan which 
was the meeting place of the routes from India, the Oxus valley, Khotan and 
Yarkand. From here passing the Yarkand valley the route proceeded to Singan. 
The entire route was divided into four hundred stages. 

For entering India from Balkh the Hindukush had to be crossed. After that 
passing Kabul, Peshawar, Taxila and Mathura the route proceeded to P~taliputra.  
But those merchants who transacted business with Indian merchants only, they, 
taking the Grand Route turned to the south of Merv, thereafter by easy marches 
they reached Herat and from there proceeded to Kandhar. From Kandhar there 
were three routes to India viz. I) south-eastern route which crossing the mountains 
entered India through the Bolan or Mula pass, 2) north-eastern route which 
passing through Kabul joined the silk route and 3) the Lasbela route which either 
following the river o r  the sea routes reached the Bay of Sonmiani and from there 
proceeded by the land or sea route to India.' 

From those land routes at least in :the time of Augustus several Indian 
embassies reached Rome. At least four such embassies are mentioned in the Latin 
literature, namely 1) the embassy from Puru country (the territory between the 
Jhelum and Beas) took with it to Rome serpents, monals, tigers and a letter written 
in Greek language, 2) the embassy from Broach was accompanied by a Buddhist 
monk named Germanos, 3) an embassy from the Chera country. It was reported 
in Rome that at Muziris (Cranganore) was built a temple in honour of Augustus 
and 4) an embassy from the PZngya country brought with it precious stones, 
pearls and an e l e ~ h a n t . ~  We know that in the time of Augustus commercial 
relations between India and Rome grew but in this the balance of trade was in 
favour of India from the very beginning and as a result of this Roman gold 
poured into the country. 

I t  is evident from the Latin literature that from the very beginning of the 
Roman Empire the price of Indian goods was settled in Roman gold coins. It is 
also known that the Indian tiger, lion, rhinoceros, elephant and serpents were 
brought to Rome for circus shows. The Ronlans also liked Indian parrots, Indian 
fowls, Indian ivory and tortoise shells which were used for making ornaments and 
inlaying furniture. The Roman women wore Indian and Persian Gulf pearls. Herbs 
and spices also formed a very important part of the Indian commerce. Pepper, 
lycium, costus, bdellium, sugar and agaru were exported. We are also informed 
that the Ron~ans used sesame oil in their food. Indigo was used as a colour. 
Cotton cloths were used as articles of wear and from ebony wood were fashioned 
furniture. Rice was regarded as an article of food and Indian lime, peach and 
some other fruits were used as articles of medicine. Many kinds of precious and 
semi-precious stones such as diamond, onyx, sardonyx, agate, carnelian, crystal, 
amethyst, opal, cat's eye, ruby, turquoise, garnet, etc. had very large demand i n  
Ronie. Rome had to pay for all these precious articles in gold that meant a great 
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strain on its finnnces. Tiberius tried to stop this drain of Ronian gold but wit11 no 
success.6 

Afler tlie discovery of the nlonsoon, a voyagc from Italy to India took 
sixtccn ~rceks. The ships sailed from Musscl harbour (Ras Abu Sonier) at the wititcr 
equinox. When tlie north westerly wind blew favouring travel to Africa and South 
Arabia, travellers for India and Sri Lanka started their voyage in July because 
crossing thc Red Sea before tlic first Septe~nber they got favourable nionsoon wind 
~ l i i c l i  took tlieni to [lie Arabian Sea with casc. 

The writer of the Peripllts took a ship for India which must have bee11 an 
ordinary ship, provided with a lateen sail on the mast-yard. In  the Indian seas time 
scliedule had to be observed strictly because shipping in that period depended upon 
the trade winds. Ships pushed onward when their sails were filled witli air. At 
that time the use of helm was not very essential. It was located between the prow 
and the stem. The helmsman sat on a platforni on tlie stem. After Hippalus had 
discovered tlie monsoon wind i t  also influenced~ the use of helm. In the nlonsooli 
wind tlie helni was used a little off the direction of the wind and because of this 
the sliip not sailing straight turned to the south. Sailing the ship in this way 
clependcd on tlie careful manipulation of the helni and the movement of the sail.' 

Ronian merchants started on their voyage from Myos Hornios or  Berenice 
(Peripllrs 3). This port in the first century A.D. was famous for the eastern 
cornnierce of Egypt. From there the ship sailed to Berber country i n  North Africa 
(Peripllrs 4). From there tlie sliip reached Adulis where the port of Massowa is 
situated and which acts as a natural port for Abyssinia and the Sudan. In tlie 
interior of that territory a city named Coloe was famous for its trade in ivory. Froni 
here the ship sailcd to the Bay of Opian wliicli is now identified with Haukil Bay 
situated i n  the north of Ras Hanfila. Fro111 here obsidian was exported to Italy 
and Portugal arid i t  was used in making glass. 

In the above countries Egyptian linen, textiles from Arsione, ordinary dyed 
cloth, linen counterpanes with double fringes, crystal glass, cups ~nade  of agate or 
carnelian called Murrhine, iron, brass and flexible sheets of copper were available. 
Besides these articles they exportcd axes, swords, vessels, coins, some wine and 
olive oil. 

Ariaca or the Gulf of Canibay cxported to tlie ports of the Red Sea, India11 
stcel, clotlis, belts, skin mats, cotton, monoche, r~~olochirte or ~nallow cloth, tortoise 
shells and rhinoceros horns (Periplus 6). 

From tlie Bay of Haukil the Arabian Gulf turncd towards the sca and Avalites 
situated on its shore is identified with Zeila situated 79 miles from Bab-el-Mandeb. 
This place exported flint glass, sour grape juice fro111 Thebes, a particular 
kind of cloth i n  detna~id by the Berbers, wheat, wine, and t i n .  From here were 
exported to Ocelis and Muza ivory, tortoise shells and little quantity of riiyrrli and 
bdellium. Siti~ated at il distance of eighty miles from Avalitcs Mnlao in Somnli- 
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land (Berber Port) where t i l l  rece~ltly caravans made journeys for trade with the 
interior, exported myrrh and bdellium. 

Sailing from Malao the ship reached Mundus which is identified with Bandar 
Hais. After sailing for two or three days from Mundus the ship reached Mosyllum 
(Ras Hantara). This place carried a prosperous trade in cinnamon. After that 
passing Tokwina (Little Nile) and the Cape Elephant (Ras Fil) it reached Acannae 
(Bandar Ululah) A f ~ e r  that came the Cape of Spices identified with the Bay of 
Guardafui. There was a danger involved in casting anchor here and, therefore, the 
ship caught in storm reached Tabae (Ras Chenarif). From here the ship sailed to 
Panao (Ras Binn) and it was thus able to save itself against south western mon- 
soon. After this place i t  reached Opone (Ras Hafun) which is situated at a dis- 
tance of 90 miles from Guardafui. 

The above ports imported from Ariaka and Barygaza wheat, rice, ghee and 
sesame oil, wine, cotton cloth, belts, etc. (Periplus 14). Indian sllips carrying cargo 
there exchanged their goods at Cape Guardafui. Some of them sailed along the 
shore and some proceeded to the west. According to the Periplus (25) Ocelis at 
the mouth of the Red Sea was the last station for exchanging goods because beyond 
this port the Arabs did not allow the Indians to proceed, but most of the trade bet- 
ween India and Guardafui was in the hands of the Indian merchants. A part of 
the business was conimanded by the Arabs and in the first century A.D. some of 
the Alexandrian Greeks also shared in the Indian commerce.* 

After Opone in the south was situated Azania (Al-tabir). After the sandy 
banks came small sandy plains (sef) and after that came the sandy banks of 
Azania. Sailing on came Sarapion (Mogadishu) and Nicon (Barawa). The nomen- 
clature Azania has survived in modern Zanzibar which could have derived from 
zang=black and bar=sea-coast. As we shall see later on perhaps this region was 
called i n  Sanskrit Gangana and Apara-gangana. After Azania came the island of 
Pyralae (modern Patta, Manda and Lamu). Behind these islands lay a safe sea 
route. After this the ship reached Ausanitic coast which derived its nomenclature 
from Ausan district in south Arabia. On the same coast was situated Menuthias 
(Monifia) from there ships sailed to Rhapta which identifies with modern Kilwa. 
The Arab sailors had full knowledge of this sea coast. 

After Opolie most of the trade was under the control of Muza whose port 
Massaria was situated on the Red Sea. To purchase Indian goods the Roman mer- 
chants did not colile to this port but proceeded to Aden or Dioscordia (Socotra) 
where they met the Alexandrian Greek, Indian and Arab merchants. The Roman 
lnerchants while returning from India only made a very short stop at Mocha which 
was the chief centre of Arab merchants who sent their ships to Bharukachchha 
(Periplus 21). From here sweet rush and bol was exported." 

After Moclia crossing the strait of Bab-el-Mandcb the ships reached Diodorus 
(Pc~.im island). After that came the Bay of Ocelis (a Bay situated to the north of 
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the pronlontory of Sheikh Sayyid) which pr.ojects from the west of Arabia and is 
separated from Perim by a narrow passage. Indian sailors did not proceed beyond 
this port. The ships however proceeding to Endnemon, Arabia or modern Aden. 
The port of Aden was very famous in ancient time for its eastern trade. From here 
cargo was loaded on the ships sailing for the Mediterranean. After Aden the ships 
proceeded to Cana (Hisn Ghorab). After the discovery of the monsoon by Hippalus 
ships often avoided Cana. Those travellers who sailed at the end of the shipping 
season, spent their winter at Muza. Aden and Muza were chief centres of trade in 
bdellium which came here from Hadramaut which was known as the country 
bdellium. They also traded in storax and olive juice. 

After Cana came the gulf of Sachalites which is now identified with the sea 
coast between Ras-el-Kalb and Ras Fartak. After that the ships passing Syagrus 
(Ras Fartak) reached Dioscordia (Socotra). Scholars find in this name the name of 
the Egyptian god Hor or Khor and it is possible that in the Khuram2li Samudra of 
the Supparake Jataka Khura may be equated with Hor or Khor. Socotra from 
about the time of Abraham was the chief centre of international trade. Here the 
Egyptian merchants met merchants from Arabia, Africa, the Gulf of Cambay and 
the Rann of Kutch.la 

After Socotra the ships came to Omana (the gulf of Kamar), Muza port 
(Khor-Reiri), the island of Zenobia (Kuria Muria), Serapis (Masira island) finally 
reaching Calaei island (Dainianiat) situated to the north west of Muscat. 
The name of Calaei has survived in modern Kalhat port. From here ships sailed to 
Apologus (Obulla port situated on the Euphrates) and passing Ommana (perhaps 
Al-mukabber) it reached the Persian Gulf. The ports in the Persian Gulf imported 
from India copper, sandalwood, teakwood, salwood and ebony. Passing the Persian 
Gulf the ships sailed to the Gulf of Gedrosia which extends from Ras Nu to Cape 
Monze and then crossing it reached Orae or  the Gulf of Sonmiani. From here they 
sailed to Barbaricum, the port on the Sindh river which is now completely silted. 

Before discussing the Indian ports it is necessary to know some facts about 
the trade of the Red Sea. A notable point in this trade was that the Arab and the 
Somali merchants with a transit understanding among themselves did not allow 
Indian ships to enter the Red Sea and, therefore, they did not sail beyond Ocelis. 

But very soon the Arab and Somali merchants had to face the con~petition of 
the Abyssinian and Roman merchants with the result that shipping through the 
Red Sea was opened up to everybody and very soon Indian merchants reached the 
ports of Adulis and Alexandria straight. At least it is evident from the Mnlinda- 
PraSna that Indian sailors had full knowledge of Alexandria.   he Grecian 
lnerchants of the Roinan Empire sailed straight to India and their ships hardly 
stopped in the Arab ports. They only made stops at Ocelis and after filling their 
ships with fresh water sailed straight to  India. The western monsoon blowing 
behind drove the ships straight to the mouth of the Indus. The port of Barbaricunl 
was perhaps situated in the middle of the seven mouths of the river. Perhaps this 
port was named after the BZvarias who are still found in Saurashtra. 
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We know fi-on the Periplus (39) that the port of Barbaricum imported a 
great deal of thin clothing, figured linen, topaz, coral, storax, frankincense, 
vessels of glass, silver, gold plates and a little wine. On the other hand from this 
port were exported costus, bdellium, lycium, nard, turquoise, lapis-lazuli, seric 
skins, cotton cloth, silk yarn and indigo. 

After Barbaricum ships sailed to  Bharukachchha. The north western part of 
India according to  the Periplus was Ariaka and according to the Ptolemy Larike. 
We have examined before the political and geograpliical conditions of these 
regions. The Rann of Kutch was known to Alexandrian Greeks as Eirinon 
which seems to be the Greek form of the Sanskrit irina. Like today, the water 
of the Rann was very shallow aad ships had great difficulty in crossing it because 
of the shifting sands. In order to safeguard themselves against the Gulf of Baraca 
(Dwarka) ships sailed outside it, but if perchance they were drawn inside into the 
gulf, they were lost, for the waves were high and very turbulent, and the sea was 
tumultuous and foul, with eddies and rushing whirlpools. The bottom of some 
places was abrupt. At plzces it was so rocky and sharp, the anchor could not 
catch the bottom and even if it did, it was quickly cut off. 

The Gulf of Broach was very narrow and at its mouth was a long narrow 
submarine rock. As the banks were low it was very difficult to navigate ships in 
the river (Periplus 43). 

To sail the ships against these difficulties the fishermen in the king's service 
stationed at the very entrance of the gulf using large boats called trappaga and 
cotjmba went as far as the coast of Saurashtra from where they piloted ships to 
Bharukachchha. They took them straight from the mouth of the Bay between the 
shoals with their crews and then towed them to fixed stations going up at  the begin- 
ning of the flow tide and lying there t i l l  the ebb tide at anchor in the basins. These 
basins were deeper spots i n  the river as far as Bharukachchha. Because of these 
difficulties the entrance and departure of ships were very dangerous for those who 
had no experience of the port and who came there for the first time. For the rush 
of waters at the incoming tide was irresistible and the anchors could not hold 
against it. The result was that the ships caught by its force turned broadside and 
so driven on the shoals were wrecked. Even smaller boats overturned. The account 
given by the Periplrrs of the Rann of Kutch and the Gulf of Cambay and Broach 
has to be augmented further. The sandy desert of the R a m  of Kutch is 140 miles 
long and sixty miles wide. During the rainy season the sea water enters it 
through the channels and leaves a sheet of water three feet deep, but because the 
Rann has a plain level the camel caravans could cross it in all seasons. These 
caravans for fear of very hot sun and mirages travelled in the night and for finding 
the right direction took help of the stars and the compass. In the historical times 
Kutch was an important centre of sea trade. Till recently the port of Mandvi 
situated in the south of Kutch carried on trade with Zanzibar. 

The Peripllu also informs us about the geographical formation of the Bay of 
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Broach. The promontory of Popica is identified with the Gopinalh point and 
Baeones with Piram islands on the mouth of the Narmada which is covered with 
sand around which rises the stony reef sixty to seventy feet high.13 

Bharukachchha imported wine preferably Italian also Laodicean and 
Arabian; copper, tin and lead; coral and topaz; muslin and inferior sorts of cloth; 
bright coloured girdles, patkas on orbit wide, storax, sweet clover, flint glass, realgar 
and antimony, gold and silver coins which yielded profit were exchanged for the 
money of the country and ointment in a small quantity but not very costly. The 
foreign merchants brought for the use of the king very costly vessels of silver 
trays, beautiful girls for the harem, quality wines, thin clothing of finest weaves 
and the choicest ointments. The port exported spikenard, costus, bdellium, ivory, 
agate and carnelian, lycium, cotton cloth of all kinds, silk cloth, mallow cloth, 
yarn, long pepper and other atticles brought to the port from various lnarket 
towns of India (Periplus 49). 

Bharukachchha had very intimate trade relations with Paithan the capital of 
the SBtavZhanas and Tagara (Ter) a famous town in the Deccan. The journey 
between Broach and Paithan took twenty days and from there Tagara could be 
reached in another ten days. One route started from Masulipattinam and the 
second from Vinnukonda. Both these routes met in the south-east of Hyderabad 
and then this route passing Ter, Paithan and Daulatabad reached Markind 
(Ajanta Hills). From here started a very difficult journey on the Western Ghat 
which traversing a distance of 100 miles reached Broach. This was the famous 
route of the SBtaviihana empire which naturally terminated at Kalyan.14 As we 
have seen above when the Kshatrapas invested Kalyan then this trade route was 
forced to turn and proceed to Broach. According to the Periplus (51) Paithan and 
Ter sent out a large quantity of carnelian, various kinds of muslin and mallow 
cloth. 

Besides Barygaza near about ports of Suppara (Sopara) and Calliena were 
situated. In  the time of the Periplus Kalyan was perhaps under the control of the 
Kshatrapas and, therefore, the prohibition of any trade from this port. Those 
Greek ships which cast anchor here were often put under arrest and sent to Broach 
(Periplus 53). After Calliena came Semylla (Chaul to the south of Bombay), 
Mandagora (Bankot on the mouth of the Savitri river), Palaepatmae (modern 
Dabhol), Melizigara (modern Jaigarh), Togarum (Devgarh) and A1;rannoboas 
(Malvan) followed by the island called Sesecrienae (perhaps the rocks of Vengurla) 
and Aegidi (Goa or Anjidvipa). After that came Canaetae (perhaps oyster rocks) 
situated off the west of Karwar sea-coast and Chersonesus (Karwar); these ports 
were always in fear of pirates. After them came the White Island followed by 
Naura (Cannanore or Honvar) which was the first lnarket and Tyndis (Ponnani) 
which was the first port in Tamilagam called Damrica. The famous port of Muziris 
in Kerala is identified with Cranganore and Nelcynda with the port near Kottayam 
(Periplus 53). In Muziris the Arab and Greek ships loaded with cargo cast anchor. 
This port was situated at a distance of fifty miles from Tyndis (Tundi), at the mouth 
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of a river. Nelcynda was situated at a distance of fifty miles from Muziris in the 
kingdom of the PZngyas. 

After Nelcynda came Bacare which is identified with Porkad near Alleppy. 
Here the ships dropped down on the outward voyage to take on their cargoes; 
because the river was full of shoals and the market towns were situated in the 
interior (Periplrrs 55) .  In these ports they received large ships carrying great quan- 
tities of pepper and malabathrum. They also received in bulk coins, topaz, muslin 
in small quantity, figured linen, antimony, coral, crude glass, copper, tin, lead, small 
quantity of wine, realgar and orpiment and wheat for sailors. These port towns 
exported pepper which was produced in that region, pearls, ivory, silk cloth, 
spikenard, malabathrum and semi-precious stones of all kinds, diamond and sap- 
phire and tortoise shell. Ships from Egypt came to this region in the month of 
July (Periplus 56) .  

Before the Periplus the ships proceeding from Aden and Cana followed the 
sea coast. Hippalus was perhaps the first pilot who inquired about the situation of 
the ports and the seas and how the sailors could take up a straight course in the 
sea. Therefore, the south western wind was named after Hippalus. From that 
time ships proceeding to Damarica via Cana and the Cape of Spices sailed a little 
off from the direction of the wind. The ships proceeding to Broach and Sindh 
sailed a t  three days distance from the coast, and from there, following the favour- 
able wind, they sailed straight to Tamilkam (Periplus 57) .  

Cherabothra or Kerala exported large quantities of black pepper. At one 
time Kerala extended from Cape Comorin to the Karwar point, but in the time of 
the Periplus its northern part had slipped out of the hand of the Cheras and its 
southern part had been occupied by the Pgngyas. Therefore, Kerala at that time 
consisted of the former Malabar, Cochin and northern Travancore. Tyndis was 
its northern point, but its most important port was Muziris. In this port the Roman 
and Arab ships exchanged Indian goods with Roman goods. They also made 
transactions in cash. According to Pliny, early merchants coming to Kerala trans- 
acted their business by sign language. It  is also said that a temple was erected here 
in honour of Augustus. In the south of Muziris the ships of Nelcynda cast anchor 
at Porkad. In the time of the Periplus Nelcynda was within the power of the 
PBndyas and it may be due to the intention of the PZngyas to again the monopoly 
of the pepper trade. Pliny further informs us that those Greek merchants who 
reached Nelcynda were informed by the PZngyas that the supply of pepper at 
Muziris was much less than they expected. 

The Pzndya kingdom at that time was confined to Madura, Tinnavelly and 
part of Travancore. The Gulf of Mannar was once famous for its pearl fishery its 
famous centre being Colchoi (situated on the mouth of the Tamraparni river). 
Criminals were employed for pearl fishery. It seems that the writer of the Periplus 
did not proceed beyond Nelcynda because its accounts of the ports beyond Nelcynda 
are confused. 
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After this the Periplus nlentions a mountain which could be identified wit11 
Varakallai or Anzengo Rocks on the sea coast of Pyrrhon. After that appeared 
Paralia. The region extending from Cape Comorin was also a place of pilgrimage 
at  that time. People came here to take holy bath and lead a pious life (Periplrrs 
58-59). In Tarnilkam the Cholas were most powerful and their empire extended 
from the Periar river to Nellore and Puddukottai and in the south up to the Vaigai 
rives. Its capital Aragaru ( U r a i y ~ r )  which was destroyed in the seventh century 
was a part of Trichonopoly and was famous for its fine ~nuslin. The Palk Strait was 
famous for its pearl fishery. The most important port of the Cho!a Mandala was 
Kgveripaftinaln or Puhar which was situated at the mouth of the northern branch 
of the Kaveri. Among the other ports of the Cho!a ManGala were Poduce 
(Pondicherry) and Sopatma. The recent excavations at Arikamedu near Pondi- 
cherry have yielded evidences that in the first century A.D. it was a flourishing port. 
Sopatma has been identified with Sopattinam of the Tamil literature and it could 
perhaps be identified with Marakanam now situated between Madras and Po ndi- 
cherry." In these ports the rafts known as sangara plied. The ships sailing from 
the mouth of the Ganga to Suvarnadvipa were known as C ~ l a n d i a . ' ~  

There was close trade relation between South India and Rome which is 
supported by the finds of many Roman coins in that region. These coins were not 
used as a currency but for their metal value only. The excavations of Virampatnam 
near Pondicherry have yielded evidence that this port imported, from a strange 
land situated at  a distance of 5000 miles, wine, glass and engraved gems. As at 
Puhiir there was a small colony of foreigners. Then Poduca of the Periplus and 
Poduca emporium of Ptolemyl0 is Pondicherry. 

The snngar raft was made of single logs tied together. The outriggers were 
made of sawn tiniber. These two boats were joined together with a cabin. A boat 
named jangar still plies on the sea coast of Kerala (Periplus 60). Perhaps sangar is 
derived from Sanskrit sarighata. The Jaina Aitgavijja mentions one of the kinds of 
boats as sanghaCaw. 

Colandia is perhaps of Malayali origin. Rajendralal Mitra, however, derives 
this word from Sanskrit k ~ l n n t a r a p o t a . ~ ~  Perhaps these big ships sailed from 
Korkai to foreign countries. 

The sturdy construction of these two masted ships plying on the Chola 
Mavdala is evident from some of the coins of Sri Yajfia S'itakarni. The appearance 
of a chankshell and a fish along the ship symbolises the sea. This sllip raked at 
both ends is provided with riggings and sails-Fig. 5 (two on the r ig l~ t ) .~ '  Perhaps 
such types of coins were struck at a later date and the ships appearing on 
tlleln could be compared to the niausala boats on the sea coast of Madras. The 
bottom of these ships was made of planks sewn together by coconut fibre and it is 
flat and caulked with tar. This primitive boat is able to withstand the lashings of 
the waves better than even the bigger ships. The Peripllrs did not know much 
about Sri Lanka. It was, however, known as Palaesimundu and also raprobane. 
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It exported pearls, precious stones, muslin and tortoise shells (Periplus 61). Pliny 
(VI .  22.24) has given a good account of the shipping of Sri Lanka. According to 
him the sea betwcen India and Sri Lanka was shallow and at places its depth' was 
not more than fifteen feet, but at places it was so deep that it was difficult to cast 
anchor there. Therefore, the ships plying in this region had both stem and stern 
fashioned in such a way so that it was not necessary for them to turn in narrow 
waters. The ships weighed 3000 amphora. The sailors while taking their ships to 
Taprobane did not follow the stars for direction as they could not see the polar 
star. For navigatio~i they took with them some birds which were released from 
time to time to reach the land. The season of shipping lasted for only four months. 
These ships did not sail for hundred days after the winter equinox which was their 
winter (the south west monsoon blows from June to October only). 

It is evident that in the first century A.D. the method of travel indicated above 
must have been undertaken by only a limited number because according to the Bud- 
dhist Sanskrit literature which could be placed in the early centuries of the Christian 
era the pilots piloted their ships with the help of the stars. 

The Periplus has mentioned only summarily the cities and ports after the 
Chela Mangala (Periplus 62). He draws our attention to Masalia or Masulipattinam 
and informs us that it was famous for its fine muslin. Dosarene (Tosali) or Orissa 
was famous for its trade in ivory. 

The Periplus (63-65) also gives us some information about the country lying 
beyond the: mouth of the Ganga. By the Gangetic country the Periplus perhaps 
means Tamluk and some other parts of Bengal especially Hooghly. To this region as 
well China and the Himalayas exported silk goods and malabathrum. It also manu- 
factured fine muslin. From here were exported to Suvarnadvipa tortoise shells. 
Lying to the north of the Gangetic plain are mentioned China and Thinae perhaps 
Nanking. From here by the sea and land routes were exported silk and malabath- 
rum. But very few Chinese merchants came to this country, in their place Besatae 
who were perhaps Kirztas brought once a year from China malabathrum and sold 
it silently near Gangtok. 

It is evident from the above account that in the first century A.D. Indian 
shipping had very much developed. In ancient times Indian ships sailed to Malaya, 
east Africa and the Persian Gulf beyond which they could not proceed owing to 
the restraints put by the Arabs. In the first century A.D., with the permission of 
the Kshatrapas, some big ships sailed to the Persian Gulf. From the north western 
sea-coast of India ships sailed to north eastern Africa upto the point of Guardafui 
and transacted business there. But even for that they had to take permission 
of the Arabs and Axumites. Upto this century the Arabs were the monopolists of 
the western trade and, therefore, they did not allow Indian merchants beyond 
Ocelis though Axumites allowed them the use of this "port. They were, however, 
free to sail on the Indian sea-coasts. From Barygaza some big ships sailed to 
Apologus and Ommana and some ships sailed to the port of Somaliland and Adulis. 
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The sailors of cotymba and trappaga ships sailing upwards from Broach escorted 
foreign ships to that port. In Sindh cargo was loaded from the port of Barbaricum. 
The goods from Tamil Nad for foreign countries were loaded in the ports of Cochin, 
but some Alexandrian ships reached Nelcynda. In the seas of Sri Lanka ships of 
thirty-three tons sailed and, therefore, the voyage between the mouth of the Ganga 
and Sri Lanka was very much reduced (Pliny 11. 8.2). Ships sailed regularly on 
the Choia Mangala. From the sea-coast of Kerala ships sailed to the ports of 
Camara, Poduce and Sopatma. To the north of the Chela Magdala in the domain 
of the SZtavZhanas two masted ships sailed. Further north Tamluk was known for 
its heavy shipping. 

In this age Alexandrian Greek ships were fairly large and were provided with 
armed guards. However, a time came when Indian states not only stopped the armed 
foreign boats coming to the Indian sea coast, but also issued orders that a foreign 
merchant could send only one ship to India." After the issue of this order Egyp- 
tian merchants also began constructing very large ships which used seven sails. 
Their ships weighing 200 to 300 tons could also carry a large number of passengers. 
This kind of Egyptian boat has been represented in one of the sculptures of 
Palmyra; it is equipped with sails, masts, decks, cabin, and oars (PI. I a). Scholars 
are of the opinion that this ship represents a type of ship sailing between India and 
Mesopotamia and a figure standing on its stem perhaps represents a merchant.21 

As the trade relations between Egypt and India developed many Roman citi- 
zens began settling down in this country. In a Roman Papyrus of the first cen- 
tury A.D. the letter of a woman named Indicon appears which she had written to  
her friend. This Indicon was perhaps the wife of some Alexandrian Greek settled 
in India. The Greeks settled in Tamil Nad were not true Romans but Roman 
subjects. The trade between Rome and India was carried through the intermedia- 
ries such as Alexandrian Greeks, Syrians and Jewish merchants and some of them 
had settled in India. From the excavations at Virampatnam near Pondicherry it is 
evident that this port had perhaps a sort of a colony of the Roman merchants. 

After the discovery of the monsoon how lndian shipping developed is not 
known. But one thing is certain that Indian merchants in order to export cinna- 
mon to east Africa began building larger ships. After the establishment of the 
Roman empire there was a great improvement in the commerce of this country. 
As we shall see later on even in the Indian literature of that period chief ports 
extending from China to Alexandria have been mentioned. After the discovery of 
the monsoon the trade monopoly of the Arabs broke down and many Indians began 
sailing to Egypt. In the time of Vespasian, Dion Chrysostom saw in the port of 
Alexandria Indian merchants with other foreign merchants. He further informs 
us that he heard many strange stories about India from those Indian merchants 
who came to Egypt. They were looked down by their fellow countrymen. It seems 
that even in that age people believed in the Gautama DharmasUtra, which forbids 
sea voyage. An inscription found in the temple of Pan at Benenice near Rhodesia 
informs us that there was an Indian traveller named Subzhu who sailed between 
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lndia and Alexandria. But in Rome proper except for envoys, slaves, muhaours and 
acrobats no other Indian 

The changes in the Indian trade routes iu the second century A.D. have been 
indicated by Ptolemy. He informs us about the countries occupied by the Kushigzs 
in north western India. He mentions the seven mouths of the Indus. Patala also 
existed by that time but the markets of Barbaricum had shifted to Monoglosson. 
After that the names of the cities in the interior are mentioned including Mathura 
and eighteen cities of Kashmir. The Gangetic valley is scarcely touched because 
the Roman travellers had not reached there. Ptolemy also describes the western 
sea-coast and informs us that Semylla (Chaul) was no longer an ordinary market 
but like Broach it became an emporium (pu[nbheduna). The reason for this may 
be the increase in cotton trade. At that time Chashtana exercised authority 
on nine cities in the interior. His capital was at Ujjain and perhaps Alexandrian 
traders reached that city. A group of seven other cities which included Paithan 
and Tagara was within the domain of PulumPvi 11 (circa 138-170 A.D.). 
The cave inscriptions of Nasik inform us that some of them were donated 
by Ramanakas. The Greek merchants might have reached beyond Sardonyx 
mountains (Rajpippala) and the diamond mines.a6 

Ptolemy also mentions about the pirates of the Konkan and many cities in 
that region. Nitra (Pigeon Island) was a big port. I t  seems that the fear of the 
pirates, who in the time of the Periplus extended their activities from Kalyan to 
Ponnani river, had perhaps stopped in the time of Ptolemy but we cannot be 
sure about this. Ptolemy also mentions the states in Tamilkam. It is evident 
from him that in the second century A.D. Muziris was the only lawful port of 
Kerala. Nelcynda and Bacare no longer enjoyed their former position. Tyndis 
had survived only in the form of a city. In the group of the cities Punnati (perhaps 
a place near Seringapattnam or Kittur) was the chief source of beryl. Carcura 
which was once known as Vanji or Karvur is now identified with Karvur near 
Cranganore. It was the capital of the Cheras in the time of Ptolemy. It  seems 
that the beryl mines of Coimbatore in Tamil Nad were open equally for every- 

We can make a guess that the Cheras had the monopoly of the pepper trade; 
the PBy$yas were the monopolists of pearl trade and the Cholas of beryl and mus- 
lin. According to Ptolemy the domain of the PZnGyas was a small one and on its 
sea coast were two ports Elancoros or Elancon (Quilon) and Colchi. Their capital 
was Cottiara (Kottaru) and they exercised their control over the Cape Comorin. 
Their biggest city was Madura.'" According to Ptolemy after the Cape Comorin 
and the Bay of Calligicon (the Gulf of Calimere) :he Romans and Alexandrian 
Greeks sailed frequently on the eastern sea coast of India, but at that time tlie 
Cholas were on the decline. Their capital was at  Orthura (Uraiyor). Ptolemy 
observes that the Cholas at that time were on the run. Perhaps this might have 
been due to  the occupation by the Pan$yas of the sea coast of Uraiyar and the Palk 
strait where pearl fisheries were located. According to Ptolemy the Cho!a ports 
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were Nicanla (Nagapattinam), Chabcris (K5verlpattrnam), Saburas (Cuddalore), 
Poducc (Pondichcrry), and Malanga (Krishnapattinam). On the sea coast ports 
controlled by the Sztaviihanas werc Maisolia (Masulipattinam), Kontakossyla 
(Ghantasala) and Alosygne (Koringa). Ptolemy also knew about many cities of 
Andhram2@ 

He also mcntions many cities of the Bay of Bengal. But among them Paloura 
(Dantapura), the capital of Kalif~ga and Tilogrammon are cities but not ports. 
Plolemy placcs Paloura to the north of tlie apheterium (srr~nudrriprtrsrhanaparrarram) 
at the niouth of the Ganga and from there ships leaving the coast sailcd to the 
deep scas. According to Sylvain Levi Paloura or Dantapura was situated i n  the 
ncighbourhood of Chicacole and Kalingapattinam. Ptolemy does not describe 
the sea coast beyond the Krishna river bccause leaving the mouth of Maisolia 
(Krishna River) the ships sailcd straight to the ports of Orissa. 

The Adamas river is identified with the Sank branch of the Suvarnarekha or 
Brahninni rivcr which yielded diamonds t i l l  the Muglial period. Sabarae (perhaps 
Sambhalpur) also yiclded diamonds and also exported malabathrum, nard, muslin, 
silk and pearls. Perhaps the Grcek merchants came here for busincss. Ptolemy 
mcntions ninctcen cities i n  this region in which Gangc (Tamluk) and Palibothra 
(Pataliputra) werc thc chicf.a1 

Ptolemy gives a good account of Sri Lanka which he calls Salikc. He tells us 
that it exported ricc, dry gingcr, honey, sugar, beryl, sapphire, gold and silver. At 
that time Sri Lanka had two ports namely Moduton (Kokelay) and Tarakhoi 
(Manar). Before I'toleniy vcry few Roman travellers reached Sri Lanka. After 
Ptolemy Ihc trade relations between Rome and India ceased to be direcl. But wc 
arc informed by Cosmas lnclikoplcustes that in the sixth century A.D. Sri Lanka 
had bccomc tlic chicf ceritrc for the Indian sea trade. 

I3cfore completing the story of thc sea tradc bctwcen India and Rome we would 
likc to  point out the dangers lurking in the dcep scas. The danger of cyclonc 
for ships was evcr present ;~nd  the sailors also fcnrcd sharks and othcr aquatic 
animals. I'li~ly ( IX .  2) also supports this vicw. I-Ic describes tlic swordfish and 
thc ccls in the Indian Ocean. Tliesc animals came out during the rainy season and 
even tlic ships of Alexander hod to face tliem. No amount of shouting drovc them 
away and to ward them off tlic sailors had to usc pointcd spikcs. In that period 
pcoplc believed that some of these creatures had tlic head of tlic horsc, thc ass, and 
the bull. ?'he Indian Occan was also known for its gigantic tortoise. The Indians 
also belicvcd in tliesc strangc creatures of thc ocean bccause in the bas-rclicfs of 
thc first and second ccriturics A.D., thcsc sea creaturcs havc been reprcscntcd. It 
is also apparent from thc reprcscntations of thesc creaturcs tliat sca mcrchants had 
thcir hand in raising up ancient stiipns. 

In the sccond section of the seventh part of his geography Ptolemy describes 
countries in  tlie trans-Gangelic region. While travelling in eastern India, tlie 
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Greek traders wanted to earn more money by establishing direct contact with other 
countries. Also there was a great demand for the tortoise-shells of the Malaya 
Peninsula available at the mouth of the Irawadi river i n  Rome. In the time of 
Ptolemy some Greek traders had started living there and Ptolemy's information in 
his geography was based on their reporls. According to him the fountain of the 
trana-Gangetic region was Kattigara (perhaps Canton). Travellers starting from 
Paloura reached Sada (perhaps Thade in the north of Sandoway) and then passing 
t11e Cape Negrais reached the Malaya country. There was another route to  this 
country by which travellers starting from Alosygne (Koringa) in Masulipattinam 
district crossed the Bay of Bengal and rcached Malaya. To  reach Zabai (near the 
southern point of Cochin China) a traveller named Alexander took twenty days and 
only after some time he rcaclled Kattigara. There has been a great confusion in 
the geography of thc further India because by mistake Ptolemy took the sea coast 
after the Gulf of Sianl in the south and, thercfore, China had turned to the west. 
Directly to  the east of the Gangs was located the market of Barakoura (Arakan and 
some part of Pcgu) in which were located Berabonna (Gwa) or Sandoway and 
Besynga (Bessein; Pali Vesinga). There were two ports in Suva rnabh~n~ i ,  namely, 
Takola (Tokopa in Siam), and Sahang (Stunga or Thatung). The Gulf of Sabarakos 
extended from the Strait of Malacca to the Gulf of Martaban. The Perimolic Gulf 
is identified with the Gulf of Siam. After that the "great gulf" indicates the 
Chinese sea. South Siam and Kambuja (Cambodia) were infested with pirates. 
The Thinobastae (Bungapasoi) near Bangkok was a port.aa Sailing to the Archi- 
pelago from the south a travcllcr passed Nicobar, Neas, Sibiru, Nassau Island, 
labadios (Java) a source of  goki, whose capital was Argyre. This Iabadios could 
also be identified with S ~ m a t r a . ~ '  

The thi1.d cer~tury A.D. saw the dowtlfall of the Roman empire. Trouble 
rose on its commuoic;,tion system. The sea-route from Rome to India closed down 
and the comnlerce again passed to the Arab and Axumite merchants. The Sassa- 
nians established their control on the Persian Gulf and on the silk land routes. In 
the latcr Latin literature India again passed into the realm of fancy. 

We have commentcd above on the trade relations between India and Rome. 
We have only occasionally bcen informed about the articles of export and import. 
"The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea" by Schoff and Warmington's "The Commerce 
between the Roman Empire and India (p. 145-272) have given long lists of these 
articles of export and import. Thc Indian literature is almost silent on this point, 
thercfore, i t  bccomcs all the more necessary to makc an inquiry about the articles 
of export atid import of this country. 

Articles of Export and Import 

Indian slaves reached Rome even before the establishment of the Roman 
Empire. The presence of thc Indian slaves in the procession of Ptolemy Philadel- 
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phos is mentioned. Some slaves also reached Socotra. Some Indian mahaouts 
and astrologers also reached Rome. 

Birds ,111d Attirnals 

Indian birds and animals were exported to Rome by the land route but their 
number was very limited. The Romans, except for parrots and monkeys, imported 
other birds and animzls only for exhibition. A silver dish from Lampsacos accor- 
ding to R o s t o v e t ~ e f f ~ ~  belongs to the third century A.D. (PI. I b). In this dish 
Mother India is shown seated on a chair whose feet are made of ivory. Her right 
hand is in the kataka gesture which means significance, and in her left hand she 
holds the bow. She is wearing a very thin muslin sari and two pieces of sugar 
cane are sticking out from her coiffure. Around her are seen Indian animals and 
birds including a parrot, a guinea fowl and two hounds, lying at her feet are seen a 
tame tiger and a cheetalr.' 

It  is apparent from this dish the regard which the Romans had for India 
for Indian articles. Indian lions and leopards were exported to  the Parthian coun- 
try. The Indian envoys at times presented tigers. Rome perhaps also imported 
hunting dogs from India. According to Herodotus a Persian king had allotted the 
produce of five villages for the maintenance of his Indian dogs. A papyrus of the 
third century B.C. informs us that a Greek named Zenon had written two elegies 
on the death of his Indian dog who had saved the life of its master from a wild 
boar. The Ramayana mentions fine dogs bred in the Kekaya country. India export- 
ed at times elephants and rhinoceros to Rome. 

India exported to Rome at least three kinds of parrots. The export also 
included cobras and small pythons. Pliny and the Periplus inform us that Rome 
imported from India Chinese skins, furs and coloured hides from the port of 
Barbaricum in Sindh. Goat skins were exported from north western India to East 
Africa. It  is possible that these skins included some from Tibet. 

Kashmir, Bhutan and Tibet produced goat wool for shawl weaving. Perhaps 
it was known as Marcqcoramcana. Perhaps Marcocoram here stands for Karako- 
ram. Roice imported only uncoloured goat hair. In the beginning it also imported 
some musk. Ivory from India and Africa was used for inlay work in statues. In 
Rome ivory was used for making figures, furniture, book covers, musical instru- 
ments and ornaments. Indian ivory reached Rome by the land and sea routes. In 
the time of the Periplus African ivory was exported from Adulis, but Indian ivory 
was exported from Broach, Muziris, Nelcynda and Dosarene (Tosali, Orissa). It 
seems that ivory figures of Indian make at times reached Rome. One such figure 
has been found from Pompeii. 

The Romans had a great liking for tortoise-shell from the 111dian Ocean but 
the best tortoise-shell came from Suvarnadvipa. In Rome it was used for veneer- 
ing. The tortoise-shell was exported from Muziris and Nelcynda. It was also 
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available in Sri Lanka and other islands and was purchased by the Greek 
merchants. 

Thc Romans purchased ordinary pearls from the Red Sea and better quality 
of pearls from the Bahrein island in the Persian Gulf, but most of the pearls came 
to Rome from India especially from the Gulf of Mannar. Both the Periplrrs and 
Pliny knew that pearl oysters were fished in Kolkai in the PHndyan country, and 
the wcrk of fishing them was entrusted to criminals. These pearls were sold in the 
market of Madurai. The pearls sold in the markets of Uraiyor came from the 
Palk Strait. The G reek merchants, besides buying pearls of good quality from the 
Gulf of Mannar and the Palk Strait, also purchased ordinary pearls from Tamluk, 
Nelcynda and Muziris. The fashionable women of Rome were ever eager to 
possess pearls. The pearl-shells were also used for inlay work. 

It is mentioned that in the sixth century South India exported chankshell. 
Chankshell found from the Gulf of Mannar was used for making vessels, orna- 
ments, musical instruments etc. Even in ancient days the chani-cutters of Korkai 
and KBveripaffinam were famous. 

Rome imported Chinese silk by the silk routes passing through Iran. In the time 
of the Periplus Barbaricum, the port of Sindh, also exported silk goods to Rome. But 
more costly textiles reached Broach from Balkh. Muziris, Nelcynda and other 
markets on the Kerala coast received their silk goods from the mouth of the Ganga 
passing the eastern sea coast. In this way the Chinese silk either came by the sea 
routes or  reached the Bay of Bengal from Yunnan, Assam, and then along the 
Brahmaputra river, or it was exported by Singan-fu-Lan-Chow, Lhasa and Chumbi 
valley to Sikkim and finally reached Bengal. 

Rome perhaps imported lac from India, Siam and Pegu. Some Indian herbs 
were used as medicine in Rome. Owing to the difficulties of communication their 
cost was very high. 

Black pepper had an important place in the trade between India and Rome. It 
was exported from Muziris, Nelcynda and Tyndis located on the Kerala sea coast. 
We are informed by the Tamil literature how the Greek traders bought black 
pepper for gold. The long pepper was exported from Broach. 

Besides black pepper dry ginger and cardamom were also exported to Rome. 
The Romans used cinnamon as a spice and incense. Cinnamon was imported from 
China, Tibet and Burma. The Arabs, in order to hide the source of cinnamon 
declared it to be a product of Arabia and Somaliland. Malabathrum, perhaps, was 
imported by the land routes from China to India and then reexported to Rome 
where it was used as a spice. The oil of nard was kept in alabaster jars in Rome. 
According to the Periplus the nard coming from PushkarZvati to Broach was of 
thrce kinds. The first came from Attock, the second from the Hindukush and the 
third from Kabul. The Greek traders also included the oils of lemon grass and 
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ginger grass along with the nard oil. The so-called nard oil exported from 
Barbaricum, Tamluk, Muziris and Nelcynda was of mixed kind. The costus pro- 
duced iu Kashmir was used in Rome for ointments and medicine and for perfuming 
the wines. I t  was exported from Patala, Barbaricum and also through the land 
routes. 

In the time of Pliny Rome imported chaplets made in India and other 
countries. These chaplets were made either from the leaves of nard or variegated 
silken strips treated with perfume. The M a h a v a s t ~ 3 ~  calls these kinds of chaplets as 
garidha rnult~la which were sold by florists. 

India also exported cloves in some quantity and frankincense came from 
Balkh. Asafoetida reached Rome through intermediaries. Indigo was exported from 
Barbaricum, lycium was the resin of barberry growing in the Himalayas which had 
yellow colour. It was bagged in the camel and rhinoceros hair and exported f i o ~ n  
Barbaricum to Rome. Sesame oil and sugar were exported to East Africa. 

We have seen above that India exported cotton textiles to Rome from very 
ancient times. Before the discovery of the monsoon the quantity of the exported 
cotton cloth was limited, but after its discovery the demand for cotton goods grew 
tremendously. Indian muslin was famous in Rome. According to the Periplus the 
best muslin was kilown as monache; sagmatogene and molchine were ordinary kind 
of rough cotton cloth. These two varieties along with the mallow cloth were 
exported from Broach to East Africa. Textile material in some quantity came 
from Ujjain and Tagara to Broach which exported then1 to Arabia and Egypt. 
Sindh also exported a variety of muslin. The Argaritic muslin of Trichinopoly was 
very popular. Sri Lanka and Masulipattinam also manufactured good muslin but 
the best muslin came from VrilZnasi or Dacca. The finest muslin was known in 
Latin as Verus Textilis or Nebula. In the variegated textiles from Memphis and 
Panopolis the influence of Indian pattern is apparent. 

India exported to  Rome all kinds of wood for medical and architectural 
purposes. According to th2 Periplus Broach exported to  Apologos and Ommana 
sandalwood, teak, black wood and ebony. Ships were made of teak in the ports 
of the Persian Gulf. Furnitures were made from black and rose wood. At first 
these woods were exported from Broach, but later on Kalyan began exporting 
them. Broach exported sandalwood in large quantities. The agallochum from 
eastern India, Assam, China and Malacca had great demand outside. Makarwood 
was also exported. India also exported coconut oil, plantain, peach, apricot, lemon 
or lime, and some quantity of rice and wheat. The Arabs had also begun importing 
the following articles from India-camphor, the pulp of purging cassia,37 guinea 
grain, nutmeg, coconut, tamarind, the stone fruits, myrobalan, exudation of 
Deodar, pan and betelnut, etc. 

Pliny calls India as "Mother of Gems". The Romans loved precious stones 
and India was the only coun t~y  at that time which could export all kinds of gems. 
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Among these precious stones diamond occupied a predominant place. For some 
time only kings could afford to buy it. In the first century Muziris and Nelcynda 
exported diamonds to Rome. It seems that in the second century A.D. diamonds 
from Mah'ikosala and Orissa also reached Rome. 

Sard and carnelian were very well known as semi-precious stones but in the 
Roman empire their use was restricted. According to Pliny Indian sard were of 
two kinds (1) hyacinthine sard and (2) red sard from the Ratanpur mines. Accord- 
ing to the Periplus Greek traders bought sard, carnelian and agate in Broach. The 
Romans often regarded them as stones from Kirman. But according to Pliny for the 
export to Egypt they were brought from Ujjain to Broach. This fact indicates how 
the Parthians and Arabs had made a secret of this trade and how for the first time 
we know from the Periplus that "myrrhina vasaW3' were made in India and exor- 
bitant prices were charged in Rome for these carnelian cups. 

In ancient times the best agate came from Ratanpur. Fired agate was also 
exported to  Rome. There was great demand for onyx and sardonyx in the time of 
Augustus. These were used for making cups, ornaments and figures. In the first 
century A.D. the demand for nicolo had increased. In this century India exported 
to Rome chalcedony, chrysoprase, plasma, serpentine, blood stone, heliotrope, 
jasper, haematitis, touchstone, cat's eye from Sri Lanka and Cambay, aventurine 
from Bellary, amethyst from Sri Lanka, yellow and white crystal from India and 
Sri Lanka, beryl, corandum and sapphire from Sri Lanka, Kashmir and Burma, 
ruby from Burma, Sri Lanka and Siam, spinel ruby from Badakshan, beryl from 
Coimbatore, aquamarine from the Panjab, lapis-lazuli and garnet and spinel ruby 
from Badakshan, tourmuline from Sri Lanka, Bengal and Burma. 

According to the Periplus the coral from the Mediterranean was imported 
through Barbaricum, Broach, Nelcynda and Muziris. The import of coral was so 
heavy in India that in the time of Pliny the Mediterranean reefs had practically 
been exhausted. The Greek merchants exchanged coral for Indian pearls. 

It is also mentioned that the eastern part of the Roman empire exported 
certain textile materials to India. According to the Periplus some fine and figured 
linen came from Egypt to Barbaricum. Some very fine cloths deeply dyed were 
exported to Broach for the use of the King; Kamarbands were meant for others. 
Textile material also came from Arisnoe, Spain, northern Gaul and Syria. 

Wine had an important place in the trade between Rome and India. Wines 
from Laodicea and Italy were exported to the ports of Africa and Arabia. Bar- 
baricum zlso imported some ordinary kind of wine. Perhaps the wine from Italy, 
Laodicea, and the date-wine from Arabia came to Broach, but people there liked 
the Italian wine best. This foreign wine exported from Broach also reached Muziris 
and Nelcynda. 

Liquid storax came to Bharukachchha and Barbaricunl for medicinal 
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purpose. India imported lead froni Spain, copper froni Cyprus, t i n  fro111 Lusitania 
and Galacia, antimony from Kirman and eastern Arabia and from Persia and 
Kirman it got manganese and orpiment. 

Ronie also exported some lanips and images to India. The excavations at 
Brahmagiri have yielded some such figures. 

The Roman empire also exported some glassware. Some crude glass was 
also exported to Muziris and Nelcynda for manufacturing looki~ig glasses and 
vessels. 
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CHAPTER VII 

TRAVELLERS IN BUDDHIST SANSKRIT AND LATER 
PAL1 LITERATURES 

(FROM THE 1ST CENTURY T O  THE lOTH CENTURY A.D.) 

A S WE have seen in Chapter VI that for the history of the land and sea routes of 
India, we have to  depend mostly on foreign literature, but fortunately in Jain, 

Buddhist and Sanskrit literatures as well, we have important data about travelling 
and trade routes. But unfortunately, this material has not been properly sifted 
and studied. Professor Sylvain Levi has thrown important light on the geography 
and trade routes of this country based on indigenous sources. The ancient Tamil 
literature also provides information on the Indian trade in the early centuries of 
the Christian era. The Sanskrit Buddhist literature could be assigned to the 
early centuries of the Christian era, but to determine the chronology of the Jain 
literature which includes Siirras, Bira.rhyas, Clttirnis, ChhedasGtras and Tikas is not 
so easy. Nevertheless, this v o l u n ~ i ~ ~ o u s  literature should be dated not later than 
the sixth century A.D., the p k a s ,  however, being later; the same holds good about 
the Tamil literature also. The Brihadkarha SIOA-a Sarirgraita of Buddhasvanli may 
also be dated to  the fifth or sixth century A.D. but it also includes materal which 
has been borrowed from the Brihadh-orita of Gunzdhya written in the first century 
A.D. The same may be said of the Vas~rdevahinni written by Sail_ehad%sa, though it 
should be noted here that it has material which is nearer to the Brihadkatha as it 
has borrowed more material from this source than the B!ihadkatha ~ I o k a  Sarir- 
graha. Using there sources, we can draw a convincing picture of the trade routes 
of India and the experiences of the travellers. 

The early Indian literature under question makes occasional references to  
the trade routes. In somewhat later Indian literature these routes have been classi- 
fied. This classification also appears in early grammatical literature, the Arthaiiisrra 
and other literary sources as well. We shall see later on that in the Gupta period 
the classification of trade routes had become conventional. The classification of 
the land and sea routes in the Mah~niddesal was at first noted by Professor Sylvain 
Levi.¶ The writer of the Afahanidiiesa commenting on A((hakavagga (Tissameya- 
sutta) on the word parikissati (one which causes pain) observes that facing all diffi- 
culties a wayfarer reached Gumba, Takkola Takkasili, Kiilimukha, MaranapHra, 
Vesuilga, Veripatha, Java, Tnmali, Vanga, Flavaddhana, Suvannakota, Tarnba- 
paqni, Suppara, Bharukachchha, Gailgana, Paramaganga~?a, Yona, Paramayona, 
Allasanda, Marukint i ra ,  Ja(va)*nupatha, Ajapatha, Mendhapatha, ~ a i l k u ~ a t h a ,  
Mnsikapatha and Vettidhiira. but he did not achieve the peace of mind anywhere. 
In the Milirrtio PrairlaJ as well some geographical information about Indian ports 
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and cities is available. The first reference says "0 King, lie like a rich sailor after 
settling the dues in the ports sailing his ships travelled to Vanga, Takkola, China, 
Sovira, Sura!!ha, Alasanda, Kolapattana, Suvarnabh~mi and other ports." 

In the Digvijaya Pnr-vat1 of the Mahnbhnrafa as well we get the names of the 
Indian and foreign ports. They appear in the conquest of the south by Sahadeva. 
Starting from Indraprastha he taking the Mathura-Malwa route reached Miihish- 
mati (M.B. 11.28.11). From there he came to Potanaputra (Paithan) (M.B. 11. 
28.43). It seems that from here he took the sea route. In Siigaradvipa (Sumatra) 
he defeated the Mleccha kings, Nishadas, cannibals, Karnapravaranas and 
KZliimukhas (M.B. 11. 28. 44-45). I11 his conquest Bhima as well after conquering 
Bengal reached TZmralipti (M.B. 11. 27.22). From there he took a voyage to 
Szgaradvipa and after defeating its ruler he received in gift sandalwood, precious 
stones, pearls, gold, silvcr, coral and diamonds (M.B. 11. 27.25-26) From there he 
sailed back to  Kollagiri (Korkai) and Muracl~ipattana (M.B. 11. 27.45). From there 
he sailed to TZmradvipa (Cambay) (AI.B. IT. 27.46). I n  the way perhaps he con- 
quered Saiijayanti (Sanjan) (M.B. 11. 27.46). After that during the course of his 
conquest he conquered the PZnflyas, Dravidas, Odras, Kiratas, Andhras, Talavanas, 
Kaliligas and Ushtl-a-Karanikas, all situated on the eastern sea-coast of India 
(h4.B. 11. 27.48). The Mahnhharata also knew about AntBkhi (Antioch), RomZ 
(Rome) and Yavanapura (Alexandria) (M.B. 11. 27.49). In this way we can see that 
the Sabhaparvon of the Mahabhal.ata knew the sea routes between TZmralipti and 
Bharukachchha and also Sumatra, Java and other places. There is 110 doubt that 
Kollagiri in this list stands for Korkai and Murichipattanam is definitely Muziris of 
the Periplus. The mention of AntZkhi, RomB and Yavanapura indicates the sea 
route to the Mediterranean passing through the Red Sea. 

In the story of ChZrudatta in the Vnsudevahindi the sca routes of India are 
mentioned.' ChBrudatta, son of a rich merchant, keeping bad company lost all 
his wealth. However, with the consent of his family he decided to undertake a sea 
voyage to recoup his lost fortune. Starting from ChampZ Ncigara he reached a 
townlet named DisZsamvaha. There his maternal uncle had purchased cotton and 
other goods for e ~ p o r t , ~  and he entrusted the goods to ChZrudatta. As ill luck 
would have it, the cotton caught fire and Chiirudatta with great dificulty escaped 
with his life. Later on after loading his bullock-carts with cotton and yarn he 
reached Utkala (Orissa) and purchasing cotton there proceeded to Timralipti. On 
the way his caravan was looted and his bullock-carts were burnt down. With great 
difficulty he could save his life. Resuming liis journey again, he reached Priyangu- 
pattana where he ]net a sailor nanled Surendradatta who turned out to be a friend 
of his family. During the course of his voyage, he visited Kamnlapura (Khmer), 
Yavana (Yava), Dvipa (Java), Simhala, western Barbara (Barbaricum) and Yavana 
(Alexandria) and earned enough money from those p l a ~ e s . ~  Unfortunately, when 
he was sailing along the Saurashtra coast his ship was wrecked and floating with 
its timber hc nlanaged to reach Umbaravati. Thcre duped by all alchemist he fcll 
into a well and after being rescued from there sesun~ed his journey. 
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With the help o f  his friend Rudradatta, Chzrudatta reached RZjapura and 
there taking some ornaments, lac, red cloth, bracelets etc., he reached the mouth of 
the Indus. From there proceeding in north-eastern direction he crossed the coun- 
tries of the Hunas, Khasas and Chnnas. Finally reaching the jankupafha of the 
Vaittghya mountain, he encamped there with his party. After taking their dinner, 
other members of the caravan took bags of rumburu powder. While climbing the 
j.anltupatlta, when their hands sweated, they dried them with that powder because 
i f  one slipped from the j.aAkupafha, he was sure to meet with death. While 
following this route the goods were put in the bags and tied to the bodies. This 
irritkupatha was located on the VijayZ river. After crossing it they reached Isuvegi 
river (the Oxus river) and camped there.' 

A novel method has been suggested to cross the Oxus. When the northerly 
wind blew and the canes growing on the opposite bank bent, where Chiirudatta 
stood, he caught hold of such a cane and when the wind stopped, thc canes 
straightened and thus Chtrudatta crossed over to the other side of the river. After 
this, Chirudatta reached the country of the Tankanas. There he camped on a hill 
river. On the advice of a guide, the fire was l i t ,  and the merchants removed them- 
selves from there. Seeing the f re, the Tankanas came there, and in exchange for 
their goods, they left goats and food, and then as a token of their departure they 
lit another fire and departed. 

Following that hill river, the caravan reached ajapatha, where steep ascent 
could be negotiated by goats only. After this ascent was over, the goats were killed 
on the other side and skinned. The merchants then covered themselves with those 
skins and then the gigantic Bherunda birds taking them to be lumps of meat borne 
them to Ratnadvipa. As we shall see later on, the route taken by Chzrudatta must 
have been the same as in the Brihadkaihii of G u n ~ d h y a  which is lost. 

The Brihadkatha Sloka-~afiz~raha gives another version of the adventures of 
Chfirudatta now named as StnudZsa which, however, were confined to Suvarna- 
dvipa only. His journey started from Priyangupattana which was probably located 
in Bengal. From there he proceeded to ChinasthZna or China and from there he 
came to Malaysia. In  the way he visited Kamalapura which may be identified 
with Cambodia, as Kamalapura seems to be the sansltritised form of Khmer or 
Camara of the Arab geographers; it appears that VaitZdhya here stands for 
Tashkurgharl and the Vijay': river stands perhaps for the Jaxartes. Ishuvegt is 
definitely the Oxus. Among the people of Central Asia, Chtrudatta met the 
Khasas of Kashagar, the HUnas of Monogolia and then in the end he met the 
Chinese people. He also transacted business with the Tanganas of Central Asia. 
From there he visited Java arid Sri Lanka. The Paschirna Barbara was Barbaricum 
and after that Alexandria is mentioned. 

The ports mentioned in the Mahaniddesa were far flung. They started from 
the Far East and ended in the west. In this list, it is not necessary to discuss Jave 
(Java), Suppara (Sopara), Bharukachchha (Broach), Suraftha (some part on the 
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Saurashtra coast), Yona (the Greek world) and Allasandha :(Alexandria). In the 
above list of the ports, Gumaba appears first. The variants are Gumbha and 
Kumbha. This port cannot be identified but it reminds us of Nikumba appearing in 
the Milirtda P r a j ~ t a . ~  

The second name Takkola also appears in the Milirtda Projna. Ptolemy 
(VI I. 2.5) also mentions Takkola which has been identified with Takuopa situated 
on the Gulf of Bandong in Siam. Whatever might have been the case in that 
period, in the later period (227-277 A.D.), on the basis of a voyage of a Chinese 
envoy, we should search for Takkola on the western coast of the Malaya Peninsula 
to the south of the Isthmus of Kra.O It appears that Takkola or Kakkola exported 
black cardamonl, cloves and agallochum. 

It  is also worth noting that Takkola or Kakkola also appears in India. 
There is a village named Takkolam in the south of Madras and the ancient name 
of Chicacole (Srikakulam) has beeu also derived from Kakkola. From here many 
migrants proceeded to Malaysia.lo 

The Mohaniddesa list mentioils Vesunga. According to Ptolerny (VII. 2.4) 
after the promontory of Tamala, Besagngetai was located on the Bay of Sarabos. 
The Vesunga port was located on the mouth of the Vesunga river, somewhere near 
Pegu in the north of the Gulf of Martaban." Prof. Levi while identifying Vesunga 
also mentions the sea route from the coast of Orissa to Burma. Palour of Ptolemy 
or Dantapura was the capital of Kalinga. But its aphetriurn was Charitrapura. 
According to Hsuen Tsang, travellers started their sea voyages from here. According 
to Levi, Charitraputra was situated to the south of Puri. Palour directly faced the 
mid-country between Akyab and Sandoway on the Burmese sea-coast. Vesunga 
was located somewhere near Rangoon; Pegu, Martaban and Takkola were some- 
where uear tlie Isthmus of Kra.I2 VerZpatha could be identified with Berabai of 
Ptolemy which was located somewhere near Tavoy. 

T a k k a s i l ~  appearing after Takkola could not be identified with Taxila of the 
Panjab. Ptolemy places tlie mouth of Tokosanna river to  the south of the mouth 
of the Katabeda river located in the south of Chittagong. TakkasilZ should be 
searched somewhere in this region.'s 

In Maha~tiddesn, Kzliimukha appears after Takkasili. Perhaps here some 
KirZta tribe is meant. The Kaliimukhas appear in tlie Ramayana (IV. 40.28) and 
in the conquest of Sahadeva in the Mahnbharato. Nothing positive could be said 
about the identification of Marannpiil-a. 

After Java the MahZniddesa mentions Tamalim (variants, Kamalim, 
Tammalim, Tammuni, TZmbraliiiga). Kan~alim reminds us of the Kamalpura of the 
Vosudevohin!i, but Professor Levi identifies it with Madamalingnn~ of the inscrip- 
tion of Rajendrn Chola. This region sliould be near Paliang in the Malaya Penin- 
sula.1° 
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After Tamalim, appears Vahga (variant, Valikam). I t  does not stand for 
Bengal but it could be identified with Banka islands facing the estuary of Palernbeng 
contiguous with Sumatra. The strait of Banka is the regular sea route between 
Malaya and Java. Banka was famous for its tin mines.18 In Sanskrit as well, Vatiga 
stands for tin and it is possible that the name of this metal was derived from the 
place of its origin. It is difficult to identify Ailavaddhana because this name does 
not appear anywhere in Indonesia. According to Ptolemy (VII. 2.30), however, in 
tbe east of Java, there were three islands named Satyr which were supposed to be 
inhabited by men with tails. Professor Levi is of the opinion that keeping in 
mind the story of the tail, the Mahaniddesa named those islands as Ailavaddhana 
because aila or aida in Sanskrit means a sheep.lB Suvarnakota and Suvarnabh~rni 
should be taken together. Suvarpabh~mi was a generic name of the region to the 
east of the Bay of Bengal. But Suvarnakota is a geographical name. According to 
the Arthaiastra (11. 2.28) Suvarnakudyz exported red or white sandalwood named 
railaparanike. The agallochum of that place was of a shade between yellow and 
red. The best sandalwood, however, came from Maceasar and Tirnor, but the best 
agallochum came from Champa and Annam. Suval~akudyZ also manufactured 
dukiila and parornu stuffs. Suvarnakudya has been identified with Kin-lin of the 
Chinese account which was situated in the west of Funan.l7 

The Mohaniddesa, after naming these ports, names the Indian ports. After 
TZmbaparni (TZmraparni), comes Sopara followed by Bharukachchha. Surattha 
may perhaps be identified with the port of Dvarka. The Mahaniddesa does not 
mention ports on the eastern sea coast, but on the basis of other sources it could 
be said that in this age Tzmralipti, Charitrapura, Kaveripattinam and Kolapatfanarn 
were chief ports on the eastern sea-coast.18 Among the ports on the Kerala coast, 
Murichipartana is naturally the Muziris of the Periplus. After the sea-coast of 
Saurashtra on .the coastal region of Sindh on the mouth of the river Sindh was 
situated the port of Sovira according to Vasudevahindt and Milinda Prajna. Perhaps 
here Sovira indicates the port of Barbaricum. The Vasudevahindi perhaps names it 
as Paschima Barbara. After the sea-coast of Sindh appear Gangana and Aparagari- 
gana which could be perhaps identified with the sea-coast of east Africa. Gangapa 
could be equated with Zanzibar and Aparagangapa perhaps stands for the sea- 
coast of Azania. Yona here indicates the Greece proper and Parama-Yona is per- 
haps the Asia Minor. Allasanda is the port of Alexandria in Egypt and MarukZn- 
tHra stands perhaps for the desert route from Berenike to Alexandria. On this route 
travellers made their journey during the night and arrangements were made on it 
for rest-houses and proper supply of food. 

After MarukZntZra there appears the categorisation of the routes in the 
Afohaniddesa. They are Jannupathn (variant, Suvanna or Vannu), Ajaparha (goat 
track), Mendhapatha (ram track), ~ a k u n i ~ a t h a  (bird path), Chharrparha (umbrella 
path), Vamsnpatha (bamboo path), ~ a r i k u ~ a t l t a  (spike path), Miisikaparha (rat 
path), Dartpatha (cave path) and Vettachara (cane path). 

We have already noted that ajapatha and iankupatha are mentioned in 
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ancient grammatical literature. They are also mentioned in a story of SZnudasa in 
the Brihad Kafhii ~ l o l c a - ~ a r i ~ r a h a . l ~  

Sznudasa was the son of a merchant of ChampW. In his childhood, he received 
gocd education but in his youth keeping bad company he was enticed by a cour- 
tesan. After the death of his father he was appointed as the head of the merchant 
guild (jresthipada), but even after holding this important post he could not give 
up his bad old habits and within a short period lost all his fortune. Grieved at the 
poverty of his family he took a vow not to return to his country before earning 
sufficient wealth. 

From ChampZ SHnudZsa came to T Z r n r a l i ~ t i . ~ ~  On his way he met some tra- 
vellers in tattered shoes and unibrellas who entertained him with fruits and vege- 
tables. Travelling in this way he reached Siddhakachchhapa where he met one of 
his relatives. This gentleman entertained him and gave him rnoney to  travel to 
TZmralipti and also entrusted him to a caravan. 

On the way to Tamralipti SZnudZsa heard a great commotion. When he made 
inquiries he was told that the guards Khavdacharmamugda from DhZtakibhariga- 
priatijfiZ mountain were boasting of their valour. One of them even blurted forth 
that if he met robbers, he would sacrifice them to the goddess KZli. In the mean- 
while a party of Pulindas attacked the caravan and losing their courage the 
boasting guards decamped. The caravan became dispersed and with great difficulty 
SZnudZsa could reach Tiimralipti. There he met his uncle Garigadatta who wanted 
to dissuade him fiom his perilous journey offering him some money, but SZnudZsa 
did not care for any charity, and informing a pilot that he was a jeweller persuaded 
him to take him on his ship. On an auspicious day, after paying his respects to 
the gods, the Brahmans and elders, the ship weighed anchor. 

Ill-luck, however, still pursued SZnudiisa. His ship was wrecked and float- 
ing with a timber he managed to reach ashore. From here that part of the story 
begins which tells us that he met a woman named SamudradinnZ. As she was the 
daughter of the Indian merchant SZgara and a Greek mother, nobody would marry 
her. Very much dejected at this, SZgara started for Alexandria but again in the 
way his ship was wrecked. Somehow SamudradinnZ managed to reach ashore. When 
she came to know about SZnudZsa, she told him that she had collected large number 
of pearls. On that deserted island they lived on fish, turtle and coconuts; cloves, 
camphor, sandalwood and betel leaves were also available in plenty there. 

One day Samudradinnz told her husband to follow the custom of the ship- 
wrecked merchants (bhinna-poi~-vanija-vyitta)~1 and raise the distress flag on a tree 
and ignite fire to  attract some ship which could thus effect their rescue. Samudra- 
dinna's suggestion was fruitful and a small boat (upanauka) took them to a big 
ship. Samudradinnz's pearls were also brought to  the ship and it was agreed that 
from their sale proceeds half was to be given to the pilot. The pilot also performed 
the legal marriage of SamudradinnZ and SZnudasa. 
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Their adventures, however, had not come to an end. The ship which carried 
them was also wrecked and though Samudradinna was washed away, SZnudZsa 
somehow managed to reach the shore. At that time his whole capital was tied to 
his belt and some pearls were hidden in his coiffure. On that shore grew in plenty 
plantain, coconut, jack fruit, pepper, cardamom and pan leaves. Reaching a village 
he asked for its name but the people answered "dhanninu choliri", which i n  broken 
Tamil means "We do not understand your language". Sanudasa taking the help of 
an interpreter reached one of his relatives. There he came to know that he was in 
the PPndya country whose capital Madurai was situated at the distance of a 
yojana. 

The next morning, SZnudZsa passing the plantain jungle and after walking 
for two kosa saw a hospice (satram) where some foreigners were being shaved, 
some were being massaged and some were being s h a m p o ~ e d . ~ ~  In the evening the 
keeper of the hospice inquired about Sznudzsa and was informed that his maternal 
uncle Gangadatta was very much disturbed after hearing about the ship-wreck. He 
had sent messages t o  all forests, forts, hospices and ports ( v e l ~ t o ~ a p u r a )  but even 
then SZnud5sa had not informed him about his whereabouts. 

The next day SZnudZsa visited the jewel market of Madurai. Here, after 
evaluating an ornament he received some money. For a month he continued the 
business honestly, but later on he thought of earning more money by investing a 
small amount. He purchased long staple cotton (gunaviina) and arranged it in seven 
heaps but unfortunately the cotton caught fire." It was the custom of Madurai that 
the owner of the house which caught fire jumped in it and gave up his life. For 
fear of his life, Sanudlsa fled to a jungle. There he met a man speaking in the 
Gauda language. He enquired from him about SlnudZsa but he informed him that 
he had died in the fire, thrown into it by the Plndyas. Hearing the news, his mater- 
nal uncle also wanted to burn himself to  death, but in the meanwhile SBnudPsa 
reached Champ5 and the life of his uncle was thus saved. 

But owing to his wanderlust and the desire to earn money SZnud'asa would 
not stay for a long time with his uncle. After a short while he boarded the ship of 
one Achera sailing for Suvarnadvipa. The ship reaching there cast anchor and the 
merchants filling their bags with food (patlte~asthagika) tied them to their backs 
and hanging the leather bottles on their shoulders and holding their staves climbed 
the mountain. This was vetrapatha. Professor Sylvain Levia4 explains verralata as a 
staff. The travellers climbing the mountain did not bend with the help of the staves, 
but kept themselves straight. The Verrachara of the Mahaniddesa also gives this 
explanation. 

The travellers in search of gold did what they were told. Reaching the 
mountain peak, they stayed the whole night there. In the morning they saw a 
river whose banks were crowded'with oxen, goats and sheep. Achera forbade the 
travellers to touch the river as that would have turned them to stone. Across the 
river the bamboos growing there pushed by the wind bent to  the other side of the 
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river. They were asked to cross the river with the help of those bamboos. This was 
the venuparhaa6 known as vamsapatha in the Mahanidd~sa.  

The river turning men to stone is also mentioned in Saddharma Snzriryupasrha- 
n a s l i t r ~ . ~ ~  On its bank grew the klchaka bamboos which brushed against each other 
in the strong wind. The Ramiiyana (IV. 44. 77-78) also mentions this river. It was 
difficult to cross it and only the Siddhas could do so with the help of the bamboos. 
The Mahiibharata (11.48.2) also mentions the SailodZ river and klchaka bamboos 
growing on its banks. Ptolemy infarms us that after Sinai came Seris (China). To 
ils north the country was unknown and full of marshes, in which the rushes grew 
with whose help people reached the other side. From this region passing Balkh 
and Tashkurghan they reached Palibothra (Pifaliputra) (Ptolemy I, 97-41). Here 
we find the source of that Pauranic tradition which turned the marshes of the Lob- 
nor falling on China-Balk11 route into a folklore. This tradition, following the 
stories of the caravans, entered the Greek and Indian literatures. Ctesius and 
Megasthenes also mention the river in which nothing could float. The name of this 
river as Sil as given by Megasthenes is equated with the Sailoda by Professor Levi.27 

According to the Saddharnapa.jjorikaae in the Vamsapatha bamboos were tied 
to a tree and climbing the tree other bamboos were added to  them. Thus repeating 
the process a bridge was obtained and thus the forest of the bamboos was crossed 
over. 

It  could be safely assessed on the basis of Indian and Greek literatures that 
the ~ a i l o d ~  river was situated in Central Asia and not in Suvarnabhiimi. The 
Rarnayana and the Mahabharara locate it in between the Meru and Mandara and 
in its neighbourhood lived Khasas, Paradas, Kulindas and Tanganas. Professor 
Levi identifies Meru with the Pamirs and Mandara with the mountain range in the 
upper courses of the Irrawady. The M a t ~ ) ~ a  Puriina (120, 19-23) places the source 
of the Sa i lod~  in the Aruna mountains. But according to the Vayu Purana 
(47, 20-21) this river had its source in a big lake lying at the foot of Mufijavata 
mountain. This river flowed between the rivers ChPkshus and SitZ which emptied 
in the salt sea. The ChZkshus river is probably the Oxus and Sit5 perhaps the 
Tarim. Therefore, in the opinion of Professor Levi, the ~ a i l o d z  river could be 
identified with the Khotan river.20 The story of the things turning to stone falling 
in this river, perhaps indicates the blocks of jade found in this river and carried to 
far off places. 

The connection of kichaka with the ~ a i l o d ~  is a new word in Pauranic litera- 
ture. Professor Levi derives the word lc~chako from the Chinese. The export of 
bamboos from the provinces of Kwang-si and Se-chwang in China to Balkh is 
mentioned by Chang-Kien in the second century B.C.aO 

After crossing the Sa i lod~,  SZnudasa followed a narrow track with deep ravi- 
nes on both sides. Achera gathered the dry and wet wood and lighting it caused 
dense smoke. Seeing it, the KirZtas began assembling from all sides. They had 
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armours made of the goat and leopard skins, and live goats. The merchants 
exchanged their goods with saffron, red and blue cloths, sugar, rice, red lead, salt 
and oil. After that the Ki~iitas armed with staves mounted their goats and return- 
ed to the track from which they had come. Those merchants who wanted to 
acquire gold fl.om the gold-mines followed the same track which was so narrow 
that they had to march in a single file guided by a man armed with a spear." 

After transacting business the party returned. In the file Achera occupicd the 
sixth place and SanudZsa, the seventh. The party proceeding further heard hustling 
in the wood. A fight ensued between the two parlils of merchants and Achera's 
party threw the other party into the ravine. A young boy implored S%nud%sa to 
save his life, but the hard hearted Achera in order to save his party, compelled 
SanudZsa also to  push I~im down the hill.aa After this incident, the party of Achera 
reached the Vishnupadngafig': where they offered water to their manes. After tak- 
ing their food and rest, Achera ordered the merchants t o  kill their goats and cover 
themselves with their hides. This was done and gigantic birds taking them as 
lumps of meat carried them to Suvargabhurni. In this way SZnudBsa reached there, 
earned sufficient wealth and returned happily to his home. Here perhaps Eakuni- 
parha is indicated. 

Before completing the story of Sanudnsa, i t  should be noted that there is great 
resemblalice between his story and the story of ChPrudatta in the Vasudevahindi. It 
is apparent that the sourch of both the stories was in the B.rihaclkarhn of Gunzdhya. 
According to the Vasudevahindi tlie location of this story is Central Asia, but 
according to ~ ! . i h a d k a t h ~ - ~ l o k a - ~ a m ~ r a h n  it is Malaysia. The mention of the 
S a i l o d ~  river, the exchange of goats and sheep in tlie story of Sanudasa, makes it 
clear that liis journey was in Central Asia and not in Malaysia. In the Gupta 
period when the importance of SuvarnabliUnii grew then the location of the story 
seems to have been transferred from Central Asia to  Suvarnabhiimi. 

Besides the Mahaniddeso, the tracks are also mentioned in early Pali Buddhist 
literature. The Milinda Prailia mentions vertachiira or verachara, iankupathn and 
the ajaparha,s3 but the Vimanavatthu (84) throws some important light on them. It 
is said that merchants from AlSga and Magadha once travelling in Sindhu-Sovira 
lost tlieir way in the desert (~lnnnuparhassa n~ajjham; the Ja(va)nnupatha of the 
Mahnniddesa). A Yaksha revealing himself told them "For the sake of earning 
money you travel across the oceans, on vnnnupntha, vettnchara, janklrparha, rivers 
and moutitains." 

The Pur%nos also give some indication of these tracks. The Matsya Purana 
(1 15. 56-59) observes that tlie Nalini flowing to the east crossed kuparhas, the pools 
of Indra(/yumrta, kharapafha, verraparhn, junkhapatha, ujjanakamoriin and 
kurhabritvarnna and then falls into the salt sea near Indradvrpa. The Vayu Purana 
(47-54 ff) also repeats the same information but in the place s f  kupatlta it inserts 
apatha and in the place of verrapatha i t  inserts Indraiarikupatha, and in the place 
of Ujjanaknmnriin it inserts mad/~j*enod!~anamaskaritn. In this way the Nalin! 
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flowing to the east crossed difficult tracks, the great pool of Indradyumnasara, the 
ass track, vetra or Indraparha and jankha or Sunkuporha (the spiked track). In 
this way the Marsya Purana gives the correct reading of the vetrapatka and the 
Vq'u Purana gives the correct reading of the iankupatha. The kharapatha could 
be compared to the aajapatha of the Afahaniddesa. The desert in which the 
river Nalini flowed could be identified with the Takalamakan desert. 

Important light is also thrown on the tracks mentioned in the Mahaniddesa 
by its commentary Saddhamapajjorika. According to it, the traveller taking the 
iankupatha, after reaching the foot of the mountain tied a cranlpon in a knot and 
threw i t  up and when it got firmly fixed, he ascended to that point with the rope. 
Here he made a hole with a diamond drill (vijiraggena lohadandena) and nailed a 
peg there. Then disengaging the crampon he again threw it upward and then 
climbing to that point again made another hole. Then holding the rope with the 
left hand, he uprooted the first peg with his right hand with a wooden hammer. In 
this way he climbed the mountain top and then contrived a way to get down. For 
that he at first firn~ly fixed a peg there and tied a leather bag to it and then sitting 
himself there he gradually des~ended.~ '  

It is necessary to note here that in modern times the diamond drill was invent- 
ed in 1862, when a channel had to be bored through the Alps. The engineers 
consulted a watchmaker who advised them to bore the rocks by diamond drills.8j 
But the Saddhammapajjotika informs us in no ambiguous terms that the Indians 
knew the use of diamond drill as early as the eleventh century. 

According to the Saddhammapajjotika, chhattapatha was a sort of a 
parachute. The traveller holding a leather umbrella, which was inflated with 
air, treaded down the earth like a bird. 

In the first part of the present Chapter we tried to explain the knowledge that 
the Indians had acquired about the land routes. But in the Sanskrit Buddhist 
literature we have ample evidence on which we can base their experiences on the 
Indian land and sea routes. Their historicity cannot be proved as they all appear in 
stories, though there is little doubt that the stories incorporate the true experiences 
of travellers. Merchants returning from their travels recounted their experiences in 
big cities, and taking advantage of these accounts, the story tellers as well incorpo- 
rated them. The Vinaya Vastu manuscript found from Gilgit also throws some 
light on the internal road system of the country. The first route is supposed to 
have been taken by the Buddha in his travel to Kashmir. During the course of his 
travels, he visited Bhrashtalii, KanthZ, Dhiinyapura and Naitari. However, these 
place names cannot be identified. At S ~ d v a l a  he initiated the NBgas ABvaka and 
Punarvasu and Yakshinis N%li and Udaryii. From here he proceeded to Kuntina- 
gara where he suppressed Kunti Yakshini who devoured children. At KharjurikZ 
he saw children playing with miniature stupas made of earth and foretold that five 
hundred years after his death, Kanishka would raise a huge stupa in his honour.a6 
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The journey of the Bgddha in the ~ o r a s e n a  country throws some light on the 
road system ofthat  region. In the beginning of his journey he at first visited 
Ad i r~ jya  which could be identified with Ahichhatra in Bareilly district, U.P. From 
here, taking the Kasganj-Mathura road he reached Bhadraiva and from there he 
reached Mathura. Here he prophesied that after hundred years of his death two 
brothers, named Nata and Bhata, would raise a stupa at Urumunda Hill (Govar- 
dhana). He further prophesied about the birth of Upagupta. Here the Brahmans 
opposed him but the Brahman Nilabhuti offered prayers to him. This recognilion 
put an end to  the opposition.a7 

The Buddha reached Mathura on Nakshatroratra. The presiding Mother 
Goddess of the city, taking his arrival as an impediment in her worship, stood 
before him without clothes, but the Buddha put her to shame by saying that it did 
not behove a ladyss to do so. The presence of the Mother Goddess of Mathura is 
also supported by Ptolemy. So far it was supposed that Ptolemy speaks of Mathura 
as the home of the gods, but Tarn has tried to prove that the word used by Ptolemy 
could only be translated as goddess.30 If his view is correct, then the presence of 
the Mother Goddess of Mathura is proved, like her presence at Pushkaravati. 
According to Tarn, perhaps the name of this Mother Goddess was Mathur'i. The 
Buddha has mentioned five demerits of Mathura, namely, the banks of rivers being 
flooded (urk~laniklilan), the countryside full of thorns and pegs (sthula kan(akapra- 
dhannh), sandy and rocky land, people eating in the last quarter of the night and 
the presence of many women.'O 

Mathura was also known for its many Yakshas. Here the Buddha subdued 
the Yaksha Gardabha who devoured children (Dhenukzsura of the Bt'iagavata) 
and the Yakshis, XlikZ, BendZ, MaghZ and Timisika (perhaps the Iranian goddess 
Arterni~) .~ '  

From Mathura the Buddha reached Otalii and from there proceeded to 
Vairabhya, VerafijZ of the Pali literature in south Pafich%la. Here, he converted 
many B r a h m a n ~ . ~ ~  

On the route from Pafichala to SZketa were situated KumZravardana, 
Kraufichznam, Mavivati, S ~ l a v a l ~ ,  S ~ l i v a l ~ ,  Suvarnaprastha and S ~ k e t a . ~ a  From 
here, the Buddha proceeded to ~ r ~ v a s t i . "  

Jivaka KumZrabhritya after receiving his education at Taxila on his return 
journey passing Bhadramkara (Sialkot), Udumbara (Pathankot) and Rohitaka 
(Rohtak), reached Mathura and from there taking the northern route and passing 
VaiiZli reached R~jagriha.'5 

From the above indications, i t  is evident that even in the early centuries of the 
Christian era there was not much change in the directions of the routes though 
many new cities appeared which were not known at the time of the Buddha. 

The Sanskrit Buddhist literature also gives some information about the travel 
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on land routes. Even in the early centuries of the Christian era, the difficulties on 
the roads were the same as in previous centuries. There was always the fear of 
dacoits on the roads and the ferry men realised their fares before they took the 
travellers on their boats across the  river^."^ Great hardship was involved in crossing 
the deserts. At times, there were boat bridges for crossing the rivers. The Divya- 
vadiina informs us that on the route from RZjagriha to h ~ v a s t i  AjZtaBatru had built 
a boat bridgeq' (nausankramana). In the territory of the Lichchhavis as well there 
was a bridge on the Gandak river. According to the A ~ a d a n a i a r n k a ~ ~  the bridge on 
the Ganga was regularly visited by bad characters. 

The Grand Route was regularly frequented by horse traders from Afghanis- 
tan and the Panjab. It is said that horse traders of Taxila always visited VfirP~asi 
for selling their horses. Once robbers attacked and dispersed a horse merchant's 
caravan and stole several horses.4e Mathura was a great centre of horse traders. It is 
related in the story of Upagupta that once a horse trader from the Panjab came to 
Mathura with five hundred horses. He was so rich that as soon as he reached there 
he decided to engage the services of the most costly courtesan of the city.bO 

Most of the merchants paid lawful duties but there were some who took 
recourse to smuggling. I t  is related at one place in the Divyt~vadana,51 that these 
smugglers arranged the matter in such a way that the customs officers even after 
strict scrutiny were unable to catch them. 

In this connection a story informs us that on the frontier of Magadha and 
Champ% there was situated a Yaksha shrine whose bell began tolling if some persons 
wanted to smuggle the goods. But one of the Brahmans of Champ% firmly decided 
to carry some goods without paying the duties. He secreted a pair of garments in 
the hollowed handle of his umbrella. When the caravan which he had joined at 
RZjag~iha reached the customs house, the customs officer realised the duties on 
the goods of the merchants (iuIkaSaIikena sarrhah julkikyitah). But as the caravan 
moved on, the bell began tolling and thus the customs officer realised that some- 
body had not paid his dues. He again rummaged the goods of merchants but 
without success. In the end he began passing merchants one by one and in 
that way the trick of the Brahman was found out. Because, as soon as his turn 
came, the bell began tolling. But even then it was difficult to detect where he had 
secreted his goods. Jn the end when the customs officer promised that he would not 
charge the duties, the Brahman revealed his secret. 

We have seen above that in the early centuries of the Christian era how the 
shipping had developed both in the east and west and what part Indian merchants 
played in its development. They earned sufficient profit in their shipping to Suvar- 
nabhiimi, but besides earning profit, they laid the foundation of Indian culture in 
Viet-Nam, Indonesia and Burma. In laying the foundation of this culture, the 
Buddhis~s and Brahmans played equal part. It is stated at one place in the 
M a h i i v a ~ t u , ~ ~  that in ancient times there lived a Brahman Guru who had five hundred 
disciples at V~rZvali .  He had a very beautiful daughter named Sri. Once the teacher 
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of that Brahman guru wanted him to  despatch to Samudrapattana some of his 
disciples for performing a Yajfis. There was every hope of realising good sacrificial 
fees if he went by himself or sent somebody else in his place. The guru summoned 
his disciples and announced that one who proceeded to  Sarnudrapattana could 
marry his daughter. One of the young disciples who loved Sri proceeded there. 
After the sacrifice was over, the merchant who had invited him paid enough gold 
and silver as his fee. 

The above story reveals certain new facts. The VZmvali of this story may be 
identified with Veraval on the Saurashtra coast. Samudrapattana, where the sacri- 
fice was held, most probably stands here for Sumatra. There is nothing strange 
about this story because in Borneo and other places sacrificial posts (yiipas) have 
been found which prove that the Brahmans from this country proceeded to those 
lands for performing Yajfi~s.  

Textiles, spices and aromatic goods were the chief articles of trade between 
India and Indonesia. I n  a very incorrect list in the Mahnvasru63 of plain and 
coloured cloths, the dukiila of K%ii, the silks of Bengal, linen and fine muslin and 
the mats made of strips of skin are mentioned as articles of trade. After these 
articles, are mentioned the ports and the countries which exported and imported 
cloths. VanarustZ here probably stands for Vanav~ ia  (North Kanara), Tamakiita 
could perhaps be amended to Hemaknta as we have already seen that the dukiila 
of HemakudyZ was famous. Subh~mi  stands for Suvarnabhumi and Tosala for 
Tcsali in Orissa. Kola here stands for the port of Korkai in the PPndya country 
and Machira definitely stands for the Muziris of the Periplus and Murichipattana of 
the Mahiibha/ata. 

It  is also a notable fact that PUrna the famous disciple of the Buddha belonged 
to the guild of sea merchants at Sopara, which was even in early Buddhist times 
the most famous port on the western sea coast of India. From here the land route 
crossing the Western Ghat and passing through Nanaghat reached the Godavari 
valley and passing the Deccan plateau reached Ujjayini and from there proceeded 
to  the Gangetic Valley. 

The Div~avadana54 relates the beautiful story of the monk Pnrna who began 
his life as a merchant and later on accepted Buddhism and became a monk. It  is 
related that Parna was the son of a rich merchant of Sopara who had three wives 
and three other sons. I n  his old age being neglected and insulted by his family, 
the old man married a slave girl who later on became the mother of Pnrna. From 
his very childhood Piirna was interested in business as he saw his brothers under- 
taking long sea voyages. Influenced by them he asked the permission of his 
father to  accompany them on a voyage, but the father refusing permission advised 
him to look after his business. Accepting his father's advice obediently he began 
managing the shop and shared the profits with his brothers, who were very jealous 
of him. After the death of his father they made him to look after the business of 
the port. I n  this new line as well Parga proved his worth. After some time he 
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became the head of the merchant guild and then decided to  undertake a long sea 
voyage so that he could see new countries and meet new peoples. His voyage was 
announced by the beat of drum. It  was also given out that those merchants who 
were ready to accompany him would not be liable to pay any taxes. In this way 
he performed six voyages without any trouble. One day merchants from Sr~vas l i  
met him at Sopara and requested him to undertake the seventh sea voyage. At 
first he refused their request under the pretext of the fear for his life, but the mer- 
chants persisted and he had to accept their proposal. Before this voyage, Porna 
had heard about the Buddha from the SrZvasti merchants. After he returned from 
the voyage his brothers wanted him to marry but having decided to become a monk 
he refused their request. Accompanying a caravan he reached Sravasti and sent a 
messenger to the fanlous merchant AnZthapincika who thought that Piirna wanted 
to  transact some business, but when he heard that Piirna had decided to becomc a 
nionk he took him to the Buddha. The acceptance of Buddhism by P i i r ~ a  has 
been simply related and is untouched by any miraculous event. As the high waves 
agitate the ocean, similarly the heart of a sailor is agitated without any reason and 
he often leaving his business turns a missionary. It seems that loneliness lasting 
for many months and the vagaries of nature fill the heart of a sailor with certain 
compassion which bursts forth in great religious fervour. This factor was appli- 
cable to Purna as well. It is apparent from the dialogue between Ptirna and the 
Buddha that in spite of many difficulties Parna was determined to carry out his 
mission. When the Buddha inquired about the field of his mission, Parna pointed 
out to SroVZparanta which may be identified with Burma. The Buddha informed 
him about the cruelty of the people there, but this did not deter Parqa to carry out 
his mission. 

It seems that in~pressed by the miraculous powers of Parna the merchants 
began to  regard him as the presiding s 

F i g .  6 .  Ship, Ajanta, 5 th  cen t .  A . D .  

'aint of the sea. This is evident from the 
voyage of Parna's brother. Acting 
against the advice of Parna he undertook 
a voyage in search of sandalwood. 
After reaching an island he cut down 
many sandalwood trees. Infuriated at 
that the presiding Yaksha of the island 
raised a storm in which Piirqa's brother 
almost lost his life. But as soon as he 
remembered Ptirna for succour the storm 
abated and he and his comrades returned 
safely to their country. 

The Pnrna Avadana has been 
represented in a wall painting in cave I1 
at Ajanta (Fig. 6).55 The painting repre- 
sents several episodes from the life of 
Piirna such as his meeting with the 
Buddha and his acceptance of the faith. 
But the most i~uportant incident depicted 
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in the painting is the sea voyage of Bhavila, Piirna's brother, i n  search of red 
sandalwood. The sea is full of fishes and two mermaids. The ship is large and 
equipped with sails and the twelve water pots indicate that the voyage was to last 
a long time. But the bow and stern bear the dragon symbol and near the oars a 
seat has been provided for the helmsman. In the stern there appears a mast within 
a square, perhaps it served to hoist the guide sail. As we have already observed the 
best sandalwood came from Malaysia. I t  has been mentionedhb that once merchants 
sent to ViiikhZ MyigZramicZ, a famous character in Buddhist literature, bundle of 
sandalwood (chandana gandika), Its quality was decided by testing the root and 
tips of the sandalwood. For this a simple experiment was suggested by Vii%khP. 
If the sandalwood was immersed in water, its root settled at  the bottom and the 
top remained floating. This sandalwood reminds us of tidbargi of the Arabic 
literature. 

The goSirsha was yellow sandalwood which yielded a lot of profit to Pijrna's 
brother. According to the Ibn al Baytar (1197-1248) it is maqtisiri. Malaya also 
produced better quality of sandalwood. Salihat (a port of Java), Timor and Banda 
produced equally good sandalwood. The maq2siri sandalwood grew in Celebes.s7 

The Buddhist Sanskrit literature informs us about the dangers of the sea 
voyage. Frightened of the calamities of the voyage the women of the household of 
merchants tried to dissuade them not to undertake a perilous sea voyage, but when 
they found them firm in their resolve, then for their welfare and safe return they 
took a vow to worship their gods as an act of thanks-giving. The Avadiittaiaraka 
informs us that the wife of a sea-merchant in R~ jag r iha  took the vow that after the 
safe return of her husband, she would offer a discus to the temple of NarZyana. 
After his safe return she kept her vow with great pomp and show.58 

Bearing in mind the troubles of the sea, merchants did not carry women with 
them. However, it is related in the Divynvadnna59 that once a woman travelling on a 
ship with her husband gave birth to a male child who was named Sammudra as he 
was born at the sea. Even in the early centuries of the Christian era Indian ships 
were not very strongly built and, therefore, ship-wrecks were frequent. Those 
frail ships were unable to withstand the shocks of whales, makaras and dolphins 
and high waves and were wrecked. The high waves also broke them to pieces. The 
sea pirates dressed in blue scanned the sea in search of their preys.60 The aborigi- 
nals inhabiting marly isolated islands also attacked and looted them. People also 
believed that the sea was the abode of gigantic serpents which attacked the ships. 

After the ship-wreck there was no other escape except offering prayers to 
family deities. According to the Mahavastu the travellers from sinking ships 
floating with the help of water-pots, hollow gourds and dismembered timbers 
tried to save their lives.d' 

Some minor details about Indian shipping are also available in the Buddhist 
Sanskrit literature. We are informed that after casting anchor the ship was tied 
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to a peg ( ~ a r r a p a i a ) . ~ ~  The anchor kept the ship stable in the deep sea.Oa So far 
as my knowledge goes, the only mention of the sea chart or  the log book appears 
in the Byihad-Kuthn sloka-sarngraha only.64 Monahara in his sea voyage, after 
determining the geographical position of the SfiligavZna hills and Kufijaranagara 
entered his notes in the log book (samputakeikhan). 

The pilots and sailors had their own guilds. Aryasura has given a very vivid 
account of the nautical training of SupgragakumZra, the head of the guild of pilots. 
As a very accomplished pilot (siirathi) he managed to learn the lessons within a 
short time. Fully conversant with the movement of the stars he seldom lost his 
destination. The knowledge of astrology made him aware of impending calamities. 
He had an instinctive knowledge of good or  bad weather. He had studied the sea 
thoroughly and his knowledge was based on the observation of different species of 
fishes, different colours of the sea creatures, the condition of the sea coasts, and the 
study of sea birds, marine rocks etc. He never slept while piloting the ship. In the 
summer and rains equally he moved his ship forward and backwards (aharnniipa- 
harana) and in this way he took his passengers safely to  their destination. It is 
mentioned at one place in the Milinda Praina" that the pilot took full care of his 
J-antra, and for fear of others touching it he kept it sealed. There is hardly any 
doubt that the yalltra here stands for the compass. However, it may be noted here 
that according to the present belief, the Chinese invented the compass at a much 
later date. 

The success of the sea voyage depended much upon the alertness of the sailors. 
The Milinda P r a i n ~ ~ ~  informs us that the Indian sailor (kammaknra) was fully con- 
versant with his duties and responsibilities. He frequently thought, "I am a servant 
(bhyitya) and serve the ship on wages. I get my food and clothing bzcause of this 
ship, I should never be sluggish in my duties. I must serve the ship steadily." It 
seems that in the early centuries of the Christian era there were several categories 
of sailors and navigators. The iihara sailors navigated the ship to the shore; a 
common sailor was known as nnvika and that one plying a boat was called 
kaivartta. The helmsma~l was known as l~arnadhara.~7 

As we have noted above in the shipping of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, 
the same conditions prevailed as formerly. Aryasiira in the Suppiiraka. Jiitakaee of 
the Jiitakanlnla has given a vivid version of the old Supiiraka Jataka (J. 463). In the 
fiew version, the pilot is named Suparaga i.e. one who was able to pilot the ship 
safely. This SupZraga was well versed in nautical science (niryamaka-siitra). 
Aryasara has conjectured that the Sopara port was named after him. The sea 
traders flattered him for conducting safe voyage. Once the merchants of S u v a r ~ a -  
dvipa requested him to captain their ship (v7ihannrohanartha) but he declined 
because of his old age and bad eye-sight. But the merchants persisted and Su~Zraga  
because of his good nature, though suffering from old age infirmities, agreed to 
their proposal. 

After sailing for some days the ship reached the sea full of fishes. The 
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variegated lines appeared on the agitated and frothy sea and in the bright sun- 
shine the blue sea seemed to touch the sky. There was no trace of the coast-line. 
After the sun-set the nature assumed more glaring form. The water became foamy, 
the wind started roaring, and the high waves rendered the sea more terrible. 
Agitated by the wind, eddies and whirlpools began appearing and it seemed that the 
day of dissolution had dawned. Slowly the sun disappeared behind the screen of 
clouds and darkness enveloped the scene. Tossed by the sea, the ship was shaking as 
if out of fear. At such a moment the travellers losing their balance of mind began 
praying their gods for succour. 

In this way the ship tossed about for several days in the sea, but the travel- 
lers could not see the coast nor the signs by which they could identify the sea. 
They were very much perturbed by the appearance of new signs. To console then1 
SupZraga informed them that those were the signs of an impending cyclone. To  
save themselves they had to shake off their cowardliness. Men steadfast in their 
duties laughed off their troubles. Encouraged by Supiiraga's words the merchants 
forgot their troubles and began watching the sea. Some saw mermaids, but they 
could not decide whether they were fishes or  women. SupZraga in order to remove 
their suspense told them that they were the fishes of the Khuramali sea. The 
merchants wanted to change the course of the ship, but dashed by the high waves 
the ship reached a fuming sea which was identified as DadhimZla by Supzraga. 
After that it reached AgnimZla whose water was red as hot ember. There as well 
the ship could not be stopped and floating along it reached KushamPla followed 
by Nalamala. When SupZraga explained to the merchants that they had reached 
the end of the earth, they were frightened. The great noise in the sea was due to 
the volcanoes. Taking it for granted that their end had come, some merchants began 
weeping, some began offering prayers to Indra, Aditya, Rudra, Marut, Vasu, 
Samudra, etc. and some began remembering their folk gods and goddesses. But 
SupZraga maintaining the composure of mind consoled them and as if by the force 
of his prayer the ship after reaching the mouth of volcanoes managed to turn. The 
pilot asked the merchants to  load the ship with the stones available to that place. 
After some time they found that the stones contained silver, gold and precious 
stones. In spite of the exaggeration of the story there is hardly any doubt that it is 
based on the accounts of travellers proceeding to the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea 
and the Mediterranean. 

The Divyn~~adana gives several stories of sea voyages which inform us that 
people not only travelled for profit but also as a form of amusement. 

It is related in the sea voyage of KotikarnaGg that once he sought permission of 
his father to undertake a sea voyage with merchandise. His father got it announced 
by the beat of drum that the merchants accompanying his son would not have 
to pay any taxes. Kotikarna selected sturdy donkeys to carry his goods to the 
port. At the time of departure his father advised him that he should never proceed 
before the caravan, because if he did so he was prone to miss his way. Therefore, 
it was advisable to travel in the centre of the caravan. He further ordered his two 
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slaves DZsaka and P'ilaka to be always with Kotikargz. After performing religious 
ceremonies he approached his mother to take her leave. She gave her permisston 
unwillingly. After that Kotikarna loaded the packets of goods carried by bullock- 
carts, load carriers, oxen and donkeys and reached the port of enibarcation. From 
there taking a short trip he reached Ratnadvipa (Sri Lanka). There after testing 
precious stones very carefully he purchased and brought them to the ship. After 
his business was over, taking advantage of the favourable wind his ship returned to 
India. The caravan began resting on the sea-coast and Kolikarna leaving it began 
preparing the accounts of his transactions. After some time he despatched DZsaka 
to make inquiries about the caravan. D%saka saw everybody sleeping and he 
himself joined them. When he did not return, Kotikarna sent PZlaka to make 
further inquiries. PZlaka saw the caravan being loaded and taking it f& granted 
that DZsaka must have returned, he engaged himself in the business of loading. 
After it was over the caravan started moving. In the morning it was found out 
that Icotikarna had disappeared but by that time the caravan had proceeded so far 
that it was not possible for it to retrace its steps. 

In the morning when Kotikarna got up he found that the caravan had already 
left. Mounting a donkey chariot he tried to follow it, but unfortunately its tracks 
were covered with sand, but the donkeys proceeded forward instinctively on the right 
track. Angered at their slow speed, he whipped them which made them take an- 
other track. Later on Kotikarna had to abandon the chariot for the lack of water. 
After this coines the miraculous part of the story which tells us how Kotikarna 
managed to reach his home. 

We have pointed above about the sea voyage of Piirna's elder brother. His 
ship sailing in favourable wind reached the sandalwood forest and there the mer- 
chants cut down the best sandalwood trees. Seeing the condition of the forest 
Mahebvara Yaksha became angry and he caused the MahZkZlika vata or  a cyclone 
to blow, and the merchants for fear of their life began praying Siva, Varuna, 
Kubera, Tndra, Brahma, Uraga, Mahoraga, Yaksha and Danavendra. At that very 
time PUrna by his miraculous power saved them.'@ 

In the sea there was always the fear of whales. It is related that once five 
hundred merchants taking a ship started on a sea voyage. Seeing the sea they 
were greatly frightened and asked the pilot the reason for the blackness of the sea. 
The pilot replied, "Oh the inhabitants of India, the sea is the home of pearls, bcryl, 
chankshells, coral, silver, gold, agate, amethyst, carnelian and dakshinavarta conch- 
shells. But only those are authorised to get them who have behaved well towards 
their parents, sons and daughters, slaves and labourers working in mines and 
offered alms to the Brahmans and Buddhist monks." Those who were on the ship 
wanted to earn profits, but they were not prepared to face any danger. The pilot 
complained about the overcrowding on the ship, but the merchants did not know 
how to conduct themselves. After a long deliberation they requested the pilot to 
address the crowd about the dangers of the sea. He addressed them thus, "Oh the 
inhabitants of India, there are many unknown dangers in the sea. It  is the home 
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of gigantic whales and sharks and very often huge turtles make their appearance. 
The waves often rise very high and at times the banks are prone to erosion 
(srhalour~idana). Frequently ships go off their course and at times coming in con- 
tact with submarine rocks, they break into pieces. There is always the danger of cy- 
clone (Kalikiiviira). The sea pirates dressed in blue loot the ships. Therefore, those of 
you who arc ready to give up their lives and those who have entrusted their pro- 
perty to their sons should alone take this voyage. The number of brave is limited 
in this world while the cowards abound." Hearing the heart-breaking address of 
the pilot, the crowd melted. The sailors weighed the anchor and raised up the 
sails. Piloted by the chief helmsman (nayakarnadhara-sampreriram) the ship in 
favourable wind gathered speed and gradually it reached Ratnadvipa.7' 

When the ship had reached Sri Lanka, the captain addressed the merchants 
thus, "In this island such artificial gems are available which appear to be absolutely 
genuine. Therefore, before purchasing precious stones you should thoroughly 
test them. If you do not act as I say then after returning to your home you will 
have no alternative but to curse your misfortune. This island is also inhabited by 
Krauficha girls who after capturing men give them a very sound beating. It also 
produces such intoxicating fruits that if one eats them he is bound to sleep for 
seven days. The wind blowing against the ship also takes it from its regular 
course." After receiving the warning the merchants purchased genuine gems 
after testing them thoroughly, and after some days the ship weighed anchor in 
favourable wind and sailed back to India. In the sea gigantic aquatic animals 
were encountered and big fishes were seen swallowing small ones. The merchants 
also saw a whale (rimingala) swimming. One-third of its body was raised above 
the water. As soon as it opened its jaws the sea water began gushing forth from 
it. Due to the force of the water turtles, sea-horses, dolphins and many other 
kinds of fishes began entering its cavernous mouth. Seeing it the merchants 
thought that the day of dissolution had come. Finding them in such disturbed 
state of mind the pilot addressed them, "You have heard about the danger of the 
whale previously; now that danger is at  hand. The rock protruding from the sea 
is no ordinary rock, but the head of the whale and that which appears like a line 
of rubies is in reality its lips. Inside the jaws the white lines are its teeth and the 
fiery balls represent its eyes. Now nothing can save us from the impending death. 
Now you people should offer prayers to your gods." The merchants did as they 
were told but without any effect. But as soon as they remembered the Buddha the 
whale closed its jaws and thus the merchants escaped death.7g 

11.1 the above stories we see a curious admixture of the miraculous and realistic 
elements though certain parts of the stories are based on actual observations. Such 
stories were written to edify the religious spirit of the Buddhists. In those ancient 
days there did not exist any scientific viewpoint to explain the behaviour of nature. 
Therefore, whenever a man had to face natural calamities, then without inquiring 
about their cause they were attributed to the displeasure of the gods and the devils. 
But in spite of all this the sea stories of the Sanskrit Buddhist literature are based on 
actual experiences. We arc well aware that in spite of all difficulties including ship- 
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wrecks, the sea merchants never stopped their voyages. Their small ships were often 
wrecked, most of the passengers lost their lives and those who survived, reached 
some deserted islands where they waited for the arrival of other ships for their 
rescue. They had also to face the dangers of submarine rocks and sea pirates. The 
success of such voyages depended on the accomplishment of the pilots and helms- 
men. These pilots were experienced navigators and they were well acquainted with 
the nature of different fishes and they also gave proper advice to merchants from 
time to time. 

Frorn the Sanskrit Buddhist literature we also get some information about the 
guilds of that period. I n  this period they had become more developed and had an 
important place in the economic life of the people. These guilds could frame their 
own rules and regulations, but for their universal acceptance it was necessary that 
they should be passed unanimously. 

Sometimes there were litigations about the guild regulations.73 We have 
referred to  the story of P i i r ~ a  of Sopara above. Once he received information 
about the arrival of five hundred merchants. Purna approaching them asked infor- 
mation about their goods (dravya) and they gave him information about very 
inflated prices of their goods. The goods were priced for eight lakh gold coins and 
Ptisga advanced them (avadrariga) three lakhs on the condition that he could pay 
the rest of the amount on the day of the delivery. After the transactioil was over 
Piirna sealed the goods (snmudriilakshiram) and departed. Other merchants also 
heard about the arrival of the goods and they sent their brokers (avachnrnkah 
purushnh) to inquire about the kinds and prices of the goods. The brokers learn- 
ing of the inflated prices of the goods and in order to  bargain told the merchants 
that their store-houses (koshlha-koshGhagar@i) were filled to the brim with the 
goods and hence they did not require them, but they were greatly surprised to hear 
that the sellers did not care whether their store-houses were full or not as Pama 
had already bought their goods. After exchange of hot words the sellers informed 
the intended buyers how much money Piirna had given them in advance and that 
they were not in a position even to pay the advanced money for the entire goods. 
The brokers approached Purna and calling him a robber informed him that the 
guild had framed certain rules (kriyakarah k!.itah), according to which no individual 
member of the guild could purchase the entire goods, but only the guild was 
authorised to purchase the goods in bulk. Piirna raised an objection to the parti- 
cular rule because when the rule was passed, Piirna or his brother was not present. 
For not accepting this rule the guild fined him sixty karshapanns. Piirna, however, 
appealed to the king and won his case. 

After some time the king required the goods which Piirna had purchased. 
The king asked the guild to send Purna to him to  see his goods, but it was unable 
to do so because the goods were in possession of their o p p ~ n e n t  Piirna. They prayed 
the king to take forcible possession of the goods from him, but the king refused to 
do so. Forced by the circumstances the members of the guild sent their man to 
PUrna but he refused to  sell the goods. In order to extricate themselves from com- 
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plications, the representatives of the guild met him. They offered to purchase 
the goods at the price paid by Pmna, but the clever Piirpa realised double the 
amount from them. It is evident from above story that guilds had become deve- 
loped institutions in that period. It seems that the merchant guilds purchased the 
goods in bulk. They could frame their own rules and regulations, but for doing 
so unanimous voting was necessary. 

Some curious cases also appeared in the sea-trade. It is related in the Brihad 
Karhn ~ l o k a  S ~ m g r a h a ~ ~  that once when Udayana came to his court two merchants 
related their story to him. The father and elder brother of the merchants had lost 
their life at the sea. After that the wife of the elder brother took possession of all 
the property and, therefore, the merchants requested the king to effect their parti- 
tion. The king summoned their sister-in-law but she said, "Although the ship of 
my husband was lost it has yet not been finally established that he is dead; there is 
every possibility that like some other ship-wrecked persons he may return. More- 
over, I am pregnant and I may get a son, therefore, I have not returned the property 
to my brother-in-law." The king accepted her plea. 

We also know from the contemporary literature that the guilds exercised 
great influence on the king. Nagarajresthi was the chief banker of the king. He 
was counted as an adviser of the king who helped him financially at the time of 
need. 

Now the natural question arises how many kinds of guilds existed in that 
period. The information is very limited but the M a h n v a s r ~ ~ ~  gives us some relevant 
information. I t  seems that clever artisans had special place in the economic life of 
the city. The best artisans were known as maharrara (masters). The master 
florist made garlands, perfumed chaplets (gandhamuku#a) and many other kinds of 
wreaths. The master potter (kumbhaknrarnahartara) made various kinds of ceramic 
ware. The master washerman had no equal in his profession. The master dyer dyed 
his cloths with great care. The master brazier could also make utensils of gold and 
silver and inlay them with precious stones. The master goldsmith fashioned most 
delicate ornaments and was expert in chiselling and polishing them. The master 
jeweller had expert knowledge of pearls, beryl, chankshell, coral, crystal, carnelian, 
jade etc. The master chank-cutter (jankha-valajlakara-mahairara) could work in 
chankshell and ivory in a very expert way. He made from these materials, pegs, 
collyrium sticks, caskets, ewers, bracelets, bangles and other ornaments. The 
master turner could turn on the lathe toys, fans, images, etc. He could also copy 
realistically many kinds of flowers, fruits, and birds. The master cane weaver 
could weave fans, umbrellas, baskets, stools, boxes, etc. 

The Maha1tasru7fl mentions the guilds of Kapilavastu. In the ordinary guilds 
are mentioned the workers in wrought and unwrought gold, sellers of wrappers 
(prnvsirika), the workers in chankshell (iankhika), ivory carvers (danrakiira), 
lapidaries (man~kara), stone carvers (prasrarika), perfumers, weavers of silk and 
woollen clothes (kosltnvika), oil pressers, sellers of dahi (dndhyka), cake sellers 
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(piipika), makers of sugar (klra!rnakirnka), niakers of lad<us (tt~od(~Xtircrlirr), sweet- 
meat sellers (knndnvikn), niakers of flour (scrmitnknrrrka), makers of snttir (sotti~ka- 
rnko), fruit sellers (plralnvanijn). sellers of roots and herbs (nli7lnvnni.jo), sellers of 
perfumed powders and oils (chiirna-kutCa-gntrdlra-tailikn), makers of tnolasscs 
(grrdcrpachaka), makers of crudc sugar (khandopizchrrko), scllers of dried ginger, 
wine makers (s~tllrrrkarakn) and sellers of sugar (sarkarnvanijo). 

Besidcs tlic guilds mentioncd above there were other guilds wliicli are called 
iilpiij.ntatins in the Mnltava.~!ir. There is little doubt that these jilpnyafcrnns played 
an important part in the developnient of trade and comnicrce in tliis country. Tlie 
goods manufr~ctured by then1 were not only sold in tliis country, but must liave becn 
exportcd as wcll and thus they were helpful in strengthening thc foreign relations 
of India. In these workshops ironsmitlis, copper plate makers, bronze casters, 
braziers, tin-makers, glass-makers atid lathe workers were important. Garland- 
makers, fillers of the cushion witli cotton (put-imakarn), potters, weavers of wool, 
cane-workers, weavers on jacquards (dcvnlatnnfro), waslier~nen, dyers, needle- 
workers, cotton wcavers, painters, makers of gold and silver ornaments, farriers, 
washers, barbers, borers, stucco-makers, chariot-makers, architects (szfrndlrar(~), 
well diggers, dealers in woods i ~ n d  bamboos, sailors and gold washers were impor- 
tant. 

We liave tricd to givc a picture of contemporary professiolis and the guilds 
connected with them. In  the early ccnturics of the Christian era as tlic trade 
developed, then for its proper rcgulation laws had to bc enacted. On this account 
the law of partnership, tlie law to rcgulate business transactions including the non- 
dclivcry of goods and tlie laws rclating to guilds were enactcd. As Kaufilya in tlie 
Arfhaja.\rrn llas dcfined the laws pertaining to tlie contemporary tradc i n  thc 
Mausya period in the same way tlic Narodnsmyiti compiled in thc Gupta period, 
givcs thc rules and rcgulntions concerning trade practices. Though the Narnrlastrryifi 
was colnpilcd in the Gupta pcriod, but there is every possibility that tliosc rules 
and regulations wcrc also curlent in  thc early centuries of tlie Christian era. 

According to the Narntlnstnyiti77 partners in a business illvested thc equal 
nmount of capital. Tlic profit, the loss and tlie expcnses wcrc divided in proportion 
to tlie capital invcstcd by the partners. Tlie expenses in connection witli store- 
keeping, food, transport ant1 storage of precious goods wcre in accordnncc witli an 
agrccn~cnt. Each partner, wlio incurred loss on account of liis carelessness or  
without consent of his partners, had to make good the loss himself. One wlio savcd 
the goods from tlie inclemcncy of weathcr, displeasure of the king and fro111 robbers 
was clititlcd to  rcceivc onc-tenth of tllc amount involved. If any part~icr died, then 
liis succcssor automritically bccame a pc~rtncr of tlic concern. But if tlicre was no 
succcsso~~, t Iicn thc surviving partners bccanie his successors. 

The merchants after their arrival at the customs liouse settled the custo~ns 
dues. Being a statc concern customs duties had to be paid in any case. The 
mercliant after reaching the customs house sold liis goods, after the appoi~itcd 
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ti~lic if he did tiot declare the true prices of his goods, thcn he was fined eighteen 
ti~ncs the price of the goods. No pandit or Brahman had to pay any dues on his 
household effects. In the same way a Brahman who received the goods as alms 
was duty free. The personal effects of thc acrobats and the goods carried on one's 
back were not dutiable.78 

If a travelling merchant died, then his goods were detained for ten years for 
his s u c ~ e s s o r s . ~ ~  Perhaps after this period if the goods remained unclaimed, then i t  
was passed over to the state. 

Those who refused to carry the goods to a predetermined place, wcrc fined one- 
sixth of their wages. If any merchant refused to supply animals or  vehicles for 
loading, after settling his affairs, he had to pay a fine amounting to onc-fourth of 
tlie settled rates. But if the party released the vehicles half way even then it had to 
pay the full settled rates. If a load carrier refused to carry the goods, thcn lie was 
not entitled to  any wage. If at the time of start he showed his unwilli~igncss, then 
the carrier was fined three times the amount of his wages. If on account of his 
carelessness a porter damaged the goods, then he had to pay damage, but if the 
damage took place on account of natural causes or king's displeasure, then he had 
not to pay ally damage.e0 

A man wlio did not deliver the goods was punished. If the price of the 
purchased goods fell in the market, then the purchaser had to pay the actual price 
on the loss incurred by the fall in market rates. This law was only for the natives, 
but the foreign merchants had also to recompense the purchaser on the profits 
gained on their goods. At the non-delivery of the purchased goods or if the goods 
werc damaged by fire or stolen, then the loss had to be paid by the seller. After 
showing quality of goods and then delivering inferior goods, the seller was punished 
for clleating and from him was realised a compensation amounting to two times tlie 
price of the goods and the same amount of fine. The same punishmerlt was meted 
out to the man who delivered the purchased goods to somcbody else. But i f a  
purchaser did riot take dclivery of the goods, the seller was entitled to sell it 
without incurring ally punishment. But this rule was o~i ly  valid when the seller 
had fully paid the price. If the price was not paid, then the purchaser was in no 
way held responsible. Merchants purchased and sold goods for the sake of profit, 
but their profit was determined according to the prices of diffcrent kinds of goods. 
It was, therefore, necessary for merchants that they should determine the prices in 
accordance with the place and time.8' 

According to  tlie Naradasmriti the king accepted the validity of the guilds 
and the piigns of the city and districts. He recognized their rules and regulations 
concerning the l i v e l i h ~ o d . ~ ~ .  In the Hindu states the Brahmans had certain privi- 
leges. They could use the ferry boats without paying ally charge. They wcre also 
not expected to pay any charge for ferrying their goods across the river." 
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CHAPTER VIII 

TRADERS OF SOUTH INDIA 

I N THE early cenluries of the Christian era we do not get much information about 
the trade routes and travellers of south India from indigenous sources. It is, 

however, certain that the travellers of Tamil Nad had intimate trade relations with 
foreign countries specially with Babylonia. However, the darkness of south Indian 
history is somewhat 'lifted in the early centuries of the Christian era. There is no 
unanimity of opinion about the date of the early Tamil literature, which is the only 
source of information about the social and political history of the south. Some 
scholars date it to the early centuries of the Christian era, while others bring it 
down to the 5th century A.D. 

The picture of south Indian cultures is available from the ~i ln~pad ikararn ,  Mani- 
mekltalai and miscellaneous poems of the Sangam age. The volume of this litera- 
ture proves that the culture of south India was as much developed as that of north 
India. As foreign trade brought enough gold in south India, the luxurious life of the 
people increased considerably. The sea trade was at its zenith and shipping on the 
eastern coast ranged from Talnralipti on the nay of Bengal upto the mouth of the 
Indus of the western coast. The sea merchants of the south India carried their 
goods to Sri Lanka, Suvarpadvrpa and East Africa. The Roman traders were also 
constantly visiting south Indian ports and exported from there black pepper and 
spices, valuable muslin and precious stones and pearls to Rome. There is hardly 
any doubt that the Roman merchants had intimate knowledge of the sea coast of 
south India and the contemporary Roman geographers made good use of the 
knowledge. 

The literature of the Sangam age informs us that in the big cities of south 
India lived great caravan traders who constantly travelled by road and sea routes. 
According to the ~ i l a ~ ~ a d i k n r a r n ~  in PuhZr or Kzverrpattinam, there lived a sea 
caravan leader (manaikan) and another master of caravan on the land route 
(miiSarruvan). The Tamil literature does not give enough information about the sea- 
route, but there is no doubt that the south had trade relations wit11 Ujjain through 
Paithan. South Indian merchants and pilgrims reached Varanasi via Ujjain. The 
Mnnin~ekltalai mentions that a Brahman pilgrim from Varanasi along with his wife 
paid visit to the Cape Cornorin.' The ~ ~ l a ~ ~ a d i k a r a m s  mentions the sealed goods 
from north India reached the south, and merchants had to pay customs duties and 
other taxes on the loads." 
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The Taniil literature does not mention the names of the ports f ro~n  where 
sllips sailed to foreign countries. At one place it has been noted that the ships 
sailing from the sea coast of Madurai stopped at Manipallavam whose capital was 
N z g a p u r a . T h e  coast of Muchiri was situated near the Periyar river and as point- 
ed elsewhere it has been mentioned in the Mahiibhiirnta and the Periplus. One 
Tamil poet describes the port of Muchiri where the large and beautiful ships 
of the Yavanas sailing in the foamy river Periyar brought gold and loaded their 
ships with the black p e p ~ e r . ~  Another poet observes that at Muchiri paddy was 
exchanged for fishes and bags of black pepper were brought from houses to 
markets. In exchange for the goods, gold was brought from the ships in small 
boats to the port. The music of the waves of Muchiri never stopped there. The 
Chera king presented the sea and mountain goods to his guests. 

On the eastern sea coast of India the port of Thondi was situated on the 
Makkali river; the town has been identified with Pallikar village five miles north 
of Kilnidi town.' Perhaps the name of the Tondi-chera variety of cloth in the' 
Dieyavadiina could have been derived from this port.8 

The Kaveri river was so deep that big ships could sail in it and on its 
northern bank was situated the port of KZveripatfinam. Pattinapzkkam was 
situated in the west of the city. In the open space between these two points a 
market was held. The chief roads in the city were named as rajamarga (king's 
highway), rathan~iirga (chariot road), iipannmarga (the market road) etc. The 
king's palace was surrounded by the residences of the charioteers, horsemen and 
the king's bodyguard. In Pattinapzkkam lived bards, acrobats, musicians, clowns, 
chank-cutters, gardeners, pearl-stringers, those who announced the time every 
hour, and other officers of the court. On the sea shore of MaruvarpZkkam were 
raised high platforms and store-houses for storing the goods. After settling the 
customs duties the articles were sealed with the tiger claw symbol of the Chojas. 
After that the goods were stored in the godowns. Here all kinds of goods were 
sold; i u  this quarter the merchants lived well.8 

The ~ i l a ~ ~ a d i k n r a m  gives a very realistic description of Puhiir o r  Kzveripat- 
tinam. The king was so rich that other kings were envious of his fortune. The 
caravans brought from land and sea routes such variety of goods that it seemed 
that all the produce of the world had collected there.1° In the port and outside one 
could see goods heaped everywhere. At many places one could see the residences of 
the very prosperous Yavanas. In the port one could see sailors from all countries 
who were friendly to  one another. I11 the streets of the city shopkeepers sold oint- 
ments, bath-powders, flowers, incense sticks and perfumes. At some places were 
sold silk cloths, coral, sandalwood, myrrh, ornaments of all kinds, faultless pearls 
and gold.11 In the open space in the centre of the city were seen loads of goods 
bearing the mark of their weights, their numbers and the naines of their owners.1' 

At another place as well a very realistic picture of the sea-shore of KBveri- 
pattinam has been drawn.lg MBdavi and Kova!an passing through the king's 
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highway reached the Cheramarga on the sea-shore where goods from Kerala were 
unloaded. Here the waving flags announced as it were, "We are the witnesses to  
the goods of the foreign merchants lying on the stretch of white sands." Here the 
s l~ops  selling colours, sandalwood, perfumes and sweet-meats were lighted with 
lamps. The shops of clever goldsmiths, and the shops of the girls selling pitu and 
idlis in a line were also lighted. The lamps of fishermen were flickering at places. 
There were also light-houses on the shore to guide the ships during the night. The 
big fishing boats carrying nets had also dim lamps. In the lights of these lamps the 
port glimmered. Inside the port the ships loaded with the goods of the sea and 
mountains anchored. 

One part of the sea-shore was reserved for picnic-makers. Here princes with 
their conlpanions and affluent merchants took their rest. Accomplished singing and 
dancing girls could be seen within the camps. The crowds dressed in various 
costumes and speaking different languages mixing with the crowds of the mouth of 
the Kaveri gave it a very colourful appearance.14 

The Pa t t inappa l l i~~hrows  some additional light on the life of Kfveripattinam. 
It  informs us that in its hospices free food was distributed. The Buddhist and Jain 
temples were situated at one place outside the city. In another part of the city the 
Brahmanas performed Yajfias. 

Among the inhabitants of Kfveripattinam fishermen occupied a prominent 
place. They lived on the sea-shore and their chief food was fish and boiled turtle 
meat. They were very fond of decorating themselves with flowers and their chief 
form of amusement was the ram-fight. On closed days they stopped their work 
and spread their nets before their houses for drying. At first they took their bath 
in the sea and then in fresh water and after that they with their women-folk, danced 
around a pole. They also diverted themselves by engaging themselves in sport and 
other pastimes. On those days they did not drink but remained in their houses 
amusing themselves with music, dancing, and dramatic shows. After spending 
some time with their women-folk in the moonlight, they retired with them to their 
houses. 

The women-folk of Puhi r  assembling on the buildings of several storeys 
witnessed the festival of Muruga staged on the roads. On those days the buildings 
were beflagged. The Pandits as well raised their standards challenging others to  
engage them in shasrric discussions. 

As we have seen above for the safety of the ships, provision was made for 
light-houses which were built strongly. During the night they provided strong 
lights in order to make the entrance of the ship within the port safe.16 

In the story of Sfduvana in the Manimekhalai, the difficulties of the sea 
merchants in south India are pointed out." It is related that after Sfduvana had 
become poor his wife began to scold him. Troubled by his poverty he decided to 
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sail to foreign countries. Unfortunately, there was a ship-wreck. Floating with 
the mast Szduvana 'reached Nzgadvipa. In the meanwhile some of his compa- 
nions managed to  reach Kiveripattinam and announced there the death of 
Saduvana. Hearing this, his wife decided to commit sati, but a miraculous power 
stopped her from doing so and it informed her that her husband was alive and 
would return so011 on the ship of the merchant Chandradatta. Hearing this good 
news Ssduvana's wife decided to wait for him. 

In the meanwhile in NZgadvrpa, Szduvana getting out of the sea began resting 
under a tree and slept there. Seeing him, the naked aborigines reached him and 
awakened him with a view to eat him. But Szduvana knew their language and began 
conversing with them. They were greatly surprised and took him to their chief. 
He saw him living like a bear with his wife in a cave. Near him was a pot for 
making wine and fowl smelling dry bones. He was very much impressed by 
Ssduvana's talk and ordered that meat, wine and women should be provided to 
him, but when Saduvana refused to  accept the proffered hospitality he was very 
much surprised. During the course of their conversation SSduvana extolled the 
doctrine of Ahimsii and drew a promise from the chief that in future he would 
provide shelter to ship-wrecked people. He in his turn gave to  Szduvana the 
gift of sandalwood, agallochum, cloths etc. which he had looted from the ship- 
wrecked passengers. After that Szduvana returned to Kaveripattinam and began 
passi~.ig his time happily with his wife. 

In the early centuries of the Christian era the markets of Madurai were very 
famous.18 It  is said that Kovalan reaching the jewellery market of Madurai saw 
jewellers selling faultless diamonds, lustrous emeralds, varieties of rubies, sapphire, 
bindu, crystal, topaz studded in gold, gomeda, cat's eye, beryl, firestone, best kinds 
of pearls and coral. 

In the cloth market he saw bundles of finest textiles. The shops had cotton, 
silk and woollen cloths amounting to  hundred rolls each. In the grain and spice 
markets merchants moved here and there with weighing scales and measures 
(urnbanam) for measuring grain. In the grain market one could see heaps of grain 
bags and also thousands of bags of black pepper in all seasons. 

According to  the Pattupattu the roads and buildings of Madurai were very 
beautiful.lg For the defence of the city there was a forest all around, deep ditches, 
high torana gates and ramparts. The houses were beAagged. Its markets were 
crowded with sellers and buyers, drummers announcing the festival days, elephants, 
bullock-carts, women carrying flowers and garlands and pan leaves, vendors selling 
articles of food and horsemen wearing long, patterned clothes and ornaments. 
Women of high families ornamenting themselves peeped in the streets from the 
windows at  the time of festivals or shows. The Buddhists along with their wives 
and children were seen carrying flowers and incense to Buddhist temples. The 
Brahmanas engaged themselves in Yajiias and balikarnias and the Jains were also 
seen carrying flowers to their temples. 
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The merchants of Madurai did good business i n  gold, precious stones, pearls 
and foreign goods. The chank-cutters made bangles, the lapidaries drilled holes in 
precious stones and goldsmiths made beautiful ornaments and tested gold on touch- 
stones. :Other merchants sold textiles, flowers and perfunles. Painters were 
engaged in their profession and the city was crowded with weavers of all kinds. 
The poet compares their noise and tumult with the noise made by the labourers 
who loaded and unloaded the foreign ships i n  the midnight. 

It is evident from the accounts of PuhZr and Madurai that in the early 
centuries of the Christian era there was a very prosperous business of precious 
stones, textiles, spices and aromatic goods in south India. But the PoCCinapp~laieO 
also tells us that the famous cities of south India imported horses by the sea. The 
black pepper came from Muchiri by ships, pearls from the south sea and coral 
from eastern sea. The ~ilappadik?iram~1 informs us that from Korkai came the 
finest pearls. Its place in the medieval times was taken up by the port of Kayal, 
five miles inside. The goods produced in the valleys of the Ganga and Kaveri, Sri 
Lanka and Burma (Kalakam) came to KZveripaTtinam in huge quantities. 

It seems that south India also imported some foreign wine. The poet 
Nakkiyar addressing the PZndyan king NanmPran says, "Ever victorious Mar, 
pass your days by drinking perfumed and cold wine brought by the Yavanas and 
poured in golden cups by beautiful cup-bearers.a2 

It  is also evident from the literature of the Sangam age that the Yavanas 
brought to south India some ceramic ware and lamps. According to Kanakasabhai 
these lamps were decorated with the figures of the geese or they were fashioned 
liked Dipalakshmi~.~3 
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TRAVELLER AND CARAVAN TRADER IN 
JAIN LITERATURE 

(FIRST CENTURY TO SIXTH CENTURY A.D.) 

T HE JAIN caitonical literature including the Aizpas, Upangas, Galhas, Chiirnis 
and their commentaries is full of interesting material, but unfortunately, it has 

not been studied very much. The chief reason for this is the non-availability of 
Jain texts and the difficulty of the language which makes the interpretations diffi- 
cult. Except for some Jain works, most of the Jain literature has been published 
for the edification of the Jain devotees. Very little care has been taken in editing 
them and they are full of misprints and wrong texts. They have neither introduc- 
tion nor indices. They also lack linguistic notes which makes it difficult to under- 
stand the correct import of the texts. To  trace any cultural reference in Jain 
literature it is necessary to go through all of it. But if one is brave enough to 
wade through its mass, then it becomes evident that without the study of Jain litera- 
ture the cultural history of India remains incomplete, because the Jain literature 
throws light on certain aspects of Indian culture which have not been mentioned 
either in Pali or Sanskrit literature and even if they are referred to, the references 
are very sketchy. For example, let us take the topic of Snrrhavnha.~ The 
Brahamanic Sanskrit literature, because of difference in point of view throws very 
limited light on the problem. As against this the Buddhist literature deals with the 
subject at some length though the story-telling clement has an upper hand in such 
descriptions. Therefore it is difficult to find out from the Buddhist literature in 
what kinds of goods the merchants traded and what was their organisltion. But 
the Jain literature believes in giving even the minutest details. It has nothing to do 
with poetic prose. Whatever subject it touches it describes iu detail, ullmindful 
whether such descriptions go well with the fralnewo1.k of story. The Jain monks 
were wanderers by nature and while travelling from place to place they did riot fail 
to observe the life of the people. Jainism was also chiefly the religion of merchants 
and, therefore, the Jain literature has not failed t o  describe the various aspects of 
the life of their followers. The Jain monks wherever they went studied its geogra- 
phical and social conditions and also the local language in order to preach to the 
people at large. We shall try to describe the light the .lain literature throws on 
the organisation of the merchant conlmunity, the caravan on the march etc. I t  is 
difficult to be certain about the date of the Jain angos and upnngas. But most of 
the Jain canonical literature could be dated to the early cznturies of the Christian 
era. The Bhashyas and Chiirnis may be dated to the Gupta period or a little later. 
Whatever may be their date, there is hardly any doubt that the material pre- 
served in them is fairly ancient. 
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The Jain literature gives certain definitions about trade. It is necessary to  
study them as such definitions are not given in other literature. These definitions 
or stock descriptions inform us about the places where the goods w x e  sold and 
that in ancient India for the sale and purchase of the goods and for their transport 
there were many markets and the differences in the nature of such markets have 
been empllasized. 

Jalapn~[ana was a sea port where foreign cargoes were unloaded and indigen- 
ous goods exported. As against this S[halapa~~ana were those markets to which 
goods were transported by bullock-carts.' Dronamukka were the market towns 
where the goods came both from the sea and land routes, as examples, Tgmralipti 
and Bharukachchha are cited. Nigama was the city of bankers.' Nignma is divided 
into two categories, namely samgrahika and asamgrahika.4 According to the 
commentary the sarngrahika nigamn did the business of pledging the goods and 
deposits and asamgrahika nigan;a besides doing banking business could also do 
other business as well. I t  is evident from these references that nigama was that 
town or city which did mostly banking business. Niveja was the town of caravans.6 
The assembly of the camps of caravans was also known as niveia. Putabhedana 
was that marketa where the bales of the goods coming from all over the country 
had their seals broken. As an example is mentioned S%kala (modern Sialkot). 

As we have noted above, it was incumbent upon Jain monks travelling to  
visit the places of pilgrimage or to  preach their religion, but the method of their 
travel in the beginning was different from ordinary travellers. They could stay 
only in a religious building, a hospice or  in the workshops of a potter and 
ironsmith where they could sleep on the bed of straws. If they were unable to 
get place in those places, they were allowed to stay in a vacant house, i n  a cemetery 
or under a tree.' During the rains the Jain monks were forbidden to travel. In 
the four months of the rain they stayed at such places where lawful food was 
available and where there was no fear of the intrusion of the Buddhist monks, 
Brahmans, guests and  beggar^.^ It was also incumbent upon the Jain monks and 
nuns that they should follow such a route which was devoid of the danger of 
robbers and the Mlecchhas and which did not pass through the land inhabited by 
the aborigines. The monks were not allowed also to travel through the anarchical 
states, small republics, country orunder without a prince (dvirajja and virvjya). 
They also avoided forests. However, they were allowed to  cross the rivers by 
boats. These boats were taken out of the water for repairs. In the Jain literature 
the bow (purao), stern jntaggao) and centre are mentioned. An example of the 
language of boatmen is also cited. "Draw the boat onward (saficharaesi), draw 
back (ukkasittaeya), push (arasifreya), draw the rope (ahara), use the oars (alirrena) 
and the helm (pidhaj~ena); bamboos and other implements in the use of the boats 
are mentioned. When the necessity arose, a hole in the boat was plugged with a 
bowl, cloth, earth, kusha grass or lotus leaves.@ 

On the routes people asked the monks many meaningful or useless questions 
like, "From where have you come?" "What is your name ?" "Have you seen 
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son~ebody on your way ?" (as some man, cow, buffalo, any quadruped, bird, 
serpent o r  aquatic animals). "Tell me, show us." They also questioned about 
flowcrs, fruits and trees. The usual question was how big a particular village or 
town was or what was its distance. On their way the monks often met robbers 
and oppressed by them, they had to inform the state guards.1° 

The Jain literature informs us that there was great peril of robbers on high- 
ways. The I'ipakasiirral gives the story of an adventurous robber named Vijaya. 
The habitations of robbers were located in forests, in ditches, bamboo groves and 
the mountain valleys where water was available. The robbers were fearless. Under 
the con~mand of robber leaders, all kinds of thieves and pickpockets ordered by 
him robbed, killed or forcibly took men to their chief. Vijaya had so much influ- 
ence that often he realised revenue for the king. If caught, robbers were killed 
after inflicting great torture. 

Aftcr taking lolig journeys, travellers were tired and in order to remove their 
fatigue their feet were washed and massaged thoroughly. After that oil, ghee or 
fat mixed with lodha powder was applied. They were again washed with hot or 
cold water. In the end they were anointed and treated with incense smoke.12 In 
the sixth century, however, the Jain monks undertook long journeys not only for 
preaching their religion but also for other purposes. Wherever they went, they 
thoroughly examined the people of the locality. This was known as Janapada- 
parlkshii. The monks treated it as an act of piety if they met the people in the 
districts. In such towns they learnt many languages and dialects. They got the 
opportunity to examine the rural areas at their leisure. Their disciples also gained 
experience from such tours.13 In these tours Jain monks also visited the birth 
places of the Jain T~rthankaras,  then leaving the family life and the places where 
they attained Kevalihood.1" 

I t  was expected of the tour-minded Jain monks to  learn many languages.16 
Afler gaining the knowledge of unknown languages, they preached in them.lB 
During the course of their tours they met renowned Ja in  teachers and learnt 
from them the correct interpretation of Siitras.17 The teachers advised them that 
whatever they got as alms they should show thcm to tlie officers of the state so 
that they could not be suspected of stealing.19 

As we have noted above the Jain monks in the course of their tours 
examined the janapadas thoroughly. They made enquiries about different kinds 
of grains which a district produced and tlie kind of irrigation required for 
that area. By these consta~it enquiries they calne to know that in certain regions 
cultivation depended upon rains. In tlie commentary, Lzta or Gujarat is mentioned. 
In certain regions as Sindh, irrigation was carried on by the rivers. In certain 
regions tanks were used for such purpose as in the DraviGa country. At places 
wells were used for irrigating the fields as in UttarZpatha, and at places the floods 
served the purpose. Here it is mentioned that after the flood in the Banas grains 
were sown. At places the paddy was planted oil boats at Kznanadvrpa. These 
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monks also examined in detail cities like Mathura where the means of livelihood 
was not farming but trade. They also visited such places where inhabitants lived 
either on meat, fruits 01. flowe1.s. Whatever regions they visited they inquired about 
its extent, the local customs and manners. They came to know that it was custo- 
mary in Sindh to eat meat. In Mahzrfshtra people even dined with washermen 
and in Sindh with the wine dealers.'@ 

~ c ' c o r d i n ~  to the Avn;yakachiir~izO the Jain monks were also adept in folklore, 
and they specially made enquiries about four subjects namely chhanrla, vidhi, 
vilcalpa and nepathya. Here chhanda means food, ornaments etc., vidhi means 
the local customs as in L%ta, Golla (Godavari district) and Afiga (Bhagalpur), 
people could marry maternal cousins, but this was totally prohibited in other parts 
of the country. Vikalpa was concerned with methods of farming, household affairs, 
management of temples etc., and nepathya dealt with the study of costumes. 

In the period of anarchy the Jain monks and businessmen had to observe 
certain rules. The monks were allowed to go to the state where king was dead 
(~airnjya) ,~ '  but they could not go to the enemy state. The forest keepers 
(gauln~iku) out of compassion allowed the Jain monks to proceed. The gaulmikas 
were divided in to three categories, namely saniyatabhadraka, grihibhadraka 
and samyatag~ihibhadralca. Even if the first category released the monks, the 
second category caught them. Even if they managed to get rid of them, as soon as 
they entered the state, an offizer asked them what track (utparha) they had 
followed. If the monks were unable to answer the question properly they are 
arrested for not taking the straight route. If they averred that they had taken the 
straight route, even then they could put themselves and forest guards in trouble. 
These forest guards were appointed for protecting the travellers against robbers. 
The stltnnapalaka (police inspector) did not allow anybody to proceed without a 
valid permission. It was for this reason that those taking circuitous routes were 
treated as criminals. At times police inspectors were asleep and there was nobody 
else to act for them. If a t  such time the monks slipped away quietly even then if 
they were arrested they not only put themselves in trouble but the police inspector 
as well.aa 

The sartha or  caravan was divided into four categories namely, (1) bhandi 
sartka-the caravan which carried goods only, (2) bahalikn which consisted of 
donkeys, oxen etc., (3) bharavaha-in this the caravan members carried their own 
loads, (4) the audarika siirtha which composed entirely of labourers in search of 
their livelihood wandered from one place to another, (5) the karpalika snrtha 
which was mostly co.11posed of monks and religious  mendicant^.^^ 

The goods carried by a caravan were known as vidhana. The goods were of 
four kinds namely, (1) ganima, which could be counted as myrobalan, arecanuts 
etc., (2) dharima, which could be weighed such as sugar, (3) meya, which could be 
measured by a measuring pot such as pnli o r  setika as rice and ghee, and 
(4) parichchhedya which could be tested by eyes only as cloths, precious stones, 
pearls etc." 
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The caravan had with it anuranga (a sort of a vehicle), litters (ynna), horses, 
buffaloes, elephants and oxen which could be used by the helpless, sick and 
wounded persons, old men and children as well as pedestrians. Some leaders of 
caravans realised fare for the use of such vehicles, but those who refused to allow 
children and old persons to  use the vehicles, were considered to be very cruel 
and it was not advisable t o  travel under the leadership of such persons.25 Such 
caravans which carried with them sweetmeats, wheat, sesamum, jaggery and ghee 
were considered praiseworthy because in the time of trouble as a flood the leader 
of the caravan was in a position to feed the entire caravan and also the mendi- 
cants accompanying it.2e 

During the travel the leader of the caravan always took into consideration 
the comfort of the travellers and arranged the journey in such easy stages that the 
members of the caravan were not forced to travel more than necessary. During 
the journey the caravans suddenly faced unforeseen calamities as excessive down- 
pour, flood, the stoppage of the passage by robbers and wild elephants, agitation in 
states and other calamities of such nature. At such time, if the caravan had with 
it the articles of food and drink then it could camp at one place till the peril was 

The caravans often transported precious goods which included saffron, 
agallochum, c h o p  perfume, musk, cinnabar, chankshell and salt. It was not consi- 
dered advisable for merchants and specially monks to travel with such caravans 
because there was always the danger of their being looted.29 In order to  face the 
troubles on the road smaller caravans stopped at a place till they were able to join 
bigger caravans. At times two caravan leaders decided among themselves that if 
they had to pass a forest, a river o r  a fort then they would stay for the night and 
cross the river only in the morning.2D 

The siirthaviiha taking into consideration the comforts of travellers made such 
arrangements that they were not required to cover long distances in one day. 
Ksherratah parijuddha caravan covered only such a distance in a day which could 
be done with ease by old men and children. The caravan which started before the 
sunrise was known as kalatah parijl~dclha sarrha. The bhnvatah parijuddha provided 
food to  monks of all religions without any d i f f e r en t i a t i~n .~~  A well organised 
caravan without leaving the main road proceeded onwards slowly. It stayed for 
midday food and after reaching the destination encamped t l ~ e r e . ~ '  The caravan 
leader was ever ready to follow only that route which passed through villages and 
grazing grounds. He also tried to encamp at such places where monks could get 
alms with e a ~ e . 3 ~  

Those who travelled with caravan leaders were required to obey the orders 
of one or two of them. If either of the two leaders were not on good terms it was 
not advisable to travel with such a caravan. It was also incumbent on travellers to 
believe in good or bad omens in which the whole caravan believed. It  was also 
required that the travellers should obey the orders of an officer appointed by the 
leader to lead the c a r a ~ a n . 3 ~  
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The Jain monks did not find themselves very happy while travelling with 
caravans. Very often when they proceeded to seek alms then the caravan proceed- 
ed on and tlien the monks had to wander hungry and thirsty.'' It is related that a 
group of such monks left behind by the caravan reached the camp where the carts 
carrying the goods for the king had encamped. There they got food and were 
informed about the road that they had to follow. But the monks had to encounter 
all these difficulties when the caravan did not provide them with food. The 
A v a ~ j ~ a / ~ a c h i i r n i 3 ~ e s c r i b e s  that the leader of the caravan travelling between Kshiti- 
pratistha and Vasantapura, announced by the beat of drum that those who accom- 
panied hinl would be provided with food, clothes and medicine without any charge, 
but such magnanimous caravan leaders must have been very limited in number. If 
an ordinary merchant or businessman carried out the principle of free distribution 
i l l  practice then his bankruptcy was certain. 

We have been informed innumerable times in the Jain literature that the Jain 
monks observed very strict rules in their food and drink. During the travel they 
were allowed jaggery, ghee, plantain, date, sugar and a sweetmeat made ofjaggery, 
ghee, and rice powder. If the ghec was not available they were allowed to  make 
use of oil as well. Thcy partook the above articles of food because those articles 
satisfied their hunger in very little quantity and after partaking them they also did 
not feel thirsty. But such rich food was not available all the time and, therefore, 
they had to subsist also on parched grain, sweetmeats and rice powder as we11.aa 
O n  their journey the Jain monks made provision for their own medicine. They had 
medicine for cough, bas etc. and also ointment and bandages for wounds.37 It was 
necessary for a caravan that its members, in order to save themselves from wild 
animals, should not go beyond the fencing put up by the leader of the caravan. If 
such fencing was not provided then the Jain monks were allowed to put thorny 
buslies around the camp as fencing. In order to ward off the wild animals fire was 
also lighted on the hills. Wherever there was fear of robbers, the members of the 
caravan boasted about their bravery in order that the robbers hearing about them 
should leave them alone. But when the robbers attacked, then members of the 
caravan scattered hilher and thilher to save their lives.sg Such a caravan which 
had children and old men with it, i f  it missed its way in the jungle then with the 
help of the monks and the sylvan gods, they managed to find their way out.39 If 
the caravan was scattered by the attack of wild animals and robbers and the Jain 
monks found themselves all alone then they had no other recourse left except to 
pray to the gods.40 

The Brihadkalpasiitrabhnshya also gives a realistic description of the caravan 
of beggars. In case no food was available they had to subsist on roots, bulbs and 
fruits but these articles were prohibited to  the Jain monks. If they did not eat 
these prohibited articles the other beggars threatened them. They brought a long 
rope and told them that they would hang them and then take their food with their 
mind at ease.4' 

The members of a caravan could stay wherever they liked but the Jain monks 
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had also to observe certain rules in this connection. Looking at the difficulties of 
the travel it was not easy to observe these rules. The Jain monks along with the 
caravan coming out of the forest at even-tide engaged themselves in the search of 
lawful residence and if they were unable to get such place they stayed in the 
workshops of potters.4a 

During the journey the Jain monks somehow or  other made arrangements for 
themselves for stay but the Jain nuns had to face great difficulties. The B~ihadkal- 
pasiirra43 informs us in a Siirra that the nuns were not allowed to camp in an 
uncurtained house, on a platform, under a tree, o r  in an open place. In a rest- 
house all classes of travellers could stay. Space was also available for the travellers 
t o  stay in village panchayat house (grnmasabhn), on a stepped well ( p r a p ~ ) ,  and in 
temples.44 The poor nuns could not stay in such places because people laughed at 
them when they proceeded to  the call of nature.45 Very frequently dogs stealthily 
entered the rest-house and carried away the utensils. In the company of the 
householders the Jain nuns could not attain the composure of mind.4B In these 
rest-houses unchaste women and prostitutes along with their lovers and wicked 
characters found shelter. The royal and marriage processions passed by these 
shelters. Seeing them the nuns were reminded of their former days. In these rest- 
houses they were not also allowed to converse with young persons for these 
people looked at  them with aversion. At times their clothes were also stolen and 
also there was the danger of their moral being affected, surrounded by prostit~ites 
and other bad characters." After searching for the lawful place thrice if it was not 
available then the Jain nuns were allowed to stay in a rest-house or  in a fenced 
temple. But this was considered only lawful when they were in a position to protect 
themselves with a steadfast mind from the followers of other religions. Good 
n e i g h b o u r h ~ o d ~ ~  was also considered necessary. If no place was available in 
a temple there they could also stay with the village ~ h i e f . ' ~  

We have noted above how ordinary businessmen and Jain monks travelled 
and what difficulties they had to face and how the caravans were organised. The 
Jain literature, however, does not give much information about the routes. There 
was a route leading to Ahichhatra (Ramnagar, Bareilly) which indcates the northern 
route of Uttar Pradesh. 011 this route a merchant named Dharina carried on his 
bu~iness.5~ I t  seems that there was a route between Ujjain and Pampa which 
passed through VBrZnasi and Kauiambi. I t  is mentioned that a caravan leader was 
looted on this Mathur2 was a great commercial centre and there was 
intimate trade relations with the city and hladurai in the ~ i i r ~ ~ r a k a  as a 
commercial centre is also mentioned.53 By the land route, merchants visited Iran 
(Piirasa-diva).5qhe people had to face great danger in the desert t r aveh5 j  In order 
to  guide the caravan in desert routes pegs were put all along the routes.s6 

Owing to  their orthodox way of life the sea-voyage was not allowed to  Jain 
monks, but the Jain caravan leaders and merchants, like the Buddhist merchants, 
undertook sea-voyages. The Jain literature gives very realistic accounts of such 
voyages. The Avnjyakachfirni informs us tbat there were regular sailings from 
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Madurai to Saurashtra. It is mentioned in a story that the ruler of Madurai, 
Pandusena, had two daughters, who while sailing to Saurashtra, met shipwreck in 
a storm and for their protection began offering prayers to Skanda and Rudra. We 
will see later on, that ships sailing from Champ5 to Gambhrra, which was probably 
the same as Tarnralipti, sailed to Suvarnadvlpa and from there to KHliyadv~pa 
(probably Zanzibar). The successful termination of a sea voyage depended much 
on favourable Pilots were expected to have an expert knowledge of sea 
winds for successful navigation. The sea wind is divided into sixteen categories, 
namely: 

(4) Prachina vatu (easterly wind) 
(2) Udichfna vatu (northerly wind) 
(3) Dakshinalya vatu (southerly wind) 
(4) Uttarapaurastya (northerly wind moving against forward movement) 
(5) Sattvasuka (wind blowing in all directions) 
(6) Dakshina-purva-tungiira (a stormy wind roaring in south-eastward direction) 
(7) Apara-dakshina-bij5pa (the wind blowing from south-west) 
(8) Apara-bijiipa (westerly wind) 
(9) Aparottara-garjabha (north-westerly storm) 

(1 0) Uttara sativasuka 
(1 1) Dakshina sattvnsuka 
(12) PErvatungara 
(13) Dakshina bijflpa 
(14) Paschima bijapa 
(1 5) Paschima garjabha 
(16) Uttar~ya garjabha 

In the categorits of the sea winds described above sattviisuka, tungnra, and 
bijiipa are nautical terms and it is difficult to describe them, but there is hardly 
any doubt that they are related to favourable and unfavourable sea-winds. This is 
supported further on. After describing the sixteen kinds of winds, the commentator 
observes that in the absence of cyclones in the sea and in the favourable garjabha 
wind, the ship which has no leaks, piloted by a clever pilot reaches the desired 
ports safely. The cyclone which is called kalikavata caused many shipwrecks. 

Two stories in the Jiiata Dharma throw important light on shipping in 
ancient India. One story relates that the sea rnercbants of Champ% (nnva vaniyaga) 
traded with foreign countries in the articles which would be counted, weighed, and 
measured. At Champ% all the articles of trade were loaded on bullock carts. At the 
time of departure a dinner was thrown out to friends and relatives. The merchants 
after meeting them started to the port of Gambhira. The articles were unloaded from 
the bullock-carts and loaded on the ship. They also took with them articles of food 
such as rice, flour, oil, ghee, troughs of sweet water, medicines and also food for 
sick persons. They also took bundles of hay, wood, cloths, grains, weapons and 
many kinds of precious goods. At the time of the departure of the ship friends and 
relatives of the merchants expressed their good wishes and hoped that they would 
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return safely after making considerable profit. The ~iiercllnnts worshipped the sea 
with flowers and perfumes and then they raised tlieir standards (flags) on the 
masts (valayn-ralrasu). Before tlie ship weighed anchor they obtained the permis- 
sion of the king. In the tumultuous noise of the auspicious niusical instruments, the 
merchants boarded the ship and the bards began singing and wishing their safe 
return. The he ln~sn~an ,  the oarsmen, and sailors (gcrrbhi.j.ioliii!i) loosened the 
riggings. Thus released, the sails gathered wind and cutting the water, the ship 
sailed on. After conlpleting the voyage safely the ship again returned to the port 
and cast anchor there.Se 

In anot l~er  story the perils which merchants had to face in their voyages are 
described. The hero of this story started his voyage from a city named Hattl~isisa 
to the port. During his voyage, a cyclone started and tlie ship began shaking 
badly. The danger was so great that the pilot did not know what to do and i n  
confusion almost forgot his knowledge of navigation and lost tlie right direction. 
In order to escape from this peril tlie pilot, the helmsman and the sailors, after 
taking bath, began offering prayers to Indra and Skanda. The gods fortunately 
Iieard their prayer and the pilot reached safely to Kzliyadvipa where his ship cast 
anchor. In this island the merchants found gold and silver mines, diamonds and 
other precious stones. They also saw there striped horses or  zebras. The strong 
scent of the aro~natics almost drowned their senses. Tlie merchants loaded their 
ships with gold and precious stones and sailing witli the southerly wind they 
returned to the port and then offered presents to its ruler Kanakaketu. When the 
king asked them what strange places they had seen during their voyage, they at 
once 11anled KZliyadvipa whereupon the king again sent back the merchants with his 
officers to bring back zebras from that place. Tlle merclianls ageed to this proposal 
and began loading the cargo in the ship. This cargo included many lllusical instru- 
ments including various types of ~ l n a ,  wooden toys, terracottas, pictures, stucco 
figures, garlands, stuffed and woven toys, cloths made of twisted yarn and many other 
beautiful articles. Besides these articles they took with the111 oil cans perfumed with 
many flowe~s, cardamom etc. Some merchants took with them all kinds of 
sugar and jaggery. Others took witli them blankets, mallow cloth, round cushions 
etc. for sale in foreign countries. Sonie jewellers took with them precious stones 
for sale. Tlie ship was also loaded with rice. After reaching KSliyadvipa, small 
boats (asthilio) unloaded the cargo. They brought b.ick with them sonie zebraseh9 

It  is dificult to identify correctly Kaliyadvipa, but there is every possibility 
that Zanzibar is meant here because both the words have the same meaning. What- 
ever may be the case the appearance of zebra makes i t  certain that KBliyadvipa 
must have been situated on the sea coast of East Africa. 

From the above accounts it is apparent that in ancient times the internal and 
external trade of India was at its zenith. It exported aromatics, texlilcs, precious 
stones, toys etc. and imported many articles of perfume, precious stones, gold e t ~ . ~ O  
The trade in textiles was very brisk. Silks were imported from China and the pflGola 
sarees of Gujarat were famous. From Central Asia and Balkll calne furs and 
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pa~hminas.~ '  This country exported mostly cotton cloth. In this period VZraqasi 
was fanlous for its texliles and Apal-Bnta, Sindh and Gujarat also manufactured 
beautiful textiles. According to the B.rihadkalpas~lrabhashya,~~ Nepal, Tamralipti, 
Sindh and Sovlra were renowned for the manufacture of good cloths. 

The Jain literature also informs us that there was some demand for foreign 
male and female slaves in this country. The Anragadadasao6a informs us that slave 
girls were iniported from the Somali land, the Oxus region, Greece, Sri Lanka, 
Arabia, Ferghana, Balkh, Persia etc. These slave girls wore the costumes of their 
countries and not knowing any language of this country used the sign language for 
expressing themselves. 

India was also known for its trade in ivory which was exported to  foreign 
countries. For getting the ivory, merchants advanced money to the Pulindas in 
the same way they advanced money to divers for getting chank~hells.~' 

The Tanganas of the northern region who could be identified with the 
Tanganas of Tarai came to the Deccan for selling ivory and gold. As they did not 
know any Indian language they transacted business only by the sign language. 
They heaped their goods and covered them with their hands and did not take them 
off till they got their desired price.85 

The Jain literature also informs us that there was good trade in horses from 
northern regions. The horse traders from the frontier regions reached every corner 
of the country. A story informs us that one such a horse trader reached DvPrakl. 
There, the princes bcught fat and tall horses, but Krishna purchased lean and good 
quality horses.88 The donkeys of Div'iliZ were also farnou~.~ '  In this period India 
seemed to have intimate trade relations with Iran. The articles of export and 
import consisted of chankshells, arecanut, sandalwood, agallochum, magenta, 
gold, silver, pearls, precious stones and coral.88 

In the above list India exported sandalwood, agallochum and precious stones 
to Iran and imported from there magenta, gold, silver, pearls and coral. In one of 
the Jain stories it is mentioned that an Iranian merchant, loading his ship with 
chanksliclls, arecanuts, sandalwood, agallocllum and magenta from a port named 
Bennaya+a sailed. The story further informs us that when such a ship reached an 
island or a port then the goods were examined there in order to ascertain that it 
carried the same goods whose export was permitted by the king, or some other goods 
as well. When the Iranian ship reached Bennayada then the ruler of the place sent a 
banker on the ship to examine the goods and ordered him that after taking half 
the goods as customs duties, he should return the other half to the merchant. After 
this the king had some doubts. He ordered the goods to be weighed in his presence. 
After examining the bales it was found that in the bales of magenta some preci- 
ous objects were secreted. Finding out this, the king ordered other bales to be 
opened. Now it became apparent that the merchant wanted to smuggle gold, silver, 
precious stones, coral etc. He was arrested and handed over to the guards for 
trial.OD 
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It is also apparent from the Jain literature that all merchants in that period 
were not equally honest. After bringing precious goods from foreign countries 
many merchants desired not to pay the king's dues. The Riiyapaseniya70 mentions 
that a merchant carrying some precious stones, chankshell and ivory, leaving the 
king's highway, took to difficult tracks in order to escape the customs houses. 
If such fellows were detected then they were awarded very heavy punishment.'l 
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TRAVELLERS A N D  CARAVANS 
IN THE GUPTA PERIOD 

T HE GUPTA period is regarded as the Golden Age of Indian history. In this 
period Indian culture crossing the boundaries of India made great impact on 

Central Asia and Malaysia. The carriers of this culture were merchants, the 
Buddhist monks and Brahman priests, who facing all the difficulties of land and 
sea routes, kept on the country's relation with foreign countries. 

In  Central Asia Indian colonies were established before the Guptaperiod, 
but in this period the cultural and trade relation with eastern countries grew consi- 
derably. In the Sanskrit literature of the period, the term Dvipsntara is used for 
the Eastern Archipelago. Kzlidzsa mentions cloves imported from those islands 
(dvipanrariin~ta lavangapushpaih). The Miirkandeya Puriinal mentions Indradvipa, 
KaserumZn, TZmraparna, Gabhastimzn, Nzgadvipa, Saumya, Gandharva and 
VZruna (Borneo) islands girded by the sea. According to the Viimana Puriina2 
these nine islands were sanctified by the Indians by the performance of yajfias, 
wars and business (ijyiiyuddhii-vanbyabhih karmabhih kyitapiivaniih). 

Before we inquire about the works of merchants and preachers of religions 
in the Gupta period, it is necessary to know an outline of the history of that 
period, because i t  informs us how in this country a state was established in the 
fourth century which touched all aspects of Indian culture, whether it be arts, 
literature, religion, politics, trade and commerce and the daily life of the people. 
The conquests of Samudragupta tried to bring different parts of the country under 
the central rule thus establishing peace on the road system of India. 

In the first flush Samudragupta conquered north-western India. After that 
c2me the turn of PadmZvati in Malwa and north-eastern Rajasthan where his 
victorious army reached Marwar upto Pushkarana (Pokharan). His military ex- 
pedition in eastern India brought under his control Samatata, DavZka (Dacca), 
KZmarnpa and Nepal. In Central India his conquest started from KauSZmbi. 
From here he proceeded to DZhala and then defeated several forest states in eastern 
Madhya Pradesh. 

In his conquest of the Panjab, Samudragupta conquered the Yaudheyas of 
eastern Panjab and Rajasthan and the Madras of Jullundur and Sialkot offered 
their submission to him. In the end he invaded the territories of SZhZinuSZhrs. 
According to history the dynasty of Kanishka ended in the third century due to the 
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renaissance of Iran under the Sassanians. Ardeshir I (224-241 A.D.) con- 
quered Khorasan and Margiana, Balkh and Khwarizm which formed the northern 
part of the TukhZra Empire. Ardeshir and his successors also annexed Seistan 
which at that time included Arakhosia and Indian Seistan as well. The existence 
of this extensive Iranian empire is proved by the Sassanian coins which tell us that 
some of the Iranian kings addressed themselves as KushZnashZh, KushZnashPhZ- 
nushZh and SakZnshZh. 

The Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta informs us that Samudragupta 
had diplomatic relations with the Devaputra ShZhanushHbis. At first he had left 
the north-western frontier of India alone. Outside his military expeditions good 
relations between the Guptas and Indian Sassanians is evident from the fact that 
the Indians along with the Sakas proceeding through the Hindukush route had 
begun establishing colonies in Central Asia. In the Gupta period, Indian mer- 
chants were using the Central Asian routes and in the oases to  the north of the 
Tarina Valley the Indian influence was predominant. Here iu this part of Central 
Asia people used the local Iranian dialects and Indian Prakrits, and there was 
strong influence of Indian culture on the ar t  of the land. 

It  is evident from Samudragupta's military expeditions in south India that he 
brought under his rule Dakshiga Kosala (Bilaspur, Raipur and Sambhalpur in 
Orissa), sripura (Sirpur) situated forty miles in the east of Raipur, MahHkWntHra 
(eastern Gondwana), Erandapalli (near Chcacole in Ganjam district, Orissa), 
DevarZshfra (Yellamchili), Vizagapattan, Giri Koffura (Kothora, Ganjam district), 
Avamukta (perhaps the old port of Neelapalli in the Godavari district), Pishfapura 
(Pithapuram), KaurZla (perhaps Kollur Lake near Pithapuram), Palakka (Pallakada, 
Nellore district), Kus tha l~pura  (Kuttalura in North Arcot) and Kiinchr. 

But the conquests of the Guptas on the Indian routes did not end with 
Samudragupta. His glorious son Chandragupta I1 VikramZditya also showed his 
prowess on Indian routes. There are sevesal reasons to believe that Chandragupta 
I1 strengthened his power at  Mathura.3 It  seems that when he was firmly esta- 
blished at Mathura between 388 and 409 A.D., he conquered Malwa, Gujarat and 
Saurashtra. These conquests extended the Gupta empire to a very large extent. 
The identity of Chandra mentioned in the Mehrauli Iron Pillar Inscription 
has not yet been firmly proved. But the majority identify him with Chandra- 
gupta I1 and if this is correct then it is evident that he extended his conquests upto 
Balkh. His army had also conquered Sindh. The Great Buddhist Stupa at 
Mirpurkhas tells us that the Gupta power had reached upto that point. The 'rais- 
ing of the pillar of victory at Vishnupadagiri or the Siwalik hills informs us that 
his armies taking the Grand Route had entered Balkh. 

KumZragupta 1 (415-456 A.D.) had to face the invasion of the Hanas, but his 
successor Skandagupta (458-478 A.D.) had to face their full brunt. It seems that 
the Hunas passing through the Panjab and Uttar Pradesh reached as far as Patali- 
putra which was totally sacked by them. This is proved by the excavations near 
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Kumrahar near Patna. It is evident that in Skandagupta's time the city was com- 
pletely sacked. But the Honas could not maintain their control on the city for a 
long time. Skandagupta with his army was able to drive them away. He pursued 
the withdrawing Hiina forces and at Bhitari (near Ghazipur)- in an inscription- 
he announces his victory over the HOna forces. It seems that by this defeat of 
the Hiina forces the Gupta empire escaped extinction for the time being, but the 
signs of its decay were evident and, therefore, it could not prolong for a long time. 
In the seventh century ~ r i  Harsha extricated Northern India from anarchical condi- 
tions and continued the cultural traditions of the Gupta period. But after him 
begins the history of mediaeval India. 

The invasion of the Hiinas is a well known event in history. According to 
the Chinese historian the Hanas conquered Bamyan, Kapiia, Lanipaka and 
Nagarahara and finally reached GandhZra. They pushed the fleeing Kidara 
KushZnas to Kashmir and then entering the Panjab defeated the Gupta forces. 
Being defeated by the Indian rulers in 529 A.D., the Hiinas turned to the south 
where the Sassanians could only save themselves with the help of their Turkish 
allies. After the Khagan Turks had broken tlie power of the Hanas, Khusrau 
NaushirwPn became the ruler of ~ a l k h .  After that owing to the enmity between 
the Iranian and the Byzantines the influence of the Turks abated a great deal. 

In this age many Buddhist Chinese pilgrims visited India. Fa-Hien (circa 
400 A.D.) does not give us much information about the political and geographical 
conditions of India. Song-yun reached GandhZra in about 521 A.D. and found 
the country suffering from the invasion of the Hiinas. Both Fa-Hien and Song-yun 
entered India through ~ d d i v ~ n a  route. But in the middle of the seventh century 
Hiuen Tsiang took the route from Balkh to Taxila and while returning took the 
Kandhar route. In that period the region between Turfan and Kapiia was in the 
control of the Turks. The Kaghan Turks of Issakakol received Hiuen Tsiang 
very well. Reaching Tashkurghan he describes in detail the frontiers of the ancient 
KushZna Empire extending from Iran to the Pamirs.' 

At that time the frontier of the Turkish empire lay at  Tashkurghan, but in 
the north and soutli of the Hindukush the control of the Sassanians had dis- 
appeared. In the north TukhZristZn was divided into twenty small principalities. 
These were under the control of the eldest brother of the KhZn of tlie Khagan 
Turks. After staying for some time at Tashkurghan Hiuen Tsiang travelled to 
Kapiia, NagarahZra, Purushapura, Pushkarzvati and UdabhZnda and finally reached 
Taxila. Before reaching Bamyan he had left the frontiers of TukhZristZn. There 
were ten small principalities under the ruler of Kapiia. 

After fourteen years, when Hiuen Tsiang returned from India, even then the 
political condition of Afghanistan was the same. During his travel the ruler of 
Kapiia welcomed him. Then he reached from UdabhZnGa to Lampaka. From 
here passing the Khurram valley he reached Bannu. In that period the extent of 
Bannu was larger than WaziristZn and included the valleys of Gomal, Zhob (YavyP- 
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vati) and Kandar. Proceeding further he crossed the Tobakaker range and 
reached Ghazni and Tarnak valley. From here crossing the Indian frontier and 
taking the Kela-Ghazni route he reached Jzguda (modern Jaguri). In the north of 
JZguda was situated Vrijistan which could be identified with Ujiristan or Garjisitan. 
After this came the country of the Hazaras. According to Hiuen Tsiang this region 
was under the control of a Turkish ruler. Proceeding upwardshe crossed the 
passes of Dasht-e-Nabar and Bokan. Reaching the high Logar valley his route 
met the Herat-Kabul route at  Jalrej or  reached the plain by the Kandhar-Ghazni- 
Kabul route. From KapiJa passing Paghman he passed many small states on the 
boundary of KapiSa and then proceeding to Khawak and the valley of Andarab 
reached Khost and from there reaching Badakshan and Wakhan he arrived at the 
Pamirs. 

History tells us that the political unity in the Gupta period gave great impetus 
to Indian trade and markets of Ujjain and PZtaliputra became humming trade 
centres. The Padmapriibhfitakam5 mentions the markets of Ujjain filled with 
horses, elephants, chariots, soldiers, and all kinds of goods. The Ubhaya5hisarikiie 
mentions the shops of Pataliputra filled with all kinds of goods and their buyers 
and sellers. According to the Pnda~ndirakam the markets of Ujjain which was also 
known as international city (snravabhaumanagara), were filled with heaps of foreign 
goods. 

This increased the commercial activity which resulted in an improved banking 
system. The head of the bankers (nagarajreshthi) had a very honourable place in 
the city life. The Mudrn Ralcshasa informs us that this head of the bankers, besides 
carrying on his business, was also an adviser to the ruler. The inscriptions of 
KumPragupta and Budhagupta tell us that Vetravarman, the governor of Koli- 
varshavishaya with the help of a committee which consisted of nagarabreshlhi, 
sarthavaha, prathama kulika, prarhamaSi1p-i and prathama kayastha, ruled the city. 
The chief banker was the biggest merchant and banker of the city, and the leader 
of the caravan transported goods from one place to a n ~ t h e r . ~  The Ubhayabhisarikiig 
mentions Samudradatta, son of the caravan leader Dhanadatta, as the Kubera of 
that age. At another place it is said that caravan leaders in that period went to 
foreign countries. After purchasing a lot of goods, at times they were robbed and 
at times even the kings forced them to part with their money. Prathamakulika 
was also a big merchant of the city. In this age even there was a second kulika. 
We do not know about his existence from inscriptions, but according to the Maha- 
v a ~ r u , ' ~  Prathamakulika acted for the head banker. The respect in which the chief 
banker, the caravan leader and the members of the bankers guild were held is 
evident from the fact that on special occasions they accompanied the king." 

In the business transactions of the Gupta period the nigama participated 
fully. There is hardly any doubt that nigama represented the sarafa of the mediae- 
val period. According to Brihadkalpa~iitrabhashya,~~ nigamas were of two kinds. 
One class of nigama only carried out business of banking and the other besides 
banking could also carry on other business transactions. 
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There used to be very close relationship between nigama, bankers, caravan 
leaders and kulikas. This is evident from the seals found from Basarh." This 
was also necessary because all these participated equally in business transactions. 

There are many evidences about the existence of guilds in the Gupta period. 
Unfortunately, the inscriptions of that period do not throw much light on the 
subject. The Mandasor inscription of KumZragupta" informs us that silk weavers 
from L%ta had their own guild and its members were proud of it. An inscription 
of Skandagupta's time15 informs about the existence of the guild of oil sellers. 

An inscription of Vishnushena dated 592 A.D. throws good light on the 
relation between merchants and king in western India.16 The merchants living in 
his kingdom requested him to issue a proclamation (achirasrhfi-parra) with which 
they could safeguard their right. The rules and regulations which he issued and 
which also perhaps existed in the former period throw light on the contemporary 
trade practices. The king could not confiscate the property forcibly if the mer- 
chant's son was alive. False cases could not be instituted against businessmen. 
They could not be arrested only on suspicion. If a man committed crime his wife 
could not be arrested for that. A case could be led only in the presence of the 
plai~~tiff  and defendant. A merchant engaged in selling his goods could not be 
summoned as a witness. If a king or feudal chief came to visit a city, bullock- 
carts could not be forcibly called for service and it was forbidden to take posses- 
sion of food and grain. There was also a practice that all guilds could not have 
their business done in one market only. That means that businessmen engaged in 
different professions were asked to live in different quarters of the city and that 
they could not stay in one quarter. Perhaps the members of the guilds were not 
required to pay the market lax. The tax was either deposited with the king in the 
palace or handed over to revenue officers appointed for that purpose. In the eyes 
of law, the foreign merchants were not entitled to those rights which indigenous 
merchants claimed. The water-drawers and indigo makers did not pay any tax. 
The fillers of tanks and cowherds could not be forced to do  free labour. Servants 
working at home or in the shops could only be summoned to the court, through 
the court seal, message, or a peon, if they were involved only in a criminal suit, they 
could be summoned. Those engaged in temple worship, performing yajiia or 
engaged in a marriage could not be forcibly summoned to the court. If a debtor 
was granted bail, then he could not be manacled. Neither he could be kept in the 
court lock-up. In the months of Ash~Gha and Paushya granaries were thoroughly 
inspected. It  seems that the owner had to pay one and a quarter rupee as a 
tax for the department of religion. If the grain merchant after realising the tax 
did not inform the officers, then he was fined eight times of the fixed tax amount. 
It seems that some revenue officer deposited the revenue realised every fifth day. 
If he failed to do so then he was fined rupees six and he had also to give four 
annas as religious tax. I t  seems that prathama kulika (who is named as uttara 
kulika in the inscription), when there was a court case about weights and measure- 
ment, could not come outside the court. I t  was also incumbent on a man 
that if the court summoned him thrice, then he had to be present there. If he 
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failed to do so, lie was fined two and a quarter. The counterfeiter was fined six 
and a quarter. It appears that the indigo manufacturers had to pay a tax of three 
rupees. The sanie amount had to be paid by the oil merchants. Those merchants 
who ~ . e n t  outside the country for a year were exempted from any tax payment 
when they returned to their country, but if the visits were frequent they had to pay 
an exit tax. The hire and taxes on the boats loaded with goods were twelve rupees 
and a religious cess of one and a quarter rupees was also levied. The loads on 
buffaloes and camels were taxed at one quarter rupee which included the religious 
cess and each bundle was charged a tax of one and a quarter rupee and those 
bundles which were hung on pingoes at four annas each. On loads of foods the 
tax was two vimajopaka which included the religious cess. On a boat load of 
paddy, the cess of three rupees was realised. A boat loaded with dry wood had to 
pay a tax of one and a quarter rupee which included the religious cess. A boat 
loaded with bamboos had also to pay the same amount of tax. But those who 
carried paddy on their heads had not to pay any tax. From the loads of cummin, 
coriander and mustard, two handfuls were taken out as samples. At the time of 
marriage, gajiias and festivals no tax had to be paid. The boat full of wine casks 
had to pay a tax of rupees five and a religious cess of one and a quarter rupees. 
Perhaps a boat carrying hides had to pay a tax of one and a quarter as tax which 
included the religious cess. On a wine named sidhu the tax was one fourth of its 
price. Printers, weavers, and cobblers were perhaps forced to pay a tax, half of 
the amount of the prices of their goods. Forced labours would be taken from 
ironsmiths, barbers and potters. 

The above trade rules and regulations throw light on certain aspects of 
Indian trade and commerce. It  seems that merchants had taken full precautions 
to  safeguard themselves against the court orders. We also know about the rates 
of taxes on different kinds of goods. I t  seems that some kind of religious cess was 
charged on all kinds of goods. Somehow calico-printers, weavers and other 
artisans had to pay very heavy taxes. 

The Jambzidvipa prajfiapti17 and the Mahavastu datable to the Gupta period 
name various types of guilds of their time. The Janzbzidvipa prajfiabti mentions 
eighteen traditional guilds named as follows: ( I )  potter, (2) silk weavers (pat(ailla), 
(3) goldsmith, (4) cooks (siivaknra), (5) singers (gandhabba), (6) barbers (1<7isavaga), 
(7) garland makers, (8) vegetable growers (kachhi), (9) the betel leaf sellers, 
(10) cobblers, (11) oil-pressers (jantapilaga), (12) sellers of napkins (gaiichhi), 
(13) calico-printers (chhimpa), (14) braziers, (15) tailors (sivaga), (16) cowherds, 
(17) hunters (Bhilla), and (18) fishermen. 

The literature of the Gupta period often mentions the virtues of business. 
The PaAchatantra18 after recounting many ltinds of professions praises trade and 
commerce because they yielded good name and money. The trades of the period 
are divided into seven categories namely: (I)  business in perfumes (gandhavyavahara), 
(2) business in mortgage and banking (nikshepapraveia), (3) dealing in cattle 
(goshthilcnra), (4) receiving the known buyers, (5) declaration of the false values of 
the goods, (6) keeping false measurements, and (7) the export of goods to foreign 
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countries (de.EanrarabhanQanayanam). The profession of perfumers is praised 
because it yielded very handsome profit. The banker has not elicited good opinion 
from the writer of the Pafichatanrra as he is said to pray to God that the deposi- 
tors should die to enable him to swallow the deposited amount. The cattle dealers 
always thought that the cattle was their only wealth. The merchants always 
thought that if known buyers came then they could have a good business with them. 
Dishonest merchants delighted in keeping false weights and measures. 

On the foreign trade the profit was from two hundred to three hundred per 
cent. However, to carry on this trade it was necessary to ensure the safety of the 
roads. I t  seems that in the Gupta period there was an officer i n  charge of the 
roads. We do not know about his duties, but it could be surmised that he looked 
after the comforts of the travellers and in the frontier regions ensured their safety 
against the inroads of the enemy. The Nalanda inscription of Yabvarman tells 
us that he had one Tikin (rigin) who was his margapati18 or chief of the road. From 
tigin it seems that the officer was perhaps of Turkish origin. 

We have seen above that in the Gupta period armies constantly marched on 
the roads. The march of the army in this age has been very picturesquely describ- 
ed by BPna.20 Harsha, after performing the household rites, ascended the throne. 
After distributing awards, he ordered the release of prisoners and thereafter the 
army was set in motion, shouting victory to the king. The march started from a 
temple near the Sarasvati river and from there at the request of the village chief he 
ordered the army to move. 

At the close of third watch of the night the marching drums were beaten. As 
soon as the drums rattled there was a great confusion in the camp. The officers 
were aroused and the commanders asked the barrack superintendents to begin 
their work. Thousands of torches were lighted and hearing the stern orders of 
the commanders, the horsemen got up. The elephants and horses from the stalls 
were brought out. The erectors in charge of the camps (grihachintaka) began 
gathering the small camps (patakut~s) and kanats (knn(l'opata), awnings and carpets. 
The officers in charge of the equipments loaded trays, bowls and other goods on 
the elephants. Women of good families used bullock-carts for travelli~lg and the 
women mounted on horses proceeded in front of the maid servants who were led 
by infantry. Fat bawds could walk wiih difficulty. The soldiers before marching 
applied tilaka on their foreheads. Big commanders were riding fully caparisoned 
horses which were accompanied by monkeys in order to safeguard them against 
diseases. Before the march elephants were painted by women. After the army 
had started its march some wicked chaps looted the grain left behind. Attendants 
were mounted on bullock-carts and oxen. In this turmoil the oxen of the mer- 
chants were disturbed. People were praising the ponys and donkeys had fallen 
down.2' At the time of the march big feudal chiefs were mounted on elephants 
accompanied by armed horsemen. At the sunrise the conchshells were blown 
ordering the march and the king proceeded on a war elephant. People began 
fleeing. The elephant surrounded by mace bearers proceeded slowly and the king 
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began acknowledging the salutation of the people and asking their welfare by 
smiling or nodding. 

After that musical instruments began playing and the crowd of chauri- and 
umbrella-bearers proceeded forward. Meanwhile, a lnul~itudinous babble started 
on as follows: 'March on my son!' 'Good Sir, why do  you lag behind.' 'Here is a 
galloping horse.' 'Friend, you hobble like a lame man, while the vanguard here is 
bearing down furiously upon us.' 'Why are you hurrying the camel?' 'Rzmila dar- 
ling, take care not to get lost in the dust!' 'Don't you see the barley-meal sack 
leaks.' 'What's the hurry, go ahead.' 'My ox, why are you leaving the track and 
running among the horses?' 'Are you coming, fishwife?' 'You female elephant, 
you want to go among the males.' 'Hullo, the sack has moved on our side and the 
sa t fu  is dribbling; you don't heed my bawling.' 'You are going astray down 
the precipice quietly, you self-willed brute.' 'Porridge man, your jar is broken.' 
'Laggard, you can suck the sugarcane on the way.' 'Quiet, your bull.' 'How long, 
slave, are you to gather jujube fruit?' 'We have a long way to go; why do  you 
linger, Dronaka, now this long expedition is at a standstill for one Iafer . '  'The 
road in front is all up and down, old fellow, see you don't break the sugar kettle.' 
'The load of grain is too heavy, Gagdaka; the bullock-cart cannot carry it.' 'Quick, 
slave, with a knife cut a mouthful of fodder from this lean field who can tell the 
fate of this crop when we are gone.' 'Keep away your oxen, fellow. This field 
is guarded by watchmen.' 'The wagon is stuck fast, harness a strong pulling steer to 
the yoke.' 'You mad fellow, you are crushing women, are you blind?' 'You 
confounded elephant driver, you are playing with my elephant's trunk.' 'Trample 
him, you savage brute.' 'Brother, you are tripping in the mud!' '0 friend of the 
distressed, raise this ox from the mud.' 'This way boy! in the thick of the dense 
elephant squad, there is no getting out.'29 

The knaves were enjoying the food left by the army but poor feudal chiefs 
mounted on oxen were bemoaning their fate. Servants were carrying the pots 
and pans of the king and the servants employed in the royal kitchen were taking 
with them, animals, birds, pots of butter milk and kitchen u te~~s i l s .  

The farmers from whose fields the army passed were frightened. Bringing dah?, 
jaggery, sugar and flowers to the army, they requested the soldiers t o  spare their 
fields and praised or abused the local officials. Some praised the king while others 
were afraid to lose their property. Howsoever big Harsha's army had been, there 
is no doubt there was lack of discipline and this was the reason that he was defeat- 
ed by the Chzlukyan king Pulakeiin 11. 

Relations between India and China were strengthened during the Gupta 
period though we know that regular relation between India and China began in 
61 A.D. when the Han-kui-chin king sent an embassy towards the west to bring 
Buddhist monks from India to China. Dharma-rakshita and Kaiyapa MZtanga 
brought with them many Indian manuscripts and raised the first vihara in China.ls 
The relation between India and south China was perhaps established in the second 
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century B.C. but this relation was further strengthened because of Buddhist 
religion. 

As we have seen above, during the Han period, roads from China to India 
passed through Central Asia. In Central Asia a synthesis of Indian, Chinese and 
Iranian cult~tres gave birth to a new composite culture. The region in which this 
new culture flourished was bounded in the north by T'ien-shan, in the south by the 
K'un-lun, in the east Nan-shan and in the west the Pamirs. The rivers flowing 
from the mountains flowed slowly to the deserts of Taklamakan and were gradually 
lost in the sands. The ancient Indian colonies were situated in the valleys of these 
rivers. As we have pointed out above, Buddhism gained its foothold in Central 
Asia during the KushZ~a  period. The inhabitants of Kashmir and north western 
India migrated to Khotan and Kashgar where they built small colonies which took 
pride in calling themselves as Indians. 

In the Gupta period as well, the Central Asian route following the Kabul 
river reached Hadda, Nagarahzra and then to Bamyan. The Bamyan route pro- 
ceeded to  Balkh. From here one route proceeded to Sogdiana and crossing the 
Jaxartes reached Tashkent, and then from there striking to the west and crossing 
the passes of T'ien-shan reached Uch-Turfan. The second route passing Badakshan 
and the Pamirs reached Kashgar. The shortest route between India and Kashgar 
passed through the Upper valley of the Tndus river. This route passing the valleys 
of the Gilgit and Yasin rivers, reached Tashkurghan where both the routes met. 
After reaching Kashgar the Central Indian route was divided into two branches. 
The southern branch followed the Tarim river and on this route lay Kashgar, 
Yarkand, Khotan and Niya and many small Indian colonies. The inhabitants of 
these places were mostly of the Iranian stock who had absorbed the people of 
Indian origin. Khotan was perhaps founded as a colony in Aioka's time. Here 
was located the Gomati-vihZra which was the biggest Buddhist monastery in 
Central Asia. Here, many Chinese acolytes received training in Buddhism. On 
the northern route of Central Asia near Uch-Turfan were situated Bharuka, 
Kuchr, Agni (Karasahr) and Turfan. Among the rulers of Kuchi were Suvarna- 
pushpa, Haradeva, Suvarnadeva etc. The Kuchi language is an independent 
branch of the Indo-European. 

The northern and southern routes of Central Asia met a t  the Jade 
Gate near which are situated the famous caves of Tun-Huang. Here the Chinese 
pilgrims got shelter. At the time when Indian merchants and Buddhist monks, 
facing many difficulties, passing through Central Asia reached China, at the same 
time Indian navigators were developing trade and cultural relations with China and 
Indonesia. We have noted above that Indian merchants had begun settling down 
in Suvarnabh~mi in the K u s h l ~ a  period. In the Gupta period many more Indians 
began migrating to Malaysia and Indo-China. 

In the early centuries of the Christian era the Indian colonists established 
many colonies in the far-east in which Fu-nan, Charnpl and Qrlvijaya were the 
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n~os t  important. Fu-nan included Kambuja and some parts of Thailand and it was 
founded by the Brahman Kaundinya who had married the queen of that region. 
In the sixth century the new Indian immigrants establishing their base in Fu-nan 
founded Kambuja. In its golden days Kambuja included modern Cambodia, ?'ha;- 
land and other neighbouring states. In the second century A.D. the foundation 
of Champ5 or modern Annam was laid. Champi was closely related with China 
both by the land and sea routes. Kambuja and ChampZ were indebted to Indian 
culture for a very long time. Sanskrit became their state language and Brah- 
manism their religion. 

In the south of Malaya Peninsula, on the eastern coast of Java and Sumatra 
the kingdom of Srivijaya arose which gained great fame in history. In the very 
extensive empire of ~ r i v i j a ~ a  were included the Malaya Peninsula, Java and other 
regions. Fa-hien informs us that in the fifth century A.D. Java was the centre of 
Hindu religion. However, in the sixth century Buddhist monks proceeding to 
China brought Buddhism there. 

In  the seventh century the name Java was replaced by Srivijaya. Its ruier 
maintained close relationship with India and China. We are informed by Itsing 
that arrangements were made in ~ r i v i j a ~ a  to teach both1Buddhism and Brahmanism. 

The accounts of Chinese pilgrims inform us that Indian ships sailed to 
Indonesia and China regularly, and these routes were equally used by Buddhist 
pilgrims and Indian merchants. In the middle of the seventh century when Chinese 
lost their control on Central Asia then its connection with India was maintained 
through the sea-route only. 

The Buddhist literature informs us that in the Gupta period as well, 
Bharukachchha, Sopara and Kalyan on the western sea coast of India and 
Tiimralipti on the eastern sea coast, were famous ports. Kosmas Indikopleustes 
in his work, Chrisfian Topogrnphya4 informs us that in this period Sri Lanka had 
become a great centre of sea-trade. Here, ships from Iran and Abyssinia came 
and also ships sailed from here to foreign countries. The Chinese and other 
markets exported here silk-cloth, agallochu~n, sandalwood and other articles. The 
merchants of Sri Lanka in their turn re-exported these articles to the sea-coast of 
Kerala and Kalyan. In this period the port of Kalyan was famous for copper, 
sesamum and very fine cotton textiles. From Sri Lanka ships proceeded to the 
port of Sindh which dealt in musk, castor seed and nard. Ships from Sindh sailed 
directly to  Iranian ports and Adulis. These regions exported their goods to Sri 
Lanka. Kosmas has mentioned the following ports Sindus (Sindh), Orrhotha 
(Saurashtra), Kalliana (Kalyan), Sibor (Chaul), and Male (Malabar). In the 
famous markets of the period were Parti, Mangarouth (Mangalore), Salopatana, 
Nalopatana, and Poudopatana which exported black pepper. On the eastern sea- 
coast of India the port of Marallo exported chank-shells and KZveripattinam 
exported alabandenum. After that the writer mentions the clove country and 
China. 
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We have seen above that in the Gupta period the term Dv~p ln t a r a  was 
used for Indonesia. The ijanagurudevapaddhari informs us that the ships from 
DvjpPntara always cast anchor in Indian ports.'& 

Even though travelling had considerably increased during the period both on 
land and sea routes, the difficulties remained the same as those in previous period. 
Fa-hien, whose visit to India lasted between 399 A.D.-414 A.D. mentions the 
difficulties of the sea-voyage. Fa-hien caught a big merchant ship from Sri Lanka 
which carried two hundred travellers and which was also accompanied by a 
smaller ship which could rescue the passengers if the larger ship met with some 
accident. The ship sailed in favourable wind for two days but after that it had to  
face a heavy cyclone and it  began leaking. The merchants and others were anxious 
to board the smaller ship, but those on the smaller ship feared that large number of 
travellers from the bigger ship might overpower them. They at once cut the rope 
joining the two ships. The merchants were frightened to death and fearing that 
their ship might be filled with water they began throwing their goods into the sea. 
Fa-hien as well threw his utensils and other articles into the sea, but he feared that 
merchants might throw his images and manuscripts into the sea. To get the succour 
of Kwan-yin he prayed and took a vow to devote his life to  Buddhist communi- 
ties in China. He said, "I have taken such a long journey for the sake of religion, 
I hope that by your supernatural power you will allow me to return safely." 

The wind blew for thirteen days and nights. After that the ship reached an 
island at the ebb tide. There, the sailors found out the holes in the ship from 
which water was leaking. They were plugged and the ship again started on its 
journey.86 

On the sea there were many pirates, to meet whom meant speedy death. The 
great ocean spread out in a boundless expanse. There was no knowing east o r  
west; only by observing the sun, the moon and the stars it was possible to follow 
the right direction. In the dark or rainy weather the ship wafted by the force of the 
wind, without any definite course. In the darkness of the night only the great 
waves were to be seen, breaking on one another, and emitting a brightness like that 
of fire, with huge turtles and other monsters of the deep all around. The merchants 
were full of terror, not knowing where they were going. The sea was deep and 
bottomless, and there was no place where they could drop anchor. But when the 
sky became clear, they could tell east and west and the ship again went forward 
in the right direction. If she had run on any hidden rock, there would have been 
no way of escape. After proceeding in this way for more than ninety days, they 
arrived at Java, where various forms of beliefs and Brahmanism were flourishing, 
while the state of Buddhism there was not worth speaking of. After staying there 
for five months Fa-hien again embarked in another large merchantman, which also 
had on board Inore than 200 men. They carried provision for fifty days, and corn- 
menced the voyage on the sixteenth day of the fourth month. 

For  reaching Canton the ship took north-easterly direction. On the sea-they 
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again met a heavy cyclone which frightened the travellers but Fa-hien prayed 
Kwan-yin as before and remembered the Bhikshu Community of China which gave 
him courage. In the meanwhile the morning dawned and the Brahman travellers 
consulting among themselves came to the conclusion that the disaster was due to 
the presence of the Buddhist monk. Therefore, they decided to put Fa-hien on 
an island because it was not advisable to endanger many lives for the sake of one. 
At this, a companion of Fa-hien told them that if they decided to put him on an 
island then they had to put him there as well. If they wanted they could take his 
companion's life, but if they forced Fa-hien to get down then he was bound to 
inform the emperor of China about the incident. At this the Brahmans were very 
frightened and lost courage to carry out their decision. In the meanwhile the sky 
darkened and the pilot lost the direction. In this condition the ship floated for 
seventy days. All the articles of food were finished and they were forced to use 
sea-water for cooking and other purposes. The sweet water was rationed among 
the passengers. When all the food and water was exhausted the travellers consulted 
among themselves that it took only fifty days to reach Canton and it seemed that 
they had lost their way. At this they took north-westerly direction and in twelve 
days they reached the southern point of the Shantung promontory; there they got 
fresh water and vegetables. 

As we have seen above in the Gupta and post Gupta age it was due to 
the eXorts of the Buddhist monks that Indian culture penetrated Central Asia and 
China. Fortunately, the Chinese Tripitaka has preserved some accounts of the 
monks whose courage in preaching their belief was extraordinary. No difficulty 
could stop their progress. We give below the accounts of the life of some such 
distinguished monks. 

In  the Gupta period, Dharmayaias, a Buddhist monk of Kashmir origin, 
reached China between 397-401 A.D. After travelling all over China he translated 
many Sanskrit manuscripts into the Chinese. A second Buddhist monk named 
Punyatr'ila reached China between 399-415 A.D. and he also translated many 
Buddhist works into the Chinese.2' Among the Buddhist monks proceeding from 
India to China, Kum'irajiva occupies a special position. His father Kumzradatta 
reached Kucha from Kashmir and there he married the sister of the ruler. 
KumZrajiva was born there. At the age of nine he came to Kashmir and studied 
Buddhist literature there. After staying in Kashmir for three years, Kum'irajiva 
with his mother reached Kashgar. Staying there for some time he reached Turfan. 
In 383 A.D. the Chinese occupied Kucha and KumHragupta was arrested and 
brought to Long Chow. There he lived till 398 A.D. with Li-Kuang. Afterwards 
he came to Ch'ang-ngan and died thereaae 

Another Buddhist monk, Buddhayaia, after travelling a great deal, reached 
Kashgar from Kashmir and there he taught Vinaya to  KumZrajiva. After the 
occupation of Kucha by the Chinese he disappeared from Kashgar for ten years 
and then returned there again. There he came to know that Kum~ra j iva  was in 
Ku-Tsang. After crossing the desert he reached there to meet him, but came to 
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know that KumZrajiva had proceeded to Ch'ang-ngan. In 413 A.D. he again 
returned to Ka~hmi r .~g  

Gautama PrajfiZruchi was an inhabitant of V%r%nasr. He reached Lo-yang 
in 516 A.D. via Central Asia. He translated many Buddhist works into the Chinese 
between 538 and 543 A.D.ao UpaHiinya was the son of the ruler of Ujjain. He 
reached south China in 546 A.D. There at King-Ling he translated many Buddhist 
worl<s into the Chinese. In 548 A.D. he reached Khotan." 

Jinagupta was an inhabitant of Gandbgra and lived in Peshawar. After 
studying Buddhism, he accompanied by his teacher, went on a long journey to 
preach Buddhism. After living at Kapiia for a year he arrived at the western foot of 
the Hindukush and reached the territory of the white Huns and from there passing 
Tashkurghan reached Khotan. After staying there for some time he reached Chan- 
Chow (Sinin, Kansu). During his tarvels, Jinagupta had to face many difficulties 
and most of his fellow travellers died of hunger and thirst. In 559-560 A.D. he 
reached Ch'ang-ngan and there he translated many Buddhist works into the Chinese. 
Afterwards he returned to north western India and lived with Kaghan Turks for 
ten years. In 585 A.D. he again returned to China.a' 

Buddhabhadra was an inhabitant of Kapilavastu. At the age of thirty, after 
acquiring an intimate knowledge of Buddhism, he decided to travel along with his 
friend Sanghadatta. After staying in Kashmir for some time he was chosen by the 
Buddhist Sangha to undertake journey to China. Travellitig with Tche-Yen, fellow 
traveller of Fa-hien, he reached China via the Pamirs. It  is also mentioned in his 
biography that he had reached Tonkin, perhaps through Assam, the upper valley 
of the Irawady and Yunan. Whatever may be the case, from Yunan he caught a 
ship for China. Owing to the estrangement with the ruler he had to leave south 
China. From there he reached to the west to Kiang-Ling. There he met Yuan- 
tchao (420-422 A.D.) and at his invitation he reached N a r ~ k i n . ~ ~  

Among the travellers in the Gupta period, Gunavarman occupied a special 
place. He belonged to the royal family of Kashmir and at the age of twenty he 
was initiated in Buddhism. At the age of thirty he was offered the kingship of 
Kashnlir which he refused. Leavicg the state he wandered for a long time and 
finally reached Sri Lanka and preached Buddhism there. From there he went to 
Java and initiated its ruler in Buddhism. His fame began spreading all over. I n  
424 A.D. he received the invitation of the Emperor of China, but Gunavarman 
did not like to go there. Accompanied by the Indian caravan leader Nandi on a 
ship, he decided to visit smaller countries, but the ship losing its direction reached 
Canton and in this way he met the Emperor of China in 431 A.D. He stayed for 
some time in the Jetavana Vihara at Kien-Ye and there translated many Buddhist 
works into the Ch ine~e .~ '  

Dharmamitra was an inhabitant of Kashmir and he received training under 
many great Buddhist teachers. He was a great wanderer. He at first reached Kucha 
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and lived there for some time and from there he reached Tun-huang. In 424 A.D. 
he undertook a journey to  south China where he died in 447 A.D.35 

Narendrayaias was an inhabitant of UddiyZna in the north-west. At his very 
young age he left his house and travelled all over India. After returning back to 
his country he crossed the Hindukush and reached Central Asia where the Turks 
were fighting with Avares. In this fight the Turks con~pletely annihilated the 
Avares. He died in 589 A.D.S6 

Dharmagupta was an inhabitant of Gujarat. At the age of twenty-three he 
was living in Kaumudi Sangh'irzma of Kanauj. After that he lived for five years 
in the DevavihPra of the Panjab (Taklca deia).  From there he reached Kapiia 
with a view to travel to China and lived there for two years. There he heard from 
caravans about the flourishing state of Buddhism in China. Crossing the western 
foot of' the Hindukush he travelled to Badakshan and Wakhan. After that he 
stayed at Tashkurghan for a year and then reached Kashgar. After living there 
for two years he reached Kucha. After staying there for some years, while travel- 
ling to Kia-Chow he died of thirst in the desert in 619 A.D.3' 

Nandi was an  inhabitant of the Middle Country. He stayed in Sri Lanka for 
soltie time and travelled extensively in the country situated in the South Seas. 
There he acquainted himself with the literature, customs, and manners of the 
people. He reached China in 655 A.D. In 656 A.D. the Chinese Emperor sent him 
to the countries of the South Seas in search of medicinal herbs. In 663 he again 
returned to China.a9 

In the travel accounts of Buddhist monks we come across the difficulties 
which they had to face in the waterless desert. One such account is available from 
rhe travel account of Fa-hien. He began his travel in 399 A.D. from Ch'ang-ngan 
(a district of Shen Se). From Ch'ang-ngan, Fa-hien with his comrades reached 
Lung (western Shen Se) and from there he proceeded to Chang-Yih (Kan-chow 
district of Kan-suh). There the party heard about the difficulties of the route. After 
staying there for some lime they reached Tun-huang. There the officer of the place 
equipped them for travelling in the desert. The people believed that the desert was 
full of ghosts and hot air always blew there and when the travellers were faced 
with these elements they perished. One could not meet any living being in the 
desert. Even after wandering for some time it was difficult to find out how to cross 
it. The only indications of the route were the dried bones of animals and men scat- 
tered along it.39 After crossing this terrible desert Fa-hien and his comrades 
reached Shen-Shen (Lobnor),and from there, after fifteen days travel, they reached 
Khotan and stayed there in Gomati VihZra and saw there the famous chariot 
festival. From there Fa-hien passing Yarkand reached Ladakh via Skardu. Travel- 
ling along the Indus river the party reached Uddiyzna. From there it proceeded 
to Peshawar and fillally to Taxila. From there they came to NagarahZra and stay- 
ing for some time in the country of Roh they reached Bannu. From Bannu 
catching the Grand Route they reached Mathura; and from there they visited 
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SankZsya. Crossing the Ganga at KZnyakubja they reached Saketa and then 
travelled to ~ r ~ v a s t i ,  Kapilavastu, VaiiZlr, PZtaliputra, RZjagyiha, Gay% and 
Viiriinasr. Thus after completing his pilgrimage he stayed at PPtaliputra for three 
years. From there he proceeded to  ChampZ and then following the Ganga he 
reached Tsmralipti. There he caught a big ship and reached Sri Lanka in fifteen 
days,40 where he met the Sabeans of Arabia." 
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INDIAN TRAVELLERS A N D  MERCHANTS 
FROM THE 7TH T O  l l T H  CENTURY A.D. 

W ITH THE death of Harsha, the age of great empires was practically over and 
anarchical ccnditions prevailed all over the country. Kanauj tried to raise 

its head but the rulers of Kashmir did not allow it to do so. After that, to establish 
their suzerainty in the valleys of Ganga and Jamuna, there was constant warfare 
between the Palas of Bengal and Bihar, the Gurjara-PratihZras and RZshtrako!as of 
the Deccan. After constant warfare of almost half a century in which victory 
passed sometimes in one hand and sometimes to the other. In the end, however, 
the Gurjara-PratihZras established their empire firmly. Before A.D. 836 they 
brought Kanauj under their banner and owing to  the prowess of the famous Bhoja 
and MahendrapZla their empire extended from Karnal to Bihar and from Sindh to 
Saurashtra and northern Bengal. Onlaccount of the strength of the Gurjara-Prati- 
hZra empire the Muslim kingdom in Sindh received a great shock and, therefore, 
the Gurjara-PratihZras were regarded as the greatest enemy of Islam. If the Arabs 
had not received the help of the RZshtraktitas then perhaps the Arab kingdom of 
the Sindh would have come to an end. 

After the death of Harsha in the middle of the seventh century, Hiuen-Tsiang 
gives a survey of the states in India at that time. In north-western India the 
boundary of Kapiia included the valley of the Kabul river and the land extending 
from the Hindukush to the river Indus. The boundary of this state passing the 
right bank of the Indus reached Sindh and included Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, Dera- 
Ismail-Khan and Dera-Ghazi-Khan. JZguda was situated in the west of Kapiis and 
it exported saffron. This JZguga has been identined with the Jabul of the Arab 
geographers. To the north of Kapiia was situated Opiane, but it seems that most of 
Kapiia was governed by feudal chiefs. The direct rule of KapiJa extended on the 
route from Kabul to Udabh5nda and from Kapiia to Arakhosia and the route from 
JZguGa to the lower Panjab. 

To the west of Kapiia was located Ghor. Jn the north-west, the mountain 
ranges of Koh-baba and Hindukush separated Bamyan and the Turkish empire 
lying to its south. In its north, from Lampaka to the Indus was located Kafiristan. 
On the left bank of the river, two feudatory chiefs of Kashmir, namely Uras% and 
Simhapura were located. From Simhapura began the territory of the Takkas 
which extended from the Beas to Simhapura and from Sialkot to Multan. In the 
south, Sindh was divided into three parts i n  which the lowest part extended to the 
sea and its ruler was a descendant of Mihirakula. On his return journey Hiuen- 
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Tsiang not only travelled in Sindh but also visited the Hingol river in south 
Baluchistan. This territory was under the control of the Sassanians, but in spite 
of all this, the territories of Iran and Kapiia did not touch each other except where 
the route from Balkh and Gandhzra touched the boundary line of these two states. 
In the region, both the countries appointed their frontier guards. Except at this 
place, nobody controlled the territory between Iran, Afghanistan and Kapiia. In 
the west lay Ghoristan, Garjistan, Seistan, and Herat, and on the other side lay 
Jzguda. In the south-east lay thc country of nomads which is named by Hiuen- 
tsiang as Ki-Kin-Na and which has been identified by Arab geographers as Ka- 
Kan. This territory of the Brahuis extends to the south of the Bolan Pass.' 

The inquiry into the politico-geographical conditions informs that parts of 
the Hon empire were annexed to the empire of Yazdigird and some parts were 
included in the empire of Harsha. It als3 tells us that in the seventh century India 
extended from the right bank of the Indus to the Iranian plateau. The ancient 
boundary of this land starting from Lampaka divided KapiSa into two parts. In 
the west Vrijistan and JZguga were left out, but the frontier extended to the Hingol 
river. 

The political map of north-western India in this century also serves as a 
pointer to the coming events. Hiuen-tsiang in his first chapter informs us that the 
boundary of the Iranian empire followed the Murghab in the west of Tukharistan. 
His eleventh chapter tells us that the Roman Byzantine empire was situated in the 
north-west of Iran. There was constant warfare between the two empires and in 
the end the Arabs defeated the Romans. We also come to know from the same 
sources that in that period the Sassanians controlled Baluchistan, Kandahar, 
Seistan and Drangiana. The route the Arabs took to  conquer these territories 
has not yet been ascertained by historians; also a problem is posed that why after 
occupying Sindh and Multan the Muslim forces took almost three hundred years 
to conquer the high territory of the Panjab. According to  Foucher the reason for 
this is that the route from Karmania and Baluchistan and Sindh after the battles 
of Kzdisia (636 A.D.) and Nihaband came into the hands of Muslim forces. But 
the routes from KapiSa to GandhZra passing from north to south and north to  
west were not within their control, even after these routes had slipped from tlie 
hands of the Iranians they passed into such hands who were in a position to defend 
them properly. 

History tells us how quickly the Muslim forces conquered Asia and Africa. 
Weakened by constant warfare with the Byzantine, the Sassanian power came to  
an end in one stroke. In 652 A.D. Yazdigird 111 fled from that route and it was 
the same route on which Darius was killed in Merv. The advancing Arabs 
reached Balkh and in this way they were able to cut the land route between 
India and China. It is evident from this that the Indo-Iranian territory had 
passed into the hands of the Arabs. But it is strange that while Kabul fell in 
870 A.D., Peshawar fell only in 1009 A.D. The travel of Wu-Kong to Kandahar 
between 751-764 A.D. informs us as if nothing had happened in that territory. 
We are further informed that the Chinese had full control of Central Asia. 
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At the time when the Arabs were establishing themselves on the north-western 
frontier of India, even before that in 636 A.D. the Arab flotilla had attacked 
Broach and Thana. This attack took place both from land and sea routes but it 
yielded no results. The Governor of Sindh Junayd (between 724-743 A.D.) carried 
out several expeditions to  Saurashtra and Gujarat but as evident from tlie Navasari 
Copper Plate (738-739 A.D.) AvanijanZiraya PulakeSin did not allow them to  
have their own way. I t  seems that the Arab forces attacking Sindh and advancing 
from there to Kutch, Saurashtra and Chipotkafy and Gujarat proceeded as far  as 
Navasari. It seems that the Arab  armies must have passed through the Rann of 
Kutch. The Gurjara-Pratihzra ruler Bhoja I perhaps defeated these Muslim forces 
in 755 A.D. The fall of Valabhi was also due to the Arab inroads. But in spite of 
ceaseless efforts these military expeditions did not produce much result and that 
was due to the brave front which tlie Gurjara-PratihZras pu t  against them. If the 
RZshfrakiifas had not helped the Arabs then they could not have maintained their 
foothold in Sindh.= 

On account of rebellions and overcentralisation, the Sassanian forces could 
not face the well knit Arab forces. As against this the Hindus, on  account of the 
local tribal affiliation and decentralisation, could face the Arabs for a longer period. 
The great courage and stamina of the Arabs gave them the final victory but this 
took a very long time. India as a matter of fact was conquered by the Turks and 
Afghans who had accepted Islam. But even they took some time. I t  seems that 
when in north-western India the tribal power had declined then it became easier 
for the conquerors t o  advance further, even then, five hundred years after the 
Arabs had put their feet into this land, Qutub-ud-din Aibak could mount the 
throne of Delhi in 1206 A.D. and only after hundred years AIZ-ud-din Khalji 
managed to  subdue the major part of India. 

In Central Asia, China in 630 A.D. conquered the southern part of the 
Turkish empire and in 659 A.D. its eastern part. But this loosely knit Chinese 
empire could not face the Arabs. I n  about 705 A.D, the Arabs conquered the 
Trans-Oxus country. When such events were taking place in the north, almost 
parallel events were happening in Afghanistan. The Arabs were being held cons- 
tantly after leading military expeditions against Seistan, Kandahar,  Baluchistan 
and Makran.  In  712 A.D. Muhammad bin QZsim followed the route of 
Alexander and  decided to conquer the entire 11ldus valley. He could not fulfil his 
wish, but the Arabs were able to  establish themselves finally in Sindh and Multan. 
At that time the high plateau of Afghanistan was caught in the pincer movement. 
But after the fall and death of Muhammad bin Qasim the situation saved the SZhis 
of Kabul from extinction, because Muhammad bin QZsim could not establish direct 
contact between his Indian territories and Khurasan.  I t  took almost 350 years for 
Muslin~s (614-1022 A.D.) before they could control the Grand Route t o  India. 

After the fall of the Sassanians in 652 to  659 A.D. the Turks received set- 
back at the hands of the Chinese. When the Muslim invasions started a t  that  time 
Tukharistan, Kunduz and Kabul were under the control of the Turks. A letter 
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from the Turks to  the Chinese court written in 718 A.D. informs us that their 
empire extended from Tashkurghan to Zabulistan and from the Murghab to the 
Indus river. The son of the same Turkish king in a letter written in 727 A.D. 
informs us that his father was arrested by the Arabs, but the Chinese emperor did 
not care for his letter; Kapiia was also reduced to the same state. In 664 A.D. it 
had become a tributary of the Arabs. However, in 682 A.D. the Arabs received a 
setback in their attacks on KapiSa. In the first part of the eighth century Kapiia 
was under the control of the Chinese but in 751 A.D., the Chinese balloon burst 
but even then owing to the feuds between Umayyads and Abbasids and the inde- 
pendence of Khorasan, north-western frontier of India gained some peace. 

In 751 A.D. the Chinese lost their control in the western part of their empire. 
In the same year the Chinese emperor ordered his ambassador Wu-sung to bring 
the envoy of KapiSa along with him, but the ambassador feared to cross the route 
in the Trans-Oxus country and therefore, he took the difficult route between 
Khotan and Gandhara. After visiting the places of Buddhist pilgrimage he return- 
ed to his country after forty years. According to him the Turkish princes of KapiSa 
and GandhZra regarded themselves as descendants of Kanishka and they always 
looked after the Buddhist establishments. Kashmir had gained much prestige and 
power in the time of Lalitzditya. For three or four generations no event of any 
importance took place, but all of a sudden in 870-871 A.D. Yzqiib the governor of 
Khorasan, conquered Bamiyan, Kzbul and Arakhosia. The pincer movement of 
YZqob taking within its fold the capitals of Balkh and Herat turned to Seistan and 
thus it opened the route for the future Muslim conquests. 

The Muslim historians assert with one voice that at that time Kabul was 
ruled by the ~ Z h i s  and this opinion is supported by modern historians as well. 
According to Foucher the capital of this region was KZpiii not Kabul. However, 
the Arab historians do not mention KZpiij as it was pillaged between 792-797 A.D. 
After this incident it appears that the city had shifted itself to the south of Kabul, 
and perhaps due to this fact the Muslim historians mention the ~ Z h i s  of Kabul. 

The shifting of the capital from KZpiSi to Kabul must have happened after 
793 A.D. The old Kabul situated between the villages of Shewaki and Kamari was 
conquered by YZqiib in 871 A.D. As the Arabs established their capital at  
Mansura in Sindh, in the san~e  way they established their own Kabul near the old 
Kabul. The reason for this may be that they smelt idolatry in the old cities of the 
Hindus. According to Istakhri, the Muslims of Kabul lived in the fort of Bala 
Hisar and the Hindus in its suburbs. After the Hindu merchants and artisans had 
accepted Islam by the end of the ninth century the new Kabul had developed into 
a big city. Even then for two hundred and fifty years it could not compare with 
the glories of Ghazni. But in 1150 A.D. after Ghazni was destroyed, the importance 
of Kabul increased. 

To conquer the lower Kabul valley and the region of Taxila the Muslims 
took nearly 250 years. From 872-1022 A.D. the region from Laghman to GandhPra 
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and the valley of Kabul and northern Panjab was under the control of Indian 
rulers who in order to  safeguard their independence offered stiff resistance to the 
growing power of Islam. The last S lh i  king who is named as Lagh-Turman by 
Alberuni was deposed by his minister Lalliya. The RTijataranginZ informs us that 
this event must have taken place before YZqiib, because in Kabul he could capture 
only one military commander. Historians are generally of the opinion that after 
the fall of Kabul the region around it also fell in the hands of the Muslims and on 
account of this the Hindu rulers were unable to  visit their temples in Kabul, 
neither they could bathe in the river. Unlike the old times Peshawar was no longer 
their winter capital. They had shifted from there to UdabhZ~dapura to safeguard 
themselves against the Muslim inroads. Even though their empire was extensive, 
without Kohistan and Kabul the fall of the Hindu h h i s  was imminent. In this 
unequal war with the Islamic forces, they showed marvellous courage and their end 
came fighting valiantly against their enemies. Alberuni and the RTijatarangini affirm 
that after their fall the gateway of India the north-west frontier was opened in the 
same way as after the fall of Prithvirzja the gateway of north Indian plain lay open 
to the Muslim conquerors. 

However, we cannot praise the Muslim opponents of the Sahis in the same 
way. Their opponents were the Muslim slave Turks. These Seljuk Turks not only 
conquered Asia Minor, but Europe had also become very troubled by them and 
as a counterblast the crusades had started. Insulted by an Amir of Bokhara, 
Alptigin took shelter in Ghazni. He was followed by Subuktigin whose son 
Mahmiid led many expeditions against India. Between 997-1030 A.D. he led 
seventeen military expeditions and pillaged the land between Kangra to Soinnath 
and Mathura to Kanauj. Even after amassing great treasures his greed did not 
abate. He spent all this money in decorating Ghazni but after 120 years of his 
death the avenging Afghans destroyed Ghazni after pillaging it. 

We need not deal here at length the wars between the Hindu hihis and 
Ghaznavids. However, after the death of Trilochanapzla the Grand Route of India 
came under the complete control of the Muslims. The ~ u d i i d - e - A l n m  (982-983 A.D.) 
gives us the political map of India in the end of the tenth century. In the territory 
extending from the coast of Oman to the eastern bank of the Indus river, Sindh 
and Multan were independent states. The boundary of this territory penetrated 
as far as Lahore but Jullundur and Kanauj were under the rule of the Gurjara-Pra- 
tih'aras. North-western India was ruled by the h h i s  and in its south-west between 
Sulaiman and Hazarjat lived the KZfits. The western boundary of this region lay 
at a point where the territory conquered by the Muslims and the territory control- 
led by the Hindus met. This boundary started from Jagdalik, and leaving the valley 
of Surkh Rud proceeded to Nagarahzra. From there passing through the hilly 
region it pioceeded to the confluence of the G h o r b a ~ ~ d  and Pa~~ ja sh i r  in the east of 
Kapiia. Above this confluence Parwan was under the control of the Khorasan. 
The northern boundary of Kafiristan was situated at sufficient distance from the 
Panjashir and in the south of the river passing its right bank it proceeded to the 
boundary of Wakhan. 
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The above political map changed after the second Muslim invasion. Towards 
the east the Muslim empire extended itself towards the Panjab and Hindustan. In 
the west it passed through the territories of the Sassanians and Buyids. The Muslims 
conquered along with Bokhara and Samarakand the Trans-Oxus country. After 
that they took possession of Balkh along Khorasan, Merv, Herat and Nishapur 
and joined them with Kabul and Seistan. The Buy~ds who controlled the south- 
western part of Iran, Kirman and Makran controlled the soutllern route. The 
Sghis controlled a large territory on the south bank of the Indus. The Szhr empire 
extending from east to west extended from Laghman to the B-as river and alter 
that came the territory of Kanauj. In the north the S P ~ I  empire extended from the 
frontier of Kashmir to Multan. The Chinese sources inform us that Swat was also 
under the control of the &his but the mountainous territory in the south-west was 
independent. In the words of Kalhana, k h i s  the great worshippers of Indian 
independence, were caught between the Turkish bison in the south and by the wild 
Dard boars in the north, and hence there was no escape left for them. 

The Hudiid-e-Alum supports the view that in the end of the tenth century the 
Muslims controlled the plateau of Afghanistan. As the route between Kabul to  
Balkh and Kandhzr was clear they did not care for Laghman, Kapiia and Nagara- 
hzra route; perhaps because of this reason the Pashais had established a small 
independent state at Nijarao. They disregarded the authority either of the Amir 
of Khorasan or the Hindu h h i s .  The ~udiid-e-Alum further informs us that the 
Ghor region in the south-east of Herat was till the end of the tenth century a 
Hindu state. 

We have seen above how after the defeat of TrilochanapBla the north-western 
gate of India had opened for the Muslim conquerors. Mahmiid of Ghazni follow- 
ing the Grand Route in 1018 A.D. looted Bulandshahar, Mathura and Kanauj 
thus opening the gateway of northern India for further conquests. The Yarnin1 
Sultanate established itself at Lahare and in the territory of Gzngeyadeva. In 1033 
A.D. the Muslims penetrated as far as Banaras and looted its markets.' The 
Gahadvzla rulers of Uttar Pradesh were forced to face the new danger. When the 
country was being trodden by Muslim invaders then in order to save the Middle 
Country from them, Chandradeva established the Gzhadv'ala empire. This state 
had two capitals a t  Kanauj and Varanasi. There is no doubt that in order to keep 
themselves away from the Muslim contact Banaras carried on the administration 
of the state. In the end of the twelfth century Govindachandradeva had to face 
many Muslim invasions. It is evident from an inscription of Kumaradevi his 
queen that her husband saved the empire by defeating the Muslim forces. Jaya- 
chandradeva ascended the throne in 1170 A.D. In his time Delhi fell and the 
Ganga-Yamuna gate of the Grand Route came in the Muslim hands for ever. In  
1194 A.D. Varanasi fell, after that another chapter opens in the history of India. 

In section I we have described the political upheavals which took place in 
early medieval India. In this period we get ample information about the Indian 
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trade and travellers from the Chinese, Arabic and Indian sources. The Cl~inese 
source informs us that during the Gupta and post-Gupta periods trade between 
India and China was i n  the hands of the Sassanians. All the merchandise which 
came from the eastern sea coast of Indo-Cliiua, Sri Lanka, India and Africa was 
known as the merchandise from Persia, because those merchants who brought 
these goods were mainly Persians.' 

In the seventh century, however, there was great increase in Chinese ship- 
ping. In 601 A.D. a Chinese delegation went to Siam by the sea-route and 
returned back from there. The Chinese deemed this voyage as a great act of 
bravery. Whatever may be the case with Chinese shipping during that period, the 
Chinese had very little knowledge about the Indian sea-routes. 

Hiuen-tsiang also did not know about the sea-route from Sri.Lanka to 
Sumatra, Java, Indo-China and China. But this state of affairs did not last for a 
long time. By the end of the seventh century the Chinese travellers made use of 
ships for travelling and they began sailing regularly from Canton to western Java 
and Palembeng (Sumatra). Usually here the tr.avellers disembarked from the 
Chinese ship, took another ship to  go to Sri Lanka via Nicobar and from there 
took another ship for Tzmralipti. It thus took nearly three months to travel 
from China to Sri Lanka. In winter when the north-east monsoon wind blew, 
ships sailed from China to India, but when the south-west monsoon set in during 
the months of April to October, people sailed from India to China." 

The first reference to the trade between China, India and Indo-China is 
found in the Tong-kuo-shi-pu of Li-wan. The ships plying to and from Canton 
were so large that the major portion of the hold of the ship could be seen on the 
surface of the sea and hence to embark on the ship, the help of a huge ladder had to 
be taken. The foreign immigrants on these ships had to register themselves in the 
office of the Superintendent of Boats. The ships kept white pigeons to carry 
messages for thousands of miles. Sailors had a strong belief that if there were no 
rats on the ship, then calamity was bound to befall them. Hirtll is of the opinion 
that here is the reference to an Iranian ship.0 Whatever may be the case the Indian 
sea-faring travellers yet believe in this superstition. 

Unfortunately, the Indian literature of this age does not give us much 
information about the trade between China and India. However there are some 
stories which throw light on Indian shipping in the Bay of Bengal and the South 
China Sea. Acharya Haribhadra SRri (c. 678-728 A.D.) has narrated such stories 
in his Samariiichchakahn.7 It is related in one of the stories that Dhana in order 
to overcome his poverty was determined to go on a ssa voyage. His wife Dhanairi 
and one Nanda accompanied him. Dhana acquiring goods for foreign countries 
(paratlrakan~ bhnndtrm) loaded them in the ship. DhanaSri in the m~anwhile  
hatched out a plot to kill Dhana and to elope with Nanda. The ship was made 
ready for the voyage (samyachira pravahanam) and heavy cargo was loaded. In the 
early morning Dhana went to the beach, distributed money to the poor, and after 
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worshipping the sea and the ship, he embarked with his followers. The ship 
weighed anchor and the sails (sirapata) were filled with wind. The ship then began 
traversing the sea, the abode of strange aquatic animals jumping over the great 
waves, and the coconut groves on the coast were swept by [he wind. 

On the boat Dhanairi began administering poison to Dhana. Fed up with 
his life he gave all his wealth to Nanda. After some time they reached the island of 
MahZkatZha, and Nanda taking the presents (prabhriram) went ashore to see the 
king who was very much pleased and provided him place to stay. The cargo was 
unloaded. Doctors were brought, but Dhana could not be cured; hence Nanda 
thought of returning back to India with his master. Having decided that he began 
selling the export goods (bhandam) and buying the import goods (praribhandam). 
The ship was made ready and after Nanda had seen the king, it sailed. 

When Dhanairi saw that Dhana was not going to die she decided to push 
him down into the sea, and one day she carried out her resolve. After waiting for 
a little while she raised a hue and cry, but Nanda was very unhappy at this. The 
boat was stopped and an unsuccessful search was made for Dhana in the morning. 
But as the search proved abortive the ship weighed anchor, and they all started on 
the homeward journey. 

Dhana was, however, lucky. He got hold of a ship's plank and floated for 
seven nights into the sea. The sea water cured his disease and he reached the 
shore alive. Lamenting on his wife's treachery he proceeded on. Travelling forth 
he found the necklace of the pr.incess of Sr~vas t i ,  who at the time of the ship- 
wreck had entrusted it to her maid-servant. Taking it he met KZpZlika Maheivara- 
datta who taught him the Garirda Mantra. After this the story has no relation 
with sea-travel. 

The story of Vasubhiiti also throws interesting light on the shipping in this 
p e r i ~ d . ~  Coming out of the city of Timralipti Vasubhati and KumZra left with 
the ship owner Samudradatta. They reached Suvarnabhami i n  two months. 
Disembarking they proceeded to sripura and there met his boyhood friend 
Manorathadatta of ~ v e t a v i k ~ ,  who had come there for trade. After welcoming 
them he asked the reason of their voyage and was informed that the purpose of 
their visit was to meet Manoratha's maternal uncle, the king of Sri Lanka. Some 
time elapsed and though ships to Sri Lanka were available, fearing separation from 
his dear friend, Manorathadatta, he did not inform him about the departure of 
ships to Sri Lanka practically every day. When pressed about the urgency of his 
work he made a ship available. The ship was well furnished and decorated. 
Manorathadatta accompanied KumZra to the beach. iivaradatta the owner of the 
ship saluted them and he got them their seats. Thereafter they boarded the ship, 
offered bali to the ocean, rigged the sails (uckchh~irasirapa(ah) and the pilot put 
the ship in the right direction towards Sri Lanka. After journeying for thirteen 
days there was a storm and the ship went out of control. The crew were unhappy 
at this. Encouraging them Vasubhkti and KumZra acting like expert navigators 
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cut the riggings and gathered the sails (chhinnnh s i t a p a ~ n j  nibandhana-ra-jjaviih 
mlrklrlitah situpatah) and released the anchors (vimuktah nangarah). Even so, due 
to the heavy load of the cargo, the roughness of the sea and increasing pelting of 
the hailstorm the ship was wrecked. KumZra got hold of a plank and after three 
nights reached the shore. He took a deep breath coming out of the water. Going 
a little further he sat under a bamboo tree. After some time he felt hungry and 
proceeding to  the north in the search of water and fruits reached a tree near a 
mountain rivulet. From here the story takes a different turn and we are informed 
how Kumiira met his lady love Vilzsavati. After some time they thought of return- 
ing to his country. They raised a flag. After few days seeing it sailors from a ship 
came there in small boats, and meeting the prince told him that the SZrthavZha 
SZnudeva of Mahzkatzha on his way to Malayadeia having seen the flag had sent 
them to rescue him. Kumzra with his wife went to the ship. After this incident 
he had to face many other difficulties also, but in the end they reached the Malaya 
country. 

From the story of Dhana i n  the Samara~chchakahn~ we get certain information 
about shipping between India, Dvipzntara and China. Once the master of caravan 
by name Dharana thought of amassing fortune and helping other people. Having 
made up his mind he informed his parents of his resolve and having obtained their 
permission proceeded with a big caravan to  Vaijayanti, a big sea port on the 
eastern coast. He took with him export goods (parallrakani bhnndatn) and made 
arrangements for a ship. On an auspicious day he went outside the city and 
reached the sea-shore. There he distributed money t o  the poor, worshipped the 
sea and saluting his teacher embarked. Lowering the speed slowing stones 
(nkrishlah vegahiirrnyah jilah), the sails were raised and the ship started towards 
China. 

For some days the ship sailed quietly but after that a terrible cyclone began 
blowing. The sea becoming very rough the sailors became dejected. To ensure 
steadiness of the ship the sails were lowered (tarah samayen gamaniirambhena- 
pasarirah sitapatah), and in the hope to save-the ship the stone anchor was lowered, 
but in spite of all these precautions the ship was wrecked. The .rarthavaha, how- 
ever, was saved, and floating on a plank reached Suvarnadvipa and felt deep 
concern about the fate of his wife and followers. He assuaged his hunger with 
plantains. At the sun-set he made a bedding of leaves and prepared fire to ward 
off the cold of the night and after warming himself slept. In the morning he got 
up and saw that the place where the fire burnt the previous night had turned to 
gold. He realised that it was a gold mine. He then turned the gold into bricks 
and stamped them with his name. Thus making one thousand piles of these 
bricks, each containing ten bricks, he raised the flag of the wrecked ship. 

In the meanwhile Szrthav'aha Suvadana was proceeding from China to  
Devapura on a ship carrying cargo (sarabhandam). He saw the flag raised by 
Dharana. The anchors were cast by the order of Suvadana and some sailors were 
sent out to meet him. After inquiring from the sailors Dbarana came to know 
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that owing to the vagaries of luck Suvadana's fortunes had suffered a sctback. 
 heref fore, the ship did not carry any impor~ant cargo. Dharana, after mccting 
Suvadana, came to know that he was carrying 1000 suvarna worth of goods to 
Devapura. Dharana asked him to throw away the cargo and load his gold on 
thc ship. He promised to pay him one lakh suvarnas for this. Suvadana threw 
away the cargo and loaded the ship with the golden bricks after counting them. 
Then the story tells us that in order to propitiate the goddess of Suvarnadvipa 
who was angry at his taking away the gold, Dharana thrcw himself into the sea. 
From this plight he was rescued by one Hemakundala. Dharana inquired from 
him the news of Srivijaya. Thereafter Hemakundala procecded with him to 
Sri Lanka and after purchasing precious stones they reached Devapura. Here he 
met one Toppa  resth hi and related to him his adventures and difficulties. In the 
~neanwhile Suvadana had the evil intention of misappropriating the gold of 
Dharana. He went to  the shore and was allowed to proceed by the king without 
paying duties. He reached Devapura and was met by Dharana. While on a 
journey to  China he was again pushed into the sea by Suvadana and was saved 
by the men of 'Toppa ~ r e s ~ h i .  The case was taken to the king and Dharana won. 

If from the above stories we eliminate the fantasy then they throw enough 
light on the shipping between India and China. The following conclusion can be 
drawn from the above stories: (1) T~mral ipt i  and Vaijayanti were big ports on the 
eastern sea coast of India from where the ships sailed to and from Sri Lanka, 
Mahakatzha (Kedah in western Malaya) and China. Devapura, which will be 
dealt later on was a great trade centre. In the Sripura port of Suvarvabhiimi 
Indian merchants carried on trade. Srivijaya at that time was a big kingdom. 
(2) Indian ships had to encounter terrible storms in the Bay of Bengal and i n  the 
South China sea which caused ship-wrecks. Sometimes the survivors floating on 
wooden planks came ashore. There they raised the distress flag, seeing which 
some ship sent smaller boats for their rescue. (3) Merchants from Suvarnabhurni 
brought bricks of gold with them on which they stamped their own names. 

As we have already seen in the beginning of the Christian era there was 
an increase in the cultural and trade relations between Suvarnabhiimi and China. 
There was great impetus to cultural and trade relation with China in the Gupta 
period. The Greek and Indian sources tell us that the credit of colonising 
Suvarnabh~nii  goes to all the ports of eastern sea coast extending from TZ~nralipti, 
but much of the credit goes to south Indian ports as well. Tile stories of Haribhadra 
support this view. Indian merchants usually took the sea route to reach 
Suvarnabhtimi. But it is also possible that they took the land routes as well. 
There was a land route between Indo-China and Malaya. These routes 
suffered for natural impediments, but as we have seen in the case of the routes 
between India and China via the Pamirs, the merchants did not much care for 
these difficulties. I t  was easier to to  face these difficulties than to face the ravages 
of the sea pirates in the Bay of Bengal. Itsing is of the opinion that in the seventh 
century the ships proceeding from the Indian ports to the south-east were always in 
fear of cannibals living in the Andaman islands. In the strait of Malacca, due to the 
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increase in trade, the inhabitants of Malaya got ample opportunity for piracy, 
but owing to the strict vigilance of srlvijnya on the strait of Malacca, the 
importance of sea-routes increased. Scholars are of the opinion that in order to 
avoid circumventing the strait, Indian travellers crossed the Andaman and Nicobar 
or a point to its south. The sailors of south India after crossing the Bay of Bengal 
took the sea-route between the Andaman and Nicobar islands or  the route between 
south Nicobar and Sumatra. By the first route they reached Takkola and by the 
second to  Kedah. From Kedah to Singora and from Trang to Patalung it was easy 
to reach Chumpon via Ligor and Kra  situated on the Bay of Bandon. There was 
also a route from Takkola to Cheya.lo 

In order to reach the Gulf of Siam the travellers from central India and 
the coastal regions had to take the route starting from Tavoy, crossing the 
mountains and passing through the pass of Three Pagodas it reached the delta of 
Menam via the Kawaburi river. The route in the north of the Menam valley 
connected in the west the port of Moulmein and the village of Raheng.11 We 
can suggest yet another route which passing the plateau of Korat and Sitep joined 
the valley of Menam, Mekong and Mun rivers, and in the north passing from 
Assam, Upper Burma and Yunnan the route led to India and China. Mr. Quaritch 
Wales is of the opinion that on the route of the valley of Mun where it crossed the 
plateau of eastern Siam, there existed a big city on the left bank of the river 
Pasok which is even now known as Srideva. The travellers who settled here 
probably came from the central region of the rivers Krishna and Godavari. 
~ r i d e v a ,  situated betweeen the plateau of Siam and the valley of the Menam river 
was a great commercial and trade centre. This ~ r i d e v a  could be identified with 
Devapura 01 the Samaraichchakaha. 

In this period the Pallava rulers also strengthened their influence in 
Indonesia. Narasimhavarman (c. 630-660 A.D.) sent two huge fleets to help 
the king of Sri Lanka MZnavamma. Mabalipuram and Kanchipuram were two 
important ports in this period, from where ships sailed to Sri Lanka and 
Suvarnabhtimi.12 A Sanskrit inscription of the eighth century from Sri Lanka 
informs us that the caravan of Indian merchants was skilled in sea-travel and was 
also expert in buying and selling and careful in loading cargoes.13 We are unable 
t o  affirm whether these traders were of south Indian origin or not but according 
to Haribhadra, there certainly existed great commercial relation between Sri Lanka 
and India. 

We have shown above how in the seventh century Indian merchants and 
colonists were spreading their fame in foreign countries. As before on the internal 
land routes of the country trade was being carried on and merchants had to face 
the same difficulties as previously. Before starting on a journey, the master of 
caravan, by the beat of drum announced the safety and comfort with which he 
could take the travellers and his caravan. When the travellers had assembled, 
the leader of caravan advised them then there were two ways to reach thc 
destination, the straight one and the other which proceeded in a circuitous manner. 
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The latter one took more time, but after having crossed the boundary i t  was 
easy to reach the destination. The straight road was difficult, though the time 
consumed was shorter, it was frequented by ferocious animals and the fruits and 
leaves of the trees were also poisonous. On this road sweet tongued rogues were 
ever ready to accompany one, but one had to shun their company. In a well 
organised caravan, the travellers travelled together because if separated there was 
always the possibility of facing danger. They had to confront the forest fire and 
also forced to cross difficult mountains. One should not encamp near a bamboo 
grove as danger lurked there. On the northern route there was always great 
difficulty in getting food and water. On the road everybody kept a watch in 
the noon.1J 

From the story of Dharana we also come to know that on their way 
travellers were in constant fear of robbers and wild beasts. Dharana after some 
stoppages reached Achalapura in UttarZpatha and met its ruler who honoured 
him. He sold his goods and made profit eight times as much. He stayed there 
for four months for buying and selling and made a huge profit. Having bought 
goods for MZkandi he loaded the caravan and started towards his country. 
After some time he reached a forest which was infested with all kinds of wild 
beasts. Here the members of the caravan encamped and slept during the night 
after arranging for the watch. In the midnight the ~ a b a r a s  and Bhillas attacked 
blowing horns and the womenfolk with the caravan were frightened. The soldiers 
accompanying the caravan fought bravely, but the Sabaras proved too strong 
for them and the soldiers were scattered in all directions. Many merchants were 
killed, their goods looted and some of them were captured and brought before 
the Sabara cbief.15 

The Kuvalayamala of Udyotana Siiri written in 779 A.D. gives us many 
travel stories. In one story i t  is related that a Brahman by the name Chandasoma 
because of his utter poverty accompanied a party of acrobats and bards to a 
village where the people had assembled to witness the show. Chandasoma's wife 
also went to  attend it but, he, suspecting her fidelity, killed her. After realising 
that he had done a heinous crime he, full of repentance, started lamenting over 
his deed and decided to immolate himself on the funeral pyre. When he was 
about to jump into the flames people held him back and took him to the assembly 
of learned pandits who advised him various formulas to expiate his sin. The 
majority of the pandits advised him to quit his home, distribute all his belongings 
among the Brahmans, get clean shaved, visit various places of pilgrimage like 
Haradwar, Virabhadra, SomeSvara, PrabhZsa, Pushkara etc. and after offering 
oblations to the manes he would be free from all his sins.16 

In another story it is related that a prince named M%nabha!a killed a 
Pulinda prince who unknowingly had accepted a place of honour in the court 
of king Avantivardhana. The father of Manabhata advised him that there 
were only two ways open for him to expiate his sin viz., either he should 
surrender himself to the king's officers or flee on a tour to a foreign country. 
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I t  was natural that Mznabhata agreed to quit the country and travel to a foreign 
land. He loaded all his goods on conveyance and started on his journey. 

On his way through the forest he had to fight with the Pulindas and join 
the spring festival in a village situated on the bank of the river Narmada. 
After taking part in many adventures he started in search of a guru  who could 
tell him how to expiate his sin. In the course of his wanderings he reached 
an orphanage at Mathura. There he found the lepers hailing from all 
parts of the country talking among themselves about a place of pilgrimage which 
could cure them of their disease. One of them named VZrZnasi, while other 
contradicting him named the Sun temple of Multan and the temple of MahZkala. 
A third opinion was that jumping from the banyan tree a t  Prayiigd and 
thus getting one's legs and hands broken was the highest form of expiation. A 
fourth still went further and opined that the sin of matricide and patricide could 
be expiated after bathing at the confluence of Ganga and Yamuna and worshipping 
Bhairava. MZnabhata decided to adopt the simplest course and thought of 
visiting Praygga to wash his sins." 

The story of Mzyaditya and SthZnu also throws some light on some 
interesting aspects of contemporary shipping. MSyZditya was a shrewd merchant. 
To get his work done he did not care for high and low. On the contrary SthZnu 
was a god-fearing and good natured man. Mayaditya proposed that in order to 
earn money they should proceed to  VZrZ~asi and take recourse t o  gambling, 
robbery and deceit. When SthZnu censored his proposal, MZyZditya just laughed 
it off. Afterwards they thought of earning wealth by alchemy, magic, worship 
of the gods, sea voyage and mining. In the end they thought of going to 
DakshinZpatha to earn wealth. After crossing many rivers, mountains and forests 
they reached Pratishthzna. There they earned one thousand mohurs. Fearing 
the dacoits they thought it risky to carry the cash and decided to  convert it into 
precious stones for safety. They divided them into two equal parts and each part 
was tied in a rag which each of them kept. One day SthZnu went to the market 
to buy provisions. MByZditya wanted to steal SthZnuYs bundle and replace it 
with a fake one, but failed to do so. MZyZditya, however, always followed his 
friend and kept an eye on his jewels. Finding an opportunity he pushed Sthinu 
into a well. As he was taking the packet of jewels, the ~ a b a r a s  saw and caught 
him and threw him into a hole where other robbers and dacoits were imprisoned. 
Anyway the Sabaras took out SthZgu from the well and entrusted him with all 
the jewels. SthZnu in spite of MayZditya's perfidy went in search of his friend 
in order to give him back his share. MZyZditya was moved by his friend's 
gesture and felt ashamed of his deed. He went to the village elders to ask them 
the means for expiating his sins. One suggested that he should burn himself alive 
to expiate his sin. Another suggested a bath in the Ganga and fast unto death 
as a solution for expiating his sin.18 

A third story tells about Lobhadeva a merchant of Taxila. Once he pro- 
posed to his father that to earn more money, he wanted to proceed to DakshinZ- 
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patha. His father, however, told him that they had enough wealth to last for 
generations. He advised his son to distribute alms to the poor, construct temples, 
lakes, stepped wells and dispensaries. Lobhadeva, however, did not heed this 
advice. When the caravan was ready to start his father advised him how to avoid 
the company of the wicked during his travel. After some days the caravan reached 
Sopara. Lobhadeva went there to meet an important and respectable merchant of 
the city. He sold horses to him and made enornious profit. In the meanwhile he 
received an invitation from merchants carrying foreign trade to attend their con- 
ference (desiya-vznik meliya). The invitation was extended to those traders who 
had come from foreign lands and also to those who went to other lands for trade. 
They assembled at  one place and psn, flowers and perfumes were presented to them. 
Accon~panied by his friend the banker Lobhadeva also went to attend the assembly. 
Now the merchants began talking among themselves. One of them addressed the 
assembly, "Those merchants who had visited different islands and whatever goods 
they had bought, sold or brought back, they should give their accounts." A 
second merchant observed, "I went to sell horses in Kosala. In exchange the 
king of Kosala gave me as many young elephants, and in this transaction by your 
grace I made a great profit." A third said, "I took betel-nut to UttarZpatha and 
from there bought horses and returned with enormous gain." A fourth said, "I 
took pearls to the east and from their sale proceeds I purchased chauris." A fifth 
said, "I went t o  DvBrakZ and purchased chankshells there." A sixth said, "I took 
cloth with me to  the Berber sea coast and there bought pearls and ivory." A 
seventh said, "I took flowers to Suvarnadvipa and in exchange brought back gold." 
The eighth said, "I took the horns of buffaloes to China and Sumatra and earned 
great profit by buying Gangzvadi and Netrapalla cloths." The ninth merchant who 
thought himself no less than the others said, "In the women's kingdom (strirajya) I 
took men and brought back gold worth their weight." The tenth merchant said, 
"I took margosa leaves to Suvargadvipa and returned back with precious stones." 

Lobhadeva, hearing about the exchange of margosa leaves for precious stones, 
was very much impressed but was informed by his friend that such trade was full 
of risks. The gains of Ratnadvipa trade, however, captivated the mind of Lobha- 
deva, who overcome with greed decided to undertake a voyage with his friend 
Bhadra, who though he had vowed not to undertake any sea-voyage, was persuaded 
by Lobhadeva to  agree to his proposal. After performing religious rites and consult-. 
ing astrologers the cargo was loaded on the ship. The sails were put in order, the 
masts were hoisted, and provisions, water and wine were loaded on the ship. After 
reaching Sri Lanka the merchants took presents to the king, paid the taxes, sold 
their goods and thought of returning back after buying the goods of the place. On 
their return journey when the ship reached the mid-ocean, that avaricious Lobha- 
deva, in order to misappropriate the profit, pushed his friend into the sea and after 
his return to  India spread the news about his supposed death. As a f i t  retribution 
Lobhadeva's ship was caught in a storm. The merchants began offering prayers to 
NBrZyana, promised to offer sacrifice to Chandi and visit :he ~ a i v i t e  places of pilgri- 
mage. For safety they also offered prayers to Matris, KBli, Vin~yaka, Sankara, 
Yakshas, Pretas etc.lD 



The voyage of Lobhadeva as described in the Kuvalayamalii throws important 
light on the contemporary trade practices in both internal and external trade. The 
horse trade was common and the horses from UttarZpatha were supposed to be of 
very good quality. Betel-nut was exported from the south to UttarZpatha and from 
eastern India came chauris. In DvZrakZ there was trade in conchshell. India 
exported cloth to East Africa and imported ivory and pearls from there. Buffalo 
horns were exported to China and Sumatra and silken cloths were imported from 
there. We do  not know what truth there is in the export of margosa leaves and 
palaja flowers to Suvarnadvipa. 

It seems that the Indian and foreign merchants discussed among the~nselves 
matters regarding trade. There must have been a sort of trade guild which also 
existed during the Cho!a period. A damaged Tamil inscription found from Loboye 
Toyba in Sumatra throws light on the sea trade. From a stone illscription from 
Mysore we come to  know that merchants of foreign trade carried on trade with 
Chera, Chola, PZnGya, Malaya, Magadha, Kosala, SaurZshtra, Nepal and other 
countries. The merchandise consisted of horses, elephants, precious stones, spices, 
aromatic herbs and medicines. Some of these merchants were so powerful that 
they could bestow special powers to the villages of their own choice.20 

In the travel account of Kuvalayachanda to Vijayapura, the description of a 
college (mntha) is a new trend in Indian travel literature. Travelling through 
mountains, rivers and forests and meeting peoples speaking different languages, 
Kuvalayachanda reached Vijayapura. At the very first sight he noticed a college. 
Hoping to get some information about Kuvalayamiil~ from its students he entered 
the college. There he met students from LZfa, KarnZtaka MBlava, KZnyakubja, 
GodZvari, MahZrashfra, SaurZshtra, Dacca, Srikanfha, and Sindh. They were 
busy in practising archery, wielding weapons and doing gymnastics. Many stu- 
dents were studying painting, music, dancing, grammar, Buddhism, Szmkhya, 
VaiBeshika, MimZmsa, NyZya and Lokayata philosophy. It seems that the instruc- 
tion imparted by the college covered a wide horizon, the result was that subjects 
like ~ i m i t t a - k a s ~ r a ,  Mantra, Yoga, interpretation of dreams, chemistry, etymology, 
prosody, cutting patterns, magic, ivory carving (danrakarma), art of goldsmith, 
alchemy, exorcism etc. were taught. 

In this college Kuvalayachanda saw students studying the Vedas. Soine 
naughty fat lads were busy looking at women. Students were talking among them- 
selves in their own languages on frivolous topics. At first their conversation was 
confined to  food, then they began talking about the king and his family. I t  was 
their firm belief that KuvalayamZlZ was a man-hater. On hearing this one student 
observed that if she cared for a learned person, he was there. To show off his 
knowledge he started reading some senseless ve1.ses.~1 

In the first section we have thrown some light on shipping in the seventh and 
eighth centuries. We have also seen how in the middle of the seventh century the 
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Muslims were increasing their influence. By the end of the seventh century the 
Arabs got control of the shipping in the Persian Gulf. In the middle of the same 
century they waged war against Broach and Thana possibly because they wanted 
to control their trade. By the ninth century the Arabs had become so powerful 
that they were able to control fully the shipping extending from the Red Sca to 
south China. In the twelfth century the Chinese considered the Arabs as the only 
foreign shippers. In this period, in order to get information on Indian shipping 
we have to depend largely on Arab geographies because slowly, as the Arabs got 
control of the sea trade, Indian shipping began to decline, though, even then, 
Indian ships sailed to DvipBntara. 

Arabia is surrounded on three sides-that is on the east by the Persian Gulf, 
in the south by the Indian Ocean and in the west by the Red Sea. Therefore, in 
the first two centuries of the Hijra era it was called as JazirPt al-Arab. Arabia is 
a desert country and, therefore, its people, in order to earn their livelihood, had to 
take recourse to trade. As we have seen in the earlier chapters from very 
ancient times India and Arabia had close trade relations. The work of transport- 
ing Indian goods beyond the Red Sea was done by the Arabs. Though i n  the 
early centuries of the Christian era the Romans had also a hand in this trade. 
After the introduction of Islam in Arabia the people of that country improved 
their navigation beyond expectation. As their relation with India grew the 
Arabs adopted many nautical terms from India. The Arabic bar (coast) is a form 
of Sanskrit vnra, doniz is a corrupt form of dottgr, barzad indicates flotilla, lliirl 
(a snlall boat) could be derived from hods and baniiyi is the form of Sanskrit vaniku. 

Like Indians the Arabs were also very successful navigators. They knew by 
signs that the cyclone was in the offing and they tried their best to save themselves 
from it. They had full knowledge of the sea winds. Abii Hanifah D a i n ~ r i  (died 
Hijra 282) wrote a work on nautical science named as Kiriib-ul Anwa in which he 
has mentioced twelve kinds of winds as follows: (1) zaniib (southerly), (2) skirrnal 
zarbia (northerly), (3) taimanadajan (mixed southerly), ( 4 )  kabiil-dabiil (westerly), 
( 5 )  nakwa (north-easterly), ( 6 )  .4jlb (dark wind), ( 7 )  badkhush (favourable wind), 
(8) Harjaf (partly northerly) and r n n r ~ f . ~ ~  

We want to draw the attention of scholars to the A~ai~akachi irni  which men- 
tions sixteen kinds of winds. Abii Hanifah's list includes most of the Avnijlaka- 
ckiirni's list. Perhaps the Sanskrit garjabha here is transformed into Itarjaj'and 
kalikavata into aj ib .  It  is natural to enquire about the source of the list of Abii 
Hanifah. It will not be surprising if it was adopted from Indian literature. 

Like Indian ships the Arabian ships also sailed day and night. During the 
day the Arab navigators piloted their ships depending on direction of mountains, 
sea-charts and sea-coasts, but during the night they piloted their ships on the 
movement of the stars. 

During the reign of Caliph Usmiin, Hakarn, the ruler of Bahrain, attacked 
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Tliana and Broach with his fleet. During the reign of  Abdul Maliq, Hajjiij bin 
Yiisuf was appointed Governor of the eastern part of the state which extended 
from Iraq to Turkistan and Sindh. During his governorship the Arab ships sailed 
upto Sri Lanka. At one time the Arab ships were being looted by pirates. Angered 
at this HajjZj sent his forces by land and sea routes and conquered S i ~ l d h . ~ ~  Bcfore 
Hajjiij the ships sailing in the Persian Gulf and the Indus were made of tinlber sewn 
with cord, but the ships sailing to the Mediterranean were made of planks joined 
together with nails. HajjZj ordered such ships to be made and used tar for caulk- 
ing them. He also made flat boats in the place of raked boats. After the death 
of his uncle Al-Hajjllj, IvIuha~nmad bin Qasirn made peace with the people of 
Saur%shtra2' who were fighting with sea pirates in the north of Dwarka, in Bet. 
The Arab fleet played a n  important part in the conquest of Sindh. In 107 Hijri 
when Zunayd bin Abdul RchmZn Al~nurr i  was appointed the Governor of Sindh 
then, he, fighting a sea battle with RZjZ Jayasi, occupied Mandala and Broach. 

The Arab incursions on the western sea coast of India were in  name only, 
but very soon they made a final attack which endcd in the fall of Valabhi. Alberuni 
mentions that between 750-770 A.D. a traitor bribing the Arabs made them send 
their ships from Mansura to  Valabhi." This tradition is also supported by Arab 
llistorians. In 159 Hijri Arabs under the command of Abdi11 Mulq attacked Gujarat 
by the sea route. In Hijri 160, the Arabs reached BZrbiid (Ibn'Asir). It seems that 
this Barbad is the corrupt form of Valabhi. 

From the above accounts it is clear that the Arabs after attacking Sindh and 
Saurashtra cleared their sea routes of any obstruction. With this they also proved 
that their new fleets were much stronger than the fleets commanded by the Indians, 
but during the eighth and ninth centuries this Arab influence was confined to Sindh, 
Gujarat and the Konkan sea coasts only. The eastern sea coast of India was safe 
from their attacks. From here the Indian caravan leaders sailed their ships to  the 
Eastern Archipelago and as far as China. 

According to  the Arab geographers there were seven oceans between Arabia 
and China. According to Masadia0 the Persian Gulf extended from Obulla to 
Abadan. It was rcgarded almost triangular in shape and on its tip was situated 
Obulla and 011 its eastern arm was situated tlie coastal region of Persia; after that 
follo\+led the coastal region of Hurmuz. After that began the sea coast of Makran. 
The coastal rcgion of Sindh reached upto the mouth of the Indus from where 
started the coastal region of Broach. 

According to Y%qhbi27 the sea of LZta started from Al-Zumzuma. This sea 
included the coast of East Africa as well. It was dificult to pilot the ships in this 
sea without the help of the slars. According to Masadi, after leaving the Persian 
Gulf, came the sea of LZta. However, i t  was so extensive that the sllips could 
cross it only in two months, but in favourable wind the voyage could be colnpleted 
in one month. On the sea coast of Gujarat lay Saymar (Chaul), Subara (Sopara), 
Thana, SindZn (Daman) and Cambay. 
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The third sea was known as Harkind which was perhaps named after Harakeli 
which is identified with the Bay of Bengal. Between the coastal region of Gujarat 
and Harkind lay Maldives and Laccadives (now Lakshadvrpa) which separated 
these two seas. These islands produced amber in great quantity but their chief pro- 
duct was coconut.a8 After tliat appeared Scrindib (Sri Lanka) which was the source 
of pearls and precious stones. From here ships sailed to the Eastern Archipelago. 
After Sri Lanka appeared Ramani (Sumatra) surrounded by Harkind and Salahat 
(Strait of M a l a c ~ a ) . ~ ~  

Langbalus (Nicobar) was inhabited by nude savages. When the ships passed 
the islands of Nicobar then the inhabitants reached the ships on small boats and 
exchanged iron with amber and coconuts. The Nicobar islands were separated by 
the sea of Andamans. Two islands of this group were inhabited by cannibals who 
killed those who came there. Often, not finding favourable wind, the ships 
had cast anchor there and when the sweet water was exhausted the sailors had to 
go to the shore.g0 

After Harkind, Masiidi places Kaliih, Simf (Champ%) and the sea of China. 
In this way the seven seas are counted. 

SulaymZn mentions at another place that ships proceeding to China were 
loaded and unloaded at SirZf. The port received its cargo from Basrah and Omman 
for China. As tlie water was shallow the smaller ships could load the bigger ships 
there easily. The sea route between Basrah and SirZf was about three hundred 
twenty nautical miles. After loading the cargo at SirZf and filling with fresh water 
the ships sailed to Muscat which was situated on the end of Omman. 1 he sea route 
between Siraf and Muscat was 540 nautical miles. From Muscat ships sailed for 
the coastal region of western India and Malaya. The sea voyage between Muscat 
and Quilon took a month." 

After filling their ships with sweet water at Quilon they sailed to the Bay of 
Bengal by the way of Langbalus. From here the ships reached KalZhbZr and took 
fresh water there. Froni there they sailed to Tiyiima which was situsted at six 
days voyage fsom Kalihbir .  From there passing Kundrung they reached the Bay 
of Champa (Annam and Cochin China), now Vietnam. From there Sundiirfiilat 
(perhaps the island of Hainan) was situated at ten days voyage. After that came 
the south China sea. In the eastern part of the China sea lay the island of Mallahan 
between Sri Lanka and Kal'ahbZr which people regarded as part of 1ndiasaa 

Ibn Khurdiidbeh (3rd cent. Hijri) gives a fuller account of this route.aa 
According to him the ships passing Basrah, the islands of Khiirak, LawZn and 
Eiron, Khain, Kaish, Ibr Kawan, and Hurmuz reached Sarah which at that time 
served as tlie boundary line between Persia and Sindli. Froni SBrah ships sailed to  
Debal, mouth of the Sindh and Autagin. From there began the frontier of India. 
Beyond Autagin lay Colae, SandZn, Mali and Balin. After this the route separated. 
The coastal ships proceeded to PBpatan and from there passing Sanjali-KabarkPn, 
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the mouth of tlie Godavnri and KnlkSn procccdcd to China. From Balrn other 
sliips snilcd to Sri Lnnkn niid from there to Java. From Balill some ships sailed 
directly to China. 

Tlie route wliich Sulaym5ii took to Cliina is not difficult to understand. Frolii 
Siraf his ship l,eaclicd Muscat and fro111 tlicrc to Quiloii. Fro111 Quilon the route to 
the Prrlk Stlait pnsscd through tlic Bay of Bcngnl and it cast ancl~or for a day in 
one of the isl:inds o f  the Nicobar group. From there i t  procccded to Knl:ilib%r 
(tlie port of Kra i n  the north of Mnli~y pcnilisula). From there it proceeded to tlic 
island of Tiyiima (Tiyunia island in the soutli east of M;ll;lya). From Tiyiima it 
procccded to Kundrulig (situated at the mouth of rhc river Snigon in the Bay of 
Saint Jacque). From Kundruiig it procecdcd to Chaliipli (the capital of tllc state 
nt that time), from Chnl i ip~  it procecdcd to Siindiirfi~llit (pcrlinps the Island of 
Hninaii) aiid in the etid pnssi~ig the bay of Portes dc la China, i t  re;ichcd Khanfu 
or Canton. This voyagc took five nionths fro111 Srrtif to Canton. 

Albcliiur gives us some infornlation about thc ports on tlic e:~stcrii and 
wcstcrn sea coasts of India. According to him the Indian sea coast started froin 
Trj, the capital of Makran, and turned south east to Dcb;il. From Dcbal it proceed- 
ed to Lohliriiini (Karachi), Kutch, Somnatli, Cnnibay, Broncl~, Sniid;ili (Damnn), 
Sopara and Thaiin. On tliis co:lst tlie Bnwnrij sc ;~  piratcs of Kutcli nud Soinnat11 
cleated great trouble for ships. After Tliaiin passing Zimrir, B;lllnm and Kanjr 
ships rec~ched Sri Lnnkn and from there they s:liled to Rames1iw:ir on rhc eastern 
sea const (Cho!;imil1~?iil;i).~ 

According to Sul;lym5ii the Cliillcse goods rcr~clicd Basrah and Baghdad i n  
very small quantities. Tlic rcason for this was frequent fircs in Knnfu or  Crlntoii 
wliicli sevcrely damaged tlie export goods. Anothcr rcason was f ~ q u c n t  ship- 
wrecks which gre :it ly ili~pcdcd thc transport of thc goods. Sea piratcs as well plnycd 
grcnt Ilovoc with tlie goods. In tn;lily ports bctwccn Arabia and China tlie sllips 
1i;id to wait for a considerable tiuic and this forced the merchants to sell their goods 
at chcclpcr rates. Frequently u~ifilvour:iblc wiilds put olT tlic ships from their 
regular route and drove tlicm to Yemen arid other count rics wlicrc tlic ilicrcli:illts 
disposed of their goods. Anotlicr reason for tllc decrease in trade bctwccli 
Arabia and Cliina was that tlie incrcliants had to stay in onc pl;~ce for consicicrablc 
time for thc repairs of their ships or owilig to sonic n~c idc i i t .~ '  Whatcvcr might 
hnvc beell tlic case, it is evident that i l l  tlic l i i ~ i t l l  c ~ i i t i ~ r y  tlie Ar;lbs trndcd with 
India, Malaya ;lnd Sri Lanka colisidcr;ibly; their trade with China was of very 
liiilitcd nature. 

Thc external trade of Clii~in rcccived great setback owing to a trngic cvcnt in 
the tiliie of thc Tang emperor Hi-Kutsul~g (874-889 A.D.). I n  this period tllc army 
rcvclltcd slid looted scvcr:il towrls, with the result tli;it nicl~cliants wcrc boti~id to 
Ilce to Kaliih on the wcstcrn coast of Miilaya, iind tliis port bccn~iic thc ccntrc of 
Arab tsnde i n  tlic beginning of tlic tenth ccntury. Howcvcr, by tlie end of that 
ce ntury Canton nlld Tsuan-chu regained their importance as cclltrcs of the cxtcrnal 
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trade of China and the country re-established its contacts with Arabia, Java, 
Malaya, Tonkin, Siani, western Sumatra and However, wc do not 
know what hnppened to trade relations beween India and China in this period, 
though it is possible that along with the Arabs, Indians had to confine their trade 
to Malay peninsula, Siam, Sumatra and Java for some time. 

Indian trade had great importance to the Arabs. When Caliph Umar 
enquired froni a merchant about India pat came the reply, "Its rivers are pearls, 
nlountains are rubies and trees are perfumes". The chief port between Arabia and 
India at that tinie was Obulla. This port was so closely related with India that the 
Arabs regarded it as a part of this country. After the destruction of Obulla in 256 
A.H. Basrah becanie the centre of Indian trade. After the occupation of Sindh 
by the Arabs tliis trade developed further and the customs dutics accruing from 
i t  bec:lme the m;iin source of revenue of the Cnliplis. Srrlf was destroyed in 336 
A.H. There was an island namcd Kais near Ornriian. YIqlib is of the opinion that 
Indian rulers respected the ruler of this island because he was the owner of many 
ships. According to Kazwrnr (Hijra 686) Kais was a big market for Indian goods 
and the chief centre of shipping. India exported costly goods to that place.n7 
Abu Zayd SairZTr (9th century A.D.) giving the reason why ships did not sail to 
Egypt througli the Red Sea and why they returned from Jcddali to  India says 
that tlie rc;lson was that tlie seas of China and India produced pearls. In the 
mountnins and forests of India were found niines of precious stones arid gold. Its 
;~ni~iials produced ivory and the produce of the country included ebony, cane, 
camphor, cloves, nutmeg, bakk;i~ii, sandalwood and ninny other kinds of aromatic 
goods. Its birds included parrots and peacocks and the excretioii of that lnnd was 
inusk.a8 

Ibn Kliurdiidbeh i~lcludes in his list the following articles. He mentions 
aromatic woods, sandalwood, caniphor, cloves, nutmeg, cubeb, coconuts, henip, 
cloth, ivory, all kinds of precious stones from Sri Lanka such as ruby, pearls, 
beryl, corundum, black pepper froni Malabar, glass from Gujarat, bi~kkam from 
the Deccail and the cane from Sindh. 

Tlie Hudtid-e-Alntn (982-983 A.D.) informs us that in the tenth century 
Arabia iniportcd gold froni Assam, chankshell and ivory from Orissa, pepper fronr 
Malabar, shoes I'rom Cnmbny, ~naterial for turbans frorn Ruiwind and precious 
stones, muslin, turbnns and lierbs from Kanauj and musk from Nepal.aD Masod! 
n~ id  Boklii~rr also praise the shoes from Csnibay. Tllana was known for its muslin 
which wns either manufactured there or canie from different parts of the c ~ u n t r y . ' ~  

Musair bin Muhalliil mentions that the gazalr porcclai~i froni India was sold 
in Arabia like Cliiricse porcelain. Indian merchants carried to Arabia teak-wood, 
cane, rnylclnnd gum, sugar, ninlahathrum, caniphor ;rnd frankincense. According 
to Ibn-ul-Fnkrh, Arabia i~nported from India and Sindli aromatic woods, rubies, 
diamonds, ngalloclium, amber, cloves, sanrblil, krrlnnian, cinnamon, coconuts, 
myrobalan, ncetate of copper, bakkam, cane, sandalwood, teak wood and black 
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p ~ p e r . ~ l  The Arabs exported the rhinoceros horn f ron~  India to China. There, 
very costly caskets were made out of the horn. India also exported arccanuts to 
Arabia." Si~laymfn, writing about the fa~nous muslin of India, remarks, ''The 
fincst muslins woven tlicre are so thin that the whole roll could be passed through 
;I ring. Muslin is a cotton textile and I have myself secn it." It seems that i n  this 
age printed calicos from India was exported to Egypt. Many examples of such 
printed calicos havc been found from Fostat in Egypt.43 

In the tenth century there was a great demand for gold coins of Sindh in the 
rcst of India. Emerald links arranged in beautiful boxes were imported and there 
was a great demalid for coral. The country imported also some quantity of Egyp- 
tian wine, silkcn goods, furs, leather and swords from Turkey. There was some 
dcmand for rosc-watcr from Persia. Debal imported the date from Basrah. There 
was a demand for horses in Cholamandalu.14 

The Arabic or  Chinese literature do not mention about the Indian shipping 
in this period. The reason for this may be that perhaps the Arabs and Chinese 
regardcd the shipping of Java and Sumatra as that of India as they regarded 
Suniatra and Java as a part of India. Whatever may be the case, in the geographi- 
cal literature of the Arabs there are many references to Indian merchants coming 
to  the Persian Gulf. In the ninth century A.D. Abu Zayd Sair'afi in connection 
with the Indians of not inter-dining observes, "These Hindu merchants come to 
Siliif, but if they are invited by an Arab at a dinncr then their number exceeds 
hundred but it is incumbent on them that each should be served in a different 
plate and nobody was allowed to share his plate." Here we would like to point out 
the Indian custom which did not allow then1 to take their food together as the 
Arabs did. Buzurg ShharyZr has mentioned several times in his Ajiiib-ul-hind 
Indian travellers as b n n i ~ a n a . ~ ~  

Chau-ju-kua gives interesting details about the tradc relations of India with 
China. It  is evidcnt from this source that even after the tenth century the Arabs 
and Indians had their hand in the Chinese trade. 

Chu-ku-fei writing in 1178 A.D. observes that no country surpassed in 
great stores of valuable goods than the Arabs (Ta-shi). Next to them came Java 
(Sho-po); and thc third was Palcn~bcng (San-fo-lsi) and then followcd others. I t  
seems that Chu-ku-fei illcludcd among the n~crchnnts of Java and Palcmbeng 
Indians also.40 

It is mentioned in the Ping-chou-ko-tan (1 122 A.D.) that the ships called 
Kia-ti1 visited the Chinese waters. I11 a note Mirth says that this ship was 
evidently ltatur which plics on the Malabar coast. These vessels were 60 to 65 feet 
in length and raked at both 
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The Ping-chou-ko-tan also mentions large ships from Kia-ling (Kling) that 
carried several hundred men and a srnaller one a hundred and more men. These 
merchants selected an important trader as their headman and he in his turn 
selecled his own assistant. The headman managed the affairs of other merchants. 
He had the authority of the Superintendent of Merchant Shipping at Canton to 
use light bamboo sticks for punishing his offending followers. One of the duties 
of the headman was to make inventory of the goods of the merchant who 
happened to die.'@ 

The traders were convinced that they should undertake a sea voyage only 
when the ship was large enough carrying many passengers so that they could face 
a large number of pirates who plundered those who were bound to their (pirates) 
country. There was also insatiable demand for presents by the oficers and rulers 
of the countries they visited and for that purpose large quantities of presents had 
to be carried. This could be done only by larger ships. 

The traders divided their space on board the ship by casting lots among 
themselves and then locked their goods in their allotted places. Thus each man 
got several feet of storing space in which he piled up his goods and as well slept 
on that pile during the night. The greater part of the cargo consisted of the 
pottery. 

The sailors were not so much afraid of cyclones and high waves as of 
running aground. If this happened they could not float the ship. If the ship ran 
a leak it had to be plugged from outside and for that purpose foreign slaves were 
employed. 

The master of the ship knew the configuration of the coast. During the 
night he piloted his ship with the help of the stars and during the day by the 
movement of the sun. When thc sun was obscured (set) then he looked at the 
south pointing needle (compass) or fished out a sample of mud from the sea bed 
with a line and hook and then smelling i t ,  could determine the position of the 
ship. 

The above paragraph apparently refers to the use of the compass by the 
sailors in the twelfth century. BeazleydQ notes that the Chinese sailors used the 
compass in their voyages to  the Persian Gulf i n  the 3rd century A.D., but quotcs 
110 authority to support his statement. ReinaudKO after examining the Arab 
references to the polarity of the necdle came to the conclusion that at the end of 
the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth century the use of the magnetic needle 
was in vogue both in the east and the west. But here we would like to point out 
the attention of s cho la~ .~  to the mention of the Yantrn in the Militidnpraina which 
tells us that the ships sailing between India and China were provided with it and 
it was safeguarded by the captain who did not allow anybody to touch it. The 
MilindapraSna does not mention how it was used but there is a possibility that it 
might have been the compass. Whatever may be the case, it is certain that in 
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the twelfth century it was in general use. In  Indian literature I have not found 
any other reference to  the compass. 

Chao-ju-kua compiled his account of the Arab and Chinese trade between 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. We come to know from his sources that 
there was close trade relation between the Chinese, Arabs and Indians in the 
Indian Ocean. Tongkin carried on trade in agallochurn, gold, silver, iron, 
cinnabar, cowries, rhinoceros horns, shells, salt, lacquer, cotton and knpolc.61 
In Annam, on the arrival of a trading ship, officials were sent on the board with 
a leather book, which entered the list of the cargo in white letters. After the 
search the cargo was allowed to  be landed and with the exception of one tenth 
claimed by tlie government. If the goods were omitted from the manifest 
they were c o n f i s ~ a t e d . ~ ~  In Annam, foreign merchants traded in camphor, musk, 
sandalwood, lacquer ware, porcelain, lead, tin, samshu and sugar. Cambodia 
traded in ivory, chon and su, varieties of agallochum, yellow wax, kingfisher's 
feathers, dammar resin, foreign oil, ginger, teak wood, raw silk and cotton fabrics. 
In  exchange the foreign traders offered silver, gold, porcelain ware, satinets, 
leather covered dums, samshu, sugar, preserves and vinegar.63 The Malay 
Peninsula traded in cardamom, the tsien, chan and su, varieties of gharu wood 
(agallochum), yellow wax and red kino gum.51 In Palembeng (east Sumatra) the 
products were tortoise-shell, camphor, agallochum, laka wood, cloves, sandalwood 
and cardan~oms. It  imported pearls, frankincense, rose-water, gardenia flowers, 
myrrh, aloes, asafoetida, costus, ivory, coral, liquid storax, cat's eye, amber, 
foseign cotton stuffs and sword blades. The foreign traders gave in exchange 
gold, silver, porcelain ware, silk brocades, skeins of silk, silk gauges, sugar, iron, 
somshu, rice, dried galangal, rhubarb and c a n ~ p h o r . ~ ~  

Sumatra controlled the strait through which the foreign ships proceeded to 
China. In ancient days the rulers of ~ r i v i j a ~ a ,  in order to  keep control on the 
sea-pirates, put up an iron chain as a barrier across the strait. It could be 
raised up or lowered down by a mechanical device. If a merchant ship arrived 
it was lowered. I n  the twelfth century as there was peace, there was no use of 
the chain which was coiled and put ashore. No merchant ship, however, was 
allowed to  pass without entering the strait of M a l a c ~ a . 6 ~  

The Kwantan province of Malaya exported yellow wax, laka wood, 
agallochu~n, incense, ebony, camphor, ivorya nd rhinoceros horns. The foreign 
traders gave in exchange silk, parasols, kittysols, silks of Ho-chi (a district in 
Shen-si), snmshu, rice, salt, sugar, porcelain basins, bowls of gold, silver e t ~ . ~ ?  

Lengkasuka (near Kedah peak) was a prosperous country. The native 
products were ivory, rhinoceros horns, and different kinds of agallochum. Foreign 
traders bartered its products with samshu, rice, Ho-chi silks and porcelain ware. 
They first calculated the value of these articles in gold or silver and then bartered 
according to fixed rates. 
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In Bernang (Malaya) the nalive products were agallochum, laku wood, 
sandalwood and ivory which were bartered with gold, silver, porcelain ware, iron, 
lacquer ware, samshu, rice, sugar, and wheat." 

The native products of Borneo were camphor of four varieties, yellow wax, 
]aka wood and tortoise shells. They bartered with silver, gold, imitation silk 
brocades, variegated silk, palolas, glass beads, glass bottles, tin, amulets of ivory, 
lacquer plates and bowls and green p0rcelain.6~ 

Java traded in sugarcane, taro, ivory, rhinoceros horns, pearls, camphor, 
tortoise shells, sandalwood, aniseed, cloves, cardamon~s, cubeb, laka wood, mats, 
foreign sword blades, pepper, betel nuts, saffron, sapan wood and parrots. 
Foreign merchants exchanged them for gold and silver, silk stufis, black damasks, 
orris root, cinnabar, copper, alum, borax, arsenic, lacquer ware, iron tripods, and 
blue and white porcelain.s0 

As in the past even in the twelfth century Sri Lanka was famous for precious 
stones, cat's eye, red transparent glass, camphor, blue and red precious stones, 
cardamoms, mu-Ian bark and coarse and fine perfumes. The merchants exchanged 
these with sandalwood, cloves, camphor, gold, silver, porcelain ware, horses and 
silk stuffs.8' 

The sea-coast of Malabar was a great trade centre. Pearls and foreign cotton 
stuffs of all colours were available there. Its products were taken to Kia-lo or 
Kwala Terong on the Perak coast and Palembeng and exchanged with Ho-chi 
silks, porcelain-ware, camphor, rhubarb, cloves, lump camphor, sandalwood, 
cardamom and gharu wood ( a g a l l o c h ~ m ) . ~ ~  Gujarat exported indigo, red kino, 
myrobalan and chintzes to the Arab countries. Malwa sent to Gujarat cotton cloth 
loaded on two thousand bullocks to be exported.'a Cholan~andala exported pearls, 
ivory, coral, transparent glass, cardamoms, opaque glass, cotton stuff with coloured 
silk borders and simple cottan stuffs.6a 

In Indian literature between the eighth and twelfth century A.D. mention is 
made frequently to the sea trade with the Eastern Archipelago. Unlike the Arabs, 
Indians lacked geographical knowledge and, therefore, they have not mentioned the 
ports and the trade carried by them in this country; but there is hardly any doubt 
that even in this age Indian traders carried on their business on land and sea routes. 
Kshemendra in his Avadiitta Kalpalariid5 mentions in the Badaradvfpa AvadiSna 
how courageous travellers crossed high mountains in a play way, went across deep 
ocean as if it was a small tank and passed a thick forest as if i t  were a garden. 

Dvipantara is also mentioned in the story of Saktideva in the Karhasarirsagara 
and the Tii ina-~urudera-~addhari  informs us that from dronantukhas or the ports 
situated at  the mouth of the rivers, ships sailed to the Eastern Ar~hipelago.~" The 
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B l i a ~ ~ i ~ a j ~ a t r a k o h ~ ~ ~  gives a realistic description of ships sailing to the Eastern 
Archipelago. The poets say that Indian merchants sailing thcir ships in difficult 
oceans traversed the lands i n  the Eastern Archipelago and saw all kinds of curious 
things there. 

As we have observed above, in this period as well the Bay of Bengal and the 
Indian Ocean were infested with pirates. Kshemendra in his Bodhisatrvavadanakal- 
palatn observes how solne merchants con~plained to  A4oka that pirates had 
looted their ships and if their activities were not stopped they even threatened to 
give up their business and take up some other p r o f e s s i ~ n . ~ ~  The Nagas men- 
tioned in this ccnn-ction were perhaps the inhabitants of the Andamans and 
Nicobar islands. Their predatory habits have been mentioned by the Arab travellers 
of the ninth century. 

The contemporary literature gives very little account about the export and 
import business of India, though we get some account o f  the textilz manuficture 
and trade in precious stones in that period. The Mrrna.~ollsisa informs us that 
Poddiilapura (Paithan), Chirapalli (Trrchanapalli), Niigapa1t;ana (Niigapattinam), 
Cho!amandala, AllikZkula (Chicakole), Simhala (Sri Lanka), AnahilavZda (Anahila- 
pattan), Miilasthana (Multan),-TonGideSa (Tondimandala), Pafichapattana (perhaps 
Panchaniahal in Gujarat), MahZ China (China), Kalingadeia (Orissa) and Bengal 
were the chief centres of textile business.6Q In this period several texts on precious 
stones were compiled. They throw light on the markets and sources of precious 
stones in this country. The following precious stones have been enumerated 
namely-diamond, pearl, ruby, sapphire and emerald. In semi-precious stones are 
counted amethyst, topaz, cat's eye and coral. Buddhabha!ta also includes in this 
list onyx, chrysoberyl (karaketnnq), bhlshrna (?), garnot. (pulaka) and carnelian 
(rudhiraltsha). Six more semi-precious stones are counted namely virnnlaka, raja- 
mani, chankshell, brahmamani, jasper (jyolirasa) and s ~ j y a k a . ~ ~  The turquoise 
and lapislazuli have also been counted as semi-precious stones. Jewellers tested 
precious stones taking into account the mine, the size, the colours, the classes and 
merits and demeritsm71 

The texts give the origin of diamond as Saurashtra, thc Himalayas, MZtanga 
(the Golconda mine), Paundra (northern Bengal), Kosala, Vainy'itata and Sopara. 
However, most of the places mentioned in  the list do not possess diamond n~ines .  
Perhaps they are included in the list because these places dealt in diamorids or they 
exported diamonds. Kaliliga or  Orissa produced diamonds, though i n  a very litnit- 
ed quantity. By Kosala here Dakshina Kosala is meant and perhaps i t  indicates 
the diamond mines of Panna. By Vainyztata is meant the Vcnaganga in Maha- 
rashtra and the diamond mines in Bairagarh.7a 

According to VarZhamihira, pearls were fished in Sri Lanka, Paraloka, Sau- 
rZshtra, the Bay of Cambay, TZmraparni (the gulf of Manar), PZrasavBsa (the 
Persian Gulf), KauvervZita (K~veripattinam) and PZndyavZta (Madurai). The 
Agastimata includes in the list Aravati which has not been identified and Barbara 
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or the Red Sea. It seems that artificial pearls were also made ia Sri Lanka at 
that time.7a 

The best ruby was obtained near the R%vagagafig% river in Sri Lanka. Some 
ordinary kind of ruby was found in Kslapura in Burma, Andhra Pradtsh and 
Tumbara. Artificial ruby was also made in Sri Lanka and dishonest businessmen 
sometimes sold them as real ones.7' 

Sapphire was found near the RZvanagafigg in Sri Lanka. The sapphire of 
ordinary quality was also obtained from Burma and Orissa as well.'& 

According to the texts on precious stones emerald was found on the coastal 
region of Barbara deia which had deserts and also Magadha. The first mine no 
doubt refers to the Gabel-Jebarah situated i n  the deserts of Nubia on the Red Sea. 
The mine of Magadha perhaps indicates some abandoned emerald mine near 
Hazari bagh.7' 

The sources of semi-precious stones are not mentioned but the turquoise came 
from Palestine and Persia, lapis lazuli from Persia, coral from Alexandria and 
carnelian from the Ratanpur mines of C a r n b a ~ . ~ '  

The kermes which was known later on as ki/arndana was imported from 
Persia for colour but it seems that the Persian traders invented many false stories 
about its origin to Indian merchants. One such false story is related i n  the 
B?ihadkarhako~a of Har i sheq~a .~~ The story says that a Persian bought a girl and fed 
her well for six months. Later on he extracted her blood by means of leeches. 
From the germs produced by this blood was obtained carmine. It was used for 
dyeing woollen cloths. AGdhara commenting on 567th Gatha of the Bhagavati 
Aradhatla also observes that in Charmaranga Vishaya (Samarkand) the Mlechchhas 
got human blood through leeches, gathered it in a pot and the germs produced 
were used for dyeing blankets.70 Jzhiz, an author of the Abbasid period, mentions 
that kermes came from Spain, Tarim and Iran. Tarim was a small city situated 
on the east of Shiraz. This place was situated a little way off from Armenia which 
produced kerme~.~O 

So far we have tried to give an accoclnt of the activities of the Arab and 
Indian sea merchants. In this section we will try to show the attitude of Indian 
travellers on the land routes. The contemporary Sanskrit literature informs us 
that travel on the land routes in this period was performed in the same manner as 
in the previous ages. The land routes were infested with thieves and robbers in 
the same way as previously and the travellers had to undergo many hardships, but 
in spite of all this people never stopped travelling for trade and other purposes. 
This period, however, was noted for its pilgrimages and a large nuniber of Hindus 
bearing all hardships visited the rJrthas. Many Brahmans also travelled in diffe- 
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rent parts of the country to gain their livelihood. Diimodara Gupta, in his Kuttani- 
nlntnrn says that those travellers who do not study the costumes, the habits and 
speeches of the people at large are like hornless bulls.g' The Subhashirararnabhan~a- 
~ a r a e z  also remarks that those who do not travel in other parts of the country and 
do not honour the learned, their narrow intelligence is like a drop of ghee in the 
water which stays at one place. On the contrary those who travel and honour the 
learned, their expansive intelligence is like a drop of oil in the water which spreads 
all over the surface. 

Eulogising the travel the Subhiishitararnabhandagara observes that by travel 
one is able to visit the 111.thas, is able to meet p:oplc at large, gains money, 
acquaints himself with curious things, sharpens his intelligence which improves his 
power of dialogue. On the contrary the poor fellow who stays at home is insulted 
by his wife, the ruler does not care for him. Like a turtle in thc wzll the stay-at- 
home is unable to gain acquaintance with the outside world. 

As we have observed above that if a man refused to travel, his wife did not 
care for him, but when he was ready to undertake a journey then the same wife 
considering the difficulties of travel trembled and tried to dissuade her husband 
not to travel. The Subha~hitaratnabhdndagara observes at one places3 "putting 
aside her shame she weeps. She holds the hem of his garment and places her 
fingers on the mouth to indicate that he should not go. She falls at his feet and 
takes recourse to all means to dissuade her darling not to proceed on travel!" 

The trouble which the travellers had to face on the way had been very effec- 
tively described by DZmodara G ~ p t a . ~ q i r e d  after a long journey, his body covered 
with dust, the traveller after the sunset wanted to get some shelter. Hz requested 
the womenfolk of the house to provide him shelter for the night, but they refused 
to do so though lie pointed out that even his near and dear ones travell:d and had 
to undergo the same difficulties. As a matter of fact wherever a traveller stayed, it 
became his temporary home. He was ready to pass his night i n  any way asked by 
them. However, i t  was difficult for him to get any shelter a f ~ e r  the sunset. The 
womenfolk insulted him by saying that as the master of the house was absent 
i t  was no use imploring them for shelter. It was better fur him to proceed to the 
village temple. They also criticised his importunity. After many entreaties some 
householder ~howed him a broken corner of the house and asked him to pass the 
night there. Even after that his wife chided her husband for the whole night telling 
him why he had allowed a stranger to stay there and that he had to be careful as 
the thugs were prowling and one had to take care of himself. Women in the 
neighbourhood refused to lend him any pot to cook his food. Hz had to beg his 
food at many places. Diimodara Gupta finally observes, eating other's food, sleep- 
ing on the ground, taking shelter in temples, using bricks as pillows, that was the 
fate of a traveller. 

In the middle ages the roads were always in bad condition. During the rains 
the inud impeded the movement of travellers. The Subh~shitnr~arnabltandSiga1'a~5 
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tells us that travellers passing through the muddy roads missed their way and in 
llle dark night slipped at every step. Even i n  the winter their plight was no better. 
Living in the village temple and their teeth chattering in cold wind, they were 
forced to pass tlleir. night wrapped i n  a thin 

But travellers were used to such kinds of hardships because the aim of their 
travel was to study the character of noble men, the prejudices of the common folk, 
joviality, the meaningful speeches of unchaste women, the deep meaning of the 
jasfrns, the character of the rakes and the means adopted by the thugs to cheat the 
people.87 The travel also gave the knowledge of the goshth~v, people learnt how to 
wield weapons, they could also study the j i i~tras,  witness all kinds of amusements, 
learn the arts of cutting stencils, painting, and making figures of wax and stucco, 
music and dancing and the art of meaningful jokes and  repartee^.^^ 

We have observed above that the people also travelled for disputation i n  the 
iiistr.as, gained knowledge and earned their livelihood. Among such travellers may 
be mentioned the great Kashmiri poet Bilhana, who has left account of his travels 
i n  the Vilcrorniinkadeva Charita (between 1080-1 088 A.D.). After completing his 
education he set forth from Kashmir on a long travel. During his travels he visited 
Mathura by the Grand Route, and from there visiting Kanauj and Prayag reached 
Varanasi. Perhaps he met there the Kalachiiri ruler Karna and lived in his court 
for several years. After leaving him and hearing the fame of AnhilwZda and 
Soma119tha, he undertook a journey to western India. However, his visit to 
Gujarat proved a failure and angered by this he became sarcastic on the uncivilised 
ways of the Gujaratis. After visiting SomanZtha he took a ship from Veraval 
and disembarked at Honavar near Gokarna. From here he took a journey to South 
India and visited Rameswaram. Again he turned towards the north and the 
Chslukya ruler Vikrama appointed him as his pandit and thus honoured him.8e 
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INDIAN FLEET OVER THE SEAS 

that 

'E HAVE observed in the previous chapters that the relation between India and 
Indonesia was inostly cultural and commercial though this does not mean 

the Indians, at times, following an expansionist policy, did not wage war 
against the original inhabitants of Indonesia to establish their colonies. Kaundinya 
who laid the foundation of Indian culture in Funan had to fight a sea battle with 
its queen. In this act of colonisation how many Indian fleets helped, we do not 
know from history, but it seems that in the establishment of the empire of Srivijaya 
by the Sailendra dynasty, Indian fleets must have played an important part. The 
Arab geographers frequently mention the existence of Indian fleets on the western 
sea-coast of India, but the Arab fleets always proved stronger to Indian fleets and, 
therefore, they were able to subdue Indian fleets in many sea battles. 

We want to draw the attention of scholars to such an incident in the eleventh 
century which informs us that even in this age Indian fleets were quite strong. In 
the middle of the ninth century the empire of the Sailendras was separated from 
Java. Even then the Sailendras were not very much weakened. In 1006 A.D. 
they invaded Java and destroyed it, but troubles were threatening them from the 
other side. In South India, the Cholas were dreaming of establishing themselves 
overseas and in order to fulfil this dream they, as a first step, subdued the eastern 
sea coast of India. The Sailendras maintained good relation with the Cholas in 
the beginning, but the imperial policy of the Cholas resulted in strained relations 
between the two empires. Within a short time Riijendra Cho!a conquered the 
ruler of Java and brought within his control Sumatra and the Malay peninsula. 
But the descendants of R~ jendra  Choia, taking advantage of these victories, could 
not strengthen their power in that region. Upto 1050 A.D. sea battles continued 
in a ding-dong manner but in the end the Cholas found it advisable to withdraw 
from such sporadic battles. 

The conquests of the Cholas began from 907 A.D. in the reign of Parlntaka 
I. RZja RZja the Great (985-1012 A.D.) after winning many battles established 
himself as the emperor of the whole of South India. His great son, RZjendra 
Chola (1012-1035 A.D.), carried his victories upto Bengal, thus making Chola the 
most powerful empire of India. 

The Cbolas were also a great sea power and, therefore, they came into con- 
tact with the ~ai lendras  of Srivijaya. We are not aware of tbe reasons which led 
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to the break of hostilities between the ~a i lendras  and the Cholas. Fortunately, the 
inscriptions of RZjendra Cho!a give some indication about his victories overseas. 
One of the inscriptions mentions that the victories overseas began in the 
arly eleventh century. The inscl.iptions of RZja RZjendra at Tanjore and 

other inscriptions inform us that he conquered the following places in Indonesia 
and Malaya. Pannai is identified with Panai in the eastern part of Sumatra alld 
Malaiyiir with Jambi. MZyirudii~gam was situated in the centre of the Malay 
peninsula. Langaiokam was situated i n  the Isthmus of Johore or  in Johore. Mz- 
pappZlam was situated either in the west of the Isthmus of Kra or greater Pahang. 
Mevilimbangam, identified with Karmarahga, was situated in the Isthmus of Ligor. 
Vilaippamduru is identified with Panduranga or Fanrang and Talaittakkolam 
with Takopa. MZ-tZmralingam was situated in the east of the Malay peninsula 
between the Bay of Bandong and Nagorashri Dharmarsja. IlamuridePam was 
situated in northern Sumatra. Mznakkavaram is identified with the Nicobar 
Islands and Ka!ZhakadZram and KidZram with the modern Kedah.1 

In the conquests of R2jendl.a Chola came almost the whole eastern part of 
Sumatra, and the central and southern parts of tlie Malay peninsula. He also 
occupied the capitals of Srivijaya and Kataha. Perhaps this expedition started i n  
1025 A.D. 

The Indian literature does not mention many sea battles. Therefore, we are 
surprised to read the description of an Indian fleet in tlie Ti1ukanzafijol.i of Dhana- 
pala. The story mentions that this Indian fleet was led by an Indian prince, 
Samaraketu of RangaiglZ. He led this expedition to Indonesia because the 
feudatory chiefs there had refused to pay the tributes and taxes in time. This 
victorious expedition of Samaraketu io Indonesia is described in such a great 
detail in the Tilakamafijari that i t  leaves no doubt that perhaps its writer Dhana- 
pala had himself accompanied the expedition or had heard about it from somebody 
who had accompanied i t .  Dhanapala seems to  have flourished i n  the reigns of 
Siyaka and VBkpati~Zja of DhZr8 (774-995 A.D.). But Merutu~iga places him as 
the contemporary of Bhoja (101 0-1025 A .D.). Whether the sea expedition describ- 
ed in the Tilukomafijati gives glimpses of the victorious expedition of RZjendra 
Choia, or some other Indian ruler, depends on the exact date of DhanapZla. But 
there is hardly any doubt that DhanapZla had an intimate knowledge of Indonesia. 

The Tilakamafijar~l gives a very long description of the voyage to Indonesia, 
but owing to corrupt text at many places it is very difficult to interpret it correctly. 
But looking at its importance, I am giving below a free translation of the passages. 
The story begins thus:= 

"In Simhala was situated the city of RangaSala with its lofty palaces and high 
ramparts. Here my father Chandraketu was ordered to lead an expedition against 
the feudatories living on the periphery of the Suvela mountains who were very 
proud, did not pay the revenue in time, led the life of luxury and laziness, when 
asked to visit the ruler did not come under false pretences, did not show their face 
at the time of king's festival and showed their enmity towards him at many a time. 
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When the army was on the march they appointed me, who was adept i n  the know- 
ledge of Sastras, in archery, in politics, in wielding the sword, mace, lance etc., and 
appointed as a prince in his youth, to lead the army. 

"In the morning after taking bath I worshipped my gods and then honoured 
the Brahmans with the gift of cloth etc. Thereafter, expert astrologers had deter- 
mined the auspicious moment with the help of the sun dial, I clothed myself in 
white garments, decorated niy hair with a chaplet, anointed perfume to my body, 
put on a pearl necklace reaching to the navel and then entered the pavilion whose 
gateway was decorated with the garlands of sandalwood and coral. Its courtyard 
was besprinkled with perfumed water, where courtesans dressed in white could be 
seen and which was attended by the chamberlains asking others to give way. 

"As soon as I took my seat on the jewelled throne, the courtesans performed 
the auspicious ~ i t e s  for the beginning of the march. They raised their hands with 
twinkling bracelets and dipping their hands in red dye and dahi they raised the 
auspicious full vessels. I then worshipped the silver vessel and then was accom- 
panied by the Brahmans reciting the Vedic hymns. A little farther, at the gateway, 
the chief minister Vajrlnkuia, brought an anointed elephant wearing ornaments 
and decorated with red-lead on the temples. On this elephant named Amaravallabha 
I mounted equipped with the bow in the left hand and the quiver on both the 
shoulders. The chaurjs were being plied all round, the bards were crying victory, 
pipes were being played and kettle drums were beaten on the elephants. Preceding 
my elephant the attendants were carrying the full vessels and the figures of ~ a r a b h a ,  
~nrd l i la  and Makara etc. 

"Following me, were the Brahmans praying for my victory. The citizens were 
throwing parched grains on me and old women prayed for the fulfilment of my 
mission. The women of the city looked at me endearingly. Passing this crowd we 
came out slowly from the city and in an orderly manner crossed its boundaries. 
The land bearing the beauty of the autumn was filled with the aroma of the ripen- 
ing paddy, aquatic birds were gambolling in water and the parrots had dropped 
the half-eaten priyarigu seeds on the ground. 

"The ichor of the elephants was attracting the black bees and the army guards 
were controlling the crowd. After the march was over the elephants were led by 
their drivers to the thatched huts with heaps of different kinds of goods for being 
taken to Indonesia. The labourers making great din were putting ornaments and 
saddles on the bullocks. There, in newly sewn red tent, were placed huge water pots 
and there appeared heaps of bags in the courtyard. People were co~lstantly going 
out and coming in. My followers with their horses and donkeys had encamped at 
many places. The stepped well had the surrounding white-washed, walls had rooms 
decorated inside and outside with the figures of the gods. The stepped well filled 
with fresh water had brick-built and white-washed cells all round decorated with 
the images of gods all over. The stepped wells on the roadside were brick-built 
and lined with banyan trees. After the rains the earth appeared washed clean. 
Merchants from the adjoining villages were selling cooked rice, pots of duhi, laddus 
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of sugar etc. In the forest rivers fishes were fighting for the tit-bits thrown by 
the travellers. 'The thatched huts were covered with creepers and trees. In their 
courtyards, in the shade of the pavilions, were seated fat dogs looking sleek on milk 
diet. The ghee being heated was spreading its aroma, the dahi churner was pro- 
ducing its noise. Summoned by the village officer the caravans and travellers were 
coming to him with their boxes. Encouraged by the Brahmans people were bathing 
and distributing alms. The elegant army was drawing the attention of the people. 
The cattle with bells tied round their necks were grazing and the cowherdesses were 
drawing people towards them by their tremulous glances. 

"Seeing the vanguard of horsemen, the news spread all over that the army was 
coming. The people leaving aside their work began gathering at the dung heaps. 
Some climbed the trees and some raised their both hands. Some equipped them- 
selves with knives, put on turbans and took hold of staves. Some carried children 
on their shoulders. The wonder-struck eyes of everybody were diverted on camels 
and elephants and they were trying to value the oxen separately on the strength of 
their sizes, power and shapes. The village chowkidar (grnmalakutika) was getting 
confused with such questions as, "Tell us who is this prince?, Who is this queen?, 
What is the name of this elephant?", and questions of this nature. The poor 
villagers regarded cheap strumpets mounted on elephants as inmates of the harem. 
They regarded a bard as a feudatory chief and merchants as the controllers of the 
palaces. After asking a question and without waiting for the answer they moved to 
another place. Even while seeing they gesticulated and though they heard properly 
[hey still continued shouting. Caught by the crowds of camels, horses and bullocks 
people fled in all directions, shouting, clapping and laughing. Some poor fellows, 
in the hope that they would be able to see the princes, princesses and courtesans 
mounting the elephants, were looking expectantly. Awaiting their arrival they were 
troubled with hunger and thirst. Some poor fellows, when they reached the harvest- 
ing ground for straw, found that the horsemen had carried it before them. Some 
tried to save themselves from those who were trying to run away with the cattle 
fodder. Some others were being pestered by bribe-receivers. Some seeing their 
vegetable fields looted, were laughing and some were talking with the arrested 
robbers. Some were pacifying the unhappy farmers whose sugarcane fields had 
been looted and some were welcoming the prince from their big paddy farms. Some 
of them forced out of their houses by the Thakurs who had not found any shelter 
for themselves were searching suitable places for their goods. Seeing the chief com- 
rnanders of elephants some people out of fear were removing grain to their grana- 
ries, hiding the cow-dung cakes, and secreting water-melons, bitter gourds and 
cucun~bers from their fields to their houses. Women were hiding their ornaments. 
The villagers in order to welcome the army were standing at their gates decorated 
with toranas, hclding flowers and fruits as gifts. At that time the bamboos of the 
encampment were being tied in bundles, and the yellow and magenta tent flies were 
being folded up. In this way at a slow speed we reached the sea-shore. 

"The prince encamped on a level ground served by a fresh water stream. A 
little farther was located the camp of the chief minister. It was surrounded with the 
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colourful camps of the feudatory chiefs. They were provided with makara toranas 
and the offices were located in between them. The tents equipped with variegated 
ropes were occup~ed by brave bodyguards. Bamboos were attached to tbree rows 
of pegs and these acted as a defence line for the camp. In this encampment could 
be seen white, red and multi-coloured pavilions and domed tents. 

"Though troubled by separation with my folks, 1 consulted my cabinet and 
as their chief I inspected the gifts presented to me. I ordered to assemble a fleet on 
the sea-shore within a few days. After the completion of all the work the next day 
in the afternoon I marched with my council of the Brahmans to the accompani- 
ment of martial music. Beautiful and well dressed women were singing songs about 
the solemnity and grandeur of the sea. After sipping the holy water, I offered 
oblations to the sea with curd, milk, rice, food, ointment, garlands and ornaments. 
Engaged in these ceremonies the night approached and the marching drums began 
beating. The drums beating at the Royal Gate aroused the people from their sleep 
and they came out of their camps. The labourers were also forced to leave their 
beds. Clever maids lit fire in the kitchens and arranged pot and pans near the 
ovens. The bullocks fought anlong themselves while eating the fodder. Labourers 
began pulling out the bomboos and after pulling out the pegs they began demoli- 
shing the encampment in an orderly manner. The fly tents were rolled. The rakes 
began joking with the maids mounted on wicked horses and oxen. Owing to the 
din of the army people became curious. As the shops were removed the purchasers 
wandered hither and thither with money to purchase articles. The Klkatas living 
in the nearby village took possession of food, fodder, and fuel. After removing 
their goods the camps were vacated. In this way the great army marched towards 
the sea-shore. As the day dawned people worshipped their gods, took food. gathered 
their household articles and put their women on carts. Water-pots were filled and 
personal belongings were loaded on weak-buffaloes. In this way separating myself 
from the army I came out of the audience hall. 

"Removing servants and attendants from all sides, accompanied by the 
chiefs who had got up from their costly seats, and accompanied by elephants and 
horses, I proceeded to the dock (ava~aramarga) and saw there sailors (verrika) 
engaged in their work. Among them I saw a young sailor twenty-five years old. 
Surprised to see his white garments and beautiful form I inquired about him from 
the admiral Yakshapllita. He informed me, 'Prince, this sailor is the head of the 
sailors' guild (kaivartalantra).' Not believing his word I replied, 'He seems to be 
So different than ordinary Kaivartas.' Thereafter, Yakshapilita recounted his 
life history. 'The great pilot, Vai i rava~a of Suvarnadvipa, got a son named THraka 
in his old age. He, after studying all technical texts and loading his ship with pre- 
cious cargo (snrabhnnda) and sailing to Indonesia, reached Rangaiilipuri with 
other pilots. There he struck friendship with a helmsman named Jalaketu living 
on the sea-shore and fell in love with his daughter, Priyadarianz. Love struck, he 
began wandering in the lanes of his beloved's quarter. One day TZraka saw her 

tumbling down from the steps, but he managed to save her from injury. After 
that PriyadarSanP accepted him as her husband and both began to live together. In 
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the meanwhile people informed him that the girl was rescued by Jalaketu from a 
shipwreck and in reality she was the daughter of a merchant. TBraka's comrades 
tried to persuade hini to return to  his home. His relations as well began complain- 
ing about the state of affairs, but in spite of all this Tiiraka refused to return to his 
home as he felt shy, but reached Rafigaklz. There he met Chandraketu who had 
heard about him from his attendants. He regarded Taraka as his own son-in-law 
and appointed him as the head of the sailors guild (niivikarnntra). Acting as the head 
of the sailors, ~ i t h i n  a short time he became adept in nautical science (nnupraclraro- 
,lirij.a) and became an expert pilot. Many times he crossed the deep waters and 
sailed to the Eastern Archipelago though it was situated at a long distance. He was 
also well acquainted with smaller waterways and had thoroughly examined the 
areas he had covered. He was not touched with any of the shortcomings of sailors, 
neither he had the natural cowardice of the merchant community. While rescuing 
the shipwrecked 11ierchants he had to face many dangers but he easily managed to 
avoid the aquatic animals. He is not frightened of the fatholnless waters and, 
therefore, we should appoint him as commander of the fleet. Because with his 
knowledge and devotion to you he will be able to pilot the fleet to distant lands.' 
While the minister was uttering these words that leader of the sailors came and 
bowed down to Samaraketu and in respectful loud voice said, 'Prince, hearing 
about your victorious march I have come to this sea-shore and I have completed 
the rigging of the ships. I have provided tlieni also with other implements and 
enough food and filled the troughs with fresh water and also taken enough fuel. 
For  the comfort of the body I have also taken ghee, oil, blankets and medicines 
and articles which are not available in the Eastern Archipelago. I have also taken 
small boats manned by sailors in the dock and provided them with the armed 
soldiers. Chariots, elephants, horses etc. which were not required for this voyage 
have been returned. Your ship's name is Vijoya-jarra. If you have no work, then 
please be ready for the glorious start.' Hearing his words the royal astrologer 
inforn~ed me that the auspicious moment for sailing had arrived. After that sur- 
rounded by chiefs I reached the water. Standing thel.e shaking my head, saluting, 
uttering sweet words, smiling, and looking endearingly towards my followers, rela- 
tives, old men, friends and attendants I took leave of them. When the chamberlains 
cried, 'Boat boat' the sailors brought the ship. Before embarking 1 offered saluta- 
tion to the sea with devotion and then Tgraka holding n ~ y  hand took me on board 
the ship. The cabin (mattaviirana) located on tlie bow of the ship was provided 
with a seat and as soon as I reached it the chiefs and my attendants welcomed me 
by waving their dlipaC!iis and after that they also embarked on other ships. As soon 
as this was over tlie auspicious cl~ankshells were blown as if challenging the feudal 
chiefs of the Eastern Archipelago. Many other ~iiusical iristruriients btgan playing 
and the bards began shouting for the victory of the prince. The astrologers began 
reciting verses and others began singing loudly. The joints of the ship were plugged 
and the slave girls printed auspicious palm impressio~~s on it. The flag was raised. 
Though the sailors were engaged in their different vocations, T ~ r a k a ,  being the 
chief pilot, himself sat to guide their work. In the favourable wind the sails were 
raised up and the royal ship cutting the water proceeded to the south and passed 
the country dotted with villages, cities etc. Seeing aquatic birds and animals and 
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conquering many chiefs, and visiting forests, palaces, mines of gold, silver and 
precious stones, and seeing heaps of pearl oysters and sandalwood forests, the fleet 
sailed on. There we Ibund a crowd of pilots coming from distant lands who were 
purchasing precious stones worthy of kings from the common people. The divers 
had anointed themselves with ointments and were collecting mineral oil (ngnhoila) 
etc. Raising up the masts, rigging the sails and weighing the anchors and plugging 
the leaks and filling the fresh water troughs, we sailed on. There were cities on the 
shores of Indonesia and the inhabitants of the place had equipped themselves with 
bamboo shields for their defence. There wedfound palm leaf manuscripts inscribed 
in Kannada script. People were not so religious-minded. They did not believe in 
Varn~irania  religion and their belief was animistic. We would not understand 
their language. They were fierce to look at and were dressed in their peculiar 
costumes. In cruelty they were like Yama and like Ravana they specialised in 
abducting other people's wives. They were black in colour and wore in one ear 
earrings made of palm leaf. They were very quarrelsome people and wore iron 
bangles on their wrists. In this way protected by the Nishadas, the abode of all 
precious stones, the Eastern Archipelago was espied by us from a distance. 

"After describing Dvipantara a highly ornamental account of Suvela mountain 
appears. The place grew very high quality of palm, clove creepers grew there and 
there were rows of sandalwood trees. Once, while in his camp the envoys from 
the enemies presented themselves and at their request sailors were awarded cloths 
and ornaments. The ships were provided with fresh water and food and accompa- 
nied by the princes and warriors we proceeded on, and suddenly reached the 
capital of the KirPtas situated in a different country on the west. After destroying 
the robber chiefs we returned to our camp with their women and wealth. In the 
first march in the third quarter of the night, a soldier inquiring about the prince 
came near the boat and informed him that nearby in Panchaiailakadvrpa was 
situated a mountain named Ratnakiita. There, near the grassy jungle, cold and 
sweet water was available and it had coconut, plantain, jack fruit and date groves. 
Near the river there were plenty of rocks which could provide seats for worship 
of the gods. It  was decided that the army should encamp there because of the 
long march the soldiers were very much tired, and troubled by sea wind they had 
become lethargic. The sea wind was also against them and, therefore, the tired 
sailors were unable to sail the ship any further. There was no suitable ground for 
encampment nearby. All over there were pools of water filled with cane growth. 
Therefore, after a stay of four days awaiting the arrival of the rear guard and 
attending to the wounds of the soldiers and feeding the infantry, sewing the torn 
sails and joining the timber of the ship broken by the rocks with strings and filling 
the water troughs with fresh water and providing themselves with fuel they could 
sail every day without stoppage. But for that they awaited for my final order. 

"After thinking a while, I agreed to the suggestion. A little after that the 
aquatic animals became agitated, the blrerunda birds began flying from their nests 
and the sea elephants came to the surface of the water. Tigers came out of their 
caves and the whole army hearing the beat of drums became almost immobile. 
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Fluttering their flags many ships, disabled on account of fast speed, reached the 
landing with difficulty. There was noise all round. People began talking, 'Sir, give 
us a little way.' 'Anga, don't push me.' 'Mangalaka, pushing others with the 
elbow does not show your bravery.' 'HamsZhssya, my lower garment has become 
loose and Lzvanyavati is pushing me with her breasts. In this way I am being troubl- 
ed both inside and outside.' 'Tararigik5 run away. Your fat thighs are impeding 
the entire army.' 'Lavangikz, the very sight of your kamarband make parichiiraka 
tremble. While getting down from the boat the sight of you thighs is bound to 
put the visitors to shame.' 'VyBghradatta, run your grandmother and mother-in- 
law have fallen overboard and there is every danger t o  them from the crocodiles.' 
'Why are you shedding tears? Take care of the ear ornaments of the women of the 
robbers' city, otherwise some pick-pocket is bound to pick your purse.' 'Bala- 
bhadraka, it's better you should give me the share of ghee of others because I 
have been very much troubled by violent people.' 'Friend Vasudatta, how am 
I to answer, why laddiis dear to my master have been destroyed by the sea water.' 
'Mantharaka, this heavy quilt was swallowed by a whale as soon as it fell into the 
sea. Now I will have to die of cold.' 'Brother, while falling down you have 
unnecessarily broken your thigh bone dashing against the ship. Now you will have 
to be guided by your servant.' 'Agnimitra, leaving aside the staircase, why are 
you taking a more circuitous way. Falling down in the sea you will be devoured 
by the aquatic animals.' '0 Grahika, do not unnecessarily tap the shield of the 
turtle, better tap its vulnerable part with two fingers.' 'Carrying the load of rice 
the old attendant falling in the thick marshy jungle now finds himself in difficulty. 
Pull him by his leg.' The soldiers were talking among themselves. Some of them 
slept on the sand. Some injured their feet with sharp shells and some became the 
laughing stock of others slipping from the rocks. In this way after everyone had 
assembled on the shore the atmosphere was filled with fresh wave of courage. 

"Gradually the ships brought to the shore, became lighter after the cargo was 
removed and they proceeded to the south-east of Suvela mountain for casting 
their anchors. The sails were taken off and the ships were secured to the firmly 
fixed pegs and the stone anchors were lowered. The sailors disembarked taking 
with them their baggages. Poor labourers became very tired by carrying heavy 
loads. The attendants preceding them came to Maniguhzgriha which was cleared 
of insects. There were clove creepers and straight camphor trees. Fountains of 
fresh water were also available. The rakes dear to the prince, for fear of snakes, 
removed themselves from sandalwood trees. The limit of the encampment was 
demarcated by pegging. The camps of officers were spread out here and there. The 
site was cleared of bushes. The palace attendants put up camps for women. The 
courtesans also got their tents. The sandalwood was used as fuel. Soldiers troubl- 
ed by cold and wind tried to protect themselves by gathering together their limbs. 
In the morning auspicious songs were heard from the north-western side of the 
Suvela mountain. I wanted to know from where the heavenly music was coming 
and decided to follow its direction. TZraka when asked informed, 'There is no 
difficulty in going there but the way is very difficult. It is inhabited by gigantic 
aquatic animals and the ships could be impeded by whirlpools. In such natural 
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impediments the pilot cannot determine even the uneven sea router. Utmost help 
will be required there in the night.' Even after hearing about these difficulties I 
decided to go to the place from where the music was emanating. TZraka was at 
once ready and the ship following the sound of music sailed onwards slowly. 

"The patient TZraka well versed in nautical science took with him five 
helmsmen. Though assured that there were no leakages even then he plugged the 
smallest leaks with wool and wax. The broken riggings were also replaced and he 
examined even the strongest sails now and then. The sailors began talking among 
themselves thus-'This swarm of niakaras is coming', 'This group of crocodiles 
is passing us', 'Here are the dolphins', 'Here the water serpents are swimming', 
'Bring the lamps and throw the light all round', 'Drive away the dangerous aquatic 
animals', 'Look here, the tiger is trying to attack the makara', 'Throw on its 
mouth the burning mineral oil torch', 'Look here, the water elephants have 
jumped into the sea. Drive away the turtles by clapping.' 

"Looking at the whale following the fishes and water elephants and in order 
to save themselves from that calamity, Tiiraka forbade his followers not to make 
noise. Avoiding the whirlpools he turned the ship to the left and thus bypassed 
them quickly. For avoiding the rain and the cyclone he ordered the use of poles, 
put strong riggings of the sails in order, casting of anchors, and making the 
use of oars. He thus issued orders-'Makaraka, raise the branch of the sandal- 
wood tree coming in the way.' '~akulaka,  due to your carelessness the bottom of 
the ship has struck the oily marsh.' 'Adhira, do not be diverted by my talk, proceed 
steadfastly. Wash your drowsy eyes with salt water.' 'Rgjilaka, regardless of my 
instructions the ship is sailing to the south. It seems that you have forgotten the 
direction. You do  not follow the northern direction even when told.' " 

From the above account many phases of the army on the march in the 
medieval times are available. Samaraketu proceeded on his victorious march with 
all fanfare. In an auspicious moment after making offerings to the gods he pro- 
ceeded on his march with martial music playing. The encampment is also realisti- 
cally described. Here the goods for Indonesia were heaped and there were caravans 
with their horses and donkeys. Vendors were selling boiled rice, dahi and sweet- 
meats. Hearing about the march of the army the villagers began assembling and 
began talking among themselves about the army and waited for the arrival of the 
prince. They had also to suffer for this curiosity. Horsemen looted the animal 
fodder. They were forced to give bribe. Their sugarcane fields were looted and 
they were forced to  leave their houses which had been occupied by soldiers. 
People hid their grains, vegetables and cow-dung cakes etc. and the women were 
taking care of their ornaments. Petty village officers were welcoming the army 
with small gifts. 

A good account of the encampment nearthe sea-shore is also given. The 

encampment was provided with tents. The camp of the chief minister was 
situated a little away from the king's camp and in between lay the camps of the 
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officers. The camps of the bodyguards were in a line. All around the camp 
was a triple bamboo fencing. In the encampment there were special camps 
known as ajira and palngara. 

Reaching the encampment, Samaraketu accepted the gifts offered by the 
people and then ordered the ships to be brought. Thereafter, the women singing 
songs in honour of the sea, the prince marched to the sea-shore. There, he 
worshipped the sea in the night, the encampment was struck and in the morning 
the prince with his army reached the sea-shore. 

There the prince met the pilot TZraka who was a very clever navigator and 
did not care for any sea danger. He had been many times to the Eastern 
Archipelago and was acquainted' with even the sn~aller waterways there. He 
informed the king that he had provided the ships with new riggings, new 
implements and articles of food and loaded them with cargo for those islands and 
for their protection provided them with armed soldiers. The fleet sailed with 
the music playing. After crossing many countries and winning many feudatory 
chiefs the ship reached the Eastern Archipelago. There he found the crowd of 
merchants purchasing gold and precious stones and the sailors gathering articles 
for their use. The inhabitants of those islands had shields made of bamboos. 
Their script resembled the Kannada script. There were very few who followed 
Hinduism. Women wore colourful garments and the men's costumes were strange. 
They wore earrings of palm leaves and iron bangles. They were adept in 
stealing the women of others etc. 

After defeating the KirZta ruler the prince encamped near the Suvela 
mountain because the soldiers and sailors were tired and their wounds had to be 
attended to. While disembarking from the boat the sailors and soldiers conversed 
among themselves in the language of the sailors of today. Hearing the sound of 
music the prince decided to follow it. In the way Tfiraka plugged the small leaks 
of the ship, examined thoroughly the sails, drove away the aquatic animals with 
lighted torches and avoided the whirlpools thus showing his knowledge of nautical 
science. 

We have seen in the first section how in the eleventh century Indian fleet 
sailed to Indonesia. We do not get any account about Indian fleets on the eastern 
and western coast and their battles in the eleventh century. In the seventh 
century Indian rulers had their fleets sailing from Sindh to Malabar and from 
the Cape Comorin to TZmralipti. Such a fleet must have faced the Arab fleets 
on the western coast. We also know how the Pallava king Narasimha Varman 
despatched his fleet to help the ruler of Sri Lanka, but such fleets are hardly 
mentioned in contemporary inscriptions. Fortunately, there are some Viraga.ls 
at Eksar near Bombay which portray Indian ships. These Hero Stones were 
raised to honour the memory of those who had lost their lives either in a sea- 
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battle o r  in some other untoward accident. Near Bombay on the western 
railway one mile to the north west of the Borivali station, in the village Eksar 
there are six hero stones which could be dated to the eleventh century. Among 
these, two stones portray some battle scenes on the land. 

The first hero stone (10' x 3' x 6") has four panels. In the bottom panel 
two horsemen equipped with swords have struck down an archer. On the right 
side appears the dead hero along with other dead comrades floating on the clouds 
proceeding to  Indraloka. In the second panel on the right two horsemen are 
fleeing leaving behind the arc5er who is facing six horsemen. In the third pane] 
from the left a foot soldier has pierced an archer with his lance. Behind the 
foot soldier there are archers on elephants and below them three soldiers equipped 
with swords and shields are shown. In this very panel, on the right, one dead 
soldier with other soldiers mounted on an aerial car is proceeding to  heaven. A 
little above, the Apsaras are guiding them to ~ivaloka.  In the fourth panel the 
~ iva loka  is depicted, and in its left a man and woman are worshipping the 
~ iva l ix i~a .  On the right, music is being performed. Above, the Apsaras 
equipped with garlands are carrying the bone relic casket. 

The second Viragu.l (10' x 3' x 6") has also four panels. In the bottom 
panel there are corpses lying on the ground, flowers are being showered on them 
by the Apsaras. On the right, mounted on elephants, is the king along with 
his general and minister. The king's elephant is well decorated and the howdah 
is shaded by an umbrella. The elephant is holding a man with his trunk and 
flinging him on the ground and is trampelling him. In the second panel there 
is the figure of a ruler. One attendant is holding an umbrella over him and a 
second is holding a rose-water sprinkler. On the right is a horse rider fighting 
with the k ~ n g .  Above and below are seen many people engaged in battle. In 
the third panel, on the left, three elephants mounted by drivers are seen standing 
one behind the other. In the foreground two bearded men are fighting, and in 
the middle a raja seated on an elephant is engaged in battle. The perforated ears 
of the soldiers wearing huge round earrings prove that they came from the Konkan. 
Sulayman, the Arab traveller also observed that the people of the Konkan also 
wore large round earrings.3 In the fourth panel is depicted the Kailasa mountain. 
To the left side appears the dead warrior. The Apsaras are showering garlands 
on him. On the right, women are singing and dancing. On the top is the bone relic 
casket, with the flying gods holding garlands. 

The third Virago1 (10' x 3' x 6") has four panels. In the bottom panel, 
there are five ships fitted with masts. On. one side nine oars are seen moving. 
These ships are ready for battle and armed soldiers are seen on the deck. Out of 
these five ships, the last one is perhaps that of the king because on its bow are 
seen women. In the second panel appear four ships, a part of the flotilla is 
represented in the bottom panel. These ships are attacking a much larger ship 
whose sailors are seen falling into the sea. Above this panel is an inscription of 
the eleventh century which cannot be deciphered now. In the third panel, on the 
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left, three people are worshipping the ~ i v a l i f i ~ a .  On the right is the congregation 
of Gandharvas. In the fourth panel, in the midst of the Himalayas with the gods 
there is the representation of Siva-Pirvati. On the top appears the bone relic 
casket (PI. I1 a, 111 a). 

In the fourth Viraga! (10' x 3' x 6") there are eight panels. In the bottom 
panel are represented eleven ships equipped with weapons and soldiers attacking 
another ship. In the second panel five ships are seen coming from the left 
attacking a boat coming from the right. The wounded soldiers of the boat are 
falling into the sea. Below the panel there is an inscription of the eleventh century 
which cannot be read now. In the third panel nine ships are returning after their 
victory. In the fourth panel soldiers are seen disembarking from the ship and 
retreating. In the fifth panel, from the left, the army is on the march with some 
eniinent person along with four attendants welcoming it. In the sixth panel, on 
the left eight persons are worshipping the Sivalinga; on the right Apsaras and 
Gandharvas are seen singing and dancing. In the seventh panel, perhaps, Siva is 
represented. On the left Apsaras are seen with the warriors and on the right 
the horns and the conch-shells are being blown and the clappers are being struck. 
In the eighth panel the temple of Lord Siva in heaven is shown. 

In the fifth Vlragal (6' x 3' x 6') there are four panels. In the bottom 
panel are represented six ships equipped with masts and oars. I n  one ship, the 
king is seated under a canopy. In the second panel, six ships, three proceeding 
from the left and three from the right, are engaged in a naval battle. In this battle 
many wounded and dead soldiers are falling into the sea. In the central panel 
Apsaras are throwing garlands on the dead warriors. In the third panel, heaven 
with a ~ i v a l i x i ~ a  is depicted. A man seated on a chair is worshipping it. The 
standing women are seen carrying the articles for worship. On the right 
Gandharvas and Apsaras are engaged in music and dancing. In the top panel 
the king is holding Durbar and Apsaras are greeting him (Pl. I1 b, 111 b). 

In the sixth Vlrngal (4' x 15" x 6") there are two panels. In the bottom 
panel a sea battle is in progress and in the top panel a warrior is shown seated in 
heaven .' 

As we have said above due to the illegibility of the inscriptions it is very 
difficult to identify the parties who participated in the battles on the land and the 
sea. The late Mr. Braz Fernandes was of the opinion that these hero stones throw 
light on the battle between the Kadambas and the ~ i l ~ h ~ r a s .  Whatever may be 
the case, there is no doubt that these battles were historically important, and 
perhaps the sea coast of Sopara might have been the venue of these battles. There 
is nothing wrong in believing that this sea battle may have been fought for the 
occupation of the pol t of Sopara. 

Here we want to draw attention to a historical incident in which the famous 
king Bhoja of Malwa had conquered the Konkan. The copper plate of king Bhoja- 
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deva from Bansawadaqnforms US that in 1020 A.D. because of his victory over 
the Konkan, he gave land in charity to a Brahman. From a copper plate of 1020 
A.D. found in Behama near Indorea we come to know that to celebrate his victory 
over the Konkan Bhojadeva gave a village in charity to a Brahman who belonged 
to Nyiyapadra (Napad in Kaira village). 

From a copper plate inscription of Yaiovarman found at Kalavan (district 
Nasik)' we come to know that by the favour of king Bhojadeva, Yaiovarman, on a 
solar eclipse day, gave something in charity to a Brahman. On the strength of 
these inscriptions we could safely affirm that Bhojadeva had conquered the Konkan 
before 1019 A.D. and held his sway over the Konkan upto Nasik. It is possible 
that king Bhojadeva's army marched on the Grand Route of Ujjain to Nasik and 
from there passing Nanaghat proceeded to Sopara. Here he may have fought the 
ruler of the Konkan in which fleets of both the sides took part. But the victory 
of king Bhoja was very short lived because a little before 1024 A.D. Jayasimha of 
Kalyan had defeated Bhojaraja, the ruler of the seven K ~ n k a n s . ~  

According to Dr. Altekar, however, in these hero stones we find the attack 
of king SomeBvara (1240-1265 A.D.) on MahZdeva, king of the Yfidavas. The war 
was between the army and elephants on one side and the flotilla of ships on the 
other in which SomeBvara thought better of drowning himself, than falling into 
the hands of MahZdeva.* 
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CARAVAN INDIAN ART 

I N THE preceding chapters, on the strength of historical, geographical and com- 
mercial evidences. we have tried to trace the history of trade routes on which 

the conquerors, caravans and merchants travelled and maintained the national and 
international relations of India. In this chapter we shall try to probe the material 
about the caravan available from Indian sculpture and painting. As the early 
Indian art is realistic we could expect to get some details of the caravan travelling 
on land and sea routes. Unfortunately, though these early sculptures throw light 
on other aspects of Indian life, it is almost silent on the modes of travelling. There- 
fore, very few Indian ships have been represented and little information is available 
on the travellers on the land and sea routes. 

As we have seen above, some boats have been represented on the seals and 
potsherds of the lndus Valley Culture (see Figs. 1 ,  2, 3 ,  4). Both the bow and stern 
of these ships were raked. But after the Indus Valley Culture we do not get any 
representation of Indian ship in art. In the second century B.C., however, a ship 
is represented in a Bharhut bas-relief.' This ship is raked at both ends. Three 
sailors are shown on it and it seems to have bzen built by a primitive technique. 
The coconut fibre seems to have been used for sewing the timber together. This 
ship has been attacked by a sea monster which is swallowing the travellers 
fallen into the sea (PI. IV). According to Dr. Barua, this particular scene refers to 
the rescue of Vasugupta from the mouth of a whale.= 

The bas-reliefs of Sanchi have very few representations of boats. Only at two 
places boats have been represented. At one place it is a river boat made of timber 
sewn together with coconut fibre (Fig. 7).8 At a second4 place the boat is shaped 
like a strange animal whose body is that of a fish and the head is that of a jardiila 
(Fig. 8). There is a cabin in the centre and the boat is manned by a boatman. 
In the early centuries of the Christian era, a boat is represented only in one of 
the Amaravati bas-reliefs. As Amaravati stupa was built during the SBtavHhana 
period one could expect the representation of ships and merchants in its bas-reliefs. 
Fortunately, as we have seen in Chapter V, some coins (see Fig. 5) of YajfiaBri 
S'atakarni represent two masted ships equipped with riggings and sails, their bows 
and sterns being raked. There is no doubt that such ships sailed from the eastern 
sea-coast of India upto China on one side and Alexandria on the other. 

In the middle portion of a bas-relief from Amaravatis (Fig. 9) we find the 
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representation of either a boat or a ship. The bottom of the ship is flat and the 
bow is square. In  the middle is located the cabin where a familiar symbol is seen 

Fig. 7 Ship on the Eastern Galeway, Grent Slupa, Sanchi, 1st  cent. B.C. 

on a chair. On the stern a sailor is seated holding oars and on the bow a Buddhist 
monk is seated with folded hands. It seems that the ship was meant for carrying 
the body relics of the Buddha to Sri Lanka or to  some other country. 

AS we have seen before, in the Gupta age Indian shipping reached a 
great height, but unfortunately we d o  not find many representations of the ship in 
the art of that period. A terracotta seal found from Basarahe in the Gupta age 
shows the figure of ~ r i  Lakshmi standing on the ship (Fig. lo), but the figure is so 
complicated that it is very difficult to describe i t .  At first, in the oval in the lower 
part of the seal, appears a horn-like object, perhaps representing the bottom of 
the ship. The side of the middle of the ship is higher than the bow and stern and 
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perhaps two parallel lines there indicate the presence of the deck. The bow is on 
the right and on the same side is represented an oar going obliquely into the water. 

Fig. 8 Ship in the shape of a Shardula, Snnchi, 1 s t  cent .  B.C. 

Fig. 9 Boat carrying Buddhist symbol, Amaravati, 2nd cent .  A.D.  
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In the right corner of the upper line, towards the bow, there are two slightly bend- 
ing parallel beams behind which there are three banner posts which rising above 

those lines are slightly bending 
behind at the top, so that the post 
on the left seems to be bending the 
most. Towards the stern appears 
a bigger banner post from which 
banners are hanging. In between 
these banners appears a square 
plaiform on which stands the God- 
dess draped in a muslin sari. On 
her right appears the conchshell 
and below, the lion. The appear- 
ance of conchshell leaves no doubt 

Fig. 10 Lakshml on a ship, Vaisali, about the identification of the God- 
5th cent. A.D. dess as S r i - ~ a k s h r n ~  whose one of 

the cognizances is the conchshell. 
I t  is in the fitness of things that Lakshmi, the presiding deity of wealth, should be 
associated with ships which, in ancient times, brought untold wealth to the country. 
This seal also supports the ancient maxim 
Vyapare Vasare Lakshmi ("In trade dwells 
Lakshmi"). 

We could expect many representations 
of boats in Ajanta painting, but they have been 
represented there only thrice. In cave XVII, 
Vijaya's voyage to Sri Lanka has been repre- 
sented. Here one of the boats is represented 
as an almond-shaped bowl whose bow is 
makara-shaped' (Fig. 11; see also Fig. 6). 

In cave II,@ as we have already seen in Fig. I 1  Ship, Ajanra, 
Chapter VII, a ship is represented in connec- 5th cent. A.D. 
tion with Purna's story. Both the bow and 
stern of the ship are raked and marked with the symbol of the eye. Its both ends 
are provided with brakes and it has three masts and sails. A fourth sail on the 
stern in a square frame is fluttering from an oblique mast. Towards the bow is 
located a cabin, and after that there appear twelve pots within a shaded pavilion. 
The pots perhaps contain drinking water or some such drink. Two mermaids are 
shown swimming in the sea (Fig. 12). 

At a third place in AjantaQ perhaps a river-going boat has been represented. 
The bow and stern are raked and show the eye symbol. I n  the middle of the boat 

is located a curtained cabin under which is seated a king with a couple of courte- 
sans on either side. An attendant holds an umbrella over his head and another is 
plying the rudder and a third is plying the oar. 
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Though ships and boats are very inadequately represented in ancient Indian 
art, fortunately in the bas-reliefs of Borobudur, five outrigger medieval ships of the 

Fig. 12 Ship, Ajanta, 6th cent. A.D. 

eighth century are represented. These ships with raised bows and sterns resemble 
very much the Kura-Kura ships of Malaysia before the advent of Europeans on the 
scene.I0 

In one type, the outriggers are made of a compound float held together by 
three straight and three curved booms. Broad rails are provided on the top of the 
float, perhaps to hold them in a sloping position, or as seats for the crew in a strong 
wind to give the ship more stability; this arrangement is still followed in the boats 
of indigenous make. There are open rowlocks on the fore and aft made of round 
spars sloping upwards apparently to break the strength of the waves. The gallery 
on the stern with a sailor was used by the crew whereas the cargo filled the rest of 
the space which also served as a place for working and storing the anchors. At 
the stern and bow we see the rings with peculiar "eyes" under them, as a t  Ajanta. 
The one possibly syrnbolising the speed and the other keeping watch over the 
waters. As noted by Krorn, these features are very common in the Kura-Kura boats 
of the east corner of Java and the prahus of Batavia. The rudder is located on the 
side of the stern; perhaps there was a second one on the other side. A deck-house 
with an awning is located between the two masts, the front mast is longer and 
made of two spars raked forward, rigged by ropes fore and aft. On other outrigger 
ships represented in the reliefs the raised rnasts are provided with ladders for going 
aloft. The top of the mast at the joint has a tuft-like ornament which perhaps 
stands for a bundle of coloured ropes. Both the masts have square sails and at 
the bow was another sail which seems to have been three-cornered and is fastened 
at the top to the washtrake with its upper end and other end to the portside. The 
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crew is busy; some are rigging the sails and some are busy i n  manipulating the 
rudder. A sailor on the outrigger is going aldft the mast (PI. V a). 

In  another ship" the sailors are vigorously rowing. They are placed between 
the decks. The rings are visible in the float where the washtrake is shaped like a 
buffer. The second mast seems W be a single spar; the mast tops are decorated 
with carvings. In the centre the deck is covered with an awning (PI. V b). 

In the third ship there is a small sail boat in front of the big ship specially 
for transporting the passengers and the crew. We already know from the Soma- 
rnichhakaha that smaller boats always accompanied larger ships and were used for 
various purposes including the rescue work. The outrigger of the large ship has 
four pairs of booms, but the top of the float held by somebody is single; besides the 
oars, some of the rowers' heads can be seen. At the foremast the coupling blocks 
of the two spars with holes for the rope are distinctly perceptible. The flags at the 
bow and stern are clearly seen and the flying pennant at the top of the mast and 
the sails indicate the direction of the wind. By the side of the square sail attached 
to two yards at  the bow sits one of the sailors, holding one of the washtrakes; 
there is also a circular object not yet identified. The little boat has a higher deck, 
is single masted and provided with a square sail with sailors holding ropes attached 
to the end of the yards. The "eye'' appears on the bow (PI. VI a). 

. We get the representation of an outrigger boat as well.la It has no deck-house, 
but is provided with elaborate washtrakes made of single curved booms and double 
latticed floating. The wings and eyes are quite distinct and there is a man at the 
helm. The rowlocks, the railing leaning inwards, the bamboo washtrakes at the 
bow and stern with their gratings may also be noticed. The masts have two poles, 
provided with rings; there is a four-leaved ornament in front of the bowsprit. The 
sailors are engaged in their work (PI. VI b). 

The last of the outrigger shiplqs single masted, its deck-house is very distinct, 
the oars and the heads of the crew may also be seen. The mast coupling has a 
cushion-shaped block on it; short derricks are provided on the deck fore and aft 
and the latter has a flag on it. Here too the sails are being lowered; the washtrakes, 
fore and aft, are remarkably high on the bow and stern (PI. VII). 

Besides the ships described above three strongly built boats appear in 
Borobudur reliefs. They have a row of small blocks on the outride. The bow of 

the boat is sloping, the stern vertical. All the three ships are one-masted. The 
rudder is not shown. On one boat, part of the crew is hoisting and lowering the 
sails, while others are fishing. The damaged ship has a square sail with a ssilor 
sitting at its l o ~ r  yard (PI. VIII a). One of the ships shows how a drowning man 
is being pulled on board the ship; it shows a gallery built over the stern on which 
perhaps a helmsman is standing. The raked mast has a square sail (PI. VIII b). 

Mon. Van Erp is of the opinion that the larger outrigger ships were slow 
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going. These ships certainly show Indian influence, though the compou~id mast 
shows Chinese influence. 

Ancient Indian art does not represent frequently scenes related to travel on 
land routes. If we want to know about the various aspects of the urban culture 

of India, then ancient Indian art 
provides ample material. Decorat- 
ed chariots, caparisoned horses and 
elephants and architectural details 
are often represented, but so far as 
the caravan is concerned there 
appear very few scenes directly 
related to  its working. As we are 
aware, the bullock cart was exten- 
sively used for travelling in ancient 
India and its representation in 
Indian art has survived at places. 
Its representation at  Bharhut14 
differs in no way with its modern 
prototype. At another place at  
Bharhut16 a two wheeled square 

Fig. 13 Bullock-cart, Bharhut, cushionedc art  with the straight 
2nd cent. B.C. back seat made of wood is show11 

(Fig. 13). The unyoked bullocks 
are resting on the ground. The cart driver or a merchant is seated behind on the 
left. Barua identifies this scene with the Vannu Jataka in which th- Bodhisattva 
accompanying a caravan which had lost its way in a desert managed to guide it to 
ils destination through his skill. The bas-reliefs of Sanchi inform us that very 
often travellers used highly caparisoned  horse^.'^ The ancient literature is almost 
silent on the point whether horses except in the case of army, were used for long 
journeys, but there is hardly any doubt that for short distances the people of high 
status used highly caparisoned horses.17 Good horses have been frequently represent- 
ed on Sanchi reliefs. Elephant as a vehicle was very common in ancient India. 
Elephants formed a part of the army but they always accompanied kings on long 
marches. As far as we know elephants were not used as a means of transport in 
long journeys, but camels were used for this purpose since a long time.18 

In  Bharhut reliefs storage space for goods and shops have been often repre- 
sented. At one placelg two big gowdowns and a large granary are represented 
(PI. IX a). Barua identifies the scene with the Gahopati Jaraka (No. 199), according 
to which the Bodhisattva once saw his wife with the village chief, but that cunning 
woman, as soon as she saw him, entered the granary and there began simulating 
that she was handing over grains to  her paramour in exchange for some meat. 
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In one of the Bharhut reliefsa0 a market has been represented (PI. IX b). It 
has three blocks. A shop keeper is pouring something from a vessel into a tray 
held by a purchaser. On  the right stands a carrier carrying two pots on a hanger. 

At another place at Bharhut a shop has been repre~ented.~'  On the right stand 
two merchants with two bundles probably containing textiles and a heap of plan- 
tains lying on the ground. On the left, two merchants wearing caps are apparently 
scttling the price of their goods (PI. X a). 

In the bas-reliefs of Mathura, representations of contemporary vehicles 
appear. For  the transport of goods ordinary bullock carts were used. In one relief 

Fig. 14 Bullock-cart, Marhura, 2nd cent. A.D. 

the bullocks yoked to the cart and the driver seated on the ground are shown 
(Fig. 1.1). Covered bullock carts were used for carrying people (Fig. IS).'' The 
driver sat near the yoke. 

Elsewhere at Mathura a carriage drawn by two horses and carrying three 
men with a driver is shown (Fig. 16).a3 

Fig. 15 Cart, Matkura, 2nd cent. A.D. Fig. 16 Horse-cart, Mathura, 
2nd cent. A.D. 
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The bas-reliefs of Amaravati inform us that in South India, in the early 
centuries of the Christian era, a light bullock cart was used for carrying passengers 
and goods (Fig. 17).24 

Perhaps princes and noblemen used litters (jibika); two varieties of which have 
been represented at  Amaravati.25 
One type is shaped like a small pavi- 
lion with an ornamental ceiling and 
is fenced. It  is provided with a pole 
on either side for carrying it aloft 
(Fig. 18). The second type appears 
like a miniature house which has 
horsc-shoe shaped roof and win- 
dows and is cushioned inside (Fig. 
19). I t  is not possible to say whether 
such litters were used for long 
distance travels, though it is clear 

Fig. 17 Bullock-cart, Mathura, that merchants hardly used such 

2nd cent. A.D. delicate conveyances. 

Figs. 18 & 19 Palanquins', Amaravari, 2nd cent. A.D.  

The bullock carts represented 
in the bas-reliefs of Goli2= are well 
furnished and decorated. They are 
square in plan and their sides seem 
to have b ~ e n  woven with cane. The 
roof is well decorated and the 
opening is curtained. The driver is 
seated near the yoke (Fig. 20). 

Fig. 20 Bullock-carts, Goli, 2nd cent. A.D. We have seem many times in 
preceding chapters that when sea 
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merchants embarked or disembarked in the ports they presented themselves to local 
rulers and gained their favour with suitable presents. Such a scene depicting foreign 
merchants visiting an Indian court appears in an Amaravatia7 relief as well as in 
an Ajanta painting." At Amaravati the scene forms a part of the Vessantara 
Jataka where king Bandhunia is shown receiving presents. In the scene the king 
is seen seated on throne surrounded by two chaurl and one fan bearers. The 
queen is seated on his left surrounded by female attendants. In the foreground 
of the co~nposition are seen foreign merchants wearing tunics, trousers, kamarbands 
and full boots, kneeling down on the floor and offering presents to the king. The 
leader of the party is offering a pearl necklace to him (PI. X b). 

A similar scene is represented at Ajanta, which has often been identified as 
the party of the envoy of Khusrau of Iran offering presents to the ChZlukya 
ruler Pulakeiin 11. In  this scene a party of foreigners is seen at the gate of the royal 
court's entrance. From the party two have entered the court holding the presents 
in their hands. The court is full of courtiers and high officials among whom 
inay be seen these foreigners. The king is seated on a throne and behind him 
stand a number of attendants. These foreigners wear high caps. coats, trousers 
and boots. One of them holds a jewel tray. From their costumes it appears 
that they were perhaps Syrians. 

The coming of the Iranians and Iraqis to India in the sixth century is 
indicated by two references in the Dajakumiiracharita of Dandin.' The third 
chapter mentions a Yavana merchant Khanati who was cheated of a valuable 
diamond. Agashe suggests that Khanati is the Indianised form of the Turkish 
Khan, but in the southern recension the variant of Khanati is Asabhiti which 
may be the Indianised form of the Persian Asaf. However, these words came to 
Persian language from the Turkish during the Mughal period, that means the 
Khanati in the Dajakumiiracharita is of a very late date, though scholars are 
almost unanimous that the work could be dated to the 5th-6th century A.D. It 
is, therefore, suggested that Khanati may be derived from the Iranian word 
knndart 'to dig'. But all these suggestions require further research. However, 
it is quite possible that Khanati was a merchant of Sassanian Iran who visited 
India for trade in the sixth century. The word Yavana, however, came after the 
early centuries of the Christian era. Yet it lost its original significance and began 
to be used for all foreigners including the Iranians, Arabs, Syrians and Greeks. 

A second Yavana is referred to in the sixth chapter of the Daiakurnara- 
chari1a.3~ The story mentions that by the order of Bhimadhanvii, Mitragupta 
was thrown into the sea near TPmralipti. The next morning a Yavana ship saw 
and rescued him from drowning. The rescuers took him to  their captain RZmeshu 
who was satisfied to get a strong slave who would help him to irrigate his vine- 
yard. In the meanwhile a battle ship (madgu) surrounded by many boats attacked 
the Yavana ship. The Yavanas began losing the engagement and at that 
moment Mitragupta requested them to remove his bonds. Being free he attacked 
and defeated the enemy ship which he found out belonged to BhimadhanvZ. 
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Now the question arises about the nationality of captain Rlmeshu. Agashe 
assigns him the Iranian nationality without any reason. The late Dr. Unwala, 
an authority in Iranian and western Asiatic languages, however, informed me 
that the word RBmeshu is of Syrian origin and could be derived from ram= 
handsome and is/lu=Jesus. It  is now clear that the Syrian Christian merchants 
also came to India for trade. 

Now and then we get the representation of conveyances and markets in the 
wall-paintings of Ajanta. In the Vessiintara Jiiraka scene when the king is being 

Fig. 21 Vishvantara riding a chariot, Ajnnra, 6th cent. A.D.  

exiled from the city some shops and conveyances are represented. The carriage 
on which the king with his family is mounted is rectangular in plan drawn by 
four horses; there is a square frame in front and the rear, perhaps used for 
covering the vehicle. The inside of the carriage is cushioned (Fig. 21).31 

In the market to the right four shops are located in which shop-keepers are 
shown busy. One of them with two pots lying before him, is bowing down to 
the king; the second is pouring out oil in a cup and the third, around whom lie 
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pots and pans, is weighing something. It is possible that the shop is either of a 
jeweller or of a perfumer (Fig. 22). 

Fig. 22 Merchant, Ajanta, 6 th  cent.  A.D. 

In cave XVII of Ajanta an open carriage fenced on all sides is repre- 
sented (Fig. 23).a8 

Fig. 

\ 
23 An open cart, Ajanta, 6th cent. A.D.  

From the above account it is evident that there were hardly any notable 
changes in the form of vehicles in the course of centuries. The vehicles used 
after the seventh century are hardly represented in conventional works of art. 
One could safely surmise that these must not have differed very much from their 
previous prototypes. 
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Jayadsman, 102 
Jayasi, 200 
Jayasimha 225 
Jaynagar, 51 
JazirPt al-Arab, 199 
Jebel-SerHj, 6 
Jeddah, 203 
Jehangirpur, 22 
Jelalabad, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 21, 39 
Jetavana VihHra, 181 
Jhang, 14 
Jhansi, 23 
Jhelum, 14, 21, 48, 73, 74, 92, 

111 
Jhukar, 33, 36 
Jinagupta, 181 
Jirm, 110 
JivakakumHrabhyitya, 15, 52, 

139 
JAcir Zl Dharma, 165 
Jogbani, 13 
Johnson, 103, 104 
Johore 214 
Jullundur, 12, 20, 92, 169, 188 
Junayd, 186 
Junnar, 98, 103 
Jyoha, 11 

Kaboura, 8 
Kabul, 5,  7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 19, 

21, 22, 40, 50, 67, 71, 72, 73, 
87, 92, 103, 111, 125, 172, 177, 
184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189 

Kabulrud, 7 
KSbul-riid, 7 
Kachchhi-Gandav, 13 
Kadambas, 100, 224 
Kadisia, 185 
Kafiristan 7, 184, 188 
Kafirkila, 72 
KHfirs, 188 
Kaghan Turks, 181 
Kaira 225 
Kais, 203 

Kaish, 201 
Kaivartas 217 
Kajangala 18, 20, 53 
Ka-Kan, 185 
Kakkola, 132 
Kalsh, 201, 202 
KalShbHr, 201, 202 
KHlaka, 95 
KHlakachHrya, 95 
Kalakam, 157 
Kalsmas, 50 
KHlZmukha, 129, 130, 132 
KBlapura 209 
Kalat, 29 
Kalat-e-Ghilzai, 19 
Kalavan 225 
Kalhana, 189 
Kalhat 114 
KHli, 134, 197 
Kali Bangan, 31, 40 
Kiilidssa 169 
Kalikavdta 147, 165 
Kalinga, 58, 70, 76, 87, 101, 

106, 107, 122 
Kalingadeia, 208 
Kalingapatnam, 101 
Kalingapattinam 122 
Kalingas, 130 
Kaliyadvipa 165, 166 
Kalliana, 178 
Kalliyena, 102, 103 
Kalna, 22 
Kalpi, 15, 23 
Kalyan, 102, 103, 104, 105, 116, 

121, 126, 138, 225 
Kalyan Dhenuktikata, 103 
Kamalapura, 130, 131, 132 
Kamalim, 132 
Kamari, 187 
KHmariipa 169 
Kamboja, 50, 52, 67, 88 
Kambojas, 11, 93, 94 
Kambuja, 123, 178 
Kampil, 76 
Kampila, 18 
Kampilla, 77 
Kampillapura, 76 
Kanakaketu 166 
Kanakasabhai 157 
Knnanadvipa 160 
Kanara, 100, 101, 105 
Kanauj, 15,20, 21, 25, 182, 184, 

188, 189,203, 211 
Kafichanapura, 76 
Kanchi, 21, 62, 107, 170 

Kanchipuram, 24, 194 
Kan-chow, 182 
Kandahar, 19,22, 73, 185, 186 
Kandar, 19, 172 
Kandhar 5, 29, 40, 71, 74, 75, 

95, 111, 171, 172, 189 
Kalfu, 202 
Kangkiu, 95 
Kangra, 16, 188 
Kanheri, 103 
Kanishka 9, 96,97, 102, 105, 

106, 109, 138, 169, 187 
Kanka(s) 11, 94,95 
Kanji, 202 
Kiinkjol, 18 
Kannadl 219, 222 
Kannhagiri, 99 
Kannakuija, 16, 18 
Kansu, 93, 181 
Kan-suh, 182 
Kantakasalr, 101 
Kantskasela, 101 
KZlntindvaka, 87 
Kanths, 138 
Kanyakubja, 20, 76, 183, 198 
Kaoshan, 72 
KZpHlika Maheharadatta, 191 
Kapilavastu 17, 18. 20, 50. 

51, 52, 76, 77, 149, 181, 183 
Kapih 40, 49, 67, 71, 87, 91, 

93, 96, 97, 171, 172, 181, 
182, 184, 185, 187, 188, 189 

KHpiii, 7, 8, 10, 11, 19, 39, 
40, 48, 90, 95, 96. 98, 187 

Karazhi, 5, 25, 33, 74 
Karakoram, 11, 29, 124 
Karakotal, 7 
Karakum, 5 
Karambiya, 63 
Karamnasha, 22 
Karasahr, 177 
Karkacha, 8 
KarikHla, 107 
Karle, 103 
Karmania, 185 
Karmarariga 214 
Karna 211 
Karnal, 22, 184 
KarnaprHvaranas, 130 
Karnataka, 25, 198 
Karoura, 8 
Kgrpisikas, 11 
Karvur 121 
Karwar 116, 117 
KaserumEn 169 
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Kasganj, 139 
Kashgan, 97 
Knshgar 5, 11, 131, 177, 180, 

182 
Kashipur, 20 
Kashmaka (Aimaka), 88 
Icashmir 3, 14, 15, 16,,20, 21, 

22, 33, 45, 95, 100, 121, 124, 
126, 127, 138, 172, 177, 180, 
181, 184, 187, 189, 211 

Kashtanagar, 74 
Kashtwar, 22 
KH4i 12, 42, 50, 51, 53, 55, 66, 

70, 76, 87, 141 
Ki;ikrrttama, 66 
Kasimbaznr, 22 
Kanpur, 24 
Kiiiya, 66 
Kaspapyros, 13, 48 
Kaspeiria, 92 
Kassapa Buddha, 64 
Kassapagota, 5 
Kassapapura, 50 
Kassapas, 49 
Kassis, 38 
Kasur, 20 
Kaiyapa Mataxiga 176 
Kaiyapapura, 13, 50 
Keiyas, 42 
Katabeda, 132 
Kataha, 214 
Katahakcdaram 214 
Kathisarifsigara, 207 
Kathgodam, 13 
Kathians, 73 
Kathiawar, 33 
Katihar, 12, 13 
Katni, 24 
Kattigara, 123 
Kart umaram, 44 
KHtyHyana, 53 
Kaumudi Scxigharnrna, 182 
Kaundinya 178, 21 3 
KaurHla 170 
Kauravas, 14 
Kauiambi, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 

53, 76, 77, 78, 87, 91, 164, 169 
Kaushika, 20 
Kautilya 5, 61, 66, 77, 78, 84, 

1 SO 
KauvervZp (Kiveripaytinam), 

208 
Kzvakhya, 6 
Kaveri, 25, 62, 107, 118, 154, 

155, 157 

Kiveripattinam, 107, 118, 125, Khurrnm, 19, 37, 40, 171 
133, 153, 153, 155, 156, 157, Khurrmabad, 22 
178 Khusrau, 21, 235 

Kawaburi, 194 Khusrau NaushirwHn 171 
Kayal 157 Khwarizni 170 
KHyavya, 6 Khyber Pass 3, 8, 10, 11, 98 
Kazwini, 203 Kia-Chow, I82 
Kedah, 194, 206, 214 Kia-ling (Kling), 205 
Keft, 110 Kia-lo, 207 
Kegaykddha, 76, 77 Kiang-ling, 181 
Kekaya, 16, 124 Kia-tu, 204 
Kela 172 Kien-Ye, 181 
Ken, 24 Kidara KushHnas 171 
Kena, 110 Kidsram 214 
Kennedy, 45 Kikalas 21 7 
Kerakat, 16 Ki-Kin-Na, 185 
Kerala 24, 88, 106, 107, 116, Kilkin, 202 

117, 118, 120, 121, 125, 133, Kilandi, 107 
155, 178 Kilnidi 154 

Keul 22 Kilwa 113 
Kevaddhasutta, 62 King-Ling, 181 
Kevalikood 160 Kin-lin, 133 
Keyaizddha, 17 Ki-pin, 93, 95 
Khagan Turks 171 KirHta(s), 39, 68, 100, 101, 
Khain, 201 119, 130, 136, 137, 219, 222 
Khair-KhHneh, 8 Kirghiz, 11 
KhakharLtas, 99 Kirrnan 127, 128, 189 
Khakkar Cheema, 21 Kissaputta, 50 
Khanabad, 10 Kifi5b-ul Anwa, 199 
Khanati 235 Kitagiri, 16, 17 
Khandlcharmamu?dj, 134 Kitavas, 12 
Khandesh, 23 Kittur 121 
Khandwa, 23, 24, 87 Kodivarisa, 76 
Khanfu, 202 Kohat, 12, 184 
KhLrak, 201 Koh-baba, 184 
Kharan, 67 Koh-i-baba, 7 
KharjurikZ, 138 Kohistan 49, 92, 188 
Kharoshfhi, 97 Icokacha, 6 
Khasa(s) 11, 52, 67, 131, 136 Kola, 141 
Khawak, 6, 7, 19, 72, 172 Kolapattana, 130, 133 
Khinjan, 6 Kolias, 50 
Khmer, 130, 131 Kolivarshavishaya 172 
Khor 114 Koliyas, 50 
Khorasan, 7, 71, 170, 186, 187, Kolkai, 125 

188, 189 Kolki, 107 
Khorasmia, 49 Kollagiri (Korkai), 130 
Khor-Reiri 114 Kongu, 107 
Khosht, 19 Konkan 87, 98, 99, 101, 102, 
Khost 172 103, 104, 106, 121, 200,223, 
Khotan, 11, 97, 111, 136, 177, 224, 225 

181, 182, 187 Konow, Sten 95 
Khulm, 6, 72 Kontlcossula, 101 
Khura 114 Kontakossyla (Ghantasala) 
KhuramLla, 61, 63 122 

KhuramLli 114, 145 KorZ, 21 
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Korat, 194 
Koringa, 123 
Korkai 118, 125, 130, 141, 157 
Kosala, 16, 17, 39, 41, 50, 51, 

52, 70, 76, 197, 198, 208 
Kosiimbi, 76, 77 
Kosambi, Prof. 34, 35 
Kosmas Indikopleustes, 178 
Kot, 25 
Kot-Diji, 29 
Kotigriima, 18 
Kotikarna 145, 146 
Kotivarsha, 76, 77 
Kotri, 13 
Kottayam, 107, 116 
Kofumbara, 66 
Kovalan 154, 156 
Kozhikod, 24 
Kra, 132, 194, 202, 214 
Kramer, 32 
Krauflcha 147 
Kraunchiinarn, 139 
Krishna, 18, 24, 25, 98, 100, 

101, 122, 167, 194 
Kriyakcircih K~yitdh 148 
Krom 230 
Krorain, 11, 45 
Krumu, 40 
Kshahariita, 99, 102, 103, 104 
Kshatrapas, 70, 96, 98, 100, 

101, 102, 103, 107, 116, 119 
Kshatriyas, 74, 99 
Kshemendra, 207,208 
Kshitipratistha 163 
Kshudraka-Miilavas, 49. 73 
Kubhii, 11, 40 
Kucha, 180,181, 182 
Kuchi, 177 
Kudukka, 75 
Kuen-lun, 11 
Kujula Kadphises, 96 
Kukkura, 95 
Kukura, 99 
Kula, 88 
Kulikas, 172, 173 
Kulindas, 136 
Kulindrene, 92 
Kulli, 30, 32, 35 
Kulu, 20 
Kumaon, 20 
Kumiira, 191, 192 
Kumsradatta, 180 
Kurnrradevi, 189 
Kumrragupta 170, 172, 173 
KumSra jiva, 180, 181 

Kumiravardana, 139 
Kumiiravishaya, 20 
Kumbha, 132 
Kumrahar 171 
KunHIH, 76, 77 
Kunar 8, 11, 72.73, 92 
Kundamrnas, 6, 11 
Kundrung, 201,202 
Kunduz, 6, 11, 186 
Kunindas, 92 
Kufijaranagara, 144 
K'un-lun, 177 
Kuntinagara, 138 
Kunti Yakshini, 138 
K14ra-Kura 230 
Kuraraghara, 18 
Kuru(s), 50, 52, 76 
Kurudeka, 76 
Kurdistan. 110 
Kurukshetra, 14, 16, 18, 19, 

20, 41, 77 
Kurujiingala, 17, 19 
Kurumbara, 100 
Kush, 5 
Kushgna(s), 7, 10, 48, 95, 96, 

97, 98, 99, 102, 105, 107, 
121, 177 

KuBinSrii, 17, 18, 20, 50 
Kusatts, 76 
Ku;~vartta, 76 
Kusthalapura (Kuttalura) 

170 
Kusumpura, 52 
Knya, 88 
Ktila-v~nija Jil!aka, 66 
Kutch, 23, 29, 31, 60, 91, 92, 

102, 105, 186, 202 
Ku-Tsang, 180 
Kul!animatarn 210 
Kuvala yachanda, 198 
Ku~~alayarnd/d 195, 198 
Kwala Terong, 207 
Kwang-si, 136 
Kwantom, 206 
Kwan-yin, 179, 180 

Laccadives, 201 
Ladakh, 182 
Lagash, 36 
Laghman 19, 70, 72, 187, 

189 
Lagh-Turman, 188 
Laharibundar, 25 
Lahore 12, 21, 22, 50, 188, 

189 

Lakphusi, 36 
Laksar 13 
Lakshadvipa, 201 
Lalitaditya, 187 
Lalliya, 188 
Lamprka, 7, 11, 19, 72, 171, 

184 
Lampsacas, 124 
Larnu 113 
Landai 11, 72 
Landi Kotal, 10 
Lang~iokam 214 
Langbalus, 201 
Lao-Shang, 93 
Larike, 104, 105, 115 
Lasbela, 11 1 
Liita (Gujarat) 76, 160, 161, 

173, 198, 200 
Lataband, 8 
L ~ t a d e i a ,  77 
LBta-Lrtika, 104 
Latin, 63, 111, 123, 126 
Lawrn, 201 
Leemans, 33 
Lengkasuka, 206 
Levant, 45 
Levi, Sylvain 62, 76, 88, 102, 

104, 105, 106, 122, 129, 132, 
133, 135, 136 

Lhasa, 125 
Lichchhavis, 15, 50, 51, 140 
Ligor, 194, 214 
Li-Kuang, 180 
Li-wan, 190 
Loadicea. 127 
Lobhadeva, 196, 197, 198 
Lobnor, 182 
Loboye Toyba, 198 
Logar, 7, 8, 11, 19, 172 
Lohgriini (Karachi), 

202 
Lohas, 94 
Lohunjodaro, 36 
Lokzyata, 198 
Long Chow, 180 
Lothal, 31, 34 
Loulan, 11 
Lo-yang. 181 
Lucknow, 12, 20, 51, 76 
Ludhiana, 16, 22 
Lumbini, 20 
Lung, 182 
Luristan, 37 
Lusitania, 128 
Lut, 41 
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Mabalipuram, 194 
Maceasar, 133 
Macedonian(s), 70, 73, 74 
MachchhikHsa~da, 18 
Machha, 99 
Machira, 141 
Machishahar, 18 
Mackay, 35 
Madagascar, 26 
Madamalingam, 132 
MHdavi 154 
Madgu 235 
MHdhoriputta, 100 
Madhumanta, 9 
MadhyamarHshyra, 88 
MadhyamikH, 91 
Madhya Pradesh 23, 88,98, 169 
Madras, 16, 44,99, 107, 118, 

132 
Madras 169 
Madura 117, 121 
Madurai, 106, 107, 125, 135, 

154, 156, 157, 164, 165 
Magadha 15, 17, 39, 50, 51, 52, 

53, 54, 55, 68, 70, 73, 75, 87, 
137, 140, 198, 209 

Magan, 32 
MaghH, 139 
Maghas, 98, 107 
Mahibharara, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 

15, 16, 18, 20, 65, 67, 74, 93, 
94, 101, 105, 130, 132, 136, 
141,154 

Mahzchaitya, 101 
MahH China, 208 
Mahadeva 225 
Mahijanaka Jiraka, 62 
MaliiSjanapadas, 48, 50, 52, 53 
Mahakala, 196 
MahakHntHra 170 
MahHkafHha (Kedah) 191, 192, 

193 
MahHkosala, 127 
Mahskshatrapas, 98, 99 
Mahiiniddesa, 129, 131, 132, 

133, 135, 136, 137, 138 
Mah5prinibbina Suttanta 51 
MahHrHshfra, 23, 25, 75, 99, 

100, 102, 161, 198, 208 
Mahirvastu, 126, 140, 141, 143, 

149, 150, 172, 174 
Mahavira, 50 
Mahendrapsla, 184 
Mahesar, 23, 87 
M aheivara Yaksha 146 

Mahi, 106 
Mahida, 99 
MHhishmati, 17, 23, 24, 87, 130 
Mahissati, 23 
Mahmiid, 13, 14, 23, 188, 189 
Mahodadhi, 44 
MahurH, 76 
Maikal, 24 
Maisolia (Masulipattinarn) 122 
Makandl, 195 
Makarwood, 126 
Makas, 49 
Makkali 154 
Makran 29, 31, 32, 74, 186, 

189, 200, 202 
Makrota, 22 
MHIH, 88 
Malabar, 107, 117, 178, 203, 

204, 207,222 
Malacca, 123, 126, 193, 194, 206 
Malaiyor 214 
Malakand, 13 
Malanga (Krishnapattinam) 122 
Malao 11 3 
Malava, 198 
Malaya, 76, 99, 119, 123, 133, 

143, 192, 193, 194, 198, 201, 
202,203, 206,207,214 

Malayakron, 104 
Malay Peninsula, 123, 132, 178, 

202,203, 206,213, 214 
Malaysia 60, 61, 88, 108, 131, 

132, 137, 143, 169, 177, 230 
Maldives, 201 
Male, 178 
Mali, 201 
Malla(s) 18, 50, 52 
Mallahan, 201 
Malwa 15, 23, 24, 25, 52, 77, 91, 

99, 102, 130, 169, 170, 207, 224 
MHnabhata, 195,196 
Manakkavaram 214 
Manar, 208 
Manasollrtra, 208 
Mgqavarnma, 194 
Manbhum, 77 
Manda 11 3 
MandagHma, 18 
Mandagora (Bankot) 116 
Mandala, 200 
Mandara 11, 136 
Mandasor 173 
Mandrawar 8, 72 
Mandsora, 77 
Mandvi 115 

Mangalore, 19, 178 
Mangarouth, 178 
Manichaean, 97 
Maniguhngyiha 220 
Manila, 26 
Manimekhalg, 62 
Ma!limekhalai 153, 155 
Manipallavam 154 
Manipur, 2 
Mavivati, 139 
Manmad, 24, 25 
Manmud, 24 
Manoratha, 191 
Manorathadatta, 191 
Mansingh Gujari Ghat, 23 
Mansura, 187, 200 
Manu, 46 
Mao-Tun, 93 
MZpappHlam 214 
Marakanam 118 
Marallo, 178 
Maranapara 129, 132 
Marathas, 14 
Marcocorarn, 124 
Marcocoramcana, 124 
Marcus Aurelius, 98 
Marga, 40 
Margiana, 49, 91, 170 
Margian Antioch 110 
Mirkardeya Purisra 169 
Markind (Ajanta Hills) 116 
Martaban, 132 
MarukantHra, 129, 133 
MaruvorpHkkam 154 
Marwar, 14, 23, 25, 60, 169 
Masalia 119 
Mzsapuri, 76 
Massaria 11 3 
Massowa, 110, 112 
Masiid;, 200, 201, 203 
Masulipatnam, 24 
Masulipattinarn, 26, 116, 119, 

123 
Ma-timralingam 214 
Matanga, 208 
Mathura 5,15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 

22, 23, 24, 25, 53, 76, 77, 
87, 92, 95, 96, 97, 98, 102, 
107, 111, 121, 130, 139, 140, 
161, 164, 170, 182, 188, 189, 
196, 211, 233 

Mathura Avantiputra, 52 
Matipura, 20 
MRtyis, 197 
Matsya(s) 50, 77 
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Matsya Pura~ja 136, 137, 138 
Mattiyavai, 76 
Maues, 96 
Mauleyas, 12 
Maurya(s) 8, 41, 70-88,90 
MSyHditya, 196 
Mayirudingam 214 
Maziir-6-Sharif 5, 10, 72 
Mazdean, 97 
Mecca, 26 
Medata, 25 
Media 45, 110 
Mediterranean, 4, 61, 63, 67, 

109, 114, 127, 130, 145,200 
Meerut, 16 
Megasthenes 42, 75, 78, 136 
Mehrauli Iron Pillar 170 
Mehsana, 25 
Mekong, 194 
Melizigara (Jaigarh) 116 
Meluhha, 32, 33 
Memphis, 126 
Menah, 45 
Menam, 194 
Menander, 90, 91, 92,93 
Mendhapatha, 129,133 
Mengki, 19 
Menuthias (Monifia) 113 
Mcru 11, 136 
Merutunga 214 
Merv 5, 97, 111, 185, 189 
Meshed, 4 
Mesopotamia, 33, 34, 37, 120 
Mesu, 33 
Mevilirnbahgarn 214 
Mianwali, 88 
Michni 9 
Middle Country 2, 52, 53, 75, 

182, 189 
Middle East, 3 
Midnapur, 77 
Mihila, 76 
Mihirakula, 184 
Milinda Praina. 16, 101, 114, 

129, 132, 133, 137, 144, 205 
Mimsmsii, 198 
Minnagara, 105 
Mirashi, B.B. 99, 100 
Mirpurkhas 170 
Mithila 12, 19, 76, 77 
Mithradates, 93, 95, 96 
Mitra, 38 
Mitragupta 235 
Mitra, Rajendralal 118 
Mittavindaka, 62, 63 

25 1 

Mleccha(s) 41,60, 71, 130, 159, Muzirir (Cranganore) 106, 1 10, 
209 111, 116, 117, 121, 124, 125, 

Mocha 11 3 126, 127, 128, 130, 133, 141 
Moduton (Kokelay) 122 Myos Hormos. 112 
Mohamands, 9 Mysorc 75, 100, 198 
Mohansarai, 22 
Mohenjodaro, 30, 31, 32, 33, Nabataeans, 110 

34, 35, 36, 37, 40 Nabodinus, 45 
Monahara 144 Nadiad, 25 
Monghyr 17, 18,21, 51 Nadika, 18 
Mongol(s) 3, 7, 48, 67, 93 Nadir Shah, 8 
Monoglosson, 121 Nagada, 25 
Monogolia, 131 Nagadvipa 156, 169 
Moayllum (Ras Hantara) 113 NHgapattana, 208 
Moulrnein, 194 Nagapura 154 
Moza (Khor Reiri), 110 Nagarahrra, 8, 9, 11, 19, 70, 
Mrittiksvati, 76, 77 91, 98, 171, 177, 182, 188, 189 
Muchiri, 88, 107, 154, 157 - Nagarase.lh, 66 
Mudri Rikshasa 172 Nagara;res!hi 149, 172 
Mughal(s) 8, 14, 20, 21, 22.25, Nagari, 91 

55, 56, 66, 81 Nagarjunikonda, 100, 101 
Muhammad bin Qasim 186, 200 Nagas, 208 
Muhammad Ghori, 14 Nagorashri DharmarHja 214 
Mukoi, 49 Nagpur, 24 
Mula 12, 29, 88, 11 1 Nahan, 22 
Mnlaka, 99 Nahapgna, 95,99, 102, 104, 
MPlasarBtividins 15 105 
Miilasthana 208 Nahavahana, 104, 105 
Multan 5, 13, 14, 22,48, 49, 73, Naitari, 138 

184, 185, 186, 188,189, 196, Naiibgarh, 22 
208 Nakkiyar, 157 

Mun, 194 Nakshatraritra, 139 
Mundus 11 3 Nal, 36 
Mundy, Peter 25 Nalamsla, 61, 63, 145 
Muiijavata, 136 Nalmalai, 25 
Muradabad, 22 Nalanda, 18 
Murghab, 185, 187 Nate, 138 
Murachipattana, 130 Nalini, 137, 138 
Murichipattana 130, 133, 141 Nalopatana, 178 
Murrhine, 112 Nambanos, 105 
Muruchipattana, 88 Nanaghat, 24,98,99, 141,225 
Muruga 155 Nanda(s) 70, 190, 191 
Murundas 98, 107 Nanded, 24, 26 
Murushu, 46 Nandi, 181, 182 
Musair bin Muhalhil, 203 Nandipura, 76 
Mus?lragalva, 33 Nandurbar, 25 
Muscat 114,201, 202 Nankin, 181 
Musgarrrr, 33 Nanking 119 
Musicanos, 74 Nanmaran 157 
Misikapatha 129, 133 Nan-shan, 177 
Miiiikas, 74 Niradasmyiti 1 SO, 151 
Mussel, 110, 112 Narasimhavarman, 194, 222 
Muza (Moza), 110, 112, 113, Ngrayana. 143, 197 

114 Narendrayaias, 182 
Muzaffarpur, 17 Narin, 6 
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Narrnada, 23, 24, 99, 103, 116, ~ i v e i a  159 
196 Niya, 177 

Nrsatya, 38 North Africa, 112 
Nasik, 24, 25, 98, 99, 102, 103, Northern India 12-22, 52, 153, 

104, 121,225 171 
Nassau, 123 North Kanara, 141 
Nata,  139 North-Western Frontier 3 
Naukidhyakslta 79 North-Western India 87, 88, 121 
Naumagia, 44 Nubia, 32, 63, 209 
Nauprachdravidyd 21 8 Nurpur, 16 
Naura (Honvar) 116 NyHya, 198 
Nauranga bad, 22 NyHyapadra (Napad), 225 
Naushahara, 22 
Naushera, 21 . Obulla 114, 200, 203 
Navadatoli, 23, 37 Ocelis, 110, 112, 113, 114, 119 
Navaja, 44 Odra,  94, 130 
Navapur, 25 Ohind, 9 
Navasari, 186 Oman, 32, 97, 114, 188 
Navikatantra 218 Omrnana, 114, 119, 126, 201, 
Nawshera, 13 203 
Nearchus 13, 73, 74 Opiane, 181 
Neas, 123 Opone (Ras Hafun) 11 3 
Nebuchadnezzar, 45 Orae 114 
Nebula, 126 Oretai, 74 
NeQumudukilli, 107 Orissa, 68, 87, 98, 101, 119, 122, 
Nedunjeral-adan, 107 124, 127, 130, 132, 141, 203, 
Nelcynda (Kottayam), 110, 116, 208, 209 

117, 120, 121, 124, 125, 126, Orrhotha, 178 
127, 128 Orthura (Uraiyiir) 121 

Nellore 11 8 Ortospana, 91,92 
Nepal, 17, 20, 21, 29, 50, 77, 87, Ossadoi, 74 
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Ter 116 
Termez, 97 
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Thailand. 178 
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Thomas, 96 
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Toppa Sresrhi 193 
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Vakkarai, 107 
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Valabhnmukha, 63 
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V; mia, 50, 52-87 
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ViirZvali, 140, 141 
Viirisha, 101 
Var&ranta 219 
Varnu, 19 
Varti ika,  53 
VHruna (Borneo) 169 

VHrunitirtha, 16 
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VasHtis, 74 
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100 
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data, 100 
VassakHra, 51 
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Vasrrderlahit;di, 129, 130, 132, 

133, 137 
Vatsa, 50, 51, 52, 53, 76, 77 
Viyu Prrri!ra, 136, 137, 138 
Vedas, 38, 43, 44,45, 198 
Venaganga, 24, 208 
Vengurla 26, 116 
Verzda. 76, 77 
VerHaja, 139 
VerHpatha, 129, 132 
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Vesinga, 123 
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Vetravarman 172 
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Vettachnra, 133, 135 
Vettiidhara, 129 
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Videgha Mathava, 41, 42 
Videha 41. 70, 76, 77 
Vidiir, 23, 24, 91, 99 
Vidhina 161 
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Vietnam 140. 201 
Vijaya, 131, 160, 229 
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Vijayapura, 198 
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Vijha, 99 
Vikrama 21 1 
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VilZsavati, 192 
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Vinajfo, 15, 180 
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Virampatnam 118, 120 
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Wana. 88 
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WazirislHn 19, 171 
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la Sculptured slab, Museum of Palmyra 

Ib Lakshmi, Lampeskos, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. 



Ila Memorial stone, Eksar (Thana), early 
12th cent. A.D. 

IIb Memorial stone, Eksar (Thana), early 
12th cent. A.D. 



IIIa Detail of PI. Ila 

IIIb Detail of PI. IIb 



IV Whale attacking a boat, Bharhut, 2nd cent. A.D. 



Va Ship with crew, Borobudur, 8th cent. A.D. 

Vb Ship with crew, Borobudur, 8th cent. A.D. I 



Vla '  Ship llnd ;I boel, Borobudur, 8111 cent. A.D.  

Vlb Slrip Borobudur, 8th cent. A.D. 



VIl Ship, Borobudur, 8th cent. A.D. 



V l l I a  Ship, Borobudur, gth cent. A.D. - 

1.9 
VIIIb Rescue 0f .a drowning man, Borobudur, 8th cent. A.D. 



IXa Granary, Bharhut, 2nd cent. B.C. 

IXb Bazaar, Bbarhut. 2nd cent. B.C. 



'L ., 1 ' I. 
Xa A shop, Bharhut, 2nd cent. B.C. 

I.. . . 

Xb Presents of king Bandhuma, Amaravati, 2nd cent. A.D. 
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